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"Sometimes a book changes the world. Not In His Image is such a book.

It is clear, stimulating, well-researched, and sure to outrage the

experts. Take it from a scientist: the'experts'are often wrong. In fact,

a hallmark of breakthroughs is that they are usually well-researched

and outrage the 'experts.' Science shows the importance of trusting
clear thinking about direct evidence. This book is full of both. Get it.

Improve not iust your own life, but civilization's chances for survival."

-RocER 
P,rvNr, Ph.D., MacArthur Fellow,

president of Ocean Alliance , author Among Whales

"John Lamb Lash's Nor in His Image is a rare achievement, combining
impeccable scholarship with remarkable visionary insight. In a

breathtaking tour de force, rhe author provides a profound analysis

of the history of f udaism, Christianity, and Islam and their connec-

tions to the patriarchal system. He identifies the deep roots of the

intrinsic problems of these three religions-perpetrator-victim

emphasis and salvationist ideology-and points our their relationship

to the alienation and agony of modern humanity. This book is a musr

for everybody who is rrying ro undersrand the psychospirirual cur-

rents underlying the presenr global crisis."

-g1ap151ay 
Gr<or, M.D., author of

When the Impossible Happens and The Holotropic Mind

"An extraordinary and profound book. Nor In His Image is a blessing,

and a warning rhat we must cease taking the terrible advice of
Christianity... and that we must insread re-inhabit our own joyful,

painful, mortal, beautiful bodies and fight for our lives and for the

lives of those we love. This book points the way home."

-Dennrcr JrNsrN, from the afterword



"What we know about the divine comes by way of three Paths-
through the spectacle of nature, through the testimony of spiritual

seekers, and through our own inner experience, as in meditation and

mystical communion. John Lamb Lash seeks to renew our under-

standing ofall three paths, and thus to renew our sense ofthe divine.

In particular, he challenges the otherworldly creeds that have come

down to us in Christianity, fudaism, and Islam, and to recover the

earth-based religions that preceded them. Those ecologically wise

religions fourished, he reminds us, not only among the native peo-

ples of the Western Hemisphere but also in ancient Europe. By

reclaiming this pagan heritage, he argues, we can begin to cure the

pathologies of genocide, war, and environmental degradation that

afflict the modern world."

-g6911 
RussBI-I- SaNorns, author of

A Priuate History of Atae and Staying Put

"john Lash's heretical book is a precious act of spiritual disobedience

that seeks to save the world from Salvationism. Lash opens new

ground between myth and ecology, and helps one feel what the

planet fcels. He proposes direct knowing and moving beyond belief,

and advocates animism as a proposition to test. He leaves the future

open and in need of human imagination. Humanity is implicated in

the future of the living planet, but Lash exercises caution when

making suppositions about our role as a species. This book is learned,

courageous, and full of insights. Some may find it challenging and

even shocking, but it is an important read for those interested in life

on earth. It is made for readers to chew on, rather than believe."

-]rnruv 
N,rnnv, anthropologist, author of

The Cosmic Serpent and Intelligence in Nature
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For the mystics of the future

"A kid, thou hast fallen into milk."
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INTRODUCTION

THE CASE FORAWE

When the people lack a proper sense

of awe, some terrible fate decided by

the universe at large will befall them.

-Lao 
T zw, Tao Te Ching, 72

f\estiny works in some wonderfully quirky ways. It could be said

l-rl that the book you hold came to be written because in his child-

hood the author had buckteeth.

From an early age I was a voracious reader, but growing up in the

coastal village of Friendship, Maine-population nine hundred souls,

about a third belonging to the Lash clan-did not provide me with

access to a wide range of books. Thanks to my overbite, I had to take

time off from school and go "down east" (up the coast) to Bangor, the

only town in the region with an orthodontist. It was quite an excursion

for the family, as we did not get out of the village very often. Apart from

New York City, where I occasionally visited, Bangor was the biggest city

I knew all through my teens.

The trip took an hour and a half each way on Route l, but the session

at the orthodontist rarely took half an hour. Although we were too poor

to have much spending money (my stepfather was a native Mainer and

lobster fisherman), we usually hung around Bangor for a couple of

hours, just because we were there. Occasionally, we even had lunch in a

caf6. That was a major event. I carefully saved the money I made

caulking boats and mowing lawns for the Bangor trips. While the family

window-shopped, I would go off on my own and scout around. My

forays yielded two momentous discoveries. One was Viner's music shop

where I discovered jazz and percussion (Enoch Light and the Light
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Brigade), not to mention a vivacious blond salesgirl with whom I ffirted
outrageously. The other was Bett's Stationerv Shop and Bookstore.

Bangor is a college town, being the largest cit'r' close to the campus of
the University of Maine at Orono, up the Stillu'ater River. In the back of
Bett's was a book nook where they stocked aurhors of interest to the col-

lege crowd. This was a hallowed spot to me. I had never seen such

names and titles, but I seemed to be drawn inlalliblv to the ones suited

to my spirit. At Bett's I found (Jlysses and Journey to the End of the Night,
two novels that had a profound effect on my views on lite rature and life,
respectively. And I found other books that determined my direction in
life: an existentialist anthology calledThe Searchfor Being v,irh selections

from Schelling and Sartre, the plays of Samuel Beckett, the poetry of W.

B. Yeats and Salvatore Quasimodo. Then, one day tou'ard the end of my

three-year orthodontic ordeal, I came across Thus Spafte Zarathusta rn
the translation of R. f . Hollingdale. I knew something of Nietzsche but
had never read a single word he wrote. The moment I began to riffle the

book, I was electrified. When I joined my parents and sister for lunch, I
rudely continued to read through the meal. And in the back seat of rhe

car on the way home, I stayed glued to the book. My excitement was so

intense that I had to read some passages aloud. I started with a section

from The Gay Science (crted in the introduction), containing the famous

announcement that "God is dead," then jumped to Zarathustra's pro-
logue:

I teach you the Superman. Man is something that should be

overcome. What have you done to overcome himl
The Superman is the meaning of the earth. Let your will say:

The Supe rman shall be the meaning of the earth.

I e ntreat you, my brothers, remain true to the earth , and do not

believe those who speak to you of superrerresrrial hopes. They

are poisoners, whether they know it or not.

In the front seat my parents sar in stunned silence. They were timid
people with no intellectual interests, no norions of philosophy. My step-

father barely eked out a living-not surprising, since his livelihood
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depended on elusive crustaceans whose mating habits had (in those days)

never been observed by our species. To my distress and disappointment,

my parents often expressed perplexity and fear about the difficulties of
survival. Their spiritual life consisted of lukewarm allegiance to the fun-

damentalist cult of Advent Christians that dominated the village. I could

not believe that I was {inding in Nietzsche exactly what I wanted to say

to them about themselves, and about the beliefs they held, which I was

expected to accept as my beliefs. All the way home I kept reading,

caught in the manic exaltation Nietzsche must have felt when he wrote

them. In "On Reading and Writing," I hit upon my personal credo:

You look up when you desire to be exalted. And I look down,

because I am exalted.

Who among you can at the same time laugh and be exaltedi

Who climbs upon the highest mountains laughs at all

tragedies, real or imaginary.

Untroubled, scornful, outrageous-that is how wisdom

wants us to be: she is a woman who never loves anyone but a

warrior.

The words were engraved in my memory the first time I saw them. In

the months that followed, coming up to my seventeenth birthday, I

delved deeply into Nietzsche's "transvaluation of all values," centered on

his radical critique of Christianity. Two points struck me as totally right:

Christian religion defines morality by a belief system based on a master-

slave relationship, and rooted in resentment of the raw beauty and

power of the life force. These two insights liberated me, for Nietzsche

was stating something I already sensed that lay beyond my capacity to

articulate. But at the same time, they burdened me. When I read more

ofNietzsche, I realized that he had not gone far enough or deep enough

in his analysis of "that crapulent faith." So I made a commitment to

myself. I swore to finish what Nietzsche had begun. I vowed to think
through and live out his critique of Christianity to the end.

This book is the result of that vow, made some forty years ago by a

bucktoothed teenager whose dental defect led him to this destiny.
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Hurr.nlsrrv Br,rnRvro

All through my life I have faced a paradox: feeling compassion for

humanity and, at the same time, suffering a certain repulsion for it.
Eventually I came to understand that the repulsion I felt was not for

human existence as such, nor was it merely a projection of self-repulsion

on others. Rather, it was a spontaneous, gut-felt response to human

behauiors and attitudes. (The attitudes that inform behavior are ualues,

and these are what Nietzsche sought to shatter and recreate.) Even as a

child, it seemed to me that certain forms of human behavior are incom-

patible with genuine humanness. This may not seem like such a radical

view, since most readers would agree that some human acts are repul-

sive, unworthy of humanity. But I was in a terrible fix quite early in life

because I was repulsed by actions and attitudes that were normally

regarded as admirable-in particular, religious righteousness and moral

rectitude. What the world at large considered to exemplify the best in

human nature, I found quite deplorable.

Living with this conflicted feeling, I came to realize something that is

extremely difficult to define: namely, how humanity stands in danger of
betraying itself through uhat it holds as ix highest ideak .I wondered how

such a weird proposition could be true, how the self-betrayal of an

entire species could actually be effectuated. In time I realized that I
could not even suspect such a betrayal were I not adhering to an innate

standard of humanity by which I was judging human behavior,

including my own. But what could that standard bel How did I acquire

itl Why did other people not have it as welll How could I apply my

sense of values, the code of misanthropic humanism I found in
Nietzsche, in a compassionate wayl And even if I came to define my
"innate standard of humanity," and live up to it, what thenl How
would this dispose me to the rest of the worldl And most importantly,
would I then be able to see how humanity's self-betrayal plays outl
Even how it might be avertedl

Such are the questions that have troubled me throughout my life. To

a great extent, this book is my attempt to resolve these questions. It has

been quite a challenge, and I expect that the "expos6" of humanity's self-

betrayal in these pages will pose quite a challenge to some readers. I ask
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for a fair hearing, and not to be taken for someone who claims to have

found the ultimate solution to the troubles that afflict the human species.

I think, however, that I have made the deepest cut in spiritual terms,

going to the hidden heart of the betrayal, the place where human dignity

is rotted out. Having shared my mission with many people over the

years, I am convinced there is a growing perception that something is

fundamentally wrong with mainstream religious values. Each day, I see

more evidence that some people at least are prepared to face the terri-
fying question: Why do we betray our humanity in the name of our spir-

itual principlesl

This book is a call of alarm, but also a call for inspiration. The fol-

lowing pages contain a heady mix of history, science , theology, anthro-

polog], myth, and personal testimony of mystical experience. Above and

beyond the several points it develops, this book presents a case for awe.

This poses a dilemma, however, because the case for awe cannot be

proven by scholarly method, yet that is the approach I have taken in my

argument. Readers will fare more easily with this book if they bear in

mind that I frame my argument in scholarly terms, but the basic convic-

tions from which I write neither derive from, nor rely on, scholarly

proof and academic method.

To make the case for awe, I go back to the rapturous bond with nature

that was celebrated in Pagan religions in the classical world. I return to

the Mysteries. My account of Paganism may not resemble what you are

accustomed to accept as history. But I submit that the supreme value of
the honest study of history-as distinguished from blind acceptance of
historical fables-is to show us hotu ute haue departed from the proper

course of our euolution as a species. The purpose of the Mysteries was to

keep us on course. I am not the only person on the planet today who is

convinced that we as a species have been torn out of a primal connec-

tion-our bond with Gaia, the living planet. A good many voices in our

time have said as much. But in this book I am saying something more. I

am saying that our connection to the living earth is not merely a matter

of survival, it is essential to our way of knowing ourselves, defining who

we are as a species. The species+elf connection, as I call it, confers the

sense of our singularity, our unique (but not superior) potential in the

Gaian life-plan. I will show how practical visionaries known as Gnostics
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practiced and taught that connection. When their sacred tradition was

destroyed, we were set on a sure course for self-annihilation.

The hktorical view of humanity's self-betrayal presented in this book
may be the one version of our story that can save us from the nightmare
of history. Such is my highest aspiration.

THn SoN.q.TA FoRM

Thrs book is constructed in the form of a sonata of four movemenrs.

Rather than straightforward, scholarly exposition (though there is a
good deal of that), it works by a symphonic play of themes or leitmotifs.
The all-pervasive theme is the goddess Sophia, whose name is wisdom,

whose sensory body is the earth. My first objective is to recover and

restore the Sophianic vision of the Mysteries celebrated in ancient

Europe and the Near East. The guardians of this vision were calledgnos-

toQoi,"those who know as the gods know." To correlate Mystery teach-

ings with Gaia theory and deep ecology-the second objective of this

book-cannot be done without looking closely at uhat destroyed the

Sophianic vision of the living earth, and how it was able to do so. The
genocide of native spirituality in the classical world went on for cen-

turies, but a cover-up has largely concealed this fact, and continues to
this day. To expose the cover-up and reveal both the cause and scope of
the destruction so wrought is the third objective of this book. Finally, the

fourth objective is to complete Nietzsche's critique by showing what is

basically wrong, indeed, pathologically dangerous, in salvationist the-
ology and Iudeo-Chnstian ethics.

Part l, "Conquest and Conversion," focuses on the third objective: to
show the cause and scope of the destruction of the classical world. It
describes the pre-Christian spirituality of Europe, a world unified by

Celtic culture and overseen by seers from the ancient sanctuaries of
Egypt and the Levant. To bring the Gnostics to life in flesh and blood, I
offer the example of the Pagan initiate Hypatia, who taught at the

famous library of Alexandria. Her murder by a Christian mob in 415

c.E. marks the dawn of the Dark Ages. The conquest of Europe involved
a genocidal program on a massive scale, combining the military might of
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the Roman Empire with the religious fanaticism of Christianity.

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 describe hor.r' the genophobic ideology of a Jewish
splinter cult in Palestine came to infect the entire Empire. In the

Zaddikim of the Dead Sea reside the true origins of Christianity. When

the messianic obsessions of that cult were adopted by Saint Paul, a forced

recruit who hiiacked its secret teachings, a new belief system erupted

upon the world. Salvationism promised liberation for the immortal soul,

by contrast to Pagan religion which offered liberation from selfhood

through ecstatic immersion in the life force, Eros. For salvationism to

prevail, the traditions of Pagan religion and the Pagan attitude of toler-

ance toward religion had to be brutally eradicated. This is a lot of history

in three chapters, I know. But the high compression of my argument

here is supported by research on the Dead Sea Scrolls, documents that

tell the unknown story of how Christianity was born.

Part2, "A Story to Guide the Species," highlights my lirst objective: to

recover the Sophianic vision of the Pagan Mysteries. Opening with an

explanation of the rare Gnostic books discovered in Egypt in Decembe r

1945, it goes deeply into the shamanic tradition of visionary practices

dedicated to Sophia, the wisdom goddess. I show that the Gnostics, who

called themselves telestai, "those who are aimed," preserved and trans-

mitted that tradition, which originated in Neolithic times. Here I
present scholarly research side by side with the evidence of my own mys-

tical and shamanic experiences. Some readers may find this juxtaposi-

tion awkward or off-putting. It may help to know that I am (to my

knowledge) the only scholar writing on the mystical experiences

described in the Nag Hammadi codices who admits to having had such

experiences. In any other field of research, isn't that the very least one

asks of 2 u71i1s1-firsthand experience of the subject matterl

Conventional scholars would risk their reputations, if not their tenured

positions, by such an admission. For me that is not a concern.

Part 2 develops my second objective as well: to correlate the Mysteries

and Gnostic cosmology with Gaia theory. Here again, some readers

may be puzzled by the way I juxtapose these matters, or imply their

equivalence, especially in the conflation of Gaia with Sophia. I argue,

for instance, that the seers who directed the Mysteries taught coevolu-

tion with Gaia, that they were deep ecologists with a profound spiritual
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orientation, that they had a unique view of how human potential fits
into Gaia's transhuman program, as well as how it can deviate from
that program. With such correlations, I am proposing a carefully meas-

ured rapprochement between an ancient heritage and our future
options for the planet. In short, I maintain that Gnostic teachings

repressed by Christianity present the ancient taproot of deep ecology,

affirming the sacredness of the earth apart from its use for human pur-
poses. To date, deep ecology lacks a spiritual dimension, but it might
acquire one by incorporation of the Sophianic vision. The sacred story

of the "fallen goddess" embodied in the earth, retold in episodes

throughout parts 2 and 3 of this book, is an ecological myth that res-

onates deeply with our growing intuition of Gaia, the living planet. I
have not invented this myth. I have merely reconstructed it into a

coherent narrative so that we today have the opportunity to participate

empathically in a sacred myth about the planet we inhabit.

Thus part 2 symphonically develops two themes, and balances them:

recognition ofthe divine Sophia, and application ofher sacred story for
guidance toward a sane, sustainable, planet-friendly future.

Part 3, "History's Hardest Lesson," reprises the objective of the first
movement, the destruction of the Mysteries, and reinforces it with the

fourth objective, the completion of Nietzsche's critique. I explain the

nature-hating basis of monotheism and the pathology of the divine
victim, who, according to salvationist faith, also provides the ideal model

of human nature. To do so, I reprise and deepen my analysis of the core

pathology of the victim-perpetrator syndrome introduced in part 1. I
show how the redeemer complex personified in |esus Christ is religious

cover for perpetration. So far, ghe victim-perpetrator bond has been

detected in dysfunctional families and addictive relationships, nor yet in
the historical record, and not in grand theological propositions such as

salvationism. But I am convinced that my analysis will reveal what has

hitherto been so hard to understand: how blind allegiance to what is

purportedly the highest model of humanity actually deviates us from
our humanity. Finally, my post-Nietzschean critique shows that belief in
the redemptive value of suffering is merely a glorification of the victim-
perpetrator bond.

Part 3 concludes with some reflections on how to go beyond religion
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and cultivate genuine, life-affirmative values based on the sacredness of
the earth and the recognition of humanity's singular responsibility in
evolution.

Part 4, "Reclaiming the Sophianic Vision," reprises and combines my
first and second objectives, recovery of the Sophianic vision and its cor,
relation with Gaia theory, and merges the Gnostic critique of |udeo-
Christianity with Nietzsche's incomplete "transvaluation of all values."

In the opening chapter (21), "Unmasking Evil," I tackle the daunting
issue of extrahuman intrusion upon the human species. This essential

theme of Gnosticism is totally ignored by scholars who freak at the men-

tion of a freak species, the Archons, said to have been produced inadver-

tently when Sophia plunged from the cosmic core. I maintain that the

Gnostic theory of error, reflected in the myth of the false creator god,

may be one of the most liberating ideas ever devised by the human mind.

In discussing "the topic of topics," alien predation, I cite science fiction

writers and a range of ET and UFO research. Treating the God-self

equation embraced by the New Age, and the tricky issue of "identifica-

tion" currently under debate in deep ecology, I try to show that ego

death is the essential requirement for intimacy with the planetary ent-

elechy, Sophia.

Part 4 contains more disclosures from my mystical and entheogenic

practice. I do not expect anyone to take these matters on faith, or to
regard me as an illuminatus or guru figure (Goddess forbid!). Firsthand

mystical experience is euidence in its own right, and when it comes to the

most intimate aspects of human spirituality, it may be the only evidence

that counts. In my exposition of the Mesotes, "the everlasting fesus," I
present historical, ethnographic, and mythological material to comple-

ment my purely subjective fix on that mysterious entity. It may appear

that I go way off the map with the Mesotes, but I would not be surprised

if a good number of readers who have had that same encounter find in
my interpretation an entirely new way to view it, and own it.

The book concludes with a call to sacred ecology, the Pagan sense of
life. We are all inheritors of the Sophianic birthright of humanity,

regardless ofrace, culture, or creed. But sadly, putting race, culture, and

creed before our humanity, we deprive ourselves of that precious lin-
eage. Ultimately, the message of the Mysteries is about claiming the
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Anthropos (our identity as a species) so that we can own our species-spe-

cilic responsibility in the designs of Gaia-Sophia. Each of us has an

innate destiny that guides us unerringly toward that responsibility. If
only we have the savvy to see what deviates us from our destinies in

Gaia, and the strength to resist that deviation.

ThuE To rHE Eanrn

In reworking and extending Nietzsche's indictment of fudeo-
Christianity, I have relied strongly on the Gnostic critique of salva-

tionism. There are many difficult and tricky points in the argument

against our highest religious ideals, and I do not pretend to have pulled

off this task to perfection. I had a particularly hard time with the

Superman concept. Not just in writing this book over fourteen months,

but all through my life! I have never seen myself as a Nietzschean

Superman-in fact, I think "ultrahuman" is a better translation of Aber-

mensch. But I always wondered if there may not be a superhuman or

divine component in human nature. Haven't youl Only through under-

standing the Gnostic teaching on nous, divine intelligence, did I come to

resolve this question. How I did so, the following pages will reveal.

The case for awe is also a case for humility. "Remain tlue to the earth,"

Zarathustra implored. To stand in naked awareness in the presence of
the earth, in silent ftnowing-this is au'esome. Intimacy with the planet

keeps us wild, undomesticated, unwilling to submit to social condi-

tioning. In "On Reading and Writing," Nietzsche wrote: "Untroubled,

scornful, outrageous-that is how wisdom \\'ants us to be." Sophia

(wisdom) loves those who preserve and protect her ways, women and

men alike, warriors in the line of beautv. It could be objected that my

obvious Nietzschean scorn for certain religious ideas compromises my

judgment. But I am not the first to assert that religion (i.e., doctrine, rite,

institution) is the enemy of genuine religious experience. C. G. Jung,
Aldous Huxley, H. L. Mencken, Barbara Walker, and many others have

made this observation, but no one has carried it through and backed up

the argument in the way I do here.

It could also be objected that any expression ofhatred is unacceptable
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in a book that purports to present spiritual values. I would reply that
there is plenty of hatred circulating on this planet, and most of it seems

to be coming from people who are devoutly religious. If humanity is

filled with hatred, my personal share might act like a homeopathic dose

against the general infection. I do not categorically reject hatred, or deny

it a humane value. I hate a good many things: the rape of the earth, child
abuse, sexual apartheid, the exploitation ofyouth, lies and hypocrisy, bad

literature, the consumer trance. This is my shortlist. But most of all I
hate the enslavement and manipulation of the human spirit by false and

perverted beliefs disguised in religious ideals and ethics. Hatred is an

inevitable part of the human horror on this planet, but it can also be part
of the cure. As Paracelsus said, the cure is in the dose.

Indigenous wisdom offers some advice for those who undertake vigils

with sacred plants, advice that may be applicable to the healing force of
hatred: "Stay behind the medicine." This means, do not be compulsively

driuen by the visionary power conferred by the plant-teachers, but sray

behind it, be drawn rather than driven, be guided by the otherating

power you take upon yourself. Likewise for hatred, a potent and pre-

cious medicine.

Without vision, the people die. Without awe, we lack the humiliry to
live and the strength to protect what we love, all that makes life worth
living. Not in His Image offers a dose of planetary medicine loaded with
visionary power that was violently repressed for almost two thousand

years.

Stay behind the medicine.

May 2006 Flanders-Andalucia
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THE MURDER OF HYPATh

A " a spring day in the year 415 c.r., a Pagan noblewoman emerged

\-/ from the lecture hall attached to the great library of Alexandria
and called for her chariot, intending to drive herself home. Although
there were many educated Pagan women of high social standing and
good education in Alexandria in rhat era, Hypatia, as she was called, was

one of the few who owned and drove her own chariot. A familiar sight
to the local populace, she often halted her horses and descended into the
street to chat amiably with local people, or to debate issues of philosophy
with whomever might wish to engage her. Her openness, combined
with her kind and elegant manner, won her the admiration and affec-
tion of the townsfolk. Hypatia was also acrive in an official capacity in
civic affairs normally dominated by men. "Such were her self-possession

and ease of manner, arising from the refinement and cultivation of her
mind, that she not infrequently appeared in public in presence of the
magistrates, without ever losing in an assembly of men rhat dignified
modesty of comportment for which she was conspicuous, and which
gained for her universal respect and admiration."'

Hypatia's beauty was legendary, and equaled only, it was said, by her
intelligence. Tall and confidenr, commanding her charior with ease,

clothed in a long robe and the signature scarf of the teaching class, she

must have cut a striking figure in the thriving streets of that mosr cos-

mopolitan of cities. No realistic image of her survives.

On that March day in 415, as Hypatia entered a public square near the
Caesarean Church where Christian converts were known to gather, she

found her path blocked by a menacing crowd. At the head of the group
stood a rough-looking man called Peter the Reader who roused those

gathered to approach Hypatia and impede her way. "Now this Peter was

a perfect believer in all respects of fesus Christ,"2 a zealous convert who
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admired Cyril, the Christian bishop of Alexandria. Recently, when a

local prefect prosecuted one of Cyril's prot6g6s for openly attacking

Pagan doctrines, Hypatia had sided with the prefect and the man was

severely admonished. Cyril had an axe to grind with Hypatia, although

he could not afford to look bad in the public eye by acting openly against

her. Long after the fateful day, many of the townsfolk wonderecl if Peter

the Reader had not been sent to avenge his master, or perhaps had acted

independently, hoping to win the patriarch's approval. Public opinion

held that Cyril, who was on record for calling Hypatia a sorceress, was

complicit in the attack.

Peter exhorted the crowd to throw tiles at Hypatia, and pull her from

the chariot. Her long robes and scarf proved an advantage to the mob,

consisting mostly of rough-handed workmen. They quickly overpow-

ered her by yanking hard on her loose clothing from all sides. Pulled to

the ground, she struggled in vain to break free and run. The mass of

grappling hands now began to strip off her robes. Members of the local

populace stood by helplesslv, paralyzed by the horror unfolding before

their eyes.

The violence of the mob escalated rapidly, its intensity f-ed by the rau-

cous shouts of Peter the Reader. He called Hypatia a vile heretic and a

witch who beguiled people through her beauty and her teachings, which

were nothing but the wiles of Satan. Hypatia protested and cried for help,

but a stiff blow broke her jaw. In a matter of minutes, she was on her

knees in a pool of her own blood. Crushed under a flurry of blows and

kicks, she was rapidly beaten to death. Not content merely to take her

life, the mob pounded her naked body to a pulp and tore her limbs off her

torso. The number of the attackers, and the ferocity of their assault, made

it impossible for anyone witnessing the nrurder to intervene.

When Hypatia was dead, the attitude of the mob shifted abruptly from
outrage to triumph. These men, who were self-declared Christians,

immediately began to exalt in what they had done. The frenzy of victory

was so acute, it could not be satisfied by the beating and dismemberment

of the defenseless woman. As if emanating from their pores, some force

of inhuman inspiration electrified the haze of violence that fumed

around the murderers. Wild-eyed with excitenlent, several members of
the mob ran to the nearby harbor and scooped up the razor-sharp oyster
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shells to be found there in abundance. They returned and passed out
shells, and Peter encouraged his henchmen to scrap every last morsel of
flesh from Hypatia's bones. When rhe men were done, they took the
scraped bones to a place called Cindron and burned them to ashes.

Wrsoov INcRnNnrn

Hypatia (pronounced high-PAY+ha) was the daughter of the mathemati-
cian Theon of Alexandria, the last known reacher in the age-old tradi-
tion of the Mystery Schools, the spiritual universities of antiquity.* The
year and month of her death are known, the year of her birth is less cer-
tain, but 370 c.n. is generally accepted. Thus she would have been

around forty-five when she was murdered. Historians have long
regarded her death as the event that defined the end ofclassical civiliza-
tion in Mediterranean Europe. It signaled the end of Paganism and the
dawn of the Dark Ages. (Paganism, the generic term for pantheistic reli-
gion in the Western classical world, merits capitalization as much as

Christianity.)

Theon was headmaster ar the Museum of Alexandria, the place dedi-
cated to the Muses, daughters of the ancient goddess of memory,
Mnemosyne. Each of the Muses embodied a "sacred art" such as

astronomy, lyric poetry, and history. The nine daughters of Memory pre-
sented a model for the curriculum of the Mystery Schools. Museums

today are merely repositories of relics from the past, bur the Alexandrian
Museum was the setting for a wide range of living traditions, truly a

center of higher education. The campus spread along the horseshoe-

shaped port dominated by its Pharos, the famous four-hundred-foor-
high lighthouse that ranked among the Seven Wonders of the World. It
included many independent academies dedicated to subiects as diverse as

geometry and sacred dance, and training guilds that produced a constant
stream of graduates in fields such as sculpture, botany, navigation, her-
bology, engineering, and medicine. The assemblies and guilds associated

with the Royal Library had their own libraries and teaching faculties.

*For a definiton ofMystery Schools and other special rerms, see the glossary
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In the year 400, when she was about thirty, Hypatia assumed the chair

of mathematics at the university school. This was a salaried position,

equivalent to professorship in a modern university. The daughter of
Theon was noted for her mastery of Platonic philosophy and her skill in
theurgy, literally "god-working," a form of magical invocation that

might be compared to Jungian active imagination, or, more aptly,

advanced practices of visualization in Tantra and Dzogchen. Her dialec-

tical powers were exceptional, honed to a fine edge by her mathematical

training. When it came to debating ideas about the divine, "Hypatia

eclipsed in argument every proponent of the Christian doctrines in
Northern Egypt."' Her expertise in theology typified the Pagan intellec-

tual class of Gnostics,gnostoftoi, "those who understand divine matters,

knowing as the gods know," but she was also deeply versed in geometry,

physics, and astronomy.* Ancient learning was multidisciplinary and

eclectic, contrasting strongly to the narrow specialization of higher edu-

cation and the sciences in our time. The word philosop&y means "love

(philo) of wisdom (sophia)." To Gnostics, Sophia was a revered divinity,
the goddess whose story they recounted in their sacred cosmology.t To

the people of her time and setting, Hypatia would have been wisdom

incarnate.

In addition to their religious function, the Mysteries provided the

framework for education along interdisciplinary lines. The gnosto\oi

were polymaths, savants, and prolific writers. From around 600 s.c.r. to

Hypatia's time-a period of a thousand years-1hey produced the

countless thousands of scrolls stored in the Royal Library of Alexandria
and other libraries attache d to Mystery centers around the

Mediterranean basin. Hypatia is known to have written a treatise on

arithmetic and commentaries on the ,4stronomical Canon of Ptolemy

and the conic sections of Apollonius of Perga. None of her writings sur-
vive, but eight ancient sources describe her murder and her accomplish-
ments; the latter, not always in an approving manner. Cyril, whom pop-
ular opinion implicated in her murder, became an imporranr theologian

*There is no scholarly consensus on the de6nitionof Gnosis or Gnostic. The above is onc of
several options I propose. See the glossary for definitions ofall special terms.

fI propose the pronunciatiooso-FI-ah for the mythological name of the goddess, as disrinct
from the common name pronounced so-FEE-ah. The ad jective is sophianic.
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known for formulating the doctrine of rhe Holy Trinity. He was later

canonized by the Church, along with other early Christian ideologues,

the so-called Church Fathers, men whose theological polemics and his-

tories of the One True Faith celebrate its triumph over "heretics" such

as she.

Hypatia's accomplishments were not confined to theology and didac-

tics. She was also involved in applied science relatecl to geography and

astronomy. Working with a Greek scientist Synesius, who was proud to
be called her student, she invented a prototype ofthe astrolabe, a device

later to prove essential in the navigation of the world oceans for the

twinned purposes of conquest and conversion.

PacnN LEanNtr.rc

Hypatia's birthplace was founded by Alexander the Great on |anuary
20, 331 s.c.n.

For the next 1000 ye ars, until the coming of Islam, it would look

to the Mediterranean and the wider worid. Alexandria's full
title was "Alexandria by Egypt"-not "in Egypt." It was

founded as an entrep6t through which the weaith of Egypt

would flow; and within two centuries it would become the "the

crossroads of the entire world": the El Dorado of the Hellenistic

Ag.. . . . In the first century A.D. Alexandrian merchants sailed

to South India on the monsoon winds, linking up with the trade

to the Ganges, Vietnam, and China; part of the explosion of
ideas and contact initiated by the Age of Alexander.*

In Hypatia's lifetime, her native city was still the greatest cosmopolitan

center of antiquity, the undisputable capital of the Western world, com-

mercially, spiritually, and intellectually speaking, but it belonged to an

empire teetering on the brink of collapse. She r.l'as born around ten years

after the initial wave of barbarians, the Huns, poured into Europe, and six

years after the Roman Empire was divided geographically between east

and west. In her lifetime the Roman legions evacuated Britain, conquered
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by |ulius Caesar four and a half centuries earlier, and the borders of the

Empire shook continually from barbarian assaults. In 410, when Hypatia

would have been forty, Alaric, chieftain of the Visigoths, captured and

sacked Rome, inflicting a mortal blow on the Empire. At that very

moment Augustine of Hippo was writing The City of God, a book des-

tined to become a cornerstone of Catholic doctrine. As the Roman Empire

shattered and burned, another imperial entity, the institution of the

catholic church, was rising in its place. A fateful handover of power was

in progress.

The Hellenistic era lasted from the death of Alexande r in 323 B.c.E. to

30 n.c.t., when Cleopatra, the last of the Ptolemies' killed herself with

the bite of an asp. After Alexander's death, his empire was dividecl

among three of his generals. The southernmost part, comprising Egypt

and Judea (including Jerusalem), became the Ptolemaic kingdom'

Culture and custom were uniform throughout all three parts of the

empire. ,,Natives of Galilee and fudea wore fhe same sort of clothes as

were worn in Alexandria, Rome or Athens."5 The entire southern

region, including Palestine, was thriving with lvlystery Schools, many of

them founded and directed by Gnostics such as Hypatia." In the twilight

ofthe Egyptian dynasties, cross-cultural exchange reached a fever pitch,

but the death of cleopatra brought a change of political regime that

would permanently darken the skies of learning. f ulius Caesar's arrival

in Egypt in 47 e.c.n. completed the shift that had begun in 63 s.c.r. when

the Roman general Pompey, Caesar's greatest rival, had declared |udea

a Roman province. The transition from Hellenistic haven to Roman

domain affected the entire Near East. In Hypatia's time, the Royal

Library had existed for over seven hundred years, but it fared far less

well in the four centuries of the Roman era than in the preceding three

centuries of high Hellenistic syncretism.

The Royal Library was founded by a general of Alexander the Great,

Ptolemy I, as a center of learning for the vast territories united by the

Greek language following Alexander's campaigns. Ptolemy earned the

title of soter, "savior," a title that would later be applied to Jesus Christ,

because Ptolemy saved the wisdom of the ancient world. His son,

Ptolemy lI (d.246 n.c.n.), commanded that all boats entering the port of

Alexandria be searched for scrolls and papyri. Those found were taken
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to the library and copied, the originals were deposited in the stacks, and

the copies returned in their owners. A staff of librarians, scribes, and cal-

ligraphers worked continuously to maintain an ever-growing collection

that included first editions of Homer and Hesiod, the Greek play-

wrights, Aristotle, and many others. Ptolemy II proudly claimed a pri-
vate collection of the 995 best books of all time.

The vast archives of the Royal Library were not limited to Greek-

language writings. It stocked works in other languages such as Syriac

and Aramaic, and translators labored nonstop to produce Greek edi-

tions. One of these works was the Hebrew Torah (the first five books of
the Bible). Rendered into Greek, it was called the Septuagint because

seventy fewish scholars worked on the translation. Upon founding the

city, Alexander had guaranteed lews the same rights as other citizens of
his empire. In Hypatia's day, it is likely that five to ten percent of the

city's population were fews-around 40,000 people.

Ptolemy I had built a rnassive hall called the Bruchion to house the

ever-expanding collecdons. When it outgrew its capacity, his successor

Ptolemy III erected the Serapeum. G. R. S. Mead notes that the Royal

Library where Hypatia lectured was the hrst great public library in
Egypt, but not the first in Egypt. Each temple had its own in-house

library, and Egypt was a land of many temples. In mainland Greece and

in the Grecian coionies around the Mediterranean basin, temple libraries

housed large and ancient collections. Since the introduction of secular

alphabets to the general public around 600 n.c.r., the adepts of the

Mysteries had been pouring out a vast body of writings on every conceiv-

able subject. In 400 c.n. Hypatia had a thousand-year-old tradition of lit-
eracy and learning to draw upon when she lectured to her classes.

Modern ignorance of history in general, and of ancient history in par-

ticular, makes it difficult to grasp the scope and richness of learning in

the Pagan world. Writing in the 1940s, classical scholar Gilbert Highet

observed:

It is not always understood nowadays how noble and how wide-

spread Greco-Roman civilization was, how it kept Europe, the

Middle East, and northern Africa peaceful, cultured, pros-

perous, and happy for centuries, and how much was lost when
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the savages and invaders broke into it. It was, in many respects

a better thing than our civilization until a few generations ago,

and it may well prove to have been a better thing all in all.

When the Roman Empire was at its height, law and order,

education, and the arts were widely distributed and aimost uni-

versally respected. In the first centuries of the Christian era

there was almost too much literature; and so many inscriptions

survive, from so many towns and villages in so many different

provinces, that we can be sure that many, if not most, of the pop-

ulation could read and write. . Expeditions have found

papyrus copies of Flomer, f)emosthenes, and Plato, fragments

of what were once useful libraries, buried under remote

Egyptian villages now inherited by illiterate peasants.T

In 1945, the year Highet wrote these words (not to excuse the evils of the

Roman Empire, but to indicate the social and cultural achievements it

harbored), a cache of texts was discovered at Nag Hammadi in Upper

Egypt. In ancient times the place of the discovery was named Sheniset,

"the acacias of Seth," indicating what may have been the sanctuary of a

Gnostic sect calling themselves Sethians. The Nag Hammadi library, as

it came to be called, consists of thirteen leather-bound codices, the ear-

liest example of bound books.* These fifty-two documents of fragmen-

tary and muddled content have revolutionized scholars' views on the

origins of Christianity, but the ultimate significance of this rare material,

widely assumed to be original Gnostic writings, has yet to be realized.

"Sethian" was the self-designation of some Gnostic groups who par-

ticipated intimately in the Mystery Schools distributed across Egypt, the

Middie East, around the Mediterranean basin, and into the depths of
Europe. lnThe Gospels and the Gospel (1902), theosophical scholar G. R.

S. Mead noted that "Gnostic forms are found to preserve elements from

the mystery-traditions of antiquity in greater fullness than we find else-

where."t Mead was among the first English-speaking scholars to trans-

late and interpret Gnostic texts known before the discovery at Nag

*C)n the Nag Hammadi Codices-not to be conlused with the Dead Sea Scrolls, which also

6gure in the argument c,f this book-see chapter 7 and "Suggestions for Reading and

Research." The Dead Sea Scrolls are discussed in chapters 4,5,6, and elsewhere.
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Hammadi. His view of the centrality of Gnostic teachings in the
Mysteries was shared by other scholars of his time, but this connection is
categorically denied today.

Specialists such as Elaine Pagels dismiss any link berween Gnostics

and the Mysteries, due to a perceived lack of rextuai evidence.,' Pagels'

bookThe Gnostic Gospels (1979) introduced the Nag Hammadi materials
to mainstream readers, but the scholarly specialization it represents has

hampered understanding of who rhe Gnostics were, and r,vhy they

protested so vehemently against the rise of Christianity. With their con-

nection to the Mysteries denied, Gnostics are condemned to an obscure

and uncertain place on rhe margins of the history of religion. Flence, the

true message of the Gnostics, and the full impact of their near-complete

destruction, has yet to register on the general public.

If Highet's assessment of the ancient world is correct, we must wonder:
Who devised and directed the institutions of education in antiquityl
Who taught the peoplel Who wrote the books? Who trained the artisrs,

architects, and engineers in the skills required to produce the long-lasting

wonders of the classical Western worldl In his seminal work on

Gnosticism, Fragments of a Faith Forgotten, Mead stated that "a persistent

tradition in connection with all the great Myste ry-institutions vvas rhar

their several founders were the introducers of all the arts of civilization;
they were either themselves gods or instructed in them by the gods. . . .

They were the teachers of the infant races." The initiates, as they were

called, "taught the arts, the nature of the gods, the unseen worlds, cos-

mology, anthropology, etc."10 Mead's vierv is echoed by S. Angus, author
of the most cited book on ancient Pagan cults, The Mystery-Religions :

"The Mysteries were the last redoubts of Paganism to fall. Prior to that
their adherents were the educators of the ancient world.""

Locating Gnostics like Hypatia in the Mysteries puts ancienr learning
in a sacred context and points to the Pagan initiates as the educarors ofthe
ancient world, but modern scholarship leaves the Gnostics in a void, and

totally ignores their centuries,long involvement in classical education.
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A Sncnno Srony

The Holy Ghost was a Gnostic creation, and its original name

was Sophia. Valentinian Gnostics said, "The world was born of
Sophia's smile."'2

In his introduction to G. R. S. Mead's Fragments of a Faith Forgotten,

American poet and culture critic Kenneth Rexroth proposed that
Gnosticism grew from the prehistoric matrix of Goddess worship in
Europe, "Neolithic and even earlier." Emphasis on "the descent of the

redeemer goddess" accounts for "the strong matriarchal or at least anti-
patriarchal emphasis of most Gnostic sects."'t In this perspective, the

Mysteries were the natural outgrowth of the indigenous, Goddess-ori-

ented sharnanism of pre-Christian Europe, described by Marija
Gimbutas, fames Mellaart, Alexander Marshak, Merlin Stone, Sran

Gooch, Robert Graves, Riane Eisler, and others.'n This view conflicts

sharply with the consensus of Gnostic specialists who regard Gnosticism

as a loose association of cults that sprung up in reponse to the spread of
Christianity; hence, as a marginal and reactive movement that is only
significant for what it can tell us abour the early Roman Church.

Different interpretations of Gnosticism affect the way it reaches the

mainstream. So far, the work of the experts has contributed nothing to

our understanding of what teachings and practices were original to the
(]nostics and intrinsic to the Mysteries.

Religious ideologues like Cyril, and their fanatic followers like Peter

the Reader and his mob, exerted enormous effbrt, not only to refute the

Gnostic worldview, but also to demolish all curitten euidence of it. In the
end, they were unable to do so, if only because they had to cite some

Gnostic views in order to refute them and build the case for their own
religious ideology! In their polemics against heresy, Church Fathers

such as Irenaeus and Epiphanius preserved clues to Gnostic teachings,

including elements of the sacred story of the goddess Sophia whom
Gnostics imagined to be embodied in the earrh. Unril 1945, these con-

demnatory, often distorted paraphrases were the main accounts we had

of what Gnostics thought and taught.

Although the Nag Hamrnadi materials may not be original Gnostic
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texts, they are the best we have, and probably will ever have. These

materials provide enough insight into Gnostic teachings to explain why
Gnostics risked their lives to challenge such doctrines as rhe supremacy

of the male creator god, sin and atonement, the divinity of the Savior,

resurrection, and final judgment from on high. There remain fifty-odd
fragmentary texts in Coptic, a mere flake of a vast corpus of writings, yet

so potent was the Gnostic argument that this flake still contains enough

theological dynamite to shake the foundations of Christianity.
But the Gnostics cannot, and ought not, be defined exclusively by

what they stood against. Their vision of Sophia, the "fallen goddess"

embodied in the earth, is an ecological myth that resonares deeply with
our growing intuition of Gaia, the living planet. The Gnostic message

for humanity may well present the ancient taproot of deep ecology, a

social movement that asserts the intrinsic value of the earth, apart from
its use for human purposes. The religious component of the environ-
mental movement has yet to be defined, but it might now come to

expression in a Gnostic perspective, framed by the Sophianic vision of
those ancient visionaries.

Norwegian philosopher Arne Naess, the founder of deep ecology, pro-

posed the term ecosophy for human wisdom that complements the intel,
ligence of the living earth. Although he did not (to the knowledge of this

author) intend to invoke the ancient meaning of Sophia, Naess's choice

of language introduced the wisdom principle of the Gnostics into the

outlook of deep ecology. Naess emphasizes that ecosophy is not a fixed

program but a visionary path that humanity is "on the way" to discov-

ering.'5 Likewise, the Sophianic worldview of the Gnostics did not

present a fixed program of revealed doctrines, but an open path for
exploring the connection between nature and psyche. In the 1990s the

psyche-nature symbiosis came to be called ecopsychology. A decade later,

we are still a long way from formulating this symbiosis and putting it
into practice. The Pagan teachers in the Mysteries may well have been

ecopsychologists centuries before that word was invented. Their
example could be decisive in guiding humanity toward a sane and sus-

tainable future.

In his famous distinction between shallow and deep ecology, Arne
Naess noted in the former "a lack of depth-or complete absence-of
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guiding philosophical or religious foundations."'o It may well be Gnostic

teachings recovered at Nag Hammadi in 1945 can provide the religious

dimension so far lacking in the ecological movement. Such, at least, is

the premise of the book in hand. To this end, the Sophianic vision of the

Mysteries could be applied as a guiding framework for deep ecology

without turning it into a religion of nature worship'

It might be objected that deep ecology should not become religious, or,

by the same measure, that Gaia theory ought not to be converted into

"Goddess mystique." The Gnostics who founded and led the Mysteries

of ancient Europe and the Near East were accomplished mystics

inspired by a sacred theory of the earth, but they were not religious in

the conventional sense: that is, they did not impose a moral code' doc-

trinal formulas, and institutional authority. The Gnostic message had

two components: a sacred vision of the earth, and a radical critique of

salvationist doctrines centered on the |udeo-Christian messiah' espe-

cially the redeemer compler (see the end of this chapter). The Gnostic cri-

tique was brutally suppressed because it challenged rhe core beliefs of

imperialist Roman religion, beliefs that have as much, if not more, polit-

ical utility as they do spiritual veracity.

Today it may be too late, and too difficult, to revive the Gnostics' chal-

lenge to salvationist ideology. But their critique of the redeemer complex

is perhaps the most liberating message to come out of the spiritual genius

of Paganism. To ignore that message would be to lose forever the ben-

efit of a profound legacy. Moreover, the critique cannot be separated

from the other part of the Gnostic message, its sacred vision of the earth.

The guardians of the Mysteries detected in salvationism a program that

deviates humanity from a living, conscious connection to the earth.

Difficult as it is, the critique is more relevant now than it ever was, and

the sacred myth of Sophia may be the story that rescues us from our

delusional and self-destructive ways.

The battle that took place two thousand years ago, and resulted in the

total demolition of the Pagan religious heritage of Europe' was essen-

tially a clash between two paradigms, two utterly different concepts of
redemption. Gnostics taught that Sophia is a goddess, a divine being

embodied in the earth. The wisdom unique to her is the living intelli-

gence of the planet. All the Mysteries were dedicated to this divinity, the
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Magna Mater, the Great Mother whom I propose to correlate to Gaia.

Initiation in the Mysteries involved a direct encounter with the

Sophianic intelligence, that is, "earth wisdom" in New Age parlance.

Gnostics preserved a sacred story about the origin of humanity, how the

earth evolved, and how we as a species are uniquely involved with the

planetary intelligence-not only for our survival, butat the cosmic, tran-

shuman leuel where Gaia-Sophia (to coin a term) is evolving her own

Purposes.
How can such a vision stand against, or with, Gaia theory as it is devel-

oping todayl

fames Lovelock has warned against the assumption of "a sentient Gaia

able to control the earth consciously."'t Although Gnostics did assert that

Sophia is sentient and intelligent, their complex mythology left open the

issue of teleology or goal orientation (known as "strong Gaia theory" in
the current debate). The sacred theory of the earth preserved in the

ancient Mysteries did not contain a preconceived notion of goal orienta-

tion for the massive terrestrial organism. Rather, it presented an experi-

ental pathway to discover how we, the human species, might become

aligned to Gaia's transhuman activities.*

Central to the Sophianic myth was an event called in Gnostic termi-

nology the "correction" of the Earth goddess, a concept that verges

toward teleology without predefining it. In Sophia's correction, Gnostics

imagined the realignment of life on our planet uith the cosmic center the

source from tuhich the earth goddess originated and emerged. This
intriguing idea is found in Gnostic cosmological writings from Nag

Hammadi, including the Apocryphon of fohn (cited below). Scholars

sometimes translate the Greek diorthosis as redemption rather than cor-

rection, but the concept of correction taught in the Mysteries was utterly
unlike the divinely insured redemption promised in salvationist reli-
gion.'' It was not a matter of belief in a higher power located somewhere

beyond this world, off-planet, but an experiential faith in our connection

to the divine power that is here, fully earthbound, providing the matrix
in which we live, move, and have our being. Redemption for the initi-
ates in the Mysteries was not a grace received, nor a deed accomplished

* All references to the Gaia hypothesis, now called Gaia theory, follow the standard definition
of its authors, James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis. See the glossary.

lt
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for us by divine intercession. Rather, it involved assuming the privilege
to co-euolue consciously cuith the planetary intelligence, to live inside the
symbiotic miracle of the earth and learn how it works, loving every

lesson, every feat of discovery, every act of transmutation in the divine
alchemy of the biosphere. The Apocryphon of fohn, a long cosmological

text from Nag Hammadi, says that we work intimately with the earth

goddess Sophia "so that our natural kin, Wisdom, who resembles us,

might correct what she lacks by the reflection of the Light we hold."
This is the core of the Gnostic message as it was two thousand years

ago, and as it stands today.

TnE RnnpEMER Covrplnx

As Pagans, rhe gnostoftoi rejected the belief that suffering has a redemp-
tive value. As theologians, they refuted the claim that divine inrervenrion
could alter the human condition. By rejecting the superhuman savior and

refuting salvationist beliefs, Gnostics drew a frontal assauk from those

who were formulating and enforcing rhe doctrines of the |udeo-
Christian redeemer complex. The brutal suppression of the Mysteries,

the destruction of Gnostic writings, and the wholesale genocide of Pagan

culture in Europe belong to the untold story of "Wesrern civilization"
and "the triumph of Christianity." This is the story as it was lived by the
"losers." To reclaim Gnostic wisdom for today and merge Mystery teach-

ings with deep ecologylwhich is the dual intention of this booklcannot
be done without looking closely at what destroyed the Sophianic vision of
the living earth, and why it was able to do so. The genocide of native cul-
ture in the classical world went on for centuries, but a cover-up has

largely concealed this fact, and continues ro this day. To expose rhe cover-

up and reveal both the cause and scope of the destruction so wrought is

the secondary, but no less important, objective of this book.

The redeemer complex has four components: creation of the world by
a father god independent of a female counrerparr; the trial and testing
(conceived as a historical drama) of the righteous few or "Chosen

People"; the mission of the creator god's son (the messiah) ro save the
world; and the final, apocalyptic judgment delivered by father and son
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upon humanity. Orthodox fews accept all four points of the complex,

but do not recognize fesus of the New Testament as their Me ssiah, who

to this day has yet to appear. Christians follow the dictum of the apostle

Peter who addressed converting fews as "a chosen race, a royal priest-

hood, a holy nation, God's own people" (l Peter 2:9), thus, in one deft

phrase, transferring the status of "Chosen People" from fews to
Christian converts. In short, Roman Christianity adopted the larval or

tribal form of the redeemer complex from fudaism, and transformed it
into a universal ("catholic") program of salvation. Differing views of
these four components determine various factions of fudaism and

Christianity as well as Islam, which also belongs to the trinity of
Abrahamic religions, although it arose after the Gnostics were silenced,

and hence did not figure in their critique.

Some Gnostics, such as Valentinus and Marcion, appeared to propose

compromise positions on these issues, but in the radical Pagan argument

all four points were ruthlessly refuted. Almost without exception,

scholars and historians of religion today hold the view that the Gnostic

movement arose within early Christianity: If this were so, Gnostic ideas

would have merely been aspects of a vague kind of "Gnostic

Christianity" that was gradually eliminated with the doctrinal definidon

of beliefs. But the evidence of the surviving materials clearly contradicts

this interpretation. Gnostic Christianity is a retrofit contrived by scholars

whose religious convictions prevent them from seeing, and admitting,

that the greater part of Gnostic material was diametrically opposed to

the Judeo-Christian ideology of salvation.

For Pagans and Christians alike, the four components of the redeemer

complex were not merely dry theological issues. The Gnostic protest

against the redeemer complex aroused an enormous wave of violence in

converts to the salvationist creed, as seen in the murder of Hypatia. She

was a gnosto(os, a Pagan intellectual from the Mysteries, targeted by the

righteous rage of people who pinned their faith on the Divine Redeemer.

The mob that attacked her believed that their God had a unique way to

overcome suffering, and this belief sanctioned them to inflict suffering

to further His cause.

Belief in the redemptive value of suffering is the core dynamic of the

violence, will to conquer, and genocide that drove the rise of Roman
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christianity and released an ever-expanding wave of destruction across

the planet.

Humans may commit violence for many reasons, they may seek to
oppress and dominate others for a variety of causes, but when domina-
tion by violent force, both physical and psychological, is infused with
righteousness and underwritten by divine aurhoriry, violence takes on
another dimension. It becomes inhuman and deviant. Like countless
others of her time, and in the centuries to follow, Hypatia was rhe victim
of religiously inspired secrarian violence driven and fed by faith in the
redeemer complex. What kind of world resuks if the power to dominate
and control others, inflicting enormous suffering in the process, is sanc-

tioned by a divine being who can ar rhe same time redeem that suffering
and release the perpetrators and their victims from that world's evilsl

Such was the diabolic system Gnostics found themselves facing after
150 c.e.

THs VrcrrM-PERpETRAToR BoNo

Religion protecrs man as long as its ultimate foundations are not
revealed. To drive the monsrer from its lair is to risk loosing it
on humanity.''

Feminist scholar and professor of theology catherine Keller says thar
"we have no reason to believe that in all time life has been based on the
dominance of the weaker by the stronger, nor do we have any evidence
that people have always lived in the defensive stare of being that charac-
terizes modern life." She observes that within the patriarchal-dominator
culture, violence arises and manifests "in situations where abuse c,m-
municates itself from one generation to the next. over and over again
we see the causing of pain-destrucriveness and abuse-jflo cu out of a
prior uounding."'o

Modern psychology identifies the syndrome Keller describes as "abuse-

bonding." Domination is abuse, and in any situation of domination the
abuser is someone who has been abused, as we now understand. The
reverse is not true, however: the abused does not have to have been an
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abuser. Thus the system is open to produce more and more abusers from

the endless supply of nonabusers. As the abuse develops, the vicious circle

tightens. Victims who survive violence inflicted on them can become

bonded to the perpetrators, and often, but not always, become perpetra-

tors themselves. The suffering engendered by abuse-bonding, or the

uictim-perpetrator bond, as I will call it, is extremely contagious.

The victim-perpetrator bond has been widely applied to dysfunctional

families and addictive relationships, but not yet to the historical record

of the human species, nor to grand theological propositions such as the

redeemer complex. Applied to the conquest of the New World, how-

ever, it suggests that the abusers, the European conquerors, had them-

selves been abused. Those who came, saw, and conquered had already

been conquered.

What abuse was inflicted upon Europeans prior to the fifteenth cen-

tury that produced in them a drive for domination by violence, provided

righteous justification for that violence, and led them to commit geno-

cide and ecocide on a global scale?

What happened in ancient Europe before Europeans went forth to
conquer, convert and colonize the New Worldl

Greed is often cited as the primary motive for European conquest of

the New World. The invaders certainly had that, in spades. The con-

quistadores sailed to the Americas under the sign of Christ, nominally

dedicated to the conversion of the savage races, and sent back untold

wealth. The tonnage of silver and gold pillaged from the natives is

unimaginable, even in terms of today's billion-dollar statistics. Gold and

precious jewels had no commercial value to Native Americans such as

the Aztecs and Incas. It was reserved purely for ornamental and sacra-

mental use. The stolen decor of the New World became the hard capital

of the OId. For centuries the Spanish galleons arrived at the mouth of
the Guadalquivir River, their spoils barged upriver to the counting

houses in Seville where Torquemada, born a thousand years after the

murder of Hypatia, launched his mission to save heretics from the error

of their ways. The jewel-encrusted cup the pope lifts today to perform

Holy Mass before an audience of devout millions is cast from Incan gold.

The blood that fills the cup may be imagined in symbolic terms to belong

to fesus Christ, the Redeemer. But, in historical terms, it belongs to the
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untold millions of New world narives decimated by the European
onslaught, their ways of survival shattered, their holy sites desecrated,
their sacred knowledge and practices condemned as heresy. According
to the faith, the bread broken at mass is christ's body substantiated. But
according to history, it is the ravaged body ofthe earth, the narural par-
adise plundered for its resources.

Can greed alone explain this behavior, which is, by its own admission,
sancttfed behaviorf If not, perhaps the observation of cultural anthro-
pologist Ren6 Girard can provide a clue: "Religion protecrs man as long
as its ultimate foundations are not revealed."" what lies concealed in the
ultimate foundations of religionf For the gnosto(oi, skilled in theological
debate, the element of the emergent religion that most alarmed them
was the redeemer complex. Their own Sophianic model of redemption
was a path of consecrarion ro the life of the earth, the mother planet. In
the off-planet spin of the redeemer complex they saw a delusion, a

deviance for humanity, even a sign of madness. Experts in theology rike
Hypatia openly challenged that delusion and counrered it by teaching
about the divine potential of humankind, nous, and of coevolution with
sophia, the wisdom goddess. At the very moment salvationist religion
first emerged, it was counrered by people who were highly qualified to
analyze and assess what they were seeing, and had alternative views to
propose.

In their protest against what they perceived as a grave deviation for
humanity, Gnostics did not loose a monster on the world, however. They
faced a monster already on the loose, one that had been growing strong
for several centuries. It is a monstrous error of the human mind, they
argued, to make suffering into a righteous cause for those who inflict it,
and a divine, redemptive calling for those on whom it is inflicted. The
monster the Gnostics confronted was inhuman, but would make all
humanity its insrrument. It is the victim-perpetraror bond diabolically
exploited, disguised as a loue connection, and glorified to the heights of
heaven.

If Gnostics had defeated salvationism on its home ground in the Near
East, it would never have spread to Europe, but proto-christian impe-
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rialism was well rooted in Rome by 200 c.n. The "sacred history" of the

Jews was soon to be enforced as the only script in town. Around 100

c.n., Clement of Rome, an early ideologue, asserted that the Old

Testament and the words attributed to fesus were both Holy Scripture

and belonged to the same level of historical veracity. This position,

stated some time before the earliest gospel narratives were written in

their surviving form, established the claim that the stories about |esus

were accounts of real events, a claim still maintained today by Christian

fundamentalists. It also asserted the continuity of the Old and New

Testaments: "Everything written about me in the law of Moses and the

prophets and psalms must be fulfilled" (Luke 24:44). Gnostics such as

Marcion categorically rejected this continuity and insisted that the

wrathful, capricious father god of the Old Testament could not be a

source of superhuman love, and ought not to be the obiect of human

love. In 144 c.n. Marcion nearly succeeded in having his model of the

then existing gospel materials accepted as canonical by the Christian

community in Rome. Had he done so, Christianity today would rely on

his revision of Pauline Christology and gospel materials selected on

Gnostic criteria, entirely independent from the Old Testament.

Innumerable rewrites of the gospel narratives, and recurring debates

over fewish versus orthodox versus Gnostic versions of Scripture, con-

tinued well into Hypatia's time, but the story that was to guide Western

civilization for sixteen hundred years gradually crystallized in favor ofa

patriarchal scheme of divine redemption, stamped with the imprimatur

of Roman Empire. The authority of the off-planet deity suited imperial

lust for power to a T. The fourth century saw the imposition of the death

penalty on Pagan religion and heretical schisms (such as Arianism) by

Theodosius I and Theodosius II, men described by one historian as "two

of the most cruel and powerful Christians of any time who were already

laying the basis for the Inquisitions and the future religious wars of

Europe.""

Following and co-opting the fewish tradition of "sacred history," the

salvationist program enforced a linear historical plan upon the entire

human species. foined together, the Old and New Testaments constitute

a directiue script, a story encoded with beliefs that drive the behavior of
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those who adopt it. Sanctioned by the redeemer complex, patriarchy had

written its own agenda, and attributed the authorship to a vindictive

paternal god. The divine father had a plan for conquest and conversion

that was to be perpetrated in Europe for a thousand years before its vic-

tims, themselves transformed into perpetrators, carried it forth under

the sign of the Cross to the New World.

The murder of Hypatia casts a long, chilling shadow.
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PAGAN ROOTS

\ A fh." Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee appeared in 1971 the word

V V "g.nocide" was not commonly used to describe what was done to

the tribal cultures of North America by the Europeans who arrived after

1492.Dee Brown's breakthrough book focused on the betrayal and mas-

sacre of indigenous tribes west of the Mississippi, but it brought world-

wide attention to the historical plight of all Native Americans. It estab-

lished the view that genocide, "the deliberate murder of a racial or cul-

tural group (The Penguin Concise English Dictionary,2002)," could indeed

be applied to the policy and actions of the Europeans who settled North

America, and by extension, to similar policies and actions in Central and

South America, such as the forced conversion of the Mexican tribes

(Aztec,Maya,Zapotec, and dozens more), and the wholesale destruction

of their sacred literature. Today, genocide is accepted as the correct and

accurate term to describe certain aspects ofwhat has long been called, and

often in rather laudatory terms, "the conquest of the New World."

In his preface, Dee Brown warns that his portrayal of Native

American peoples and their cultures may not comply with prevailing

assumptions:

[Readers] may be surprised to hear words of gentle reasonable-

ness coming from the mouths of Indians stereotyped in the

American myth as ruthless savages. They may learn something

about their own relationship to the earth from a people who

were truly conservationists. The Indians knew that life was

equated with the earth and its resources, that America was a

paradise, and they could not comprehend why the intruders

from the East were determined to destroy all that was Indian as

well as America itself.'3
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When it comes to the indigenous peoples of Europe-,,Narive
Europeans," as they might be called-we may be no more enlightened
today than were many of Brown's readers of 1971. He confronted the
issue of "Indians stereoryped in the American myth," but we have yet to
confront the issue of Pagans srereotyped in f udeo-christian history. The
American myth is a relatively recenr cultural crearion, the self-celebra-
tory script of a nation not yet two hundred years old when Brown's book
was published. compared to American history, the sacred history of
fudeo-christianity is fifteen times older and anchored many levels more
deeply in the collective psyche of the human species. At this late dare,
one is forced to question if it is possible to pry off the overlay of stereo-
types and break through the dense crusr of disinformation that blocks
our understanding of Native Europeans.

Tnn MvrH oF EuRopA

According ro The Penguin concise English Dictionary (2002 edition), a

pagan is "(l) a follower of polytheistic religion (2) an irreligious person."
If we now apply the word pagan to the indigenous peoples of Europe,
and accept paganism as a generic term for the religious orientation of
those people, this definition will have ro go. one possible alternarive:

Pagan, (l) a follower of animistic religion who recognizes many divini-
ties in a living cosmos, hence, a devoree of the religion of narurel (2) more
specifically, a member of the diverse indigenous cultures of pre-
Christian Europe.

Hypatia was a Pagan, but she was of course Egyptian, not European.
Let's recall, however, that Alexandria was "by Egypt," not in it. From
the "Golden Age" that dawned around 600 n.c.r., Greek philosophers
and scientists took long years of apprenticeship in Egypt. In Blac\
Athena, Martin Bernal argues that the entire western European intellec-
tual tradition derives from African origins. He says that for plato and
other Greek intellectuals, "if one wanted to return to the ancient
Athenian institutions, one had to turn to Egypt."'a Bernal cites many
examples of famous Greeks who spent years of apprenticeship in the
Egyptian Mystery Schools.
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Salvationism arose in Palestine and spread as quickly to Alexandria as

it did to Rome. Consequently, non-European Pagans such as Hypatia

we re on the front lines of an assault that would eventually sweep over

Europe in waves. Gnostics in Egypt, the Levant, and the Near East were

instructors and guides to the Greeks who launched the Western intellec-

tual tradition, and they were something more as well. They were for the

indigenous peoples of Europe the first line of defense against the salva-

tionist ideology originating from Palestine.

Nothing remotely comparable to Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee has

yet been written about the genocide of the Pagan populations of Europe.

There is not even a generic name for these people, but "Native

Europeans" will perhaps do. Europeans today inhabit bordered nation-

states, but this was not the case for the pre-Christian indigenous people

who composed a vast mosaic of diverse cultures and ethnic-linguistic

groups living in unbordered regions throughout Europe. Because

Native Europeans were not Europeans in the modern sense, scholars

attach the ptefix Proto- to designations of the indigenous races: proto-

Italic, proto-Hellenic, proto-Iberian, and so forth. This terminology is

awkward. Marija Gimbutas introduced the term "Old Europe" for the

goddess-based cultures she excavated in the Balkans, but, in fact, the Old

Europeans lived when Europe was young' and the inhabitants of

Europe today are really the old lot, the end of the line. Jacques Chirac

(president of France, still living as I write these words) is an Old

European. Gimbutas's term fits her work, but it will not serve for

naming the indigenous people of Europe.

The origin of the word Europe occurs in a myth linked to ancient

Crete. King Agenor of Tyre, an island off the coast of Lebanon, had a

daughter called Europa who attracted the attention of the lusting

Olympian deity Zeus. To seduce her, Zeus assumed the form of a mag-

nificent white bull. Taking Europa on his back, he ran to the seacoast

and swam away to Crete. There she bore him sons, including Minos,

who became the king of Crete and gave his name to the Minoan civiliza-

tion that flourished on that island. Europe is named after a goddess from

the Levant where the core of the Gnostic movement was located.

The derivation of the mythological name Europa is uncertain. Marija

Gimbutas (The Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe) says that Europa
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means "far-glancing." Accordin g to Origins, the standard etymological
dictionary compiled by Eric Partridge, the Greek word eurus means

"broad," "wide." This rneaning may fit Europe in geographical terrns,

but it does not preclude other derivations. The Indo-Europearr rooteu-,
rreaning "health," "natural goodness," generates such words as eugenics,

"good breeding," euchari-rr, "good charm" or "power," and euphonious,

"good sounding." With a shift from u to a,, this root forms the word
euangelos, "messenger (angelos) of natural goodness (ez-)." The evan-

gelisrn of the New'Testament arose in the Near East, in Palestine, but it
r.r'as spread throughout the Old World by Hellenic Europeans. There is

a historical tr,vist hidden in the lr'ordplay here, because the "good news"

of the Gospels has nothing to do lr'ith the "natural goodness" of Pagan

Europe and, in fact, was designed to deny and def-eat the native orienta-

tion at every turn. When Ealropeans were e/angelized, their sense of
place r.l'as destroyed, their spirituality suppressed, their sacred sites co-

opted, and their tribal histories overwritten by a totalitarian script

importecl from a irrawav land.

As just suggested, the Cretan myth off-ers the word Europa for the con-

tinental expanse of pre-Christian Europe, and the word Europari for the

diverse range of its native inhabitants and cultures. Europan applies

generically to the regior-ral features of diverse peoples who lived in the

geographical territory that stretches from the Shetland and Orkney
islands south to the tip of Iberia, from Brittany in France eastward to the

Straits of the Bosphorus. It includes the northern rim of the

Mediterranean basin ancl islands such as Crete, Sicily, Corsica, Sardinia,

Malta, Majorca, plus, of course, the Greek isles. The time span for
Europa would be from the close of the Ice Age, around 9500 n.c.n., until
the post-feuclal period u'hen nation-states began to emerge-say, 1400

c.B. The Pagan values of Europa still survived into the Renaissance, even

though put under enormous stress by the repressive measures of Roman
Christianity. Assaults on the indigenous people included the campaigns

against the Cathars and Albigensians in the twelfth cenrury, rhe

Inquisition launchecl in the fifteenrh cenrury, and the witch hunts that
raged across Europe betr,veen 1450 and 1750, claiming untold numbers of
lives. As late as 1976 rvomen suspected of practicing \4'itchcraft were

murderecl in England, Hungary, ancl Germany."
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Europan cultures present close parallels to those of the indigenous

peoples of the Americas. Europans "knew that life was equated with the

earth and its resources" (Brown, cited above), that their habitat was a

natural paradise . They too were deeply conservative, and in this respect

might also be compared with the ancient Chinese. Anyone who travels

in Europe sees the evidence of people who have lived for centuries in a

sustained relation to their environment: vineyards, baths, aqueducts,

roads, earthworks, ancient groves of olive trees and oak trees, salt

marshes, stoneworks of ail kinds including great megalithic circles such

as Stonehenge and Newgrange, some of which are known to have been

constructed as early as 7000 r.c.r. Everywhere one goes <-rutside the

urban conglomerations in modern Europe, the land has been touched

and shaped by human hands, skillfully, even lovingly managed. For cen-

turies the Pagan inhabitants all across the wide, fertile continent exerted

special effort to preserve and enhance the bounty ofnature.

The Neolithic, Copper Age, and Bronze Age peoples of Europa were

hardly different from the Native Americans who survived into the nine-

teenth century, fbur hundreds years after being invaded. Yet the invaders

of the New World were so alienated from their own roots that they saw

all the American tribes as savages to be slaughtered, converted and

enslaved, rather than as counterparts of themselves from a distant time.

CouNrnv Folx

In Roman times, a pagu.t was a rural district, usually identified by a land

marker or boundary stone. In Egypt all the land on both sides of the Nile

was organized into local districts called nomes, each with its totemic

animal and attendant symbols. The priests who conceived and imple-

mented this system did so from their perception of the innate character

of the inhabitants. The nome system was an apportionment of local

resources by the leaders of the Mystery Schools. (Aristotle famously

attributed to Egyptians the invention of the sacred art of geometry as a

technique for Iand measurement.) In Greece the countrywide boundary

markers were called hermae, upright pillars carved in the likeness of the

ecstatic god Dionysos, usually show,n with an erection. In this way

27
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Mystery School reachers acknowledged to the locals their recognition of
natural fecundity, the plenitude of the Great Mother, as the object of
indigenous religion. The erect hermae did not glolify the male power of
procreation but acknowledged the grounding of human sexuality in tel-
luric forces.

Pagani were counrry dwellers, by contrast to the urbani, inhabitants of
large cities such as Alexandria, Athens, or Rome, yet the city folk were
also Pagans in the more comprehensive sense of the word. In colloquial
Latin usage, a paganus was a peasant, a villager, said without a deroga-
tory or dismissive spin.

Partridge links rhe etymology here to the Latin verb pangere, "to stick
something (in the ground)." This suggests that not only the local
boundary markers, but the country folk themselves, were grounded in
the place they inhabited. Paft-, the Indo-European root of pangere, gives

us the word "pact." This derivation suggesrs that people who are

implanted in the place they inhabit have a pact with the land, a moral
commitment to the environment. fulian Jaynes, who noted wryly that
"civilization is the art of living in towns of such size that everyone does

not know everyone else," observes that the Hittite word panftusL derived
from the same root as pangere, means "community.",o This association

implies that bonding to place makes community possible, not only by
sharing the resources of the place, but by delimiting what is to be shared.
Hence the importance of "the commons" in all human-scale societies.

Paganism may be defined by the primary orientation of society to the
natural world, the habitat, and perceived it holistically. Historian Garth
Fowden writes: "The polytheist envisaged his native place as a unique
whole defined by geography, climate, history, and the local economy, as

well as by the gods who particularly frequented it, ensured its prosperity,
and might even assume its name. No part of this identity, a delicate
inverweaving of divine, natural, and human . . . could be subtracted or
neglected without impairing the harmony and viability of the whole." In
the Pagan sense of life, culture is organically situated in nature. The
term "Pagan roots" is redundant, because Pagans were by definition
people rooted in the place they inhabit. Fowden notes that pagans were
immersed in "that distinctive understanding of divinity that comes
through dwelling together with the gods in a cerrain place, a precise
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local knowledge that no distant prophet could or would ever make into

a scripture.""

In deep ecology, bonding to the land is the first condition for an eco-

logically sane society. "The first thing to do is to choose a sacred place

and live in it." So advised Pawnee tribe elder, Tahirussawichi, to writer
Dolores LaChapelle." The Pagan pact with the land can be regarded as

what is today called bioregionalkrn. Relation to a place perceiued as sacred

is not, however, possession of place; in fact, such relationship impedes

the drive to possess. Native Americans frequently insist that they belong

to the land, the land does not belong to them.

In its reverence for nature the Pagan religious outlook honored and

encouraged empathic bonding of person to place, not divinely ordained

possession of the land. Mountains, hills, grottos, wells, rivers, all were

sacred, not because any doctrine declared them to be, but because the

experience of the peoples native to a particular locale was grounded in a

direct and sensuous revelation of divinity. Theirs was a mystical partici-

pation in the Other, free of intellectual or doctrinal filters. Ancient biore-

gionalism, in Europa as well as in the America, was not superstitious

folly, but a genuine, liued animism. It was a world in which, as the ini-

tiate Plutarch wrote in his essay, The Sign of Socrates, "every life has its

share of mind and there is none that is wholly irrational or mindless."'n

Empathic connections between people and their environment are inti-
mate, highly subjective, and difficult to record. Most of European his-

tory transpired when the indigenous populations of the Americas lived

ruitltout turitten hbtory but in deep participation in time and place. The

fact that there are no written records of their experience does not make

it any less important in the evolution of the human species. Again, the

parallel to the pre-Columbian natives of the Americas, as well as to far-

flung peoples such as the Australian Aborigines, is obvious.

ln Nature and Madness anthropologist Paul Shepard observed that "the

real difficulty with the discussion of the relationship of history to place

is that the question is framed in an historical mode which has already

decided the issue."'o The same applies to determining the origin of the

Mysteries, for the Mysteries arose from the relationship of humanity to

place experienced as a sacred connection, before any particular history was

written. In the frame of the redeemer complex, God the Father gives the
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righteous ones ("Chosen People") possession of specific territory
("Promised Land") and even dominion over the entire earth. But in this

belief system the earth is not sacred in its own right, and what matters in

religious terns is the connection to the off-planet deity who confers

don-rinion over His creation, nature. The "historical mode which has

already decided the issue" of how we describe our species'relation to the

natural world is the patriarchal narrative of the Abrahamic religions, the

People of the Book. This is the particular and preclusive narrative that

presents the history of Western civilization. As long as this directiue script

prevails, it is impossible even to discuss the transhistorical, deeply eco-

logical vision of hurnan experience taught in the Mysteries.

Taking care of nature ("the environment," as bureaucrats call it) is a

way of seeing to our survival, of course. This is a key point of shallow

ecology, contrasted to the deeper view ofnature as having intrinsic value

above and beyond its capacity to support human life. It would appear

that Europans were diligent and skillful shallow ecologists, but the vie w

of nature taught in the Mysteries suggests they also had the deeper ori-

entation. The peoples who emerged in Europa as the great ice sheets

withdrew northward after 9500 B.c.E. were particularly gifted at the arts

of survival. Upon arriving in the Americas after 1500, European colo-

nialists found a "Stone Age" culture that had not claimed the land in the

same way their Europan ancestors had. Yet there was more similarity

than difference to observe. Why did the invaders regard the natives with

such coldness and hostilityl The beliefs that drove them to the Americas

also blinded them to what they found there. Confronted with the nat-

ural paradise of the New World, the invaders were incapable of seeing

its parallel in their own origins, unable to see their ancient pre-Christian

myths reflected in Native American beliefs and customs. They could

not, for example, compare the Great Serpent Mound of Ohio or the

medicine wheels of the high Rockies to stone circles and megalithic

monuments in their ancestral lands.t' Lack of such recognition certainly

reenforced the Europeans' tendency to view the Native Americans as

"other" and alien, and allowed the invaders to project a diabolical image

on them.

Columbus noted that the Taino Indians of the Dominican Republic

were as h"ppy as human beings can be, open to the strangers, eager to
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show their way of life and share it. His response was typical of the irra-
tional violence of "the emotional plague," as Wilhelm Reich called the

pathological revulsion manifested by people who are alienated from
their own bodies. Columbus's men burned the Indians alive in their
huts. This reaction spread like a contagion, infecting all the following
waves of invaders. Such is the mad, blind, and perverted behavior that

springs from "a prior wounding." In 1609 Bartholomew de la Casas

reported a catalog of horrors committed by the Spanish invaders,

including this: "They made gallows just high enough for the feet to
nearly touch the ground, and by thirteens, in honor of our Redeemer

and the Twelve Apostles, they put wood underneath, and with fire, they

burned the Indians alive.""

Trrn PlnnsuRE BoND

Roman civilization adopted a great deal of its higher culture from the

Greeks, including its adoption of the Greek pantheon of gods, renamed

in Latin. Many Latin terms are derived by association, elision, or corrup-

tion from Greek. The Latinpaganus may have been associated with the

Greek verb paien, "to pasture," "to tend animals." The Greek verb

paiein, spelled with one additional letter, is also germane: paiein means

"to strike," "to touch forcibly," "to touch so as to heal." Used as a title, To

Paion, "the Healer," was an epithet applied to Apollo, and a paian was

originally a song of praise to Apollo." Both verbs merge in mythological

allusion, for Apollo is said to have charmed wild animals by playing the

lyre. The shaman's musical magic induced the domestication of animals.

These mythic and poetical figures of speech point far back into the pre-

history of Europa and deep into what |ulian faynes calls the "psycho-

archaeology" of humankind.

In Attic dialect the archaic hymn addressed to Apollo began with the

euphoric exclamation, Io Paion!, "Lo, the Healer!" Considered as a

shamanic archetype, Apollo was by definition a healer, but the ecsraric

song addressed to him was originally addressed ro the pasturing, shel-

tering earth, the primal source of all healing power. No doubt Pan, the

rustic "god of nature," received praise of this type before the paean

31
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(modern spelling) was co-opted for ritual use in the Apollonian cult.
Apollo has two faces, one looking back to shamanic roots in the archaic
past, the other looking ahead to Hellenism, the triumph of Greek intel-
lectualism. Apollo is often depicted overcoming the "serpent power" of
the Python, the sacred female oracle enshrined at Delphi and elsewhere.

The Great God Pan and Apollo represent diametrically different
views of the world, prefiguring the conflict between nature and culture,
instinct and intellection. Marsyas was a Panlike satyr whom Apollo
flayed alive because the scruffy fellow played the flute better than the

solar deity did. The myrh reveals how brutal the intellect can be when it
assumes superiority over human instincts. All the Greek gods have

Roman equivalents, except for Apollo. When the Greek divinities
migrated into the Roman psyche, Apollo remained himself, yet he did
not stay entirely unchanged.

Gradually Apollo, the sun deity who opposed the randy satyrs and the

snakelike wisdom of the telluric oracles, morphed into Christ, and

Christ became the supreme Greco-Roman deity, enshrined in the state-

supported cult of the Divine Redeemer. This mythic metamorphosis was

one of the most fateful events ever to unfold in the spiritual life of the

Europan peoples. Its aftereffects in the collective psyche of the human
species have been disastrous.

Apollo can appear to defeat all the gods of nature because this deity is

imagined to come from outside nature, beyond the sensorial cuorld. The
god Apollo reflects the human glorification of intellect as a force inde-
pendent of the body. The Latin word Phoebus is not a subsritute name
for Apollo, but only for his primary attribute, the sunlike radiance of the
body-free intellect. Historian |ane Harrison explains that Phoebus indi-
cated "the sun-calendar with all its attendant moralities of law and order
and symmetry and rhythm and light and reason, the qualities we are apr
too readily to lump together as Greek."r' These atrribures of civilization
were all possessed by early Europans, but developed in close reference ro,

and deep reverence for, nature, and not by distancing humanity from
nature, as happened within the Greek intellectualism of the Golden Age
(sixth to fifth centuries n.c.n.). It is a clich6 among historians that Greek
intellectualism prepared the way for Christian theology. In the tri-
umphant merger of Christ and Apollo, we can see why.
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Apollo was an austere god who frowned on the pleasure drives repre-

sented by the satyrs and maenads, those gay companions of Pan on his

excursions through the ancient countryside. Excesses of hedonism and

debauchery are, of course, basic to our stereotypical view of Paganism. The

Satyricon, a novel written around 50 c.E. by the Roman satirist Petronius,

shows the gross excesses of Pagan urban society as they really were. The
book was faithfully transferred to film by Federico Fellini, offering a mini-
course in decadent Pagan culture. Excessive love of sensual and sexual

pleasure was both a strength and a failing of Paganism, but Pagans did not

have a monopoly on debauchery. In Lyons, where Irenaeus preached

against Gnostic heresies, it was said that before the Christian authorities

arrived, prostitutes gathered at the main gate to greet all travelers. After

the Christians took control of the city and declared sexual pleasure to be a

sin, the line of whores stretched from the front gate all the way rhrough

town and out the rear gate.r5 By 900 c.n., five hundred years after Hypatia's

murder, the Roman Church had produced a "pornocracy," a society ruled

by whores and people addicted to prostitution. The cruel, twisted lecheries

of medieval popes such as Sergius III, John XI, John XII, and Benedict VI
make Pagan orgies look as innocent as a country picnic.

Pleasure (Greek hedonia) is an essential issue in any discussion of
Paganism, but discussions of pleasure often veer away from deeper

understanding of Pagan sensibility. It is rarely observed that fondness

for sensual and sexual pleasure might be a spontaneous expression of the

joy of living in the natural world, rather than a symptom of evil, all-con-

suming lust. The Pagan outlook on life was hedonistic and esthetic as

much as it was earth honoring and ecological. Sensual pleasure cele-

brates the human body as a sacred instrument, much in the manner that

D. H. Lawrence wished to revive. Lawrence saw the basis of human

morality in what might be called the pleasure bond. This is an ecstaric

connection that bonds humans to the earth as well as to each other.

Lawrence saw the redeemer complex exactly as Gnostics did: a deviation

from the sanctity of the earth and the physical senses. His close friend
Richard Aldington wrote that "Lawrence's fundamental heresy was

simply that he placed the quality of feelings, intensity of sensations and

passion before intellect.""' He might have added that Lawrence

defended this view with the powerful tool of his intellect.
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InApocalypse (1931), Lawrence wrote that "the fewish mind hates the

moral and terrestrial divinity of man; the Christian mind the same."

This comment echoes the core of the Gnostic protest against fewish and

Christian beliefs in an off-planet diviniry. Unfortunately, Lawrence
lacked the research that would have allowed him to understand that

denial of the sanctity of the earth and humanity was not a generic fewish
trait but the mark of an extremist apocalyptic cult known as rhe

Zaddikim. This cult, whose textual legacy is found in the Dead Sea

Scrolls, seeded the doctrines of Christian salvationism. Lawrence cor-

rectly observed that "the |ewish idea of a Messiah and a |ewish salvation

(or destruction) of the whole world" was substituted for "the purely

individual experience of pagan initiation." He also noted that "the

system of suppression of all pagan evidence has been instinctive, a fear-

instinct, and has been thorough, and has been really criminal, in the

Christian world from the first century until today."J7

The "prior wounding" undergone by Native Europans caused the

trauma that drove them to commit genocide in the Americas, perpe-

trating deeds as cruel as Apollo's flaying of Marsyas. This trauma broke

the pleasure bond at the rapturous node where the grounding of
humanity in the earth is celebrated. Something radical and terrible
uprooted the ancient Pagans from their place in nature and alienated

them from the pleasures of the flesh, the play of the instincts, the clear

and clean joy of animal spontaneity. At the dawn of the Christian era,

the ages-old healing contact with the earth was broken, the telluric
voices ceased to speak to the Pagan people. As recounted in Plutarch's
essay "On Why the Oracles Came to Fail," a voice in the wilderness

cried out, "The Great God Pan is dead.""

The lament for the death of Pan can be situated in a temporal frame.
Around 150 c.r. the connotation of the Latin word paganu.r changed,

due to the mounting assault on Pagan values by converts to the salva-

tionist creed. Tertullian, one of the first Christian ideologues to openly
attack Gnostics, argued that pagani be regarded as "civilian" noncom-
batants in the open war on non-Christians. Converts to the new reli-
gion called themselves "enrolled members of Christ (members of his

militant church)," and viewed non-Christians "as not of the army so

enrolled."" It was inevitable rhat these "civilians" would be in harm's
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way in the escalating war
belief system.

Pagans all over Europa

Christian campaign against

against whatever challenged the emergent

rapidly became collateral damage in the

heresy.

THn Gnzr oF NARCrssus

To many people, the assumption that Pagans were irreligious immedi-
ately implies that they were also immoral. The belief that there can be

no morality without a religious framework to dictate it is endemic to
human society, although it is not necessarily innate to human nature.
Genuine religious erperience produces moral behavior, but the institu-
tions and dogmas of religion that dictate morality corrupr rhe innare ren-

dency to be moral, that is, to act in kindness, out of generosity, and

without care of being rewarded for it. The conviction rhar humans are

innately good and, left to their proper insrincts, will act in a morally
responsible way, has been asserted by Aldous Huxley and C. G. fung,
although neither elaborated much on this crucial issue. The asserrion of
our innate moral capacity for goodness also figures in the arguments of
deep ecology founder Arne Naess.

Pagan morality assumed that kindness ("brotherly love" in Christian
terms) is generic to humanity, and need nor be dictated. In his

Meditations (book 9) Marcus Aurelius wrote "Narure has constitured

rational beings for their own murual benefit, each ro help his fellows
according to their worth, and in no wise to do them harm.",,' Pagan

moral argument rejected self-sacrifice as contrary to the genuine, spon-

taneous expression ofour generic goodness.

The glorification of suffering, either through self-sacrifice or self,
effacing altruism, was the single outstanding element in the salvationist
creed that struck Pagans at all levels ofsociety as "depraved and extrav-
agant superstition."ar This reaction, expressed by Pliny the Elder,
Tacitus, and other contemporary thinkers, indicates how the pagan

sense of self was closely bounded by social decorum thar set personal

power within modest limits. Only heroes and exceptional people could
exceed these limits, and then only under extraordinary circumstances.*l
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Like many indigenous peoples around the world, Pagans were insttnc-

tively wary of self-aggrandizement, the fault of hubris, "excess," (or

"inflation," to borrow the Jungian term). Pagans viewed personal sacri-

fice for the sake of others as glaring egotism, not the highest form of

altruism. The claim that the Redeemer's sacrifice affected all of

humanity for the better was to the Pagan mind a grotesque and dan-

gerous fantasy. Yet this view was favored by widespread social changes

within the Roman Empire, changes connected with the shift into the

Piscean Age (ca. 120 n.c.E.). The new Zeitgeist signaled a shift of priori-

ties in many areas of life, but most acutely in the domain of religious

experience.

The decline of the Mysteries after the fourth century B.c.E. was due in

large measure to a sea change in the collective consciousness of

humanity. The intensificarion of the rational and self-observing capaci-

ties of the mind has been hailed for producing the Golden Age of Greek

science, but it also produced a massive upsurge of narcissism in the gen-

eral population. The obsession of the Roman emperors to deify them-

selves was but one bizarre symptom of a mainstream trend in what

|ulian |aynes called "the transition of the bicameral mind to subiective

consciousness."o' The shift began around 600 e.c.t., a thousand years

before the death of Hypatia and the dawn of the Dark Ages. laynes's

"bicameral mind" assumes an innate predisposition in Pagan, pre-

Christian peoples to participate in social reality and sacred experience

without the too strong intrusion of self-reflection. With the shift to "sub-

jective consciousness" came the intensification of distance and a height-

ened sense of "witnessing." With this shift, the stance of the detached

observer impresses or imposes a strong egoic filter on what is being expe-

rienced. Paradoxically, the detached witness tends to participate in a dis-

sociated and seemingly selfless way in the world, but tends more and

more to "take it personally." Such is the bizarre twist of narcissism: it

both detaches and intensifies the aware ness of the self-observing self. As

the old "bicameral" mode of participation fades out, the isolated indi-

vidual becomes the supreme denominator of value.

Modern psychology afErms that narcissistic people, although obsessed

with how they look, actually cannot see how they look. The syndrome

reaches a grotesque level in bulimia and anorexia nervosa' In acute cases
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a starving girl who weighs eighty pounds believes she is grossly over-
weight and sees herself llke that in rhe mirror. Narcissism both induces
and increases alienation from one's body. Left untreated, the condition
spirals down into a stare of profound de speration. rn The Betrayal of the
Body, psychotherapist Alexander Lowen, a follower of Wilhelm Reich
and a specialist on narcissism, explains that the desperation of narcissism

stems from conflicting attitudes: an outer submission covering

an inner defiance, or an outer rebellion hiding an inner pas-

sivity. Submission means that one acceprs the position of the
"outsider," the minority, the dispossessed, or the rejected. It
entails a sacrifice of the right to personal fulfillment and satis-

faction, in other words, the surrender of the right to pleasure

and enjoyment. The inner defiance demands that the individual
challenge his situation. Defiance forces him inro provocative

behavior, which tempts the doom that he fears.a'

These elements clearly figured in the attitude of early Christian converrs

who viewed themselves as the dispossessed of Roman sociery, but also as

chosen for a special fate that could be realized by provoking the wrath
of the authorities and thus inviting a glorious marryrdon. (Today we see

this defiance enacted by Muslim extremisrs whose religious beliefs rep-
resent a virulent medieval mutation of the redeemer complex.) Cut off
from their Pagan roots, denied the pleasure bond, and morally des-

perate, early Christian converrs hysterically denied rhemselves what they
no longer had in the first place: empathic connection ro the earrh and rhe

realm of the senses. Having lost the primal connection to the body, they
sought release from embodiment. The triumph of Christian doctrines of
salvation was due less to the veracity of those doctrines than to the power
of the selfish craving to which they appealed.

Pagans in Europa and the Near East regarded the religious narcissism
of early Christianity as a bizarre plague. The tendency to castigare rhe

flesh and deny pleasure seemed so insane that it could hardly be sub-
jected to critical analysis. In Plato's dialogue The Symposium the physi-
cian Erixymachus associates love with proper upkeep of the body and
senses, not an ideal to be realized in a disembodied, extraphysical state.

37
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Commenting on this passage in Sex and Pleasure in Western Culture, Gatl

Hawkes writes:

Love offered the means to spirirual balance between the moral

and immortal aspects of humanity. The experience of love thus

linked the material body with the spiritual self, and this link

was reflected in strategies for the management of both. The

desiring body, by this reasoning, was not a threat to social order, but

lay at the center of a harmony essential to the health of the indi'

uidual and society.a5 (emphasis added)

This entire comment, and especially the last sentence' is an epitome of

Pagan, body-based morality. Such a moral code does not have to be for-

mulated in rules, because it arises spontaneously if the conditions here

described are met. With the shift of the age and increased concern for

the narcissistic, self-regarding ego, these conditions came to be totally

disrupted and undermined all across the classical world.

Tnn PowER oF CoNvnnsroN

Significantly, the word martyr means "witness," and so connotes this

very act of distancing oneself from immediate, sense-bound reality.

What Pagans found appalling about Christian martyrs was not only

their willingness to die for an unearthly cause, but even more so, the

excessive egotism of their claim to stand beyond this world, due to their

faith in a divine intercessor sent by an off-planet god. Such a position

was directly contrary to the Pagan religious attitude that beholds the

Divine in this world, immanent and sharing intimately in the life of all

that exists. The rampant narcissism of the Piscean Age engendered a

psychological need for deliverance from the very egocentricity produced

by the collective shift into self-concern. With its program of individual

soul salvation, Christianity had the advantage of appearing to satisfy that

need. But rather than curing the obsessive self-concern, it worsened the

condition. (In Asia, the specieswide shift into narcissism was answered

in another way by the no-self teachings of Buddhism. The Buddha
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taught saraam annatam, "there is no permanent self," hence there is no
self to save. overcoming self-concern is the fundamental aim of the
Bodhisattva vow formulated in Mahayana Buddhism in rhe second cen,
tury c.8., the very moment that Gnostics went public with their protest
against salvationism.o6)

Originally, the Greek word theoria meant not an abstract scheme but
merely "the act of beholding," which might be contrasred to the
Christian notion of witnessing.o'In the Pagan mode of apprehending the
world, theorein, "to behold," meant to be engaged with what one

beholds, to be seized by the spectacle of the Divine Order manifesting
throughout nature, as well as in human narure. It implied that all there
is to be seen and encountered in this world, sensuously, has a divine
basis-the Greek word for divine beingtheos, a play on theorein.

"Behold the Divine, and then recognize in yourself that which beholds

the Divine," is a surviving fragment of Mystery teaching from the
Neoplatonic School to which Hypatia belonged.,'

Greek rationalism steeply precipitated the shift away from Pagan

beholding (around 600 n.c.r., the timing noted by faynes and many
others), but the mutation of Western consciousness into the full-blown
narcissistic detachment from the body and denial of the sensorial world
took many centuries. The inherent change in the human psyche-prob-
ably due to the maturation of forebrain circuits and a consequenr increase

in abstracting power-was a natural development, but the religious
beliefs addressed to that change were anyrhing but narural.o, Although it
lacked clear doctrinal definition, rhe new religion embraced by the men
who murdered Hypatia raised two demands that frontally challenged rhe

Pagan worldview: social equality, and the redemptive value of suffering.
The first demand went against the Pagan notion of astral fate, hier-
rnarmene, "the guiding order," which allotted to each person a definite
role in life. The role cannor be changed, because the rules of the game of
life are set by superhuman powers. Pagans accepted that life is not fair,
privileges are not evenly distributed, and there is no way within human
capacity to assure final and complete justice in all instances. Nevertheless,
Pagan morality assumed that fair play and decency are possible even in
unjust situations. The rules are not set by us, but we can always act in a

way that "does not debase humanity and human values."t,,
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Honor and honesty were basic Pagan principles that applied to all

people in all situations. Slaves and aristocrats alike could act honorably,

honestly, and fairly, even though they faced a stacked deck, with
inscrutable fate working in favor or against each protagonist. The Pagan

virtue of tolerance allowed for a great deal of flexibility in what could be,

in some respects, a rigid system of social determinism. Christianity top-

pled that system with the claim that fate could be changed through per-

sonal alliance with the Divine Redeemer. In doing so, Christianity

replaced Pagan tolerance with its opposite.

The second demand of salvationist creed, its insistence on the redemp-

tive value of suffering, was totally repulsive to the Pagan sense of life.

Pagan roots run deep. Indigenous instincts are strong and hard to

eradicate. Europans resisted conversion for many centuries after the

death of Hypatia, but native resistance provoked even more severe

repression by church and state. Political endorsement of redemptive reli-

gion, inaugurated by the faux-convert emperor Constantine, was a huge

benefit to people invested in the emergent power structure of Roman

Christianity. The few who profited most from the patriarchal hierarchy

were supported by the passive consent of the mass of believers at the base

of the structure, even when those few shamelessly exploited and manip-

ulated them. The blind faith of the converts to salvationism was infused

with righteous fury by the belief in divine 1s11i[u1i6n-a belief derived,

not from fewish mainstream religion, but from a minor extremist move-

ment in Palestine, as we shall see in chapter 4. In the ligure of the cruci-

fied savior, the victim-perpetrator bond became elevated to a transcen-

dent level.

Faith in the redemptive power of suffering carries the sanction to

inflict suffering-such is the covert dynamic of the victim-perpetrator

bond. Adoption of the belief in redemption, so alien to Pagan ethics, was

the decisive factor in the self-annihilation of Native Europans, the

indigenous people of the Old World. Faith in divine retribution proved

to be a potent weapon of mass destruction. This weapon would be aimed

for centuries to come at Pagan Europe, and after that at the Americas,

and after that at the entire planet.



THE CONQIEST OF EUROPA

-fn. history of European dominance begins with Rome, and so does

I the triumph of Christianity. From the founding of Rome in 753
n.c.r. (according to the Roman historian Varro) to 200 c.e. when a bishop
of Rome was officially declared the first pope, bearing the title pontifex

Maximus, is a mere thousand years. It would take another century or so

before the Roman Empire formally merged with the new salvationist
creed, Roman Christianity. The institutionalization of the One True
Faith was effected by Constantine, the presumed convert who declared
Christianity the state religion tn 325 c.r. From its origin in the fourth
century, the new creed embraced the political ideology of conquest and
domination. Or, it could be argued, it used religious terms ro disguise

political ideology. Religious historian faroslav Pelikan expresses surprise
at "the possibility that Caesar might acknowledge the sovereignty of
Christ as King of Kings." But then, discussing the ideologue Tertullian
(ca. 160-230), one of the first writers to condemn Gnostics as heretics, he

gives away the game:

"The Caesars too would have believed in Christ," Tertullian
asserted, "if Christians could have been Caesars"; but that was a

contradiction in terms. Yet the moral c.ontradiction became a polit-
ical reality in the fourth century when the emperor Constantine

I became a Christian, declaring his allegiance to Jesus Christ
and adopting the cross as his official military and personal

emblem.t' (emphasis added)

Pelikan cannot see-because his personal faith blinds him to the histor-
ical and political reality of that faith-that there is no moral contradiction
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at all. On the contrary, Christ and Caesar were made for each other.

Conversion and conquest make an irresistible and enduring pair.

Gvlawrc Socrnrres

European domination in the New World proceeded under cover of con-

version: the natives had to be "saved," or be destroyed in the process.

The notion that people can be destroyed in order to save them typifies

the insane logtc of annihilation tlteology (as I propose to call i$. Of the

four components of the redeemer complex, the fourth, apocalypse and

world judgment, contains the lethal germ of annihilation theology.

Among the pre-Christian peoples of Europa, the concept of divine ret-

ribution effected in a catastrophic world-ending did not exist.

Mythological parallels to this scenario were unknown to the Iberian,

Gallic, Italic, and Hellenic peoples, or the indigenous tribes of the

British Isles and Ireland. Only the Nordic races had a rough equivalent

in Ragnarok, "the twilight of the gods," but this mythological theme

reflects an ancient memory of Ice Age catastrophe, a recurrent natural

disaster. This is something quite distinct from a willful act of punish-

ment by a male creator god.

The virulent apocalvptic strain inherent to Christianity derived from

Jewish extremism, especially from one sect, the Zaddikim of the Dead

Sea (fully described in chapter 4). The apocalyptic element was particu-

larly lethal to European soul-life because divine retribution is a supra-

mundane, male-only proposition, completely alien to cultures rooted in

the telluric religion of the Great Goddess. It is effected by the father god

through his righteous warriors, the soldiers in his "salvation army." For

such a vision of divine violence to arise and be enacted in any culture,

there must be a radical gender split, but the sanity and balance of
Europan societies depended on gender harmony. The apocalypse is not

a natural catastrophe, but a supernatural act in which Father God asserts

supreme power and Mother Nature plays no role. In other words, apoc-

alyptic judgment is exclusively a patriarchal myth. As such it would
have been alien and intimidating to native peoples who lived in matriar-

chal culture and gender-balanced societies.
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The primary insight of ecofeminism-a term originally used in 1974

by Francoise D'Eaubonne, a French sociologist-is that domination of
nature goes along with domination of women. This insight links the

environmental problem to the issue of gender relations. Ecofeminist the-
ologian Rosemary Radford Ruether stated the principle in one sentence:

"There can be no liberation for women and no solution to the ecological

crisis within a society whose fundamental model is domination."5'In his,
torical perspective it now appears that salvationist religion is not a reli-
gion at all, not in the sense that it genuinely concerns itself with the

Divine and responds in a compassionate and insightful way to human

spiritual needs. Rather, it is a political system in religious guise, a sysrem

"whose fundamental model is domination." The apocalyptic world-
ending represents the climax of male domination. It is the final vindica-

tion of patriarchal power.

"Many ecofeminists suggest that as a movement deep ecology is

insufficiently sensitive to the complex ways in which naturism (domi-

nation of nature), sexism, racism, and classicism interlock, and to the

strategically central role of gender analysis could play in dismantling
these categories."" This observation by Andy Fisher in Radical

Ecopsychology applies aptly to the psychohistorical analysis of "prior
wounding" in Europa. Gender balance in indigenous pre-Christian
societies was crucial to their sustainability, but it also made them vul-
nerable. Salvationist religion arising from the Near East brought
naturism, racism, and sexism in its wake, and supported by Greek phi-
losophy, it took Apollonian rationalism for its ally as well. All these

factors fed into the program of conversion and reinforced the patriar-
chal agenda of domination. In the British Isles, across the continent of
Europa, and all around the Mediterranean basin, gender relations had

to be violently disrupted so that the new program of divine redemption

could prevail.

lnThe Chalice and the Blade (1987) Riane Eisler presented Minoan civ-

ilization as the model of a "gylanic" culture in which neither patriarchal
nor matriarchal values were dominant. Her neologism combines the

Greek gyne,"fernale," and andros, "male," to suggest male-female bal-

ance. Eisler also proposed the term "dominator culture" for any society

marked by "the ranrting of one half of humanity over anorher."'o In her

a)
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attention to the gender issue, Eisler highlighted the sexual apartheid typ-

ical of patriarchy, thus pointing to the crucial role of sexual pathology in

our alienation from the earth. In Future Primitiue, a brilliant critical

biography of D. H. Lawrence, Dolores LaChapelle observed that "the

problem of sexuality, in its larger dimensions, is at the heart of modern

civilization's destruction of humanity and nature."55 Like Lawrence,

LaChapelle considers that sexual attraction between human beings is a

reflection of the sensory life of the planet, the biosystem itself. In a

gylanic society, sexual and sensual pleasure are natural by-products of
love and reverence felt for the earth.

Minoan civilization was certainly remarkable in this respect, and so

were some other cultures in pre-Christian Europe, as Eisler notes. The

bioregional societies of Marija Gimbutas' Old Europe also appear to

have been carefully gender-balanced. And Celtic civilization, which uni-

fied Europa, presents a gylanic model, as rve shall see.

It would be foolish to propose that Pagan society was out and out egal-

itarian, but the elite of Pagan intellectuals, the Gnostics, were decidedly

so. facques Lacarriere noted that "only the Gnostics were bold enough to

put a match to the hypothetical gunpowder and postulate that all rebel-

lion, all protest against the world, all claim to spiritual or social liberation

must, in order to be effective, begin with a liberation of sex."5u Gnostics

practiced sexual equality in both a rigorous and ritual manner. In their

weekly meetings they threw lots to see who would lead the current ses-

sion, and women were equal to men in all capacities to instruct and guide

the group. Each Mystery cell, called thiasos in Greek, comprised a core

group of eight men and eight women. A rare alabaster bowl from an

Orphic cult, and the Pietroasa bowl found in Buzau, in southeastern

Romania, attests to this structure. A fifth-century Etruscan lamp bowl

also repeats the sixteen motif.57 All surviving examples of these rare ritual
objects show the initiates with the bare soles of their feet touching.

Gender reconciliation must be central to any discussion of what made

Pagan society work, and, indeed, what makes any society sustainable, as

exemplified in the gylanic or partnership cultures discussed by Riane

Eisler. Terence McKenna, who adopted and developed Eisler's model,

defined dominator culture as "hierarchical, paternalistic, materialistic,

and male dominated," and "evolutionarily maladaptive."tt In short, it
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may be equated with patriarchy as a maladaptive form of social organi-
zation that asserts force over cooperation, exploits gender difference,

and ignores the limitations inherent to bioregional culture. Although the

roots of patriarchy lie deep in prehistory, and geographically outside

Europe, the rise of the patriarchal-dominator system in the West can be

traced in the history of the Roman Empire.

CEr-rrc HERrracs

The true Celts were a tall, fair race, warlike and masterful,

whose place of origin (as far as we can trace them) was some-

where about the sources of the Danube, and who spread their

dominion both by conquest and by peaceful infiltration over

Mid-Europe, Gaul, Spain, and the British Islands. They did not

exterminate the original prehistoric inhabitants of these

regions-Paleolithic and Neolithic races, dolmen builders and

workers in bronze-but they imposed on them their language,

their arts, and their traditions, taking, no doubt, a good deal

from them in return, especially in the important matter of reli-

gion. Among these races the true Celts iormed an aristocratic

and ruling class.5'

Many different indigenous tribes occupied Europa in the six thousand

years before Christianity arose, but Celtic culture was geographically

inclusive. It unified Europe from Ireland in the north down into the

Iberian Peninsula and eastward as far as Turkey where one tribe, the

Galatae, established a large colony in 276 s.c.n. The Galatians of the New
Testament were blond, blue-eyed Celts. An apocryphal legend claims that

]ohn the Baptist was a Celt, and Mary Magdalene was Circassian, half
Celt, half |ewish. (Celtic half-breeds survived in the Levant down into the

early twentieth century. T. E. Lawrence passed for one, just barely, when
he disguised himself as an Arab to spy on the Turks, as depicted in David
Lean's filr:a, Lacurence of Arabia.) This legend explains-and nothing else

does, as far as I know-why Mary Magdalene is traditionally portrayed

with golden blonde or strawberry blonde hair.
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The Minoans were a Mediterranean people central to the history of
Europe, as the myth of Zeus and Europa suggests, and theirs was indeed

a gender-balanced culture. Equally so was the culture of the ancient

Celts. Europe in the pre-Christian era was never unified under a totali-
tarian power, but it did enjoy a period of peace and unity during the

"Celtic Iron Age," which lasted from 1200 s.c.n. to the Common Era.

Breton writer fean Markale shows in Women of the Celts that Celtic

society was markedly gylanic, if, indeed, it did not favor the power and

prestige of women in some respects. Celtic society presents a model of
Pagan, pre-Christian Europe at a crowning moment, just on the verge

of recorded history.on

From the dawn of the Neolithic Age, 9000 n.c.E., to the late Bronze

Age around 1400 n.c.E., Europa, including the British Isles, was occu-

pied by a mosaic of ethnic groups that spoke unknown languages. (One

of these groups was the Basques, a mysterious people who survive to this

day.) For reasons unknown, but perhaps due simply to their strength of
character, the Celtic peoples expanded across Europe and unified it, after

a fashion. Thus historians recognize in Celtic civilization the first fully
European culture. It lasted for about fifteen hundred years and then,

with the rise of Rome, "the Celts were the first of the peoples of tem-

perate Europe to be incorporated within the Roman Empire as it spread

beyond the confines of the Mediterranean."o' Celtic civilization repre-

sents the muldracial complexity of Europa, for they were the first truly
Europewide culture. But the unique historical role of the Celts also car-

ries tragic elements. The Celtic tribes were also the first target of the

kind of genocidal violence that Europeans perpetrated when they

invaded the Americas.

Celtic culture was not theocratic, i.e., not based on the institution of
divine kingship that assumes a ruling class descended from the gods, for
all Ceks felt they were Tuatha de Danaan, "Children of Dana." The
mother deity of their culture was the river goddess Dana, or Danu. The
location of the geographic origin of the Celts ("Celtic hearth") has been

much disputed, but probably it was near the headwaters of the Danube

in the Alps of modern Switzerland.

Known for their sensuality and the love of physical beaury, the Celts

were intensely romantic. The great love stories of the Middle Ages, such
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as the tale of Tristan and Isolde and the Arthurian romances, all origi-
nate from the Celtic matrix, as do most variants of the Grail quest, "the

earliest definition of the secular mythology that is today the guiding spir-

itual force of the European West," according to mythologist Joseph

Campbell.o' The myth of the lovers is a universal archetype, of course,

but its Western variants are deeply impregnated with Celtic elements.

Pre-Christian versions of the Grail legend derive from the Celtic myth

of the triple goddess Keridwen who initiates poets and seers into the

secrets of nature's hidden codes. The original grail was the magical caul-

dron of the Goddess, the womb of the Great Mother. A lite rary device

introduced by Robert de Boron in the thirteenth century transformed

this Pagan artifact into the cup that holds the blood of the Savior.

Tristan and Isolde by Gottfried von Strassburg (fl. 1210) is the greatest

love story of the Middle Ages. Its characters and setting were Celtic. It
was written in Middle High German, and other, less complete versions

of the tale come down to us in old French, Breton, and Latin. The Celts

themselves had no writing. Like the Native American Bronze Age cul-

tures they resemble, they based everything on the honor code of the

spoken word. Honor is a Pagan attribute. The language called Gaelic,

still spoken today in Western Ireland and Scotland, is close to the lan-

guage spoken by the Celts three thousand years ago. Gaelic is as old as

Greek, but Greek was first written down by 800 e.c.r., and Gaelic was

not written down until around 1930 when it was transliterated by

scholars bent on preserving Scottish folklore. Of the two languages most

influential in shaping the identity of Europa, one was written and the

other was not.

RnvEnENcE AND Counacn

The Celts had no formal priesthood. Instead, they followed the spiritual

guidance of the Druids ("oak seers") who represented a tradition of
shamanism derived from the prehistoric culture of megalith builders.

The Druids were accomplished astronomers, diviners, and psychics.

They also had considerable moral authority, allowing them to arbitrate

in wars and even adjudicate murders. The rumor originating with Pliny
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the Elder (Roman encyclopaed ist,23-79 c.n.) that Druids sysremarically

practiced human sacri{ice is unfounded. Dion Chrysostum (first century
c.n.), a historian who traveled widely among the Celts, compared them
to Brahmins in Hindu society. He says the Druids "were versed in the

arts of seers and other forms of wisdom, without whom the kings were

not permitted to adopt or plan any course."ut A century earlier, the

Roman orator Cicero had compared them to the Magi of Persia.

The Greek mythographer Hecaraeus of Abdera (fourth century B.c.E.)

described the Druidic circle of Stonehenge, where Apollo, "a god of
shamans," made an annual journey. According to Herodotus, the mystic

Abaris was able to travel anywhere "on an arrow," that is, by magical

flight.o' T\.r'o of Apollo's gifts to humankind, the arrow and the po\r'er to

heal, are universally associated with shamanism. In Aualonian Quest,
Arthurian scholar Geoffrey Ashe says that "the Druids were, in effecr,

shamans." They were custodians of indigenous wisdom who shared their
lore with their counterparts in Greece and elsewhere in the classical

world. Ashe cites Stuart Piggot, an aurhoriry on the history of the Druids:
"Shamanism need not have been the whole conrent of Paleolithic and

Mesolithic religions but it could have been an important component, and

one that could form a substrate in the ancient European tradition."65

Gnostics like Hypatia, who may arguably be regarded as intellectual
urban shamans, would have recognized Druids as gnostoftoi in their own
right, that is, knowers of divine matters, adepts of the sublime and super-

natural. In fact, during Hypatia's lifetime Alexandria hosted a circle of
scholars dedicated to the collection and study of Druidic lore.un In the view
of the ancients, who lived far closer to the facts than we do, experts in spir-
itual knowledge and adepts of paranormal powers would have merited
the te rm gaos toftos , no matrer what their cultural origins. Such venerated

figures could have been found throughour the pan-European mosaic of
Mysteries that spread from the far Hebrides into the Near East.ut

The Druids were initiates of the Hibernian Mysteries described by

Herodotus and other ancient writers. They used a code called ogham,

consisting of runic symbols rarher than letters. Accomplished musicians

and chanters, they may have introduced to the Greeks some notions
about "the harmony of the spheres," and certainly would have had no
dif{iculty discussing sky lore with Egyptian astronomers. Although the
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Druids did not write in a secular alphabet of Celtic origin, they could

read and converse in Greek and other Europan languages, and they

maintained a schooling system. The druidic colleges were the educa-

tional facet of the Hibernian Mysteries. According to Diogenes Laertius

and other ancient sources, the Druids "taught that the ideal for people

was to live in harmony with nature and themselves, accepting that pain

and death were not evils but essential . . . and that the only evil was

moral weakness." Their message to the common people was: "Revere

the gods, do not do evil to each other, and exercise courage."ut

The assumption that Pagans performed widespread and systematic

human sacrifice derives from an unfounded remark rnade by Pliny the

Elder, as noted. There is ample archaeological evidence of sacri{ice in

Near and Middle Eastern theocracies, as well as in China, Mexico, and

Peru, but not in Europa. Some theocrats of the Middle East, who did

perform human sacrifice and demanded it in their statecraft and

funerary rites, were Pagans in the loose sense of the term, but not Pagans

who shared the life-affirming sensibility typical of Europans.

The Irish heretic Pelagius (ca. 354-420 c.r.) was a contemporary of
Hypatia's. Deeply steeped in the myth of the triple goddess and other

varianrs of triplicity in Celtic lore, Pelagius formulate d the Trinity based

on ancestral notions ofterrestrial divinity. Because he argued that people

could achieve their own salvation using individual mind and will and

not submitting to anything preordained, he was accused by Rome of
reviving druidic philosophy and condemned as a heretic. In its original

form, free will was a Celtically inspired Pagan heresy. Pelagius's ideas

were rejected in favor of Augustine's doctrine of "Original Sin." The

Trinity Pelagius formulated was later credited to Cyril, the bishop of
Alexandria who may have ordered the murder of Hypatia. Co-optation

went hand in hand with suppression and terrorism in the conquest of
the Old World, and the record, as ever, was written to legitimate, if not

glorify, the perpetrators. One historian comments:

The early surviving sources about the Druids are written in
support of Rome and its conquest of the Celts and suppression

of the Druids. In A.D. 54 the Roman emperor Claudius ofli-

ciaily prohibited the Druids by law. It was an obvious move for
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Rome to make: in order to conquer people and absorb them,

you first have to get rid of their intellectuals and destroy their

cultural knowledge.o'

Frnsr Blooo

In the twilight of their culture, Celtic warriors hired on as mercenaries

in the Roman legions. This is a clear historical instance of the victim-

perpetrator bond, for Celts had been victims of Roman aggression for

centuries. Early on the Celts learned to fight back, purely to protect

themselves. (ln The Anatomy of Human Destructiueness, Erich Fromm

explains the difference between defensive and predatory aggression and

asserts that the human species "is phylogenetically not a predatory

animal."7") In 360 B.c.E. the Celts retaliated against the invasion of their

native lands. They annihilated the Roman army and occupied Rome, a

humiliating event in Roman memory. There followed a period of peace,

broken a century later when some Celtic tribes allied with the Etruscans

against Rome. The ensuing conflict led to the breakup of Celtic civrliza'

tion, but the end was long in coming. Roman campaigns to defeat and

destroy the tribal confederacies of the Celts present the first verifiable

instances of genocide on European soil.

ln The Gallic Wars fulius Caesar presented his self-legitimating

account of the campaigns he fought in Gaul (the Celtic name for modern

France) against tribal confederacies united by a savvy and intrepid war-

rior named Vercingetorix. A country of beauteous rivers and deep

forests, Gaul was vast in extent and rich in resources. Conquered, it
would add a quarter to the territory of the Roman Empire.

The Gallic wars lasted only from 58 to 52 n.c.t., but they changed for-

ever the face, and the fate, of ancient Europa. Caesar began his campaign

by establishing a winter camp in cisalpine Gaul, near the headwaters of
the Danube, the proximity of the presumed "Celtic hearth." In the

winter of 58-57 came rumors that certain tribes called the Belgica were

preparing to attack him. Caesar sent two legions to Reims, center of the

tribe of the Remi, and persuaded the tribal chieftain to come over to his

side. Other Belgian tribes in the region reacted by attacking Reims, but
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Caesar drove them off. Then, in a shift from defense to aggression,

Caesar expanded his campaign. He attacked two hostile tribes, the

Nervians and the Aduatuci, and inflicted massive losses. In one battle,

only 500 of the 60,000 Celtic combatants survived.

So far, the battles fought were engagements between armies and did
not involve civilian casualties. Among the Celtic tribes were many sea-

soned warriors of barbarian stock, fully equal to Roman military might,
The Belgica in particular were known for their ferocity in battle, as well
as for their skill in training horses. Military engagements did not involve

assaults on the local population, but the resistance of the Belgica aroused

Caesar's appetite for blood. He established a winter camp among the

tribes he had subdued, and, just to keep his edge, went off to conquer

Britain. Soon Caesar realized he had left himself with a problem by

locating his winter camp among the defeated but still hostile population

in the Belgian marshes. Out of nowhere, a Celtic revolt annihilated two

of his legions. Caesar responded with a massive attack on tribes in the

marshlands of the Rhine, and this time he expanded his assault to the

general population. These attacks on civilians were so brutal that when

they became known in Rome, the senator Cato demanded Caesar be

captured and tried as a war criminal. But Caesar prevailed and con-

tinued his push from military conquest to genocide. The massacres of
the Belgica cleared his way for the larger campaign to come: the con-

quest of all Gaul.

Caesar's larger designs were now opposed by an uprising of tribal con-

federacies united under a formidable warrior, Vercingetorix. The

Romans were horribly defeated at Orleans, and, for a time, it looked like

the Celtic hero had a real chance of driving them out of Gaul. After
many skirmishes, Ceasar forced a full-scale confrontation at Bour€Jes,

one of the largest and most prosperous cities in the Gallic confederacy.

The city (located about seventy miles south of Paris) was besieged and

ferociously defended, but eventually it fell, and its 60,000 unarmed

inhabitants were slaughtered. Caesar does not admit that he gave the

order for the massacre. He comments dryly:

None of our men stopped to think about booty; they were so

infuriated by the massacre of Romans at Orleans, and by the
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efforts they had had to make over the siege, that they spared

neither the old nor the women nor the children. (The Gallic

Wars 7.24)

This was the first massive, deliberate genocide of an indigenous people

committed on European soil, and it set a trend for the Roman Empire in
Europe, and, later, for the Church that married the Empire, conquest

around the world. Although it was committed before the rise of
Christianity, it presents the prototype of the merciless and triumphal
aggression, legitimated by divine authority, that came to be exhibited

across Europa when Rome took up the Cross.

Gallic resistance remained strong after Bourges, but the massacre

there had turned the tide in Caesar's favor. The endgame with the Celts

played out three years later at Alesia, near Dijon, in the sumptuous hills
of Bourgogne. Vercingetorix and his army installed themselves with
ample provisions in a hilltop fortress, ready to hold out indefinitely.

Caesar had his army construct enormous fortifications (the remains sur-

vive today) around the 80,000-strong troops commanded by his arch-

enemy. Learning that reinforcements from the Celtic confederacies were

on the way in massive numbers, he built a second line of battlements to

protect his forces against attack from the rear. The Roman fortifications
were so effective that Caesar was able to stand ground, starve out the

army of Vercingetorix, and drive off the rescue forces, reported by

ancient sources to have been nearly a quarter million in strength.

The defeat of the Celts at Alesia may have been due to massive demor-

alization as much as it was to Roman fortifications. When women and

children were sent out from the besieged encampment on the hill,
Caesar ordered that they not be allowed ro pass the second line of battle-
ments. Stranded between the barricades, thousands of them starved to
death before the eyes of both conringents of Celts. Genocide in its most
dramatic form had proved to be a weapon for conquest par excellence.

The Greek writer Plutarch, one of the last initiates of the Mysteries,

tells us that the population of Gaul before |ulius Caesar arrived was

around three million. Eight years later, one million were dead, and half
of those surviving had been turned into slaves and permanently
uprooted. Not to discount other incidents of genocide in antiquity
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(Alexander's military record in Asia is blood-chilling), the massacre at

Bourges established the imperative for violence against Europans on

their own soil. The conquest of Gaul has been described as "rhe grearest

human and social disaster in history, until the settlement of America."T'

IurEr-r-pcruAI- CLEANSTNG

With Caesar's campaign in Gaul, genocidal violence came to stay in
Europa; and not just violence against physical life, but also against the

life of the mind, as seen in the death of Hypatia. 462 years before her

death, Caesar himself was in her native city of Alexandria, facing a

major career challenge. After the conquests of Britain and Gaul, the

Roman general's military and political strategy was largely determined

by competition from his archrival, Pompey. In fact, Pompey, as much as

Caesar, was responsible for establishing the conditions that allowed sal-

vationism to spread into Europa. ln 62 c.r. he annexed |udea to the

Roman Empire. Thus began the Roman occupation of Palestine, an

event that was to prove as decisive for Rome as it was for the Holy Land.

From Palestine Pompey headed for Egypt, a move that obliged Caesar

to go to Alexandria |n47 B.C. and square off with his rival. Their con-

frontation took place at the harbor where the Royal Library and

Museum were located. Caesar managed to destroy the Egyptian fleet

that Pompey had appropriated and occupy the city. Soon enough he

found himself in bed with Cleopatra. Suddenly, forces loyal to the

pharaoh mounted a resistance, and the old warrior found himself
trapped with insufficient military resources to defend himself.

What happened next is subject to a dozen incomplete and conrra-

dicting accounts. According to Caesar's own version of events in The

Ciuil Wars, he set fire to the dockyards and the remaining Alexandrian
fleet to provide cover for his escape from the city. He does not mention

the Royal Library, but he set fire to that as well, or so it was srared by the

late Roman historian Ammanius Marcellinus (d. 395 c.n.), who claimed

that Caesar's responsibility for the fire was "the unanimous belief of
ancient authors." The Younger Seneca (d. 65 c.e.) reported in his essay

On Tranquillity of Mind that 400,000 manuscripts were burned, but the
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figure has also been interpreted as 40,000. In ancient idiom, a "book,"
"scroll," or "manuscript" was a monograph or essay, rather than a full-
length book. Nevertheless, 40,000 essays is a lot of essays. The Nag
Hammadi codices consist merely of 52 fragrnentary works, not even

essays but more like spotty notes on lectures, of which only 30 texts are

substantial in content. They range from four to forry pages. This is what
remains to suggest what might have been stored in the massive reposi-

tory of the Royal Library of Alexandria.

It is certainly an arresting fact that |ulius Caesar, who committed the

first full-blown genocide on European soil, may also have been the first
to burn the Royal Library at Alexandria. While it cannot be proven that

he did it deliberately, he must certainly have known that it caught fire
from the blaze he ordered to be set. Accident or not in Caesar's case,

intellectual cleansing goes hand in hand with the political genocide.

The libraries at the port of Alexandria were to burn several more

times over the ensuing centuries. When Hypatia was about thirteen a

mob of Christians set fire to the Serapeum and made sure that it
burned to the ground. Not a single scroll was left on the smoldering
shelves. Long after her death the Arabs who occupied the city con-

tinued the incendiary assault. In 641 Amru, the general of Omar,

second in succession to the Prophet, fed the furnaces of the four thou-
sand baths of Alexandria for six months with the books remaining in
the Bruchion.T2

Other libraries in the Mediterranean basin suffered a similar fate. As

it rose to power the Roman Church specifically ordered that Gnostic

books be sought out and destroyed. The 270,000 documenrs collected by

Ptolemy Philadelphus were all destroyed for the same reason. Baptized
in 380, the emperor Theodosius, who ruled between 379 and 395, made

it his personal mission to annihilate all traces of Pagan and Gnostic lit-
erature. Theodosius had 27,000 scrolls from the Mystery Schools col-
lected and burned because he was told they conrained Gnostic teachings

that contradicted his adopted belief system.Ti This policy of intellectual
cleansing was not established by Caesar, but the license to destroy Pagan

writings with impunity had been dramatically demonstrated by his

actions, and every Christianized Roman emperor followed his example.

From Alesia in 52 n.c.s. to Alexandria in 47 n.c.n. is only five years. That
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is all that separates the two de{initive acts of political and intellectual

genocide in Pagan antiquity.
In 386, when Hypatia was sixteen, Pagan rituals were outlawed by

state decree, From that time on popular shrines and Mystery temples

were vandalized more and more frequently, flagrantly, and violently.

When Alaric, warrior chieftain of the Goths, invaded Greece in 396, the

last legitimate hierophant at Eleusis had already died and only a handful
of initiates remained. The Neoplatonic philosopher Eunapius of Sardis,

who may have taught Hypatia, was one of them. Describing how
Christian converts flooded to the ancient sanctuaries ruined by the

Gothic invaders, he lamented "the godlessness of those who in their dark
garments entered with him fAlaric] unhindered and by the dissolution

of the hierophantic rules and of the sacred bond they embodied.""

Owing to the policy of Church historians to write only what showed

their institution in a good light, and to destroy conflicting accounts, such

testimony is extremely rare. Accounts of murders of Pagans by

Christians are scarce, but it is more than likely that students and teachers

from the Mystery Schools were murdered in considerable numbers.

According to the Byzantine historian Procopius (d.562), in Syria alone a

million Pagans, polytheists, and heretics, including many Gnostics, were

exterminated by the emperor fustinian "during the systematic persecu-

tion carried out by that pedantic bigot."" Sanctioned by an off-planet
deity, the Roman Church committed such horrors with impunity and

with no fear of reprisal.

In the Americas a thousand years later, a parallel drama played out.

"Indians were robbed and murdered at pleasure because the Christian

whites were not held accountable for the abuse of non-Christians." In this

genocidal crime wave, the European invaders were reenacting the vio-

lence inflicted on their own ancestors in the early Christian Era-a clear-

cut instance of victim-perpetrator bonding.tu As Mavor and Dix observe in
Manitou, "the history of America never suggests that the white man's reli-
gious beliefs might be at fault."77 Likewise, the history of Europe never

suggests that in the triumph of Christianiry over Paganism, the religious

beliefs of the Christians inspired and legitimated their genocidal acts.

When Hypatia was in her twenties the Latin orator Libanius wrote to

Theodosius to protest the desecration of Pagan shrines:
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The monks are spreading out like torrents across the country-

side; and ruining the temples, they are ruining the countryside

itself at one and the same time. For to snatch from a region the

temple which protects it is like tearing out its eye, killing it,

annihilating it. The temples are the very life of the countryside,

where generations have lived in the shelter of the old ways.tt

Libanius's plea shows that he identified the intellectual and spiritual

activity performed in the temples with the life force of their natural set-

ting. To the Pagan mind, to destroy those centers of literacy and learning

was a feat of violence directed, not only against the people who frequented

them, but against nature itself: "Ruining the temples, they are ruining the

countryside itself." The shrines and schools of the Mvstery network con-

stituted the very eyes and organs of Pagan culture. Christian frenzy

against Pagan religion went to necrophiliac extremes. After the organism

was murdered, its corpse was violated. In 400 c.r., the year Hypatia

assumed her duties in the Museum of Alexandria, Eunapius of Sardis

reported that Christian monks were "living like pigs in the holy places."'n

In Caesar's time, Roman republicans like Cicero and Cato could openly

regard him as a war criminal, but later any such dissent was strictly sup-

pressed by the emperors. After the Roman Empire merged with the

Catholic Church, war crimes became legitimated in the name of the

Savior. Perpetrators adopted the salvationist creed for religious cover, in

order to sanction their actions through a superhuman authority. They

turned their victims into criminals, condemning the most threatening

ones as heretics and targeting all Pagans, just because they were Pagans.

Infected by the ideological virus of salvationism, native Europeans

entered a path of self-annihilation, and the so-called Dark Ages followed.

From our current perspective of time and historical distance, is it dif-
ficult to imagine how a people could attack and dismember their own
culture, and annihilate the very foundations of their cultural and histor-
ical existence. But, if we could imagine how that happened, might we

not better understand what we are currently doing to ourselves today on

the global scalel
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THE CUIT OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

-l-h. salvationist fervor that swept over Europa at the dawn of the

.f Christian era did not originate in the collective mind-set of its
diverse indigenous peoples. Like the arrival of the European colonialists

in the New World, it presented a unique, unparalleled intrusion on

native soil. Scholars like to compare the Christian Redeemer with Pagan

gods such as the Nordic Baldur, a "tree-hung" shaman who descended

into the Underworld, or Aengus, the solar love god of Irish mythology,

but such mythological parallels are deeply misleading. The Redeemer of

|udeo-Christian faith did not exist in the mythologies of peoples whose

participation in the natural world was devoid of a sense of sin. The psy-

chic and imaginative life of the indigenous Europans did not harbor

anything like the supernatural figure of the Divine Savior thar was to

emerge from f'araway Palestine.

Tnp ANoTNTED ONE

Like smallpox carried to the New World by the European colonialists,

the redemption ideology from Palestine, once it spread inro Europa,
affected a broad diversity of peoples who had no natural immunity to it.
The alien nature of this ideology ("cross theology," as scholars tag it) was

evident from its origins, for the Palestinian redeemer complex arose in
the Near East under exceptional conditions, and mutated strangely.

From its inception, the core complex that gave rise to Christianity was a

weird hybrid made up of anomalous elements rhar did not naturally
occur in the culture where they emerged and melded. In short, the com-
plex was exactly what Gnostic theologians such as Hyparia had warned
that it was: a case of anomia, deviance. The Greek word anomou occurs
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in the Apocryphon of John and other texts from Nag Harnmadi in ref-

erence to delusional systems in the human psyche. Scholars generally

translate anomou as "depravity," the exact word used by Pliny the

Younger to describe salvationist faith. The literal translation would be

"anomalous."

As noted in chapter l, the redeemer complex has four components: the

creation of the world ex nihilo by the male creator god; the selection of
the righteous few to fulfill a divine plan; the mission of the creator's son

(the messiah) in the plan; and the final, apocalyptic judgment in which

the world is destroyed so that the righteous can be saved by the accom-

plishment of divine retribution. The first component, creation of the

world by a male creator god, can be found in many variants worldwide,

but biblical myth differs from other creation scenarios by its exclusion of

a feminine deity. This exclusion is an arresting factor, to say the least.

Scholars now recognize the enormous, sustained effort it took to pro-

duce and enforce a sacred narrative focused on a male deitv without a

female counterpart.

Some, but not all, elements of this fbur-part complex can be seen in the

development of patriarchy. Originating as a political system in

Mesopotamia around 3500 n.c.r., patriarchy assumed a distinct religious

profile in the legend of Abram, the son of a Sumerian priest from Ur.

Abraham, as he came to be known, is the founding patriarch of the main-

stream redemptive religions, fudaism, Christianity, and Islam. Whatever

the complex lactors behind its rise, patriarchy in the Middle East came to

be formulated in the social control system of theocracy, government by

the gods or descendents of the gods. The patriarch Abraham is never said

to be divine, of course, but as the biblical narrative unfolds the weird the-

ological mutation of human divinity gradually emerges.

In Middle Eastern theocracy, a divine king held claim to be a sover-

eign representative of the gods on earth. He was a human reflection,

though not a literal incarnation, of the guardian deity of the nation and

culture he led. In Egypt where sacred kingship was highly evolved, the

pharaohs were held to be "living gods" in the eyes of the common

people, but this status was understood differently by the priests and

hierophants who directed the pharaonic breeding lines and ordained the

exponential generations of Ramesses, Amenhoteps, Thutmoses, and
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others. To the hierophants who were their "handlers," the human
pharaohs were charged with ritually playacting the deities rvhose names

they bore. Needless to say, the line berween playacting and literal iden-
tification was not always easy ro define, or maintain, but ultimately the

role of the theocrat was dedicated more to acting for rhe gods than acring

like them. The task of the pharaoh and rheocraric Iigureheads in the

Near East was to lead the righteous fbw, the ruling elite who would
implement divine will in human society. The king was regarded as a

"messiah," a word derived from the Hebrew mashiah, meaning simply
"anointed." Thus, the first three components of the redeemer complex

combined in the figure of the divine regent, bur not the fourth.
Originally, anointing did not carry a claim to divinity. k was a secular

rite of ordainment and nothing more. With rhe rranslari on of mashiah

into the Greek word christos, the regal and strictly human status of mes-

siah came to be associated with divinity. This anomia did not occur

purely by a linguistic fluke, however. When Consrantine forced the vote

for the divinity of Christ at the Council olNicaea tn 325, he insured that

the political will of the Roman Empire would be under."vritten by divine

authority. In doing so, he relied on the doctrines of Saint Paul, a
Hellenizied few from Syria, the first ideologue to definitively assert the

divinity of "the Christ." Yet once again, something odd was in the

works. Paul's assertion is anomalous, totallv unknown to both fewish
and Pagan theology in his time. (Emperors who claimed divinity or
"divine afflatus" were merely indulging in self-aggrandizement, typical

of the narcissistic craze of the Piscean Age. They u'ere also vainly com-

peting with initiates from the Mysteries whom, rumor said, were in

some way deified by their secret practices.)

The origin of human divinity in Pauline (and also Johannine) theology

has never been adequately explained, but by tracing the Palestinian

redeemer complex to its most deeply hidden sources, perhaps it can be.

In prepatriarchal times the rite of anointing was performed in the

hieros gamos, the sacred mating of the royal candidate with a priestess in
the service of the Magna Mater, the Great Mother. Patriarchy assumed a

distinct and dominant form as the priestess was eliminated. This transi-
tion was long and difficult in the Near Easr, and it rvas never lully
achieved in Europa up to the moment Christianity appeared. The long

59
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hard gestation of patriarchy extended from around 4200 r.c.n., when the

Indo-European invasions of Europa began, to 1800, the age of
Hammurabi, the lawgiver, and the biblical patriarch Abraham.8u

Progressively, the choice of the new king and the rites of empowerment

(sacred kingship) came to be directed exclusively by men, and for men.

A fnwrsH KrNc

The monotheistic, male-only creator myth of the Old Testament has

some precedents in Mesopotamia, the land from which Abraham

migrated. In theocracy the political organization of society mirrored

cosmic order. If there was one sole god in heaven, there must be a single,

sovereign ruler on earth. This formula held true in far-distant China,

Peru, and Polynesia, as much as it did in the Middle East. But theocracy

assumed a peculiar and atrophied form-again, here is the anomia, the

weird mutation-in the religious life of the ancient Hebrews. With the

second component of the redeemer complex, the commission of the

righteous few to fullill the creator's plan, there occurs a transition from

myth to history, or pseudohistory, as recorded in the Old Testament, a

priestly fiction unevenly loaded with some verifiable historical elements.

The decisive event in the sacred history of the ancient )ews occurs in I
Samuel:

Then all the elders of Israel gathered themselves together, and

came to Samuel . . . , And said unto him, Behold, thou art old,

and thy sons walk not in thy ways: now make us a king to judge

us like all the nations. (1 Sam. 8:4-5)

The key phrase here is "like all the nations." Biblical historians locate the

patriarch Samuel around ll00 n.c.n., about eight hundred years after

Abraham. From the time of the first patriarch, the Israelite community
had been ruled by a council of elders, called judges, who were closely

advised, if not controlled, by a hereditary priesthood. This was a patri-
archal society with a strong priestly element, but it was not a theocracy
"like all the nations" in the ancient Near East. In the days of Samuel,
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faith in father god |ehovah was declining, but "all Israel, from Dan even

to Beersheba, knew that Samuel was established to be a prophet of the

Lord" (l Sam.3:18). As he approached death, the elders of the commu-
nity, acting it seems out of spiritual insecurity, asked Samuel to establish

a king for Israel comparable to the kings of neighboring nations. In this

single, decisive event the institution of monarchy was adopted by the

Hebrews. So extraordinary was this developmenr that Mircea Eliade

wrote:

The monarchy is interpreted as a new covenant between

Yahweh and the dynasty of David. a continuation of the

covenant of Sinai. It is in this valorization of a foreign institu-

tion as a new act of sacred history that we can appreciate the

originality of the Israelite ideology of kingship.8'

Monarchy was, as Eliade stresses, a "foreign institution" for the

Hebrews. Its adoption marks a crucial point of departure for that

people, and, indeed, for humanity at large. The consequences of this
"new act of sacred history" will be momentous, but slow to unfold. It
will take another thousand years for "the originality of the Israelite ide-

ology of kingship" to play out, mutate further, and finally come to

expression in the Divine Redeemer of Christianity.

The fewish king was called by the honori{ic title "Son of God," which

was not understood to indicate incarnate divinity. Dead Sea Scrolls

scholar Geza Vermes explains:

In Hebrew or Aramaic "son of God" is always employed figu-

ratively as a metaphor for a child of God, whereas in Greek

addressed to Gentile Christians, grown up in a religious culture

filled with gods, sons of gods and demigods, the New
Testament expression tended to be understood literally as "Son

of God," spelled as it were with a capital letter: thar is to say, as

someone of the same nature as God."

The notion of human divinity was, and still is, completely alien to fewish
religious experience. How ironic then, that the Jewish version of the

6l
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sacred kingship mutated into the figure of the Divine Redeemer, the

Christ. The first ]ewish king was Saul, a tormented man who com-

mitted suicide after some serious depression and a weird, unsettling

encounter with a female shaman, the witch of Endor. His successors

were David and Solomon, who handled the regal role more skillfully.

Both of these biblical characters were known for retaining strong ties to

Canaanite goddess religion epitomized in the figure of Asteroth, the tree

goddess. Throughout the Old Testament the Children of Israel are

berated by |ehovah for "whoring after stange gods"-that is, reverting

to indigenous ways and bioregional, earth-honoring cults. Among such

cults the worship of Asteroth was universal in Canaan.

With the discovery of the Ugarit writings at Ras Shamra, Syria, in

1928, scholars have been able to reconstruct the rites and beliefs of the

indigenous people of Canaan, the ancient name for the land we today

call Palestine. The result has been a massive revaluation of the sources of
Old Testament theology and ritual. It is now known that the Hebrew

scribes who composed and compiled the Old Testarrrent from 700 e.c.r.

onward drew from Canaanite texts as extensively as they did from

Egyptian and Mesopotamian sources. But because the Promised Land

was in Canaan, the biblical Hebrews drew most deeply from the indige-

nous sources of the territory they claimed as their God-given land. The

extent of the co-optation is staggering and throws biblical history into an

entirely different light:

A few theologians, upon examining Ugarit mythology, claimed

to be shocked by the violence and depravity of the Canaanite

religion. They saw it as a crude form of polytheism, "the abom-

inations of the Heathen," whose extermination by the Hebrews

in Palestine was a pious and godly act, though unfortunately not

quite thorough enough. This view, besides being morally

dubious, ignores the fact that fudaism, both when it borrowed

from the same primitive religion and when it reacted against it,

was influenced by it. Many of the prerogatives of Yahweh were

originally prerogatives of Baal and Eli. Daniel the fust was a

Canaanite, not a Hebrew. Canaanite lore is a legitimate

antecedent of the fudeo-Christian tradition.s3
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The Bible is not without its own share of violence and depravity, of
course. In recording the struggle of "Hebrews against the Heathen," the

Old Testament presents a rich case study of the victim-perperrator syn-

drome. fudaic morals, rites, and theological conceprs developed in par-
allel with ongoing genocidal campaigns in Palestine, but the accursed

ways of the Heathen were not readily dispelled, or easily uprooted from
the hearts of the people. Instead, they were absorbed, disguised, and dis-

torted. Abraham's aborted sacrifice of Isaac followed a Canaanire

custom of infanticide. Daniel the Canaanite was a key figure in devel-

oping the fourth component of the redeemer complex, apocalyptic

vision. These and many, many more elements of Canaanite origin were

co-opted into fewish religion and subsequently mutated in ways alien to

their origins.

Dousln AcENna

It is not easy to follow the erratic sequence of obscure and often ominous

events that constitute the ancient history of the |ews. The Bible is rarely

read point blank, without a hefty set of expectations that predetermine

what we will find in it, no matter what our religious disposition may be.

Paul Shepard observed that our view of history is "framed in an historical

mode which has already decided the issue", that is, predetermined what

history tells us about ourselves." This is particularly true of the "sacred

history" recounted in the Old Testament. Moreover, the sheer dramatic

impact of biblical language tends to misdirect us from telling details.

From the time of Samuel the Old Testament narrative increasingly

highlights the messianic king, the one who is anointed. His actions will
determine how the righteous few are able to follow the will of the father

god and enact his plan. This is clear enough, but it overlooks the crucial

issue: Who does the anointing? For the anointed ruler to be powerful, he

must get his power through the anointing agent. The logic of empower-

ment is simple: those who anoint must iz sorne sense be more powerful
than those whom they anoint. But in what sense more powerfull

In prepatriarchal societies the sacred king was anointed by a woman,

a priestess who represented the Goddess, the original "power behind the
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throne." The ritual of anointing was the hieros gamos, "sacred marriage."

With the emergence of patriarchy came a drastic modification of the

rites of empowerment. For the ancient Hebrews this happened in a

rather odd, clandestine way-not surprisingly, since theocracy was a

"foreign institution" to them. It was an anomia that did nor arise within
Israelite community, but was imported. The elders ("judges,") who

ruled the community were themselves advised by several lineages of
hereditary priests named on familial lines: Benjamin, Levi, Aaron, and

so forth. Saul's kingship was established under the guidance of these

priesthoods, with a large consensus from the community (1 Sam. 11:15).

But perhaps because the first Jewish candidate for theocracy failed in
such a spectacularly miserable way, when the moment came for David
to bestow kingship on Solomon something completely anomalous hap-

pened-again:

And King David said, Call me Zadok, the priest, and Nathan,

the prophet, and anoint him there [Solomon] king of Israe l. . . .

And Zadok, the priest, took a horn of oil out of the tabernacle,

and anointed Solomon. (l Kings l:34,39)

As later becomes clear (although never entirely so) between the lines of
the biblical narrative, the priest of Zadok does not belong to the hereditary

priesthoods of Benjamin, Aaron, and Levi. In fact the priesthood of
Zadok is the most enigmatic, overlooked factor in fudeo-Christian tra-
dition. It literally comes out of nowhere. This priesthood must have

originated before Abraham because its chief representarive was rhe mys-

terious figure who recruited the first patriarch and conferred on the

community of Israel its identity as a "chosen people" (i.e., the righteous

few, charged with enacting the divine plan: second component of the

redeemer complex). Tradition assumes that Yahweh chose the Hebrews
but the actual agent of commission was not the father god. It was

Melchizedek, head of the priesthood of Zadok. "And Melchizedek, king
of Salem, brought forth [to Abraham] bread and wine; and he was the

priest of the most high" (Gen. l4:18).

The meeting of Abraham and Melchizedek in Genesis l4 inaugurates

the mission of the Chosen People. Certainly not by chance, it also pres-
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ents the prototype of the Christian Mass: the sacrament of bread and

wine. Also, from its inception in this dramatic meeting, the implemen-

tation of the divine plan is closely associated with violence sanctioned by

a higher power. Acting as warrior chief of the Hebrews, Abraham raids

the neighboring lands of Dan and Hobah, going all the way to

Damascus to rescue his wayward brother, Lot (Gen. 14:12-17). Granred,

internecine warfare was the rule of the day in the patriarch's time,

engaged in with endless ferocity by many tribes, but the point of the

story here is Melchizedek confers divine approval on the slaughter:

"Blessed be Abram of the most high God, possessor of heaven and earth:

And blessed be the most high God which has delivered thine enemies

into thine hand" (Gen. 14: 19-20).It is not merely the tribal deity who

approves of Abram's victorl, but the "most high" of all gods. This tran-

scendent pretension of superiority is inherent to the redeemer complex.

Who is Melchizedekl He is an eerie figure who appears out of
nowhere and then disappears, but the entire course of fudeo-Christian
sacred history is definitively set by his appearance. The designation,
"king of Salem," connects him to the locale in Canaan where ferusalem
would be founded. Other than this, nothing is known of his origins.s'

His name, incorporating the Sumerian root melfti-, "prince," "divine

inheritor" means "prince of righteousness." The Hebrew zedeftis a vari-

ation of zado,(, also spelled tsedeq , tzaddift, and zaddift. When applied to a

human being zaddift means, "the just one," "the righteous." Examples

are Daniel the |ust in the Old Testament and fames the fust, the brother

of |esus, in the New Testament. In a loose sense the zaddift is simply a

better human being, judged by his obedience to God, but in the strict

sense it is someone who meets a standard of purity and perfection that

lies totally beyond human potential. To be a zaddift is the mark of tran-

scendent superiority that distinguishes Yahweh above all other gods.

The founding moment of the community of Israel is a momentous

event, but it conceals another event that will, in due time, prove to be

even more momentous: the inception of the Zaddlkite cult of righteous-

ness under Melchizedek.* There is both a stated purpose and a hidden

* I ue Zaddi\ite (my convention) for the inner circle of Jewish priests dedicated to the zaddift
ideology centered on Melchizedek, and Zadoftite (the conventional scholarly spelling) for the
Palestinian revolutionary movement surrounding that inner circle. See glossary.
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purpose in the meeting with Abraham. The stated purpose is to imple-
ment Yahweh's choice of the ancient fews to represent him to all the

nations of the earth, and fulfill his plan, supreme above all the designs of
f-ate in the world. This fantastic proposition is eminently clear to many

believers, but, as one biblical scholar wryly noted, "How odd of God to
choose the fews."86 In fact, it is Melchidezek who chooses them.

All through history, both fews and non-]ews alike have been intensely

aware of this pretension, or this divine calling, if you prefer. That one

anlong all the ethnic groups of the world was chosen by the Creator of
them all to receive His revelation, follow His laws, fullill His plan, and

demonstrate the highest moral example of humanity, faithful to their

mission down to the apocalyptic world-ending, is a well-known claim,

of course. Even though this claim is anomalous in the religious experi-

ence of humanity, it is rarely challenged. To challenge it might be

regarded by some as anti-Zionist or anti-Semitic, but, oddly enough, the

claim itself is never treated as an antihuman proposition.

Can God's calling to model the highest standard for humanity be

antihumanl Well, Gnostics such as Hypatia certainly thought so. They

proposed that the unique status claimed by the F{ebrews, and the

entire concatenation of grandiose ideas that goes along with it, was a

ruse. In the Gnostics' view, the "Divine Plan" to be realized through
the Chose n People and the Messiah, culminating in the apocalyptic day

of retribution, is not a calling to spiritual glory, but a grand and

grievous deceit.

Salvarrox Hrsrony

Billions of ardent believers around the world take the Bible for literal fact

and view the ancient Hebrews as a paradigm for the human species as a

whole. This is exactly how the fewish priesthood insisted that rhe

"Chosen People" regard their story, their unique tribal narrative. The
people lbr whom it was written often resisted the Zaddikire agenda, yet

the fewish model of salvation history (as scholars call it) was eventually
adopted by a large part of the human race. How to explain this bizarre
developmentl
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In the Bible, including both Testamenrs, the four cornponents of the

redeemer complex unfold dramatically in linear historical time.
Salvation history is embedded with a set of beliefs abour creation, sin,

sexuality, divine election, off-planet intervention, redemption, cosmic
judgment, retribution, and resurrection. Such is the directive script for
Western civilization. (With Islarn, the medieval mutation of the

redeemer complex, the script changes, reflecting an even deeper devalu,

ation of the human condition than is seen in rhe /udeo-Christian concepr

of "the Fall," yet the four essential componenrs of the complex remain

constant.) Whoever identifies with the story adopts the beliefs ir carries,

even without being conscious of how they do so. Since human behavior

is belief driven, the salvationist story assumes enormous power to deter,

mine personal experience and even shape the course of history itself-.

Many believers insist that the story is literalll, true, presenting the vcrv

proof that God is actively engaged in human affairs, while others find
symbolic and allegorical truth in salvation history without needing to

equate it with fact. In neither case, however, do believers question the

essential truth or sanity of the story.

Confronted with salvation history, it is difhcult to tell what is more

preposterous: the plot and purpose expressed in the script, or the massive

credence it has commanded. The "Divine Plan" is so alien to indigenous

wisdom, so wrong for social guidance both in spirituai and sr-rrvival

terms, and so contrary to the innate moral instincts of humanity, that its

acceptance by untold millions of people through the ages boggles the

mind and staggers the irnagination. Because it has become /lc dominant
script in the psychohistory ofour species, there is a universal tendency to

assume that it must be true, in one way or another, at one level or

another. But is the mere acceptance of any idea or belief proof of its
veracityl With salvation history, the fact that so many people have

embraced it, and still do, impedes an essential insight: beliefs that would
be rejected and ridiculed if held by a cult of a few hundred mernbers

become sacrosanct and unquestionable when they are held by millions.
According to the Gnostic critique of ludeo-Christian religion, the tri-

umph of salvation history is not due to sorne undeniable truth it carries,

but rather to its covert delusional power. It operates like an obsessive fix-
ation that seizes the collective mind, comparably ro whar Wilhelm Reich
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called Massenpsychosen, mass psychosis. In The Mass psychology of
Fascism, Reich shows how mystical and militaristic (or fascist) behaviors
"rooted in the male authoritarian character structure" meld together in
the religious obsessions common to National Socialism, Zionism, and
Catholicism. In his analysis of "the passive ideology of suffering in all
genuine religions," he revealed how irrational insistence on the redemp-
tive value of suffering ("the emotional plague") leads society head-on
into conflict and madness.8T

In parallel to Reich's analysis, Gnostics saw in the salvationist program
that arose in Palestine after 150 B.c.E. a spurious belief system that devi-
ates the human species from its true potential. Such was the warning of
trained theologians and mystics from the Mysteries, men and women
whose discipline would have enabled them to assess ideological-theolog-
ical concepts with penerrating insight and critical rigor. The indigenous
people of Europa who would eventually succumb to the onslaught of
salvationism had no such critical capaciries. Not that they lacked intelli-
gence, or were in any way mentally inferior to the dominators, but they
did lack the intellectual defenses needed ro resisr the redeemer complex.
Gnostics in Egypt, the Levant, and the Near East held a crucial line of
defense until they were desrroyed by the proponenrs of the delusional
system they tried to expose. Considering the ancient provenance oftheir
movement, it is likely that Gnostics had been able to observe the salva-

tionist program over a long time, all the way back to its foundational
moment.*

Fnrrrul MovrnNr

Melchizedek's ritual commissioning of Abraham ro lead the chosen
People (Gen. 14) provides Yahweh with human represenrarion on Earrh,
but it does more as well. It sets up the human community required for a

cultic program determined by hidden, superhuman prerogarives. The
Israelite community was the cradle for the cult. It was the pretext for the
cult that secretly inhabited it, or infected it, like a virus. In short, the

* on the daunting question of the historical and geographic origins of the Gnostic movement,
see my article at http://wwwmetahistory.orglGnosticOrigins.php.
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community of Israel was not created exclusively to serve the plan of the

father god. It was also intended to serve as the host for the movement

centered on Melchizedek, the ageless overseer of the Zaddikim cult

whose hate-ridden, apocalyptic ideology is preserved in the scrolls found

near the Dead Sea in 1947. ZaddiQis at once a moral and a metaphysical

concept that implies superhuman perfection, as previously noted. Those

who adopt that standard must stand against humankind at large. They

must, in effect, reject their own humanity for a superhuman ideal. This

is something the ancient Hebrews never wished to do' The greater Part

of the community who accepted the role of the Chosen People believed

that Israel could be an exemplary nation within the world at large, not

apart from it, or against it. What is the point of setting an example only

to be alienated from those who would benefit from itl Yet time and time

again, the Israelite community was driven into conffict with the world

by the transhuman prerogatives of the secret priesthood.

fohn Allegro, the most independently minded of the Dead Sea Scrolls

scholars, detected the dual agenda implicit in the mission of the Chosen

People. lnThe Mystery of the Dead Sea Scrolk Reuealed he says that "what

God required from the )ews was not the building of a political kingdom

under a war leader, but the formation of a theocratic community."tt To

be precise, what God required was not only rhe building of a political

kingdom, the Holy State of Israel. God wanted both the tribal kingdom

and a nuclear theocratic community. The second aim was not' however'

to be realized in the communal striving of the people but only in the

secret program of the Zaddikim, the most righteous of the people, the

ultrarighteous. All through Jewish history a palpable, agonized tension

plays between these two elements: the stated aim to establish an Israelite

political kingdom for the people , and the hidden aim of a righteous few

whose standard of superhuman purity alienated them from the very

community that sheltered them.

In 70 c.r. when the Roman army under Titus destroyed ferusalem,

it was taking final, drastic action against the destabilizatton of the

entire Empire due to the militant nationalism of a splinter group, the

apocalyptic cult of the Zaddikim. As this group was hidden within the

|ewish community as a whole, the entire nation of Israel had to be

smitten in order to eradicate it. The might of the Empire fell on |udea
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and dispersed all the fews, Zaddikites or nor, inro a centuries-rong
exile from the Promised Land.

They would not return until a fateful moment, the year the state of
Israel was founded, 1948,a few months after the Dead Sea Scrolls were
discovered.
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The monastery [at Khirbet Qumran], this structure of stone

that endures, between the bitter waters and the precipitous

cliffs, with its oven and its inkwells, its mill and its cesspool, its

constellation ofsacred fonts and unadorned graves ofthe dead

is, perhaps, more than Bethlehem or Nazareth, the cradle of

Christianity.se

l/hirbet Qumran, "the ruins of Qumran," is located about thirty

Nrnit., east of )erusalem, overlooking the Dead Sea. From 1947 into

the late 1950s excavations at this desolate site produced an unprece-

dented trove of ancient writings. The finds included complete works

such as the earliest manuscript of Isaiah, as well as thousands of stamp-

sized fragments that had to be painstakingly ioined, like pieces of a

jigsaw puzzle. The scrolls were written between 250 s.c.n. and 70 c.n',

when ferusalem was destroyed by the Roman army in a draconian

attempt to re press the fewish Revolt. The aim of the revolt was to estab-

lish an autonomous theocratic |ewish state in Palestine, consistent with

first two elements of the redeemer complex. Such was its political and

military aim, at least. But the cult of the Khirbet Qumran also had

another agenda, an apocalyptic program offinal retribution, consistent

with the third and fourth components of the redeemer complex: the

coming of the messiah and the last judgment. The lethal combination

of militant and mystical factors is not unfamiliar to the modern world'

of course. The Zaddikite sect of the Dead Sea presents the larval form

of the global terrorist syndrome of today.

The scrolls were written on treated leather in Hebrew and Aramaic,

with a few Greek entries. They are extremely various in content: rules
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of community life, apocalyptic visions, erudite commentaries, mytholog-
ical set-pieces, astrological works (including a horoscope for the mes-
siah), the last words of various patriarchs, psalms, liturgies, legal argu-
ments' incantations, and calendars. The materials comprise two cate-

gories: biblical and secarian. The first caregory, about one-fourth of the
entire collection, includes already-known parts of the Hebrew Bible.
The Qumranic versions of these texts are a thousand years older than the
Masoretic Bible, the standard Hebrew version of the christian Bible.
Amazingly, the Masoretic Bible ofren accords lerter for letter with the
Dead Sea Scrolls (DSS) equivalenrs, arte sting to the diligence of f e wish
scribes over many centuries, but there are significant variations as well.
The Greek Septuagint produced in Alexandria between 250 and 100

B.c'E. was translated from Hebrew originals written several centuries
earlier, and then lost. The Qumranic rexts agree even more closely with
the Septuagint and other Greek translations than the Masoretic Bible.
Needless to say, the Dead Sea Scrolls were a fantastic windfall for bib-
lical scholars.

The other three-fourths of the documenrs found at Khirbet Qumran
are specific to the tiny religious cult that produced the scrolls. The sec-

tarian material has produced no less than half a dozen theories
regarding authorship, but the Zaddikite characrer of the scrolls is self-
evident, no matter who composed them. The Community Rule, the
charter document of the sect, clearly states the conditions demanded of
those who would be members: "They shall separate from the congrega-
tion offalse people and unite, as far as the Law and possessions are con-
cerned, under the authority of the Sons of Zadok" (1eS 5:l-3). Michael
wise and Robert Eisenman wrote that the scrolls "contain the most pre-
cious information on the thoughts and currents of f udaism and the ethos

that gaue rise to christianity. .. . They are actual eye-witness accounts of
this period . . . nothing less than a picture of rhe movemenr from which
Christianity sprang in Palestine."'"

In short, the Zaddikite ideology found in the scrolls presenrs the ideo-
logical infrastructure of Christian religion.
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QuuneNIc Rolps

Although the DSS material is nonhistorical in the sense that it does not

describe specific persons and events, it opens a window on the historical

period extending from 250 B.C. to 70 c.r.., allowing scholars to recon-

struct the events of that unique era of tumult and transition. Hence, the

Dead Sea lite rature throws the life and deeds of the historical fesus into

an entirely new light. Some of the material is written in code, and key

documents such as the Community Rule use code names for various

people such as the Teacher of Righteousness, the Messiah' the Wicked

Priest, the Sons of Zadok, the Kittim' and the Man of Lies' Different

people enact these roles over seven or eight generations. The Zaddikim

saw themselves acting out a prewritten script, a historical plot that

reflected, so they believed, the providence of God the Father' Curiously,

the twists and turns of the plot were not always favorable to the right-

eous few who starred in God's epic historical drama.

The Teacher of Righteousness was the leading spiritual figure of the

Zaddikite sect, and the Messiah was the military hero and king who

would establish the Kingdom of Israel in fulfillment of the divine plan.

This would happen when the Kittim (the Romans) were overthrown

by the Sons of Zadok, the Zealot revolutionaries (Zadokites) com-

manded by the Messiah. The plot here is simple enough, but there was

a fascinating complication. The scrolls refer repeatedly to an act of

betrayal on the part of the Man of Lies, also called the Scoffer, the

Spouter, and the Man of Mockery, who will infiltrate the Covenant

and turn against it, leading many of Israel astray' The Teacher of

Righteousness has to expose and oppose the Man of Lies and, at the

same time, stand against the Wicked Priest, the head of the Sadducees

at the )erusalem temple. The Teacher was the most revered public

figure of the Zaddikim. He represented an ultraorthodox standard so

severe that even the conservative Sadducees were alarmed by it' and

resisted him and his movement.

Owing to the betrayal by the Man of Lies' the cause of the Zaddikim

was repeatedly de feated, and the establishment of the Kingdom of God

in the Holy Land was delayed, over and over again. This pattern pro-

jected history into the mythological end-time when the triumph of the

/)
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Messiah and the Sons of- Zadok is no longer a local event in Palestine, but
a global battle involving the celestial host under a leader called the Nasi,

who is Melchizedek in the role of supernatural avenger.er The final
battle benvecn God and Belial, pitting the Children of Light against the

Children of Darkness, was the culminating event in the visionary plot of
fewish apocalypticism. It is graphically described in the columns of the

War Scroll found at Qumran.
The use of these code names is the most intriguing and revealing aspect

of the Dead Sea Scrolls. In his brilliant analysis of the scrolis, Hugh
Schonfield shor.r's that these designations could be applied to various his-

torical people, but not in an exclusive way, limited to one person for each

role."' After 1991 when the scanclal of the Vatican's suppression of the

scrolls broke, Robert Eisenman took the decisive step of identifying the

specific historical persons u'ho filled the Qurnranic roles in the first cen-

tury of the Common Era. He proposed that the Teacher of Righteousness

was James the Just, the Wicked Priest was probably Ananus, |ames's

nrain aclr,ersarv arnong the Sanhedrin (high court) of the ferusalem
temple. In a sensational move still disputed by many scholars, Eisenman

identihed the Messiah of the Zaddikim sect with |esus, the brother of
fames. The Sons of Zadok were, of course, the Zadokite rebels of

Qumran, the Dead Sea outpost, i.e.. disciples of jesus.

That Qurnran was an outpost frrr militants fighting to free )udea from
Roman occupation and not a haven for hippielike pacifists called

Essenes, was infbrmation withheld from the public by the team of scrolls

scholars controlled bv the \ratican. The Zaddikites appear to have been

religious zealots comparable to terrorists at large in the world today. The
key figure among the rebels in the wilderness camp was rheir leader and

national hero Jesus, the messianic candidate destined to become "king of
the Jews" and rule over a theocratic Israelite state freed of Roman occu-

pation. If Eisenman's controve rsial reading of the New Testament is cor-
rect, ]esus would have been, not a radical rabbi with a message of love

lirr fews ar.rd Gentiles alike, but a political rebel, the Yasser Arafat of the

Deacl Sea sectarians.
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The Maccabees who inaugurated the |ewish resistence movement in

Palestine had briefly established a nationaiist regime in the Hasmonean

Period (165-63 B.C.), but they did so largely against the will of their own

people. In the second century s.c.B. Galilee was predominantly pagan.

Local religron was centred on the Sumerian vegetation gods, Inanna and

Dumuzi, the goddess and the shepherd king, whose Hebrerv parallels

were Asteroth and Yahweh. Mythic currents run silent and deep.

Centuries later when the legend of the Christian savior was composed,

Asteroth had been completely suppressed, and Yahweh was fast being

converted from a Canaanite tribal thunder god into the absentee land-

lord of the entire planet.

In scripting Hebrew religion to fit the redeemer complex, the |ewish

priesthood did everthing possible to deny the Pagan, regional elements

in their tribal scenario. New' Testament writers who u'ere not so con-

strained could reintroduce some Pagan elements into their fairy-tale

portrait of the folk guru and miracle worker who would then be fitted

into the mold of the |ewish mcssiah. When it came to scripting a nativity

tale for Jesus, he was placed in the manger where Dumuzi, the weary

shepherd beloved by the Goddess, sometimes slept.

Many Palestinian fews of that era felt comfortable with the indigenous

gods of Canaan, so they had to be forcefully converted to the nationalist

religion imposed in the Hasmonean Period. There was a brief surge of

messianic fever when ferusalem was proclaimed capital in l4l e.c.r., but

by and large, the overwhelming majority of the f ewish population were

inclined to tolerate (if not imitate) Pagan ways, assimilate to the

Hellenistic culture that had prevailed since Alexander the Great claimed

the region in 332 r.c.E., and just get on with the business of living. The

pursuit of the messianic agenda was never a popular option in Palestine.

It belonged to a hard-core group of vengeful, apocalyptic visionaries

r.vho called themselves the "Sons of Light." The military wing of this

movement was the Zealots, guerillas and cuthroats as willing to kill col-

laborating |ews as thev were to murder the enemy, the hated Kittim-
the Qumranic code word for the Romans. The spiritual guides of the

Zealots were the Chasidim, the Pious Ones. Thev constituted the
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second, or mesoteric, circle of the Qumranic sect. In the esoteric or
innermost circle were the Zaddikim, extremist ideologues whose apoca-
lyptic visions are preserved in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

At any moment, the Zaddikite core could not have amounted to more
than a few hundred men, yet they drove the movement and exerted suf-
ficient pressure on the fewish community to destabilize Palestine and
threaten the integrity of the Empire. The pressure went critical after 63

n.c.s. when |udea was annexed to Rome by Pompey, Caesar's archrival.
This event ended the hundred-year period of independence following
the Maccabean revolt. The effect of this turnaround was to escalate des-

peration, infecting even the nonradical members of the populace.InThe

Jeuish Wars, the historian fosephus closely observed the psychological

damage: "As much as the Jews believed that Yahweh would save rhem,

he consistently refused to do so, and the greater their longing, the worse

their suffering."'3

We have detected this bizarre pattern before: the divine plan is predes-

tined to fail as a human project, so tltat it can be realized as a rranshuman
apocalyptic drama. Needless to say, this type of thinking is schizophrenic
and extremely disorienting. Describing the social armosphere of the
time, scrolls historian Hugh Schonfield wrote:

From 160 B.C. we are in a new age, an age of extraordinary
fervor and religiosity in which almosr every event, political,
social and economic, was seized upon, scrutinized and ana-

lyzed, to discover how and in what way it represented a Sign of
the Times and threw light on the approach of the End of the

Days. The whole condition of the fewish people was psycholog-

ically abnormal. The srrangesr tales and imaginings could find
ready credence. A new pseudonymous literature came into
being, part moral exhortation and part apocalyptic prophecy, a

rtind of messianic science fction.na

"The whole condition of the fewish people was psychologically
abnormal." Once again, the factor of anomia is evident, and even

becomes dominant. This happens because something abnormal, even
inhuman, was being forced upon the fewish people by the Zaddikim.
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N4ainstream fews did their human best to resist this intrusion. They

repulsed the Zaddikite movement and exposed the Zealots in their
midst, forcing them to flee to wilderness camps in ]udea and near

Damascus, whe re Saul the bounty hunter went to seek them out for liq-
uidation. fames the Tzaddik, "the fust," remained at the |erusalem
temple. He was the solitary holdout of the Qumranic "opposition party,"

as Robert Eisenman calls the Zaddikite sect in his monumental study,

James, the Brother of lesus.

The Qumran sectarians believed that they led the fewish intifuda,the

uprising against Roman occupation of Palestine, and at the same time

they believed others things of a mystical and metaphysical nature,

having nothing to do with political change. The War Scroll, one of the

first texts found by Bedouin peasants in the summer of 1947, describes

the final showdown between the Sons of Light and the Sons of
Darkness. It is a script for the apocalyptic battle in which the failed mis-

sion of the Chosen People is finally realized, and their cause vindicated.

What began with the Maccabean revolt would end in a magical event in

which the righteous few, even if they were slain by the enemy, would be

resurrected by Yahweh and vindicated by the power of the Nasi, the

cosmic form of Melchizedek. Political revolt and bodily resurrection

belonged to the same master plan. In the psychohistorical drama of the

apocalypse, the events that unfold in linear, historical time culminate in

the end-time, the moment of final reckoning. The War Scroll reads like

a weirdly ceremonious boot-camp drill intended to prepare the troops

for that final, hallucinatory event.

ENo-Trun Fnvnn

The sacred narrative of the ancient Hebrews was not a theocratic

script-not at first, anyway. It only became so over time as the third com-

ponent of the redeemer compiex, the messiah, mutated oddly. As the Old

Testament narrative is commonly understood, the righteous ones are the

ethnic group chosen by God to enact his plan. This designation would

seem to encompass the entire Israelite nation, but it never really does.

From the founding moment of their story the Hebrews are subjected to
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a double agenda, as John Allegro noted. The core members of the Dead

Sea sect, the Zaddikim, considered that the Jewish people as a whole had

failed to follow the plan of the Father-failedfrom the beginning.

The Zaddikites called themselves the Covenant, the one true remnant

of the Chosen People who would live out a divine destiny. Even if the

Kingdom of Israel were never established in real, existential, human

terms, when the apocalypse came, God would rescue and vindicate them

by calling down the messiah and the Kedoshim, the heavenly host of
warrior-angels enthroned in round, shining chariots.

Them, the Zaddikim, not the )ewish people as a whole.

At its maximum the Dead Sea sect could not have numbered more

than ten thousand with as many as two thousand members living at their

main wilderness camp, the fortressed site overlooking the Dead Sea,

about thirty miles east of |erusalem. Others lived in Damascus, a hotbed

of Zaddikite dissent. The population of |ews in Hypatia's native city of
Alexandria was four times the total number of radical sectarians, and

the fewish population in the classical world ran into the millions, consti-

tuting at least fifteen percent of the Roman Empire. When the Zaddikite

ideologues and their fearsome military wing, the Zealots, were brutaliy

suppressed in 70 c.n., the entire population of fews in the classical world
took the blow. Reading the Dead Sea Scrolls today, it is perhaps difficult
to understand how and why rhe Zealot-Zaddikite movement was so

threatening. Neil Asher Silberman provides a helpful analogy:

The Scrolls' visions, like those of latter-day apocalyptists ]im
fones and David Koresh, of Islamic jihad and West Bank

Kahanists, can become pornocracies of violence, acted out with

a horrifying relish for blood. Alternatively, these visions can

become the starting point for more mystical hallucinations and

other-world iourneys; a way in the alienated wilderness of the

psyche of the individual. In their unrelenting apocalyptic mes-

sage, the Scrolls give a voice to a group that felt dispossessed and

disenfranchised in a world turned upside down.ot

In the first century the Roman Empire was threatened by the Zealot

movement in the same way that the entire world today is threatened by
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religious terrorism. The parallel was so striking to the mind of science

fiction writer Philip K. Dick, who incorporated Gnostic and fewish
apocalyptic themes into many of his novels, that he proposed that time

stopped in 70 c.r., leaving the world stuck in that moment, replaying the

same script. "The Empire never ended."oo

fewish sacred history begins with an act of exile, the calling of
Abraham out of Ur in Chaldea. The story that ensues is a tale of "the

alienated wilderness of the psyche" of a community, not an individual. In
the course of centuries, the racial unconscious (or communal psyche) of
the fews produces, first, the anointed king. The fewish monarch, who

comes from a borrowed institution, is a messiah, according to the literal

meaning, "anointed one." But the messianic figure mutates as communal

hopes of fulfilling God's plan are thwarted, time and time again-more
often than not, by God himself! From a literal king the messiah grows

into a symbolic and mystical figure who epitomizes the precarious divine

mission of his people. As this occurs, he becomes less identified with the

final military victory that will secure the Holy Land, and more associated

with the end of the world, the climax of historical time.

This entire mythological mutation is driven by failure and despair,

symptomatic of what D. H. Lawrence called "a postponed destiny."uT In
The Dogma of Christ Erich Fromm explains how the failure of messianic

expectation among the fews affected Christianity: "While the Zealots and

Sicarii ["knifemen," armed freedom fighters] endeavored to realize their

wishes in the sphere of political reality, the complete hopelessness of real-

ization led the early Christians to formulate the same wishes in fantasy."o'

The fantasy solution was inherent from the outset, however, and not

merely due to the impossibility of the fudean intifada against Rome.

Considered as a historical proposition, the redeemer complex demands an

impossible goal so that God can intervene in the climactic event of history,

the apocalypse. Much of the DSS literature attests to this bizarre logic.

Sensing that the day of triumph for Israel would never come in histor-
ical time, communal expectation shifted to a triumphant vindication in
the end-time, at "the end of days," aharit-hayyamin in Hebrew. This is an

ancient term, and can be traced back to Akkadian sources. Originally, it
seems to have been a metaphor for the end of a particular cycle or pat-

tern of events, analogous to a seasonal change: the end of the summer
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days, for instance. In biblical usage, the meaning changed. Aharit-
hayyamin occurs in Genesis (49:1) and in Numbers (24:14) and "both of
these passages contain archaic prophetic rexts, which originally referred
to the future, in an unspecified but limited sense, but were reinterpreted
and given an eschatological sense in the post-exilic period, so rhat they

were now unde rstood to refer to a final, definitive phase of history."'qe

The expectation for the end-time messiah grew steadily during the

Babylonian Captivity (586-538 r.c.n.) when many fe'"vs, particularly the

most powerful and prosperous, were deported to Mesopotamia after the

fall of Jerusalem. When they were liberated in 538 s.c.r. by the Persian

emperor Cyrus, a hardcore group returned to Palestine and rebuilt the

Temple of Solomon. Its completion in 516 n.c.n. marks the Second

Temple Period of jewish history. These events led directly into the era

of the prophets: Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Elijah. iohn J. Collins, the

leading authority on fewish apocalypticism, says that "the apocalyptic

writers inherited from the prophets the belief that God would inrervene

in history at the decisive moment to judge the world."''o The wrirers
were rabbinical scribes charged with compiling the Torah in the days of
the militant king fosiah (ruled 639-609 n.c.r.), "'nvhose reforms paved the

way for renewed religious and national vitality which developed into a

regular frenzy" in the succeeding centuries.'0'

Religious frenzy went up and down like a roller coasrer, depending
on regional (and relatively small-scale) military victories of the

Israelites. fosiah battled the Egyptian pharoah Necho at Megiddo (2

Kings 9:27), a place later designated as the site of Armageddon. At any

moment in )ewish history the historical and mythological aspecrs of
events were closely merged, if not muddled. The positive surge of
national confidence that built in )osiah's time was shattered by the

Captivity, an event that changed the fate of the Israelites and altered
their conception of their divine mission because of the way it affected

their tribal mythology.

During the Captivity scholars and priests charged with writing the

directive script for the divine mission of the Chosen People absorbed the

Persian doctrine of cosmic evil attributed to the Iranian prophet
Zoroaster. Upon the return to Palestine in 538 s.c.E. the ideologues pro-
pounded a new, highly radicalized apocalypticism that emphasized a
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cosmic confrontation between Good, represented by the Children of
Israel, and Evil, represented by just about everyone else in the world.
This vision found its ultimate expression in the War Scroll found at

Qumran. Reeking hatred and vindictiveness like a choki ng haze of
ammonia fumes, the War Scroll is a bizarre combination of military-
drill recital and panoramic mystical vision. It describes the battlefield

tactics for the final clash between the Sons of Light and the Sons of
Darkness. One of the first seven texts found at Qumran, this scroll was

initially identified by scholars at the very momenr when the United
Nations voted to form the state of Israel in November, 1947. The sym-

bolism of this coincidence was not lost on many of those who lived

through that dramatic moment, both in Israel and elsewhere.

TnE W,tn Scnolr

Versions of the prophetic works of Enoch, Daniel, Isaiah, and feremiah
are some of the most important material in Dead Sea Scrolls. They

present the full scope of Zaddikite apocalypticism and reveal its origins.

Scroll 4Q201, the Book of the Watchers, is a version of Enoch, an influ-
ential prophet whose writings were omitted from the Old Testament.*

Enoch is an apocryphal or extracanonical source of the legend of the

Nephilim, the Watchers or Fallen Angels, which appears to parallel or

overlap in some respects the Annunaki script from Sumeria. Genesis 5

says that Enoch was transported to heaven by God-a mythical theme

that prefigures the ascension of Christ. Closely related to the Enoch

material,4Q385 gives an account of Ezekiel's vision of a celestial chariot
(merftabah). The merftabah vision was an important model for the

Zaddikites, who expected that fleet of angel-driven chariots, the

Kedoshim, to arrive at the last moment and rescue them from their ene-

mies. In the Old Testament, Ezekiel 37 declares the promise of Yahweh

to save the very skins of the righteous few:

* Scholars identify the thousands of fragments of the Dead Sea Scrolls by the letter Q for
Qumran, a forward number that denotes the cave where the material was found, and a fol-
lowing number to indicate the catalogue sequence: 4Q201 is the 20lst fragment to be cata-
logued lrom cave 4.
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Behold, O my people, I mean to raise you from your graves, and

lead you back to the soil of Israel. And you will know thatl am

the Lord Yahweh, when I have opened your graves and raised

you from the graves.

This literal concept of bodily resurrection was adopted by those fewish
revolutionaries the Maccabees, who had launched their decisive revolt in

168 n.c.n., the precise moment when the earliest Dead Sea Scrolls were

written.

The two Books of Maccabees, which consist largely of verifiable his-

torical material, were once included at the end of the Old Testament, but

later removed. This is unfortunate, because they provide a solid hinge

between the Old and New Testaments. The revolt of the Maccabees

marks the start of serious political unrest in Palestine due to the agita-

tion of extremist and apocalyptic groups, with the Zaddikim being the

worst, the most extreme, rigid, and genophobic. Social and religious

unrest escalated for 134 years (roughly five generations) and peaked in

the revolt of 66 c.n., only to be crushed with the wholesale destruction of

|erusalem four years later. It flared briefly in 86 c.r. at Masada where one

thousand Zealot diehards, including women and children, held out

against the Roman tenth division of fifteen thousand soldiers for almost

two years. Finally, it resurged in 132 c.s. in the well'planned insurrec-

tion of Simon bar Kochba, who was guided by the "Star and Scepter"

prophecy that inspired the Qumranic sectarians. He was the last militant
messiah in the lineage of Zaddikite visionaries.

The Maccabees and their successors in the fewish revolt were guerillas

and terrorists who may or may not have believed that Yahweh would

raise them from their graves. Among mainstream |ews, bodily resurrec-

tion was not a common belief; rather, it was a secret doctrine of the

Zaddikim. DSS fragment 4Q521, called "A Messianic Apocalypse,"

affirms the power of the Lord to "heal the wounded, and revive the

dead"-consoling words for a tiny insurrectionist group whose violent

opposition to the Roman military machine was a sure formula for suicide.

Corporeal resurrection and transport to heaven are, of course, stan-

dard beliefs held by millions of modern fundamentalist Christians, and

Mormons, who eagerly anticipate "the Rapture," when the world will be
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destroyed and they will be lifted aloft by God. (Muslim jihadis who
expect to be instantly transporred to Paradise if they die in the defense of
Islam exemplify a variation of the same belief.) Believers think they

follow a "normal" Christian tradition that grew from humble origins in
the fewish faith, but this is far from the case. Devour fundamentalists in
the United States would perhaps be startled ro learn that their cherished

expectation was the rare obsession of a splinter cult of enraged misfits
comparable to the Branch Davidians of Waco, Texas.

Or perhaps they would be delighted.

The core ideology of modern fundamentalist Christianity derives from
the Zaddikim of the Dead Sea and not from mainsrream |udaic religion.

Resurrection in a physical form identical to the living body (contrasted to

some kind of continuity of soul life), transport to heaven, intervention of
God the Father in history, the battle against Cosmic Evil ending in

fudgment Day, and divine 1611i[g1i6n-all these beliefs reflect zaddift, rhe

superhuman standard. In the cult of righteousness led by Melchizedek,

militant and mystical elements combined into a lethal, explosive mix. The
Zaddikim sect self-destructed by bringing down upon itself and the enrire

fewish community the military might of the Roman Empire, but their

program survived and mutated into what was to become Roman

Christianity. The enemies of the system became the system.

Such is the transfer of power in victim-perpetrator bonding.
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\ [ /rtnin a century after the destruction of ferusalem the Palestinian

Y Y redeemer complex had spread into Europa via Rome. To evan-

gelize the Pagan peoples of the OId World, the hard-core, militant
image of the Zaddikite messiah had to be disguised in a seemingly

innocuous figure, "gentle Jesus, meek and mild." The messianic mad-

ness that had rocked Palestine for centuries was alien to the European

psyche. In order for it to be carried into Europa and imposed on the

native peoples, further mutations of the redeemer complex had to occur,

especially the third component, the messiah sent by the Father to insure

the salvation of the righteous few.

"THE TwnLvE"

The intense fever of messianic expectation in the classical world at the

dawn of the Piscean Age (ca. 120 a.c.n.) was not universal, as scholars

tend to assume . It was predominantly a phenomenon of the urban slave

population who sought deliverance from their inferior social status,

believing they could undergo a sudden, spectacular change of fate by

embracing the new ideology of salvation. In effect, early Christianity
was a communistic movement not disinclined to use violence and psy-

chological coercion to achieve its ends. Erich Fromm treats it as such in
his penetrating study, The Dogma of Christ, D. H. Lawrence makes rhe

same comparison in his last work, Apocalypse, which I have cited

throughout these pages. Qumranic scholars have also noted communist,
like elements in the rules and practices of the Dead Sea secr: abolishment

of private property, militaristic ranking of the members, demand for
personal ascesis. The strict overseer of the Qumranic sect, themaqabah,
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could be compared to a Bolshevik controller. The Teacher of
Righteousness at Qumran may be imagined as a militant doctrinarian
like Lenin, a man who was also destined for betrayal. Other parallels

could be drawn.

It is no coincidence that Edmund Wilson, who wrore one of the first
and best books on the Dead Sea Scrolls, also wrote To the Finland Station,

perhaps the finest accounr of the birth of the Russian Revolution ever

written. And the parallel between the |ewish revolt and the Russian

Revolution does not srop rhere. In the long, sreamy buildup ro rhe

Revolution, Russian intellectuals in Saint Petersburg and Moscow were

inspired by the mystical philosopher Vladimir Soloviev (1853-1900),

whose influence put a strong Christocentric spin on Russian politics.
Soloviev, who died in the same month and year as Nietzsche, was widely
known for his three visionary encounrers with the Divine Sophia, and

his lofty conception of theandros, "divine humanity." At first sight these

appear to be Gnostic themes, and Soloviev may indeed have been a nat-

ural-born Gnostic, but he regarded his experiences strictly within the

frame of Greek Orthodox religion. Under the influence of his teacher,

Nikolai Fedorov, an ascetic scholar who believed in physical resurrec-

tion for the oppressed classes of the world, Soloviev propounded a com-

plex philosophy that made Christ and Sophia cenrral to the collective

evolution of humanity. Soloviev also predicted the Anrichrist and the

invasion of yellow hordes from the East that would overwhelm Europe.

His philosophy displays all four elements of the redeemer complex in a

peculiar Slavophile mix.

Two of Sloviev's most devoted prot6g6s were young geniuses of the

Russian intelligentsia: Andrei Biely and Alexander Blok, both born in
1880. Biely-author of St Petersbu4g, a symbolist novel ranked as a world
masterpiece on the level of foyce, Mann, and Proust-became deeply

involved in the Christocentric esotericism of Austrian occultist Rudolf
Steiner. Blok became one of Russia's greatest literary figures of the twen-
tieth century. He composed a poem titled "The Twelve" (1918), one of
the most startling and controversial works in the entire body of Russian

literature. It describes the solemn march in V-formation of twelve
Bolsheviks, men known to have committed rape and murder, who
patrol the streets of Petrograd wirh a fierce winte r blizzard raging
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around them. The poem compares the Bolsheviks to the Twelve

Apostles. At the head of the formation strides a tall, unfaltering figure:

Christ.

Russia in the twentieth century may seem a long way from first-cen-

tury Palestine, but perhaps not. The coordinates of space and time are

null sets in the fluid dreamscape of the human psyche. A thousand years

is the blink in the eye of the collective mind. The manner in which the

Russian psyche fixated on Christ as the numinous leader of the revolu-

tion might be compared to the way the Palestinian messiah affected the

indigenous peoples of Europa, sixteen centuries earlier. With this huge

difference, however: the Russian psyche seems to have spontaneously

produced the numinous phantom-savior of the revolution, but in
Europa the messiah had to be brutally imposed on the native peoples.

Evangelization is a process of coercion and co-optation. People convert

in order to survive in the dominant social order. If they seem to undergo

a genuine, soul-centered conversion, this is more a measure of psychic

adaptation than spiritual transformation. (Historians wearily repeat

tales of how Pagan peoples, long after conversion, still cling to their

ancestral ways.) Unless there is internal force for resistence, psychic

immunity, so to speak, the individual psyche will adapt to the stress of
collective imagination. It will become what it believes and forget what it
knows.

Blok's "Twelve" could well be a late transmogrification of Zealots

from the Dead Sea. They are radical militants led by a ruthless messianic

warrior. With the human psyche (of whatever race or age), what comes

out is what went in. Prince Vladimir of Kiev was the great-grandson of
Rurik, the traditional founder of the Russian srare. Born in 956,

Vladimir assumed rule of what was to become the Russian Empire in
980. He was an aggressive despot who expanded his empire by a series

of vigorous conquests. In 988, he formed a military alliance with the

Byzantine emperor Basil II, sealed by marriage to the emperor's sister,

Anna. In return, he agreed to convert to Christianity. Like Constantine

six centuries earlier, Vladimir became a Christian solely for political
advantage. The fairy tale told by historians usually says, "Once rhe

prince embraced the new faith, the people willingly followed." How
wonderful for them all. The conversion of Russia under Vladimir in 988
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represents the deepest plunge of the Palestinian redeemer complex into
the hinterlands of Asia.

The deeper you go into the psyche of a people, the stronger rhe
rebound will be. Along with the Roman Empire, the world has known
few tyrannies as absolute and enduring as the christian dynasty founded
by vladimir. The Russian people converted to christianity under the
usual duress, coercion, intimidation, and threats of death and damna-
tion. They had the Zaddikite messiah shoved down their throats and, lo
and behold, out he popped again in 1918, lean, sreely-eyed, and lusting
for revenge.

From Melchizedek to the fewish king to the Zaddikite messiah to

fesus Christ-this is a long haul and a lor to foilow, a permurarion thar
demands exceptionai concentration from the likes of us, many of whom
cannot stay in the moment for three minutes at a time. But in the con-
tinuum of the human psyche the messiah complex traverses the cen-
turies like a rock skipping over warer. The ripples are waves of histor-
ical change, forming and dissolving the large conrours of human society.

What we vitally need to understand-now that there are a number of
militant messiahs stalking the earth-is how the psychotic, genophobic

vision of the Zaddikim could have produced the loving fesus of the
Evangelists.

The Zaddikite messiah was a political figure shrouded in a mystical
aura. He was exactly what the plaque on the cross said: "King of the

fews." Or at least he wanted to be. If not a terrorist himself, he was sur-
rounded and protected by terrorists. Simon the Rock was a redoubtable
fist-fighter. fudas "Iscariot" was so called for being one of the Sicarii,
assassins notorious for their stealth with blades.''2 The Zealots cut
throats of |ews and Romans alike in their campaign to liberate the
Promised Land. The fews introduced crucifixion only to find it adopted
by the Romans and used against rhem.r03 The evidence of the Dead Sea

Scrolls supports Robert Eisenman's politicization of the Gospels more
strongly and consistently than any orher scholarly reading of the
Zaddikim and the |ewish revolr.

But how in the world, out of all this, does |esus (yeshua, to give his
proper /ewish name) emerge as the gentle healer and reacher, the divine
or divinely inspired emissary of God's lovel
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CoNvEnrrNc rHE BRnsanraNs

In fesus the Magician, Dead Sea Scrolls scholar Morton Smith argued that

fesus of the Gospels would in his own time and setting have been indis-

tinguishable from a grassroots miracle worker or faith healer. Although

the Palestinian messiah in his true and original character was profoundly

alien to the native imagination of the Europan peoples, the person of

|esus the magician offered advantages for those who propagated the new

faith. Owing to the fertility and openness of their psychic and imagina-

tive life, Europans were prone to see in Jesus a version of their native gods

and shamanic heroes, a psychic healer like the ones they knew. Wide-

scale conversion of the natives was most successful when missionaries like

Ulfilis, Arian bishop to the Goths (ca.31l-ca.383 c.E.), persuaded the

"barbarians" of the hinterlands that Jesus and Christ were just different

names for their shamans or tribal gods. The same thing happened in

Ireland where indigenous Celtic deities such as Aengus were identified

with Christ. The way history is told, to favor the winners, conversion of
barbarian peoples came about almost miraculously, as if they found in

|esus Christ the true identity of their native gods.

But the reality was quite otherwise. The salvi{ic message attached to

fesus the Redeemer was something the natives had better accept, or else

pay the consequences. The menace of the superhuman messiah backed

by a vengeful father god loomed behind the promise of love embodied

in the persona of fesus. Conversions accomplished by Saint Patrick and

other missionaries often involved magical battles or shamanic contests in

which the saints prevailed, thus overthrowing native magic. These bat-

tles were fables penned in the Dark Ages by Christian monks who drew

upon indigenous lore in the very act of wiping it out. The stories worked
well on naive people whose oral cultures depended on storytelling for
generational continuity, but this alone cannot account for the triumph of
the political and military system associated with Jesus Christ and the sal-

vationist message. Along with novel miracle tales and the soft-pedaling

of the pseudoshamanic savior, there was plenty of brutal enforcement.

The more the natives resisted, the more intense the enforcement.

Christian "conversion" ofPagan Europa had another advantage going

for it. Europans had little or no native psychic resistance to an ideolog-
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ical virus they had never encountered [6f61s-sxzctly as later occurred
in the Americas where European colonists and missionaries imported,
and sometimes deliberately spread, a range of biological maladies that
the native populations could not resist. By the time the indigenous peo-

ples realized that the soft-core fesus came with a bizarreset of rules and
an alien agenda of transmundane provenance, the die had been cast, and
a ruthless social control sysrem had been set in place. Yet the indigenous
Europans continued to resist conversion for many centuries, often
feigning acceptance while persisting in their native ways. Enlightened
tourists in Europe today soon become familiar wirh examples of indige-
nous tradition hidden in christian sites and sancruaries: the grotto of the
Black Goddess disguised as a sanctuary of the Virgin; the magic spring
falsely associated with a Christian saint; the cathedral or chapel deco-
rated with Pagan symbolism; and so forth.

SulrnaoNs ro PERFECTToN

For the ancient Hebrews, of course, there was never a question of con-
version. They did not have to be converted to the religious disguise of
the victim-perpetrator syndrome because they were a people defined by
it from the outset. As a chosen community with a unique sacred tradi-
tion, they had been set aparr from the indigenous people of Canaan

where Abraham had migrated at the command of his paternal god.
What the Children of Israel faced was nor conversion but the demand

for absolute conformity to the will of the Creator. From its inception the
Israelite community was wracked with guilt because it was unable to
live up to the rigid rules dictated by Yahweh. Those who were chosen

felt unworthy of the calling. To make a bad situation even worse, rhey
were shackled with "the fudaic summons to perfection," as cultural his-
torian George Steiner calls it.'u' The call to superhuman perfection
issued from Melchizedek, but it remained in the background, a hidden
imperative whose accomplishment was known only to the very few.

The ancient fews were thus doubly burdened: they had a divine mis,
sion to fulfill and yet, at the same time, their entire communal struggle
served as the front for a covert program led by the Zaddikim, the
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shadowy priesthood of Melchizedek. The strictures of fehovah were

hurnanly impossible to observe with complete fidelity. Leviticus contains

not only the primary teaching wrongly said to originate with ]esus,

"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself (19:18)," it also prescribes over

six hundred precise rules for social, sexual, ethical, hygienic, and alimen-

tary behavior. Both neighbor love and the set of rules were meant to be

practiced by and for Jews only. This was a lot to ask, but the willingness

to conform was what mattered, and a maximum degree of obedience

was conceivable. The community could have reached a close accord with

God's demancls, but that was not to be because the program of the

Zaddikim demanded a standard of transmundane perfection to which

no human being could ever conform.

While it appears to be a commission from God, the summons to per-

fection is in reality a call to madness and self-annihilation.

\tnal INEEcTIoN

Let's recall that for the ancient Hebrews the divine plan assumed a pecu-

liar form reflected in the scripting of the Bible after the Babylonian

Captivity (586-538 n.c.E.). ]ewish historv merged the Persian scenario of

Cosmic Evil versus Cosmic Good with the destiny of a small Semitic

tribe, the Ibiru, literally "donkey-herders." In the directive script penned

by the ultraorthodox scribes of the Second Temple Period (beginning 516

n.c.E.), the figure of the secular messiah, the |ewish king, mutated oddly.

Directing the mutation in a "covert ops" fashion was the secret priest-

hood of Zadok, the lineage of Melchizedek. As the impossibility of God's

plan played out, the scenario of Jewish apocalypticism became evermore

extreme and elaborate. In his monograph on the Book of Revelation,

which he called "the death kiss" of the New Testament, D. H. Lawrence

considered how "the |er""'s became a people of postponed destiny" (cited

above). The mission of prophets like Ezekiel and Daniel, and the apoca-

lyptic writers inspired by them, was "to vision forth the unearthly tri-
umph of the Chosen."'* The less likely it looked that the Children of
Israel would have their own kingdom in the Holy Land, the more urgent

is was to find a supernatural resolution for the plan of the Father.
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Not everyone in the Jewish community that was spread throughout
the Roman Empire went along with the plan, however. L-r fact, resist-

ance to it was greatest in Palestine where many Jeu,s w,ere content to

practice their ways quietly and moderately, living on close and amicable

terms with their Pagan neighbors. After the Captivity many Jews volun-
tarily remained in Babylon, havinSl been successfully assimilated to that

culture. Under the Hasmonean dynasty set up by the revolt of the

Maccabees, the people of Judea had to be fudaicized by force, ancl when

they refused to comply their cities were destroyed by the armies of the

|ewish king. By and large, the fews of ancient Palestine were inclined to

live in peaceful coexistence rvith their non-|ewish neighbors. In facr,

assimilation was the marked talent of ]ews all around the Empire.

Integrated into diverse cultures in many regions, they managed to prc-

serve their beliefs and rules of living and still get along and prosper with
the rest of the world. But the demand of the Zaddikite-Zealot move-

ment forbade any compromise with Gentiles and heathen. The

extremist sect on the Dead Sea was comrnitted to violence (hamas in

Arabic) to enforce a genophobic agenda on their own people.

From the time of the Maccabees (168 n.c.E.), at the shift into *re
Piscean Age, messianic expectation escalated sharply throughout the

Empire. Many people, including pious |ews, were content to accept that

numerous messiahs would appear as spiritual guides, ethical teachers,

and reformers who would confront the injustices of the Empire. But the

Zaddikim were intent upon the triumph of their messiah above all

others. The tenacious presence of the small radical sect in Palestine

threatened to destabilize the Empire and brought enormous grief upon

the fewish community as a whole.

As it turned out, the supernatural solution attended by the Zaddikim
never occurred, but it was realized in another way in Christianity. We

are used to seeing anomalies in the course of the "sacred history" of the

ancient Hebrews, but the greatest anornaly of all was yet to come . Hou'
did the fewish king, who mutated into the apocalyptic messiah of the

Dead Sea Scrolls, mutate further into the divine redeemer, fesus Christi
I propose to call this momentous development the transference-the

process by which the Zaddikite program expanded from the sectar;an

milieu to the forefront of world history.
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The transference might be compared to the entry of a virus in a vector

group where it matures and fortifies, growing evermore virulent until
the moment it bursts forth in a pandemic explosion.

The analogy to a virus was in fact widely used at the dawn of
Christianity. In 50 c.r. the emperor Claudius wrote to the community of
Alexandrian fews about the danger from extremist cults in Palestine and

neighboring province of Syria, to which fudea belonged. He warned

them of being accessories to "a pest that threatens the entire world."'ou In
his alarm Claudius was not attacking the fews he addressed, for they

were a valuable and well-assimilated part of the Empire. He was

warning them of something emerging in their own ethnic community.

The Roman authorities, it must be said, had seen trouble coming from

this direction for a long time. As early as l6l n.c.n., just four years after

the revolt of the Maccabees, Palestinian |ews established an embassy in

Rome under a man named |udas. But twenty years later the embassy

was closed by Hispalus, and the fews were expelled from Rome, their

rigid beliefs being perceived to threaten public security. The annexation

of |udea by Pompey, Caesar's rival, in 54 B.C., would prove to be a most

fateful event for both the Empire and the Children of Israel. Claudius'

letter, written a century later, reflected the growing perception that in

Palestine the Empire was harboring the seeds of its own destruction.

TnE MnN oF LrES

The career of Paul, formerly Saul of Tarsus, was just getting underway

when Claudius wrote his letter using the term "pest," i.e., plague. Acts

24:5 reveals similar language when Paul was indicted before the Roman

governor Felix in Caesarea: "For we have found this man a plaguc-car-

rier, and an agent of sedition among all the fews throughout the world,
and a ring-leader of the sect of the Nazarene party." Like so much that is

done and said in the Acts and the Gospels, this accusation is largely

incomprehensible without the key provided by the Dead Sea Scrolls.

With endless patience and careful textual elucidation, Robert Eisenman

has shown that it is entirely mistaken to imagine that Paul was in any

sense preaching Christianity as such. The known historical facts of the
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day, including eyewitness reports, confirm what can be drawn by careful

inference from the Dead Sea Scrolls: Paul was preaching Nazarene or

Nazorean doctrine, that is, the extremist ideology of the Zaddikim,
which he transferred into Christianity. (The Hebrew word nazor,

"branch," refers to the genetic stock of the messiah from David and fesse.

The association of this term with the village of Nazareth is spurious.)'07

Paul was indeed fomenting sedition against the Empire, because he

was promulgating the extremist beliefs of a mystical-militant sect that

aimed to overthrow the Roman occupation of Palestine and establish the

Kingdom of Israel. In adopting the militant apocalypticism of the

Zaddikim, Paul was also propounding its messianic creed, but twisting
it to his own terms and ends, which were not those of its originators.

In the code language of the Scrolls, Paul is the Man of Lies.

This identification entirely changes the story of the conversion of Paul

at Damascus. This event is described twice in Acts, first in chapter 9 in

a third-person account, and then in chapter 22 in Paul's own words. In
the usual telling Saul goes to Damascus around 40 c.r. to weed out and

persecute Christians. On the road to the city he encounters a luminous

figure that identifies itself: "I am |esus whom thou persecutest." Saul is

then taken into Damascus where the voice in the light tells him that "it
shall be told thee of all things which are appointed of thee to do." He is

received by a man called Ananias, "a devout man, according to the Law,

having a good report of all the fervs who dwelt there"-meaning
staunch members of the Zaddikite cell known to exist in Damascus, an

urban counterpart to the Qumranic settlement. Somehow, Ananias has

been prebriefed on Saul's arrival. How can he already know of the

visionary event that befell the well-known bounty hunter from

ferusaleml Well, Saul's arrival in Damascus must have certainly been

anticipated with great fear by the Zaddikites there. It is possible that

they set up a trap to capture Saul and convert him to their purposes. At
the same time, some kind of visionary or paranormal experience seems

to have transpired. It is as if Saul had a psychotic breakdown, and at the

same time fell into the hands of the men he was pursuing.

Soon after his sojourn with Ananias and other disciples, Saul, now

renamed Paul (renaming typically occurs in cultic conversions), begins

to preach his unique message, which "confounded the |ews r.vho dwelt
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at Damascus, proving that this is the very Christ" (Acts9:22). When he

next goes to ferusalem, he not only confounds the |ews again but he cre,
ates an uproar of protest so violent that he has to flee the city. Among
those who are most shocked and alarmed by his message is fames the

|ust, the Qumranic Teacher of Righteousness who represents the
Zaddikim at the ferusalem temple, the other important urban outpost
for the Dead Sea sect.

And so the ministry of Paul begins, a mission driven by defiance and

betrayal.

Dounr-E AcnNr

In the usual interpretation of these bizarre events, the fews are upset
because Paul is preaching true Christianity, the salvific, love-filled mes-

sage of fesus, which is catholic-universal, applicable ro rhe entire
world-and which conflicts with the sectarian, eye-for-an-eye erhos of
the fews. But with the evidence of the Dead Sea Scrolls on hand this
interpretation is no longer tenable. The marerial in the scrolls supports a

different story, encoded in the Qumranic roles. It reveals the struggle of
fames the fust (role: Teacher of Righteousness) to prevent his brother,
Yeshua (role: Messiah), from being turned into the figurehead of the
upstart religion of Paul (role: Man of Lies). Warning in explicit terms
against someone who will come and pervert the mission of the
Zaddikim, the scrolls'Damascus Document alludes ro the time

When there arose a Scoffer,

Who distilled for Israel deceptive waters,

And caused them to go astray in the trackless wilderness.

To suppress the old paths,

So as to turn aside from the righteous waystus

The act of betrayal cited repeatedly in the scrolls culminates in paul who
hijacks the Zaddikite ideology and uses it to frame a new religion,
Christianity. This is how the transference was effectuated.

The transparent absurdity of the conventional view of Paul's conver-
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sion becomes evident with the evidence of the scrolls, and a little common

sense. Paul, who virtually created Christianity in doctrinal terms, could

not have gone to Damascus to persecute Christians, and then get con-

verted on the road, because it uas only in the aftermath of his conuersion

that Christians came to exist as such. There were no Christians at that time,

a mere ten years after fesus'death. Indeed, there was no Christianity as

we today understand the definition of Christianity in doctrinal terms,

until another two centuries. But Paul established the ideological core of
Christian faith, grafting the idea of God's love and grace onto the figure

of the Zaddikite messiah. Was there not, perhaps, a |esus movement

independent of rhe Zaddikite military programl Although there may

have been a handful of followers of a radical rabbi who preached peace

and forgiveness, such a group would not have been threatening to the

Roman authorities. But the Zaddikim sect with its hard-core military
wing, the Zealots, was truly a grave threat to the established powers. It
had to be a militant group that Paul was sent to find, and liquidate. By

the same measure, it was a mere human being, the Zaddikite messiah,

whom Paul elevated to a divine level as "the Christ."

The Zaddikim failed to overthrow Rome, but through the transfer-

ence the salvationist program derived from their extremist ideology con-

sumed the Empire and co-opted its power.

The man who became the apostle Paul was originally a mercenary

hired by the Roman authorities to track down extremist cults such as the

Zaddikim. In short, he was a bounty hunter. This much is clear even

from the Acts alone. Time and time again, the Romans protect Paul.

They approve his actions and provide him with troops and a personal

guard. The Sanhedrin, whose leader at the ferusalem temple (code:

Wicked Priest) wants to see the Zaddikim suppressed, also sanction the

mission of the bounty hunter. All this is clearly stated in Acts.

According to the tradition of Qumran community, there was a major

cell of the Covenant at Damascus.r@ In the process of hunting it down,

Paul fell into the cult he was sent to eradicate. During his stay with
Ananias, he was initiated into the inner secrets of the Zaddikim,

including the ultimate secret, the identity of Melchizedek. It seems that

Paul proved to be an exceptionally gifted recruit. Paul's character profile

resembles what is today known as a sociopath: an ardent, brilliant,
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highly convincing person able to play different roles in different social

settings but who always maintains a self-serving hidden agenda. In fact,

the Pauline appeal to "be all things to all people" is the perfect formula
of the sociopath.

As soon as Paul was released from recruitment he began preaching
Zaddikite doctrines in the open. This itself was a terrible act of betrayal

that caused fifty supporters of the Zealot movement to enrer a fast until
they could murder him (Acts 4). In this instance, as in so many orhers,

Paul was closely shadowed by the Roman authorities who intervened to

protect and rescue him on several occasions. Due to his knowledge of the

Damascus cell and the activities of the Judean wilderness camps, he was

an invaluable double agent for Rome, but he was also a troublemaker
too unpredictable to manage. Toward the end of Paul's life, the very

people who sent him to liquidate the Zaddikite Damascus cell realized
that he was creating more trouble than he was worth. Paul was executed

in Rome in 64 c.r., the first year from which any record of the persecu-

tion of "Christians" survives.

In a striking application of the viral analogy Robert Eisenman speaks

of "the incendiary bacillus of |ewish Messianic and apocalyptic propa-
ganda" that was absorbed into the preaching of Paul, in direct defiance

of fames the |ust.r'' The Man of Lies openly delied the Teacher of
Righteousness, just as the Zaddikite script had said would happen. The
larval form of the "incendiary bacillus" is rhe Palestinian redeemer com-
plex, itself the anomalous mutation of a universal mythological theme. It
was nurtured in Jewish religious life for centuries, secretly directed by
the priesthood of Zadok. Although it originated with the dny Zaddikite
sect, the ideological virus carried by Paul went pandemic in the One
Truth Faith. It spread to Europa, then to the Americas. Today ir infects

the entire world.

DrvroE AND CoNvERT

The directive script of salvationism is the New Tesrament, including
Acts and the letters of Paul. In its baffling combination of fairy-tale nar-
rative and high theological rhetoric, the New Tesrament formulates and
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confirms the complicity of victim and perpetrator exemplified by the

tribulations of the |ews in the Old Testament. The complicity implies a

kind of contract in sin, with both parties falling short of God's com-

mands. Perpetrators who harm others are obviously sinners, but so are

the people they harm, who may well believe they are being justly pun-

ished by a higher power. The wrong done to victims is due to the wrong

they have done in the eyes of God. To make matters worse, the twisted

syntax of the victim-perpetrator bond condones domination, violence,

aggression, and murder as expressions of divine retribution. Those who

enact the will of God in violent ways are as righteous as those who suffer

violence, because the bond prescribes and legitimates both roles. A deal

that sanctifies violence and guarantees the righteous vindication of its
victims is hard to beat. The temptation of victims to become perpetra-

tors is ever present, although not all victims succumb to it. Those who

do become top dogs in the dominator game.

The continuity of the two Testaments, rigorously rejected by Gnostics

like Marcion, insures that converts to Christianity will be locked into the

victim-perpetrator syndrome from the outset. The sin doctrine does not

give its adherents a chance to fail: it convinces them they have already

failed, even before they try. "All have sinned, and come short of the glory

of God." Moreover, the sense of having failed God plays direcdy into the

victim syndrome, disposing believers to imagine that abuse and harm

that befall them are due to their moral flaws. If they are hurt they must

deserve it. It is their fault, for through God's will they are made to suffer,

punished for their own good. Punishment for failing to follow God's

plan is inflicted on some people (the victims) by other people (the perpe-

trators) who righteously uphold the plan. As long as the ideology of
redemption goes unchallenged, victim-perpetrator pathology can thrive

and remain concealed, using salvationist beliefs for cover.

The ideology of redemption could not have overwhelmed the peoples

of the Near East, where it arose, or spread to Europa and then to the

entire world, had the victim-perpetrator bond not been operating within
it. Both in Europa and the Americas the natural moral resilience of the

native peoples could have resisted the sin doctrine. Indeed, the native

mind left to its own devices would have regarded such views as absurd

and laughable. Pagans in the classical world who were not intimidated
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by the |udeo-Christian belief system did indeed regard that doctrine in
just that way. But the doctrine of sin was convincing because it legiti-
mated perpetration under the guise of punishment. The very same reli-
gious program that attacked indigenous ways of life and destroyed rhe

native peoples' social norms and mores, turning them into victims, pre-

sented them with a preformulated justification for the victim role, as

well as an assurance that, in the end, victims would prevail. Native intel-
ligence lacked the finesse to see that it was the perpetrators, the very

people who were destroying their way of life, who were promising that

they would ultimately be saved from victimtzation. They lacked this

finesse because oral, indigenous culture was based everywhere on the

same principle: honesty, that is, consistency of word and act.

The phrase "divide and conquer" is well known. What applies here,

however, is a slight variation of that phrase: "divide and convert." In
order to convert the native peoples, it was necessary to divide them inter-

nally, to split them psychically, separating word and action. For the

dominators who used redemptive religion as a tool of conquest the

internal split was already operating. "White man speak with forked
tongue." It w.as "natural" for white colonialists to break their word and

betray trust, to say one thing and do another, promise love and deliver

violence, preach kindness and practice cruelty. This behavior wasnot a

perversion of the salvationist progra m, not an aberration perpetrated by

a few corrupt people in the name of God and the Savior: it was, and ever

is, the righteous and rigorous enactment of the Faith.

Salvationist religion prevailed because it delivered the opposite of
what it promised to peopie who were, at first, unable to perceive the

double standard, and then, when they did finally see it, found them-

selves enmeshed in it, counting on ir ro show the way out of their plight.
The genius of Saint Paul was to turn the schizophrenic mind-set of the

F{ebrews into a theological ruse, promising God's grace to all those who
acccpted roles in the vicrim-perperraror game,on either side. Paul him-
self was clearly on the Roman side, a double agent and then some, as

seen in Eisenman's close analysis of the Dead Sea Scrolls. It is quite pos-

sible that his conversion by the Zaddikites was ser up so rhar he could
access their secret teachings and betray them. The essence of Paul's mes-

sage reflects the betrayal and deception that produced it.
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Gnostics saw through the complex psychological ruse concealed in

Pauline doctrines of salvation, but indigenous peoples who lacked experi-

ence with such deceit and hypocrisy fell victim to it, time and time again.

THE GNosrrc Exposf

With the hijacking of the Zaddikite ideology and its mutation into

Christianity, the religious schizophrenia of the ancient Hebrews infected

humanity at large. The transference must be one of the most astonishing

events in the psychohistorical experience of humanity, yet it has barely

been recognized as such. Many scholars still reject the claim that

Christian theology and ethics are the pandemic expression of the fewish

messianic virus. Early writers on the scrolls, such as Theodor H. Gaster,

take pains to distance the Qumranic literature from Christian cloctrines:

"There is in them [the Dead Sea Scrolls] no trace of any of the original

theological concepts-the incarnate Godhead, Original Sin, redemption

through rhe Cross, and the afterlife-which make Christianity a distinc-

tive faith.""' Christian scholars such as Ian Wilson, even when they

deconstruct the figure of |esus to the point of nonexistence, maintain the

same disavowal: the scrolls "proved disappointingly to throw little new

light on fesus and early Christianity.""2 In view of evidence presented by

the scrolls, and the way that evidence clearly correlates to the known his-

tory of fesus' times, and makes the life of |esus comprehensible, this

statement is utterly laughable.

So bizarre is the transference that scholars to this day cannot see the

deep continuity of the scrolls and Christian doctrines. The critical liter-

ature is full of contradictory views, often expressed by the same author.

Hershel Shanks, an important biblical scholar who played a key role in

breaking the Vatican deadlock on Qumranic research, insists that "]esus

in not in the Scrolls. Nor is the uniqueness of Christianity in doubt." But

fifty pages later in the same book he says that the scrolls show "that in

almost eaely asPect the message of early Christianity was presaged in its

Jewish roots. And even the life of Jesus, as told in the Gospels, is often

prefigured in the Scrolls.""r

The blindspot of scholars concerning the transference has two foci.
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First, they do not distinguish sufficiently between the core ideology of
salvationism and accessory doctrines. All the elements of the former are

purely Zaddikite: for instance, the resurrection of fesus is based in the

scrolls and specifically mirrors the supernatural, deathless status of
Melchizedek. In Hebrews 7 Paul makes the staggering assertion that

Melchizedek is the power behind Christ-the anointer of the anointed,

as it were. And what a remarkable power this is. Apparently, the

Zaddrkim founder stands outside biological generation: "without father,

without mother, without descent, having neither beginning of days nor

end of life." In the same passage Paul declares that the priesthood of
Meichizedek overrules and cancels the traditional priesthoods of Levi

and Aaron. This astonishing feat of co-optation defines the doctrinal

freedom of Christian ideology from its fewish roots, yet it does so by

evoking an eerie, hidden figure who runs a covert operation behind the

scenes of fewish religious history.

Paul's insistence on salvation by faith is another feat of cooptation, a

direct steal from the Habakkuk pesher'(commentary): "And the right-
eous shall live by faith."'14 But what Paul meant by faith-that is, blind,

unconditional trust in the saving power of the Divins ftsdssrn61-15 ne1

what the Zaddikim understood by that term. Far from it. Paul's famous

"zea|" is a Zealctt attribute applied over and over again to non-Zealot

ends. Of course, Paul did not invent Christianity all by himself. It took

a grand collaboration of many parties, including the lawyers and writers
who authored the four Gospels. Other doctrines of Christianity such as

Original Sin, Virgin Birth, cross theology, the Mass, are accessories

added over time to the core complex. Some of them, like the Virgin
Birth and the Mass, were patently stolen from Pagan religion, others are

gratuitously invented as the Church required them. They do not repre-

sent the Zaddikite origins of Roman Christianity, but later embellish-

ments of what sprung from those origins.

At the second focus of the blind spot, scholars do not detecr the trans-

ference because they cannot imagine how the hateful, vindictive figure
of the Qumranic messiah has been transposed into the 6gure of "gentle

Jesus, meek and mild." They fail to realize that the message of love in
the charming miracle tales of the New Testament is a sugar coating on

the bitter cyanide of Zaddikite ravings.
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But what scholars and believers fail to see, or refuse to see, did not go

unobserved and without obiection in centuries past. Many Pagans'

including the vigilant Roman authorities, had been watching the salva-

tionist plague for a long time, as we have already noted. And the

Gnostics were also there, a constant presence in the agora of the Mystery

Schools and the temple precincts. Like Hypatia, many of them could

have "eclipsed in argument every proponent of the Christian doctrines

in Northern Egypt" and elsewhere, wherever the Mysteries thrived, all

around the ancient world. More than anyone else the initiates were

capable of detecting the anomia, the sinister deviance in the Palestinian

redeemer complex. More than anyone else, they were able to refute it,

which they did, both in open oral debate and prolific writings, most of

which were destroyed.

Moreover, the gnostoftoi had their own ideas about the matters on

which Christian ideologues claimed to have the final and exclusive

answers: creation, sin, death, resurrection, the divine plan, the nature

and operations of evil. Their calling was to the spiritual guidance of

humanity, achieved through education rather than indoctrination. They

had millennia of experience behind them. Standing against the

redeemer complex, they had their own ideas about redemption as a

coevolutionary process to be realized through humanity's connection

with the wisdom goddess, Sophia, whose body is the earth. It was they,

the initiates, who watched most closely as the ideological plague

emerged, and who, when the moment came, risked their lives to stand

against it. It was they who had a magnificent story to guide the species-

a story that was lost when the Mysteries were destroyed by zealous car-

riers of the plague.

Lost until December 1945.
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THE EGYPTIAN CACHE

f n the autumn of 1947,at the very moment scholars in ferusalem were

I getting their first look at the Dead Sea Scrolls, Egypt was hit by a

serious outbreak of cholera. The general health alert paralyzed travel

and left a young French Egyptologist named )ean Doresse stranded in

the capital. The crumbling quartier known as Fustat, located on the

south side of the Old City, was constructed by the Romans as a fortifica-

tion on the Nile. Among its neglected treasures is the Coptic Museum,

at that time under the direction of an enterprising Egyptian scholar

named Togo Mina. Doresse, a specialist in the Coptic language' met

Mina while biding time until he could leave Cairo to explore some

Coptic monasteries in the south around Thebes.

One morning Mina pulled a thick packet out of the desk drawer in his

office and showed it to Doresse, asking his opinion on what to Mina

appeared to be obscure but perhaps significant materials. The young

scholar's reaction was vivid:

From the first few words I could see that these were Gnostic

texts, one of which bore the title The Saoed Booftof the Inuisible

Great Spirit, whilst further on was the title of a Secret Booftof

lohn.l warmly congratulated Togo Mina upon this extraordi-

nary discovery, and immediately undertook, with his help, the

task of putting these leaves in order, for they had become con-

siderably muddled "'

Soon afterward, Doresse flew to Luxor to explore the ruins of monas-

teries in the area around Chenoboskian, "the place of breeding geese."

This is the Coptic name of Hamra-D0m, a tiny hamlet at the foot of the

cliffs called |abal al-Tarif. The rare cache in Mina's possession had been
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discovered there by an Arab peasanr some eighteen months earlier, in
December, 1945. The books of the Nag Hammadi Library (NHL) were
stuffed into in a red clay jar and hidden in a cave in the cliffs. west
across the Nile is the village of Nag Hammadi, after which the texts
were to be named. (Hamra-D0m is a 1lyspeck on the desolate landscape,
too small to merit mention. c)therwise, the texts would have become
knolr'n as the Hamra-D0m library.) Beyond the inestimable value of
their contenr, these thirteen leather-bound volumes in the Egyprian
cache are unique literary artifacts, the earliest examples that survive of
bound books with numbered pages.

Alrr.nrvarrvE GospEml

On fanuary 12, 1948, the Egyptian press announced to the world the
existence of the rare marerial that had fallen into the hands of Togo
Mina. Before their discovery, the only comparable evidence of Gnostic
views was three obscure texts, also in coptic, known as the Bruce,
Askew, ancl Berlin codices. As the word spread, scholars wondered if
the Egyptian find might conrain coptic translarions of original Gnostic
writings in Greek. Based on examination of the "cartonnage," dated let-
ters and accounts contained in the bindings ofthe codices, experts know
the scrolls musr have been concealed between 345 and 34g c.n. Today
they are kept in special rooms at the coptic Museum in old cairo where
fean Doresse first examined them.

In 1966 a ream of scholars led by |ames Robinson of the Institute for
Antiquity and christianity, claremont, oalifornia, undertook the full
English translation of the Nag Hammadi codices (NHC), as they are
also called (codex is a I-atin r.r'ord for book). Berween 1972 and1977 the
ooptic Gnostic Library Project, as the team was known, produced rhe
Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi codices,a set of handsome oversize
volurnes with clear full-page photographs of every page in the codices. In
1977 rhey published The Nag Hammadi Library in English, making the
material available for the first time to the English-speaking world.*
* scc "Suggestions for Reading and Rescarch" lor more details on the NHC and contempo-
rary writings about (lnosticism.
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These rare writings include the Sophia mythos, which presents a mytho-

logical history of the earth compatible in some respects to Gaia theory.

Purely by chance, the sacred story of the Myste ries became accessible to

the world just five years after the introduction of the Gaia hypothesis by

fames Lovelock, and four years after the initial delinition of deep ecology

by Arne Naess.

According to the consensus view of Gnostic scholars, most of the

writings from Nag Hammadi may be regarded as "outtakes" of early

Christian literature, like strips of film left on the editing-room floor. As

material that might have been included in the New Testament, they

have widely been considered "lost Gospels." Some of the tractates (as

the texts are called in scholar's jargon) do indeed bear the Greek word

euangeliunx on the final page, where titles were indicated. The title of
Elaine Pagels' 6ook The Gnostic Gospels, first publishe d in 1979 and still

widely read, reinforces this interpretation. Upon close analysis, how-

ever, the bulk of the Egyptian material does not warrant such a facile

comparison.

The four Gospels of the New Testament belong to an ancient literary

genre called Hellenistic romance. This type of romance was a novella

full of miracles, supernatural signs, cameo scenes with stock characters,

plus aphorisms drawn from folklore and religious traditions-in short,

a pastiche mixing fable and folk wisdom with realistic elements. Many

such novellas were circulating in the first centuries of the Christian era,

but suspiciously few have survived. Whyl The Hellenistic romances

were the pulp fiction of their time, comparable to adult comic books.

Imagine such ephemeral rnaterial surviving for hundreds of years. This

would not happen unless there were a particular reason to preserve it.

Suppose, for exampie, that a group of people decided to found a cult on

Superman. They would preserve Superman comics while those of other

superheroes like Spider Man and Doctor Strange would sufler the fate

of time, or be deliberately eliminated to insure the dominance of the

Superman material. The exclusive survival, and hence the seeming

uniqueness, of the four Christian Gospels depended on deliberate sup-

pression of many other Hellenistic romances.

Nothing in the Nag Hammadi material resembles the Hellenistic

romances, so it is incorrect to compare them to Christian writings
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classed in that genre. The Gnostic Gospek was the breakthrough book

that introduced Gnostic thought to the mainstrealn, but Pagels'choice of
title was a serious miscue. The word euangelium found on some tractates

could be translated as "positive message," or "good news," rather than
"gospel." Far from being alternative versions of the New Testament, the

Egyptian codices contain a preponderance of material that rejects and

refutes the salvationist message of the Evangelists-and does so in ruth-
less and often lacerating terms.

Almost without exception, scholars of Gnosticism come from a fewish
or Christian background. Their tendency is to play down, if not entirely

ignore, the anti-fewish and anti-Christian elements in the codices. So far,

no one writing on the Nag Hammadi material has attempted to present

the content and scope of the genuinely Pagan elements in it. Scholars are

simply not interested in Gnostic ideas as such, but only in what Gnostic

writings can tell them about early Christianity. They comment endlessly

on the meaning of the texts, especially where they find hints of Christian

doctrine, but overlook their essential non-Christian message.

Getting to that message is no easy task, however. All in all, the Nag

Hammadi writings are a motiey mix of shambolic discourses, snippets of
mystical and mythological lore, arcane flights of theology, esoteric rites

and riddles, and lofty metaphysical speculation that often recalls the

Buddhist philosophy of the Void. They include an extract from Plato's

Republic, a fragment of a treatise found in complete form in the

Hermetica, and, yes, a couple of proto-Christian homilies that might

have been delivered by an evangelist. The tractates vary enormously in

length. The longest, such as the Apocryphon of fohn and the Tripartite
Tractate, are complex mythical narratives on cosmological matters such

as the organization of the Pleroma (the Gnostic Void, matrix of the

primal gods), the fall of the goddess Sophia, the demented antics of the

Demiurge (the false creator god), and the preterrestrial emanation of
Primal Humanity (the Anthropos). The shortest are mere scribal notes,

including a forty-line text, the Prayer of the Apostle Paul, scribbled

inside the cover of codex l. Some texts, such as the Apocryphon (or

Secret Book) of fohn, appear in more than one version in the codices, as

well as in non-Nag Hammadi material such as the Berlin Codex (BG).

The Berlin Codex also contains The Gospel of Mary, a shorr, much-
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damaged treatise attributed to Mary Magdalene, which is included in

The Nag Hammadi Library in Englkh even though it was not part of the

Egyptian cache.

The Egyptian material is wildly diverse, often presenting contradic-

tory elements jumbled into a single document. The Teachings of
Silvanus is an early Christian homily embedded with some genuine

Gnostic insight, while the Sentences of Sextus is a similar collection of
adages almost devoid of Pagan Gnostic elements. The Apocryphon of

fames is a not a Gnostic document at all but a |ewish-Christian dis-

course on redemption. The Book of Thomas the Contende r might have

arrived in the Levant by packhorse from a monastery in India. More

Buddhist than Gnostic in character and content, it has been compared

to the "Fire Sermon" of Mahayana Buddhism. The Gospel of Thomas,

widely regarded as the showpiece of the NHC, is a collection of banal

platitudes with a few faint glimmers of the radical illuminist message of
Clnosis. Eugnostos and the Discourse on the Eighth and the Ninth

present stunning glimpses of teachings and practices in the Pagan

Mysteries. Some of the longer Mystery discourses such as the

Paraphrase ofShem and Zostrianos are obscure to the point ofexasper-

ation. The Gospel of the Egyptians, Allogenes, The Testimony of Truth

and other texts are so badly damaged that they require considerable,

and dubious, reconstruction.

Reading this material can be both exhausting and exasperating, as

anyone rvho dips into Tlte Nag Hammadi Library in English soon dis-

covers. It contains a huge amount of repetition or, what's worse, near

repetition, with discrepancies galore, gaps due to damaged pages, inter-

polations, grammatical quandaries-mainly, confusion of pronomial

referents, notorious in Coptic, so often you don't know who "it," "we,"

or "they" 21s-2ncl an appalling iack of clear language throughout. One

in every five words in Coptic is a loan from Greek, but it is still next to

impossible to work out how the "Greek originals" rvould have looked.

Many passages present lofty and sophisticated ideas, but the clunky

Coptic syntax frts this high-toned discourse like hiking boots on a balle-

rina. The comment of fean Doresse, that the texts are "considerably

muddled," is an understatement. The entire Gnostic corpus is a dense,

chaotic, despairing mess. Yet it may be the closest we will ever get to
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written disclosure of the Gnostic teachings from the Levantine-
Egyptian Mysteries.*

The great challenge of the coptic Gnostic materials is to read through
the terrific muddle to the essence of the Gnostic message as such.

REvEusn on RnonBlrnnl

The deep, startling impact of the Nag Hammadi material becomes evi-
dent when the codices with salient anti-Christian elements, such as The
Second Treatise of the Great Seth, are compared to the salvationist doc-
trines common to |udaism and Christianity, whose larval form is found
in the Dead Sea Scrolls, as explained in part l. Once its key features are

detected, the Gnostic protest against |udeo-Christian redemptive reli-
gion stands out more and more clearly as the informing motif of the
entire corpus. Repeated reading, research, and comparative studies
bring out the true grain of the radical Pagan argument of "the children
of Seth," as the highest initiates of Gnosis called themselves. Seth is one
of the sons of Adam whose history is almost entirely excluded from the
Old Testament after a brief mention in Genesis 4:25: "And Adam knew
his wife again; and she bare a son, and called his name Seth: For God,
said she, hath appointed me another seed instead of Abel, whom Cain
slew." Gnostics believed they belonged to "another seed," i.e., a spiritual
lineage stemming from primal humanity (Adam and Eve), but distinct
at the outset from ]udeo-chrisrian sacred tradition. Their argument
against that tradition might be epitomized in a line from the The
Second rreatise of the Great Seth (IV,l) where the Gnostic teacher
protests against "the plan which they devised abour me, ro release upon
the world their Error and their senselessness" (55.10).i The teacher
who speaks here would have been regarded as a phoster,a "light bearer"
or "revealer." This is a title for the illumined master in the Mysteries

* I have proposed coptic is a kind of stenographic language used by student scribes to take
notes or transcribe lectures they attended in the temples ofthe Egyptian Mystery Schools. See
my article at http://www.metahistory.orglMysteriesDied.php.

t rhe parenthesis following the title of a Nag Hammadi text identifies the codex by Roman
numeral (I through XII) and the sequence of the text in the codex by an Arabic number.
Parentheses lollowing a citation indicate page and line in the text cited: IV1: 55.10.
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who preserves the sacred transmission of Gnosis, knowledge such as the

gods enjoy.

Phoster is an exact parallel to Buddha, "the illumined" or "awakened

one." In the tradition of the Levantine and Egyptian Gnostics, the

revealers are not superhuman avatars but superendowed human beings

who possess extraordinary knowledge of natural and divine matters,

and who demonstrate paranormal faculties. They are comparable to the

uidyadharas, "knowledge holders," and siddhas "accomplished ones," of
Indian mysticism and Mahayana and Tibetan Buddhism. The Sanskrit

siddha is cognate with the Greek adept, from adepsci, "to be accom-

plished," "trained." Siddhis are paranormal powers such as clairvoyance,

clairaudience, and lucid dreaming.

Let's recall that the redeemer complex, the core of the three

Abrahamic religions, has four key components: creation of the world by

the father god independent ofa goddess; the selection and testing ofthe
righteous few or "chosen people"; the mission of the messiah sent by the

father god to save the world; and the final judgment delivered by father

and son upon humanity. A good part of the truly original material in the

Egyptian codices is dedicated to refuting these components and ridi-
culing the beliefs attached to them. Gnostics considered the "Divine

Plan" of salvationism, i.e., the manifestation of God's will in the course

of historical events, to be a grotesque distortion of the genuine spiritual

lineage they represented. They taught that as an expression of the divine

love of the Pleroma, the transcendent gods, human revealers appear

through the ages to teach and guide humanity. There is an ongoing edu-

cational process for the enlightenment of humanity, a system of culti-

vating human potential and the awakening the genius innate to our

species, but no plan ofsalvation as such.

Scholars call the perennial tranmission of Gnosis by illumined
teachers the revealer cycle. The revealer who speaks in The Second

Treatise of the Great Seth warned that salvationism is a plan devised

against the guardians of Gnosis, whose enemies "release upon the world
their Error and their senselessness." When the Zaddikite ideology of
the Dead Sea Scrolls exploded into a mass religious movement after 150

c.E., teachers in the Mysteries disregarded their vow of anonymity and

came out publicly to protest what they perceived as the madness of the

tll
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salvationist belief system. For Christianity to triumph, its adherents had

not only to silence the Gnostics, but to destroy the millennial network
of the Mysteries, and eliminate all evidence that it had ever existed. In
the perspective of time, the protest of the Gnostic revealer rings tragi-
cally true.

Gnostic scholar K.-W. Troger estimares that one-third of the Coptic
corpus is anti-fudaic.r16 I reckon that anti-fudaic and anti-Christian ele-

ments combined amount to well over half of the material in the NHC.
The Second Treatise is exemplary of the Gnostic protest against salva-

tionism. It contains page after page of scathing attacks on fudaic and

Christian beliefs and customs. It ridicules the biblical forefathers and

castigates those who fcillow patriarchal religion, unable to see how it cor-
rupts their very sense of humanitv:

And Adam was a laughingstock, and Abraham, and |acob, and

David, and Solomon, and the Twelve Prophets, and Moses, and

]ohn the Baptist. . . . None of them knew me, the Reveale r, nor

my brethren in the Mysteries. . . . They never knew truth, nor

will they know it, for there is a great deception upon rheir soul,

and they cannot ever find the mind of freedom, in order to
know themselves, in true humanity. (62.27;63.34;64.20 ff)

Point by point the Second Treatise atracks the core belief enshrined in
the redeemer complex, "the doctrine of a dead man," centerpiece of
Christian theology. Time and time again it contrasts the salvationist
redeemer to the revealers who both model and teach the Anthropos, the

true identity of the human species. Gnostics saw in the fewish messiah-
the Zaddikite figure that later morphed into the Christian redeemer,

|esus Christ-a counterfeit revealer and a bogus model of humanity. His
claim to exclusivity as the "only-begotten Son of God" was simply a lie
intended to set up an authority that could not be challenged by mere
mortals. In the tradition of the Mysteries, revealers appear periodically
through the ages to enlighten and teach. They are completely human,
unlike the eerie, superhuman alien, Melchizedek, the power behind
Christ. Each revealer has realized rhe true identity of human species, but
the unique status (so claimed) of the superhuman fesus Christ does not
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genuinely reflect such a spiritual attainmenr. Only a genuine, flesh-and-

blood human being can model and teach humanity.

TrrnolocrcAL SEMTEX

Gnostics regarded the Incarnation as a priestly fraud foisted on

humanity, but not just that. They also considered the "Son of God" to be

a delusional idea insinuated into the human mind by a species of aber-

rant, nonhuman entities or mental parasites, the Archons. These bizarre
intrapsychic phantoms are minions of the Demiurge, the false creator

god-a concept that appears to be unique to Gnostic thought. In their
identification of the Demiurge with |ehovah, the father god of |ewish
and Christian tradition, Gnostics drew a frontal attack from those who

founded their religion on a cherished belief in the male supreme being.

Often the attack was violent, and sometimes murderous, as in the death

of Hypatia.

Modern scholars cannot ignore the fact that Gnostics considered the

supreme being of fudeo-Christian religion to be a demented imposter,

but they make as little as possible of this outrageous claim. In many

scholarly works, the nature and activity of the Archons is simply passed

over in silence. (The two best-known texts on Gnosticism, Hans fonas's

The Gnostic Religion and Elaine Pagels's The Gnostic Gospels, do not

include Archons and their translated equivalents, Rulers and

Authorities, in the index.) Yet the scenario of the Demiurge and his

weird minions figures strongly in the Sophia mythos, the creation myth

taught in the Levantine Mysteries. Gnostics clearly associated the

Archons with what they perceived to be the religious dementia of iudeo-
Christianity, but this notion is so bizarre that scholars are loathe to
explore it. Dismissing the Archontic material in the NHC gets the

experts off the hook, because it disobliges them from giving full and fair

treatment to the Gnostic critique of salvationist religion. In short, it saves

them from the risk oftheological incorrectness.

Deception and counterfeiting are signatures of the Archons: "Their
delight is in deception fapatonl . . . and their counterfeit lantimimonl
spirit" (Apocryphon of fohn, II, l:21). The Greek apaton denotes willful

i13
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intent to deceive, and antimimoa denotes the method of Archontic
deception: literally, "countermimicry." This means to copy something
but make the copy, the fake version, serve a purpose counter to the orig-
inal thing or idea. In their view of human self-deception-a highly
sophisticated view, comparable to the noetic psychology of our lims-
Gnostics regarcled the divine redeemer as a counrermimic of their
revealer. Pagan adepts from the Mysteries in the Levant and Egypt saw

in the salvationist program of redemption both the evidence and the

instrument of Archontic deviation. They did not blame the Archons for
originating the program, however, but for colluding with those human

beings who did:

Yaldabaoth himself chose a certain man named Abraham . . .

and made a covenant with him that if his seed would continue

to serve him he would give to him the earth as an inheritance.

Later through Moses he brought forth from Egypt the descen-

dents of Abraham, gave them the law, and made them Jews.

From them the seven gods, also called the Hebdomad, chose

their own heralds to glorify each and proclaim Yaldabaoth as

God, so that the rest of mankind, hearing the glorification,

might also serve those who were proclaimed by the prophets as

Gods. (A,gainst Heresies, I .30. 10)

This is the definitive moment in the sacred history of the ancient Hebrews
viewed with a rather unusual spin. It follows the traditional narrative, but
assigns a completely different value to what transpires berween Abraham
and the entity he takes for God the Father. Yaldabaoth (YAL-dah-BW-ot,

a made-up word possibly derived from Aramaic, "who traverses the

external space") is the secret name for the false creator god, or Demiurge.
His realm is the planetary system exclusive of the earth, the Hebdomad of
seven planets. In the cosmology of the Sophia mythos, Yaldabaoth and his

minions arise in the cosmos as a distorted mirroring of the divine patterns

or celestial archetypes in the Pleroma, the Godhead. They are called

Archons, from Greek archaia, "primal," "first," "from the beginning,"
because the formation of their world, the planetary system subject to inor-
ganic and mechanical laws, precedes the formation of the living earth.
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(The Sophia mythos and the role of the Archons are both fully elaborated

below, beginning in chapter 10.)

In the Gnostic perspective the Archons are nor only mind parasites-
delusional nodes in the human mind, considered as quasi-autonomous

psychic entities, if you will-they are cosmic imposrers, parasites who
pose as gods. But they lack the primary divine factor of ennoia,"inten-
tionality," "creative will." They cannot originare anything, they can only
imitate, and they must effectuate rheir copycar activity with subterfuge

and stealth, lest its true nature be detected. Hence they offer Abraham

something that already belongs to him as a member of the human race.

The earth has already been given to humanity: it is the precious habitat

the goddess Sophia dreamed for the Anthropos, and which she mani-

fested by the metamorphosis of her own powers. The Archons approach

Abraham with a fake deal, promising him possession and domination of
the terrestrial realm, but this is not compatible with Sophia's ennoia,her

divine intention. The earth is not a territorial prize but a precious serring

where the human species can realize its innate genius, its capacity for
novelty, acting within the natural boundaries set by the Goddess. The
Archons mimic the divine ennoia, Sophia's intention, and at the same

time they invert it. In place of participation in the divine miracle of sym-

biosis and evolutionary emergence, which is the true birthright of
humanity, they promise Abraham a fake sovereignty that works against

that birthright and deviates human purpose from its proper course of
unfoldment. This is countermimicry in action.

Antimimon is a powerful tool of dispossession, needless to say. The
Apocryphon of fohn says that the Demiurge "removed himself from
Sophia and moved away from the place where he arose" (10.20). In other
words, Archons do not respect their proper boundaries in the cosmic

order. They do not belong to the terrestrial biosphere, but to the plane-

tary system beyond the earth. But they are invasive and they encourage

invasion.

The Lord God of the Old Testament called Abraham from the place

whe re he was born, Ur of the Chaldees. Believing himself to be acting in
the cause of a divine mission, Abraham was dispossessed. He became the

leader of a people compelled to dispossess others in an escalating cycle of
territorial loss and gain. In a larger sense, all of humanity is dispossessed

115
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of its genuine potential by the subterfuge of the Arch6n5-1[21 i5, [y
delusional notions of transcendence. The dispossession motif is closely

associated with the deific pretension of the Archons: "And the Lord
Archon said to the authorities who attend him, 'Come let us create a

man according to the image of God and according to our likeness"'(II, I,
15.5). Here again is a familiar factor of biblical narrative, told with a

Gnostic twist. The Archons are themselves deluded in believing they

can create humans in their likeness. They do not succeed-all the

Gnostic materials are explicit on this point-but they insinuate into

human minds the belief that they have succeeded.

The Abrahamic religions all claim that humanity is special, the one

species made "in His image." This belief is associated with the second

component of the redeemer complex: there is a select few who faithfully
reflect the image of their Maker, while the rest of humanity does not.

This nefarious and separatistic belief not only sets apart the righteous

few and targets them for discrimination, it condemns the rest of
humanity who do not mirror the divine image and follow the Father's

plan. The Messiah comes to correct this situation, saving the select few

from persecution (|ewish version) or offering divine absolution to all sin-

ners (Christian version), but the master plan is still not fulfilled on Earth,

and final retribution must be imposed. Teachers in the Mysteries

rejected this entire scenario as dementia, the psychotic ploy of the

Archontic mind parasites.

Unlike the divine Aeons who emanate without imposing themselves,

the Archons wrongly believe they can impress their mentality upon the

human species. They want to make humanity like themselves, but they

are constantly foiled by the superiority of the human species, "whose

origin is in the imperishable realm, where the virginal power dwells,

superior to the Archons of chaos and to their universe" (The Reality of
the Archons, II, 4: 93.25-30). The Egyptian writings constantly stress

that humanity is superior to the Archons: "Adam was more correct in
his thinking than the Chief Ruler, Yaldabaoth" $I,1:22.6). But although

we can outhink the Archons, we do not always optimize the inborn
intelligence of our species, called nous by the Gnostics. When the faculty

of discrimination is weak, we are prone to let pretense and fantasy over-

ride clear thinking. Failing to own and evolve the intelligence innate to
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our species, we risk being deviated by another kind of mind, an artificial
intelligence through which we become unreal to ourselves.

The triumph of the Rulers or Authorities, as the Archons are also

called, would be achieved at rhe stage of human experience where no
one can tell plastic from pearl, and imitation is so prevalent that a gcn-
uine human being feels like an alien on the home planet. At that point
the human species would be so falsified that we would nor even be abie

to distinguish real people from soulless clones. For humankind ro berray

and abandon itself is merely rhe amusement of the Archons, ir seems.

They insinuate their influence through religious beliefs-also through
scientific beliefs, when science assumes the role in society formerly held
by religion, as it largely does today-because such beliefs have rhe most

potent effect on our sense of humanity and human potential.

Although scholars reject it as superstitious nonsense, or Gnostic myth-
making too weird to consider, the role of the Archons is essential both to
Sophianic cosmology and the Pagan critique of saivationism. The ideo-

iogical virus released on a pandemic scale by Saint Paul was incubated

among the ancient Hebrews by the Archons-so says Gnostic coun-

termythology. "Yaldabaoth himself chose a cerrain man named

Abraham . . . and made a covenant with him." From the ourset, |udeo-
Christian religion was infected with the delusional beliefs of an alien

mind-set. Gnostics taught that the true way for humanity can only be

found be refuting and rejecting these beliefs, all the way back ro rheir

origin. lf the Zaddtkite documents frorn the Dead Sea are the bedrock
of Christianity, which now seems impossible to deny, then the Nag

Hammadi material of a genuinely Gnostic characrer is the explosive

charge that can blow the institution of the Fairh off its foundations, for
good and all.

The message of the Gnostic revealers is theological semtex.

UNnrnroc REr-rcroN

In a book published in 1991, I called Gnosricism "the underdog of world
religions.""t It is, of course, entirely excluded from the inventory of reli-
gions that matter in the world today, or ever mattered. The purpose of

THE EGYPTIAN CACHE
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the centuries-long Christian cover-up was to eradicate all evidence of
Gnostics and the Mysteries, and to snuff out the quintessence of Pagan

wisdom of the ancient world. This had to be done so thoroughly and

efficiently that what was destroyed would appear never to have been

there to destroy in the first place!

What kind of religion, what manner of universal truth, what glowing
message of love and forgiveness, needs to make itself known and

accepted through destruction of this kind, on this scalel

In the history of the human race, no campaign of spiritual, cultural,

and intellectual genocide compares to what was launched against the

guardians of the Mysteries and their devotees. The murderous intent to

destroy Gnosis was not confined to the holy places in Egypt and the

Levant where the Mysteries were preserved 6y the gnosto(oi, specialists

in divine matters, including the divinity of the earth itself. It extended to

Europa, where Pagan wisdom thrived in a rainbow coalition of races

and cultures, and then to the Americas, where hundreds of tribal cul-

tures were decimated from Canada to Peru. It extends today by aggres-

sive evangelization into Asia, notably Korea and China, and into Africa,

where it is often allied with militaristic movements, and it retains a

deathhold on the peoples of Latin and South America. All around the

world, the catholic message of salvation goes out with a sanction to

reproduce and swarm across the planet. Gnostics rejected blind biolog-

ical procreation in the human species as a mark of enslavement to the

Demiurge, the false creator god who commands the faithful to multiply
and dominate the earth.

ln Sacred Pleasure Riane Eisler suggests that to know what we have

lost is to realize what cannot be lost. With the discovery of the Egyptian

cache in December, 1945, we are reminded of what cannot be lost. It is a

clich6 that history is written by the winners in order to legitimate them

and celebrate their cause. The discovery at Nag Hammadi made it pos-

sible to hear the other side of the story. After sixteen hundred years, we

get a glimpse of what the "losers" thought and taught more or less in
their own words. It is extremely rare to have such an alternative version

of human testimony, and the contrast it presents to our received notions

of truth and spirituality can be sobering.

As I write these words, it is sixty years to the week since the Nag
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Hammadi codices were found. (I say "to the week," since the exact day
is not known, but scholars have carefully determined that the jar con-
taining the ancient books was found in the first week of December
1945.) It may well be time to consider if the underdog can make a come-
back. There are some attempts underway to bring religion around to an

ecological and planet,friendly orientarion, and to reconcile mainsrream
beliefs in God with our emergenr sense of the living planet, Gaia, but
Gnostic thought does not figure into them. Not yet, anyway.

ln Gaia and God, ecofeminist theologian Rosemary Radford Reuther
states that people can only come into an awareness of the sacredness of
nature (the intrinsic value of nonhuman life, in the deep-ecological lan-
guage of Arne Naess) through some modification of their preexisting
beliefs and long-established traditions. At the ourser of her argument,
she concludes that Gaian spirituality (which I compare to the Sophianic

vision of the Mysteries) cannot be attained except within the existing
framework of religious beliefs already held by billions around the world.
For instance, the belief in Abraham's covenant with God could be rein-
terpreted as a divine mandate for the human species to practice ecology,

acting as caretakers of the natural world. Particularly in Christianity,
there is a growing conviction that some kind of "ecotheology" can be

extracted or extrapolated from salvation ideology and the beliefs associ-

ated with it. With an eye to a millennial shift toward Gaian spiriruality,
the first issue of The Ecologkt for 2000 carried the thematic title "The
Cosmic Covenant," with the subtitle, "Re-embedding Religion in
Society, Nature and the Cosmos." It contains articles by adherents to tra-
ditional |udeo-Christian-Islamic values who would like to align their
beliefs with the Gaian perspective and the principles of deep ecology.

Significantly, it does nor contain any article by a deep ecologist who
would like to join those religions.

In the keynote essay of the collection titled "Deep Ecology and World
Religions," Roger S. Gottlieb argues that deep ecology "is not a move-
ment outside world religions. . . . Rather, spiritual deep ecology occurs
occurs uithin the discursive, emotional, cognitive, and at times even

institutional space of world religions themselves.",'8 But is this really so,

or is this view of deep ecology iust wishful thinking due to personal

identification with religious traditions that can neither be questioned
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nor overcomef Can the celebration of the sacredness of the natural

world really arise fiom belief systems founded on the four components

of the redeemer complexl Gottlieb cites many wonderful things that

people derive from belonging to the mainstream religious traditions,

including Buddhism, but he never considers the Pagan belief in the

innate goodness of human nature, nor does he elucidate the hard line of
the salvationist agenda. There is no mention of Gnosis or the Mysteries

in the essays compiled in "Deep Ecology and World Religions." Most of
the contributors manage to squeeze ecological values from the existing

traditions, but Eric Katz, writing on "iudaism and Deep Ecology," con-

fesses "profound misgivings that traditional fudaism can be understood

as an ally of deep ecology.""n This kind of honesty is a welcome alterna-

tive to the make-believe mentality that dominates the debate over tradi-

tional religion and deep ecology, always in favor of the former.

In Gaia and God, Rosemary Radford Reuther flatly asserts that "there

is no ready-made ecological spirituality and ethic in past traditions."".

Well, that takes care of that. The rnillennial cover-up of the destruction

of the Gnostic message is certainly intact at Garrett-Evangelical

Theological Seminary in Evanston, Illinois, where Reuther teaches.

Lacking knowledge of the Sophianic vision, troubled, heart-searching

followers of the three Abrahamic religions, fudaism, Christianity, and

Islam, tend to look toward the alternative versions of their own tradi-
tions for ways to recognize and recover Sophia, Divine Wisdom-
through the Kabbalah in fudaism, for instance; or through the

epiphany of the Beloved in Sufism, the underground dimension of
Islam. Yet in this quest for religious alternatives on safe and familiar
terms, the oldest, most radical option is rarely considered: Gnosis. This

is not merely an alternative religion, it is an alternative to religion itself.

It is a path of direct knowing, a passage beyond belief. As such, Gnosis

provides the experimental basis for deepening the vision of deep

ecology. In its content, reflected in the genuinely radical material found

at Nag Hammadi, the Sophia mythos presents a sacred narrative about

the earth. The sacred story introduces a visionary quest through which

we might come to understand the role of humanity in Gaia's tran-

shuman activities. Maturity in coevolutionary terms would require that

we as a species find a "creative fit" in Gaian symbiosis, as Lvnn Margulis
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has suggested, citing a term proposed by pioneering environmentalist
Ian McHarg.

My primary purpose in writing this book is to show that Gnosis, taken
as a path of experimental mysticism, and the Sophianic vision, taken as

a guiding narrative for coevolution, can provide the spiritual dimension
for deep ecology independently of the rhree mainstream religions
derived from the Abrahamic tradition. This position will surely look
mean-spirited and ungenerous ar first sight, but perhaps by the end of
the book, rather less so. why exclude the possibility of reconciliation of
the kind for which Reuther and others are so ardently advocatingl Why
be so staunch about overrhrowing salvationist faithl why not plead for
harmony and inclusion, rather than contrast and exclusionl

We are all victims of what salvationist ideology has done to the human
species and to the planet. In the enmeshment of the victim-perpetrator
bond, victims typically seek reconciliation with the perpetrators, nor
only because reconciliation falsely allays the pain of intolerable injustice
and harm done insanely and without 6s11s6-1216 rhat can never be

made right, even by God-but even more so because the reconciling
spirit allows the victim to feel proud, regain a modicum of dignity, and
remain on higher moral ground than the perpetrator. In short, reconcil-
iation is a terrific way to keep the bond intact. You can count on it. The
perpetrators always do.

To avoid pathological relapse into the victim-perperraror syndrome,
there can be no compromise with perpetrators or the beliefs through
which they disguise and implemenr their actions. The Sophianic vision
of Gnosis is sufficient unto itself, and does not need to be legitimated by
association with mainstream religious beliefs. It is all roo easy to forget
what millions have suffered, and continue to suffer today, in the name of
divine redemption. The promise of superhuman retribution for human
injustice has crippled the moral sense of everyone who has ever heard of
it, but the wound runs so deep we cannot see its origin. Lack of testi-
mony from the losing side in the battle waged by the salvarion army
keeps us blind to the true nature of the battle. we are accustomed to
shudder at stories of christians thrown to the lions, but the record of
persecutions suffered by early Christianity is paltry compared to
Christian persecution of Pagans, Gnosrics, and the Mysrery Schools. The
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Second Treatise of the Great Seth offbrs firsthand testimony of a Gnostic

revealer. In one passage, it gives a loser's account of how the winners

looked and acted:

We were hated and persecuted, not oniy by those who are

simply incapable of understanding us, but also by those who

think they are advancing the name of Christos, although they

were unknowingly empty, ignorant of who they are, like dumb

animais. . . . They persecuted those who have been liberated by

me, a Revealer, because they hate those who 21s f166-1h65s

hateful ones who, should they shut their mouth, would weep

with futile groaning because they do not know who I am.

Instead, they served two masters, even a multitude. But they

will become victorious in everything, in wars and battles,

jealous division and wrath . . . having proclaimed the doctrine

of a dead man and lies so as to resemble the freedom and purity

of the initiates, our sacred assernbly.

And so uniting in their doctrine of fear and slavery, mundane

needs, and abandoning reverence, being petty and ignorant,

they cannot embrace the nobility of truth, for they hate what

they are, and love what they are not. (58-61)
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INSIDE THE MYSTEzuES

The institution of the Mysteries is the most interesring phenom-

enon in the study of religion. The idea of antiquity was rhar

there was something to be ftnown in religion, secrets or mys,

teries into which it was possible ro be initiated; that rhere $,as a

gradual process of unfolding in things religious; in 6ne, that

there was a science of the soul, a knowledge of things unseen.

-G. 
R. S. Mrao, Fragments of a Faith For.gottrntt'

( cholars who specialize in Gnosticism rarely discuss "the Mysteries."
r-J When they do, they apply a narrow definition ro rhar term:
Mysteries were emotionally charged rites celebrated in Pagan cults scat-

tered across the Near East, Egypt, and Greece, in the Hellenistic era

(320-30 n.c.r.). This characterization is correcr, but it does not go far
enough. Ancient sources present a much broader picture both in terms

of time frame and geographic scope. They refer to the Mysteries by

localities (Hibernia, Samothrace), racial-cukural names (Brahmin,
Phrygian, Egyptian), and cult names (Osirian, Orphic, Druidic). They
give what might be called a wide-spectrum view of the Mysteries as a

network extending from the northernmost isles of Britain down to the

northern coast of Africa and deep into Asia, a network of extremely
ancient provenance.

The limited view that "pagan cults of salvarion," as the Mysteries are

often called, existed only in the Near East, and only during the
Hellenistic era, influences how scholars understand Gnosticism. They
follow a long-standing assumption that the Gnostic movement com-
prise d sporadic marginal se cts rhat sprung up within early
Christianity, but did nor exisr prior to it. They assume that Gnosric
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religion did not predate the earliest textual references to it found in the

writings the Church Fathers against the Gnostics, beginning with the

"First Apology" of fustin Martyr around 150 c.n. This view, which is
now unanimous, denies that gnostoftoi such as Hypatia participated in

the Mysteries, and dismisses the possibility that some Gnostics were

telestai, founders and directors of those ancient and long-enduring

institutions.

But earlier scholars held quite a different view. Writing a half century

before the Nag Hammadi find, G. R. S. Mead asserted that "Gnostic

forms are found to preserve elements from the mystery-traditions of
antiquity in greater fullness than we find elsewhere."r2t The evidence of
the Egyptian codices confirms his view against the consensus prevailing

today.

SH,rvr,q.Nrc Roors

Telestes (plural teleaai) is a Greek word derived from telos,"aim," "goal,"

"ultimate thing." A telestes is "one who is aimed, goal-oriented." This

was what initiates in the Mystery network called themselves. Gnostiftos

was another name for the same thing: an initiate endowed with special

knowledge in divine matters, the will and work of the gods; hence, an

expert on theology and cosmology. Most scholars would not dispute this

definition, yet they balk at the idea that gnostoftoi such as Hypatia had

anything to do with the most revered religious tradition of antiquity, the

Mysteries.

The great antiquity of the Mysteries and their telluric orientation,

their common dedication to the Magna Mater (the Great Mother, whom

I am correlating to Gaia), is widely attested in ancient sources. This evi-

dence is irrelevant to modern scholarship. But if the Mysteries were

earth-based, would they not have had a universal appeal and been estab-

lished in regional variants over a widespread area? Worship of the Great

Goddess is typical of matriarchal cultures stemming from Paleolithic

times. It is also worth noting in this context that the oldest strata of
shamanism in Siberia, the Urals, Europa and elsewhere, demonstrate a

strong Goddess orientation. Mircea Eliade points out that although
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shamanism has come to be seen as a man's calling, framed in terms of
Indo-European male sky-god religion in which "the earth divinity is not
at all prominent," the more archaic roots of shamanic experience indi-
cate the essential role of women-for instance, among the Ainu of
fapan.'" Joan Halifax recounts the Siberian legend that the original
shaman was an eagle-woman who nested her male progeny in a magical

tree. A key Gnostic cosmological text, the Apocryphon of fohn, presents

the image of the shamanic eagle on the Tree of Life. It occurs in a pas-

sage on the Divine Sophia, "She who is called Life (Zoe), the Mother of
the Living."''Z*

The possibility that Gnostic knowledge and practices were the final
flowering of millennial experience in "archaic techniques of ecstasy"

(Eliade's famous term for shamanism) has yet to be recognized or

explored.

The work of the earliest scholars (usually German, such as Richard

Reitzenstein) clearly supported this path of inquiry, but their work is no

longer cited. The pioneers of the field regarded the Gnostic movemenr

in the broad sense as a monumental spiritual phenomenon of central

Asiatic origins, predating Christianity by centuries, if not millennia.
There is now a slight tendency to return to this view. In his introduction

to the standard edition of The Nag Hammadi Library in English lames
Robinson writes: "This debate seems to be resolving in favor of under-

standing Gnosticism as a much broader phenomenon than the Christian
Gnosticism documented by the heresiologists."'" So far, however, there

is no trickle-down effect that would alter the way scholars represent

Gnosticism to the mainstream.

Sncnnn TpsrrvoNy

t25

There came from Isis a

ducing to salvation.

light and other unutterable things con-

-ArrsrroEs, 
initiate in the Mysteriest'u

The meaning of the Mysteries is not entirely clear, for initiates took vows

of silence about what they experienced. It is generally assumed, however,
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that participants in the sacred rites realized a profound soul change,

interior cleansing, and rebirth. "Mysteries were initiation rituals of a vol-

untary, personal, and secret character that aimed at a change of mind

through experience of the sacred."'" Participants felt renewed and

recharged, but not "saved," because salvation in the fudeo-Christian
sense was incompatible with Pagan religious experience. If to be saved

means to be forgiven one's sins by God, to be relieved of the lonely,

unjust and insupportable burden of suffering by the intervention of
superhuman power, to be released from the travail of this world, and to

attain (or at least be guaranteed) immortality in a world beyond this one,

then Pagans were definitely not into salvation.

"Silence surrounded all the 'Mysteries,' a word that derives from the

Greek verb myo-, meaning 'to shut the eyes,' or 'to keep one's mouth

shut,' especially 'in fear of danger' or, by extension, 'in the face of
awe."'i28 Considering the vow of secrecy, it might be thought that no tes-

timony about the Mysteries was allowed, but this is not exactly the case.

Initiates vowed not to divulge the most intimate aspect of the rites. They

could not say what they encountered in the moment of ultimate revela-

tion, but they could allude to it, and they could, and did, describe in a

general way the effects of initiation. InThe Golden,4ss the Latin writer
Apulieus (fl. ca. 150 c.r.) gives what is probably an authentic and reliable

account of initiation into the Mysteries of Isis. At the key moment of rev-

elation a sublime voice addresses him:

I am Nature, the universal Mother, mistress of all the elements,

primordial child of time, sovereign of all things spiritual, queen

of the dead, queen also of the immortals, the single manifesta-

tion of all the gods and goddesses that are known to you on

earth.l2e

Apulieus's testimony is consistent with ancient reports that initiarion
was an encounter with liuing Nature, the Magna \{s1s1-ln modern

terms, Gaia. An encounter marked by the epiphany of a mysterious

light.

Initiatory revelation was part clairaudient and part clairvoyant, for the

supreme revelation of Divinity came through tangible sensations.r3o
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"The Light was full of hearing and word," says the Paraphrase of Shem

from Nag Hammadi (VII, 1,1.30). In the supreme momenr of revelation,
initiates simultaneously saw and heard some kind of supernatural lumi-
nosity. Apparently this phenomenon was not merely an intensified
aspect of atmospheric light as we know it. Atmospheric light is nor vis-

ible, but makes all things visible. But the light of the Mvsteries was not
of this sort. The "Supernal Light" (a reverential term applied in ancienr

commentaries) encountered in the Mysteries was uisible. Consider this
analogy: when you write on a computer, the electrical light that fills the

screen is invisible (i.e., clear, transparent), but the page you write on is
white and clearly visible.

In The Refutation of All Heresres (book 5), Hippolytus referred to

"Brachmans" (Brahmins) in Alexandria who "affirm that God is iight,
but not such as one sees by." Hippolytus, who was centuries closer than
modern scholars to the subject matter, took it for granted that Brahmins

from India belonged to the widespread network of Mysrery cells

extending across Europa and deep into Asia. His comment suggesrs that

the experience of the Mystery light (as I will call it) was universal within
the network. Hippolytus also srates rhe Gnostic view, shared by

Brahmins, that "Deity is discourse." This tacit srarement affirms that the

Ivlystery light is interactiue. The "hearing and word" were rwo-way. The
"Infinite Light" is said to be alive. The purpose of encountering the light
is to discover "the sublime mysteries of nature" (Hippolytus). The illu-
mination that came from Isis (according to the testimony of Aristedes,

cited above) was more than a dazzling intensification of narural light. In
some manner the divine luminosity communicated with those who
beheld it.

Brahminical teachings on the Great Goddess confirrn the firsthand

testimony found in Hellenistic writings. "As the feminine (shaftti) of
Brahma, Sarasvati is the goddess of overflowing, abundant discourse

(Vac), and of revelation and wisdom," explains noted Indologist
Heinrich Zintmer."'When the Goddess is called Gauri, "radiant white
one," she is compared to the whiteness of the soft, creamy glacial cap of
Mount Kailas. The milky whiteness of snow resembles the visible

Mystery light. In Buddhism the goddess who represents this vision is the

White Tara, who is closely associated with Amitayus and Amitabha,
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Buddhas of Infinite Light. Visualizations of the White Thra as the

"youthful one with full breasts," whose body "exudes the great transcen-

dental bliss," can produce reiuvenation and even immortality.'" The

visionary encounter in the Mysteries was intensely vital, imparting the

secrets of life-a biomystical revelation, one might say. In Asian tradi-

tion, illumination deities such as Tara descend from prehistoric tree god-

desses or from the "Mother Tree," Mutvidr. "The World Tree,

expressing its milky golden sap, denotes 'absolute reality,' a return to
centre and place of origin, the home of wisdom that heals."'il

The practice of Gnosis was full-body illumination in the presence of
Sacred Nature whom Gnostics knew as a feminine divinity clothed in

animated currents of undulant white light.

The uahana or vehicle of a divinity is the instrument of its revelation

through the human senses. The uahana of the Hindu goddess Sarasvati

is the peacock with its fanned tail full of eyes. Long after the Mysteries

had been destroyed to make way for the new religion of salvationism,

Western alchemical traditions preserved this imagery in the cauda

Pauonit, the peacock's tail, symbol of the infrasensory radiance experi-

enced at the completion of the Great Work. The white light contains all

colors, and it is full of eyes, an all-seeing light. The Philosophers' Stone,

often called the "white stone," is also an occult metaphor for the uisible

presence of the Mystery light.

Simon Magus from Samaria was the first Mystery School teacher on

record to break anonymity and openly challenge the advocates of salva-

tionism. An anecdotal collection of the third century, the Clementine

Recognitions, describes his confrontations with the apostle Peter. The

Gnostic ruthlessly dismisses claims to divine revelation made by uniniti-
ated Christians. Addressing a group of Christian converts, he says

explicitly, "There is a certain power of immense and ineffable Light
whose greatness may be held to be incomprehensible, of which power

even the maker of this world is ignorant, and Moses the lawgiver, and

fesus your master" (Clementine Recognitions, book 2, ch. 49). It would
have been extremely bold, in that place and time, for an initiate to speak

so openly about this intimate aspect of the Mysteries. Simon Magus

squarely denies that fesus or Moses, who represent the fudeo-Christian
tradition, had been initiated into the primal revelation.
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When Peter asks Simon, "If this Light is a new power, why does it
not confer upon us some new sensel" Simon replies, "Since all things

that exist are in accordance with those five senses we have, the power

that is more excellent than them all cannot add anything new." This
response reveals a fine point of cognitive science typical of Gnostic

teaching: the mysterious light that pervades the physical senses does nor

alter them, yet in so pervading it brings forth through the senses a

supersensory revelation. Simon's tacit reply recalls the baffling asser-

tions of Zen masters such as Huang Po (tenth century c.r.): "Your true
nature is something never lost to you in moments of delusion, nor is it
gained at the moment of Enlightenment."l34 In Tibetan Buddhism, the

light that pervades the five senses is known as the fivefold radiance of
the tathagatas. The creamy, marshmallow-like Light of the Mysteries

does not efface forms, which appear to float in it like palpable stains.

Nor does it alter appearances, except to divest them of their familiar
density and mass.

More testimony on the Mystery light suggests close parallels between

Pagan illuminism and Buddhist mysticism. "The soul at the point of
death has the same experience as those who are being initiated into the

Mysteries. One is struck with a marvellous light." So says the single

most famous item of ancient testimony on the Mysteries, the so-called

fragment of Themistios.'3' Readers familiar with the manuals called

"books of the dead" in Tibetan tradition will recognize here a direct

parallel to Buddhist teachings on the after-death experience. These

manuals, intended to be read to the deceased, describe a "clear light"
and a kaleidoscopic play of colored lights, including a soft milky-white
luminosity said to emanate from the "god realm."'3u Pagan initiates

were apparently able to access this particular aspect of the luminosity

that dawns in the after-death experience before they died. (The parallel

between Pagan initiation and the after-death states described in Tibetan

Buddhism is one of the great, still unexplored clues in the history of
mystical experience.)

Gnostic writings in the form of a "revelation discourse," such as the

The Paraphrase of Shem cited above, give some firsthand descriptions of
the Mystery experience. The initiate encounters a sublime radiance and

communicates with it. Instruction by the light was the supreme initiatory
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event. The Tripartite Tractare, the longest document in the Nag
Hammadi library, says that this experience is a privilege offered by the

supreme deity: "The Originator instructed those who searched for
higher seeing by means of the luminosity of that Immaculate Light" (87:

88.10). Revelation texts such the Discourse on the Eighth and the Ninth
(NHC VI, 6) give the unmistakable impression that initiates received

knowledge directly from the divine light. In that text the hierophant, the

veteran initiate who brings the initiant into the presence of the light,
declares: "Rejoice over this revelationl For already from the Pleroma

[the Godhead] comes the power that is Light, flowing over us. For I see

it! I see the indescribable depth" (57.25-30; modified NHLE transla-

tion). Excerpts of all comparable passages in the Gnosric corpus would
run to a halfdozen pages.

Supernal Light, Infinite Light, Mystery Light, White Light, Divine
Light, are various names for the same sublime reality. The light of
Gnostic illumination is not metaphorical, it is substantial. To empha-

size its living, life-giving quality, it could also be called the Organic
Light.

InThe Mystery-religions, Angus says that "all ancient epiphaneiae were

of the character of a dazzlinglight." The initiant or mystes (plural mystai)

was carefully prepared to recognize the Organic Light and trained to
stay steadily concentrated on it. The depth and duration of the mystical
encounter with the Light varied with the capacities of the neophyte.
"That the mystai were not equally susceptible to the vision seems to be

suggested by the distinction made by Psellus between autopsia, whereby
the initiand himself beholds the divine light, and theepopteia, in which
he beholds it through the eyes of the hierophant."r3T

It was this experience of instruction by the Organic Light, and the

manner in which they were brought to it, that initiates were strictly for-
bidden to disclose. However, they did nor seek ro encounter the Light
for selfish purposes, and then keep the fruits of the ultimate learning
experience to themselves. They were nor seeking the narcissistic fix of
"deification," as has been widely assumed. Consistent with their com-
mitment to impart what they learned through initiation, the telestai

wrote and spoke at great length. While not revealing intimate details of
the supreme encounter, they wrote extensively about what they drew
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from it. They taught others, guided by what the Mystery Light had

taught them.

MvsrIc Rncr,NnRatroN

How do we develop a wider Selfl . . . The ecosophical outlook

is developed through an identification so deep that one's or'un

self is no longer adequately delimited by the personal ego or

organism. One experiences oneself to be a genuine part of all

life.'*

A dictum of Catholic faith says that there is no salvation outside the

Church. Ancient testimony of Pagan religion says, "there is no salva-

tion without regeneration."r3'{r The Greek wor d palingenesis, " regenera'

tion," does not denote the action of a superhuman agent producing

effects on the human plane. It cannot be equated with resurrection-

Rather, palingenesis was a dramatic event that happened in the soul of

the mystes due to an intimate contact with the natural world, pro-

ducing a surge of supervitality and euphoria. Regeneration was real-

ized in sensorial terms, in the setting of the natural world. All the evi-

dence that survives indicates that initiation in the Mysteries was full-

body illumination, not an out-of-the-bod,r' trip into some ethereal space

beyond this world.''0 The surviving testimonv indicates that Gnostic

illuminism involved the veracity of full somatic enlighte nment' cosmic

consciousness in the body. This experience might be compared to the

mystic rapture of the "perfection stage" of Dzogchen' when the body is

not longer merely a body:

The term ftaya (sftu) does not mean only body in the ordinary

physical sense, but the entire manifest dimension of the indi-

vidual. The physical body is, ofcourse, the central locus ofthat

dimension, but this body does not iust stop at the skin. It pres-

ents not so much a static form, like a statue, but a dynamic rela-

tionship between the individual and one's environment.to'
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Encountering the Mystery Light here and now in the sensorial world, in
the terrestrial environment, produced a surge of supervitality that

remained in the initiate's body after the ritual ended.

One initiate to the cult of Attis, a man named Damascius, left this

account: "I imagined that I had become Attis, and that I was being ini-
tiated by the Mother of the Gods in the festival called Hilaria,inasmuch

as it was intended to signify that our release fiom death had been

accomplished."14: What the initiate "imagines" is not a fantasy but a

mystical event as real as anything in "real life." Sympathia with the life

of a Pagan god was a psychological technique for overcoming single-

self identity. Pagans who underwent initiation felt a connection to the

larger forces of life so intense that it produced in them a sense of
immortality, of living here and nou beyond the normal limits of self-

consciousness. This experience went "so deep that one's own self is no

longer adequately delimited by the personal ego or organism" (Naess,

cited above). In this way initiates celebrated a triumph, not over death

itself, but over the fear-ridden sense of being mortal and confined to

single-self identity.

In their popuiar aspect the "lesser" Mysteries were known to be cele-

brations of joy and sensuality. Participants expressed their release from

mortal, ego-bound limits in hilaria, hilarity, the big laugh. Nothing cel-

ebrated in the Mysteries required self-castigation or suffering, nor did
those ancient rites glorify the act of suffering, either human or divine. It
is entirely misleading to compare, say, the sufferings of Dionysos with
those of Christ. This is another one of those misleading mythological

parallels that so enthrals scholars. The difference between regenerative

bliss and redemptive suffering is the difference between Pagan initiation
and salvationist religion.

Initiation in the Pagan Mysteries was about ecstasy and euphoria, not
pain in its own nature, or pain that pays off, or even escape from pain. It
was an illuminist path of direct experience, not to be confounded with
the salvationist program that demands and depends on blind belief. The
ecosophical view of Arne Naess assumes the same aim realized in Pagan

initiation but without explicitly naming it. Yet there is a crucial differ-
ence as well, for the "identification" proposed by Naess and other deep

ecologists such as Warwick Fox does not reach to the full dimension of
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rapturous empathy known and celebrated for millennia in the Mystery

experience. To understand why not, we must look closely at the experi-

ence of Pagan illuminism.

Tnn Gon-Snlp EquArIoN

A third-century Greek text, the Magical Papyrus of Mimaut, is typical

of Hermetic revelation literature that parallels in some resPects the tes-

timony on the Mysteries found in the Nag Hammadi codices. In a group

prayer the initiates first address the hierophant, the guru who guides

neophytes to the Divine Light, and then they address it directly:

We give thanks, O Most High, for by thy gracious presence we

have come to the Light of Instruction, ineffable and nameless.

. . . Thou hast bestowed on us feeling' and reason, and knowl-

edge-feeling that we might apprehend thee, reason that we

might reflect upon thee, knowledge that by your acquaintance

we may be gladdened. Saved by thee, we rejoice that thou didst

show thyself to us completely. We rejoice thateuen in our mortal

bodies, thou didst deify us by the vision of thyself. . ' . We have

come to know Thee, O Thou Light perceptible to our feeling,

Thou Light of the life of humanity, Thou Light that is the

fruitful matrix of all that exists.'o'

It is startling to see the "I-Thou" formula, designated by Martin Buber

as the hallmark of the genuine religious encounter, addressed here to a

transhuman phenomenon of luminosity' The mystes is "saved" by

encountering the Organic Light, but not saved in the way the salva-

tionist creed promises to save its adherents. Gnosis is direct contact and

communion with Divinity without an intermediary agent of any kind.

Although the guidance of a guru-hierophant can be helpful, it is not

absolutely required.

The initiate was "deified," not in the sense of becoming one with God,

or even realizing the "divine within." Rather' this experience arose as a

side effect of knowing what God knows' that is, knowing in a super-
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human way, through elevated cognition, in heightened awareness.

Salvation in the Pagan Mysteries did not produce elevation to divine
status, but unfortunately deification was interpreted in just this way by
those who never underwent the experience for thernselves, yet envied
those who did and wished to imitate them. In short, deification was the
deformed brainchild of Gnostic wannabes, who were legion at the dawn
of the Piscean Age. Today, if the religious prerensions attached to Gaia
theory are transferred to deep ecology, rhe "identification" proposed by
Naess and Fox may veer dangerously close to deification. At the very
least, the current and still conrroversial definition of identification does

not emphasize sufficiently or clearly enough the importance of ego death
in transcendent empathy with nature.

Disinformation on deification can be attributed to various sources in
antiquity, but mainly the Gnostic pretender, Clement of Alexandria (ca.

140-215 c.r.), who falsely claimed to know the deepest secrers of the
Pagan Mysteries. He formulated what mighr be called the God-self equa-
tion to explain initiation as he supposed it to be, rarher rhan as ir actually
was. clement is still widely cited for his assertion that the "true Gnosric"
is someone who knows the innermost self to be God. He also argued that
"the life of the Gnostic is, in my view, no orher than the works and
words which correspond to the tradition of the Lord."'* Compare this
statement with the asserrion by Simon Magus that fesus was ignorant of
the Light. clement's view exemplifies the co-oprarion of the Gnostic tra-
dition to christian doctrine and christocentric mystical prerenses after
150 c.r. It falsely supposes a genuine Gnosric conrent in christian doc-
trines.* Moreover, it makes the Gnostic movement appear to be a late,
mid-second-century phenomenon. If scholars are right that Gnostic
sects only appeared at the moment when Church fathers such as

clement set out to refute them, the movement must have been short-
lived, indeed. It would have emerged and been repressed almosr within
a single cenrury.

* The Hellenic period produced some christianized Gnosticism, seen in the systems of
Marcion and Valentinus, but there is, and never was, such a thing as Gnostic christianity--
because Christianity is a redemptive religion, totally at odds with the illuminist principles and
practices of Gnosis.
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TnE Lrcnr op INsrnucrroN

Disinformation on initiation that began lvith Clement has flourished

through the ages. His formulation of the God-self equation has been

avidly embraced by New Age advocates of Gnosticism who see in it a

conlirmation of their belief that humans are essentially divine. Is it reaily

conceivable that the Mystery experience of self-transcendence through

temporary ego death could have led to such a viewl The quintessential

lesson of the Mysteries was that no human being is essentially divine, but

each individual is endowed with a dose of divine intelligence, nous.

Gnostics taught that we are instrumentally rarher than essentialiy divine.

The divine factor is present in a faculty we possess, a faculty that needs

to be cultivated, and not in our consciousness as such---especially notin
our consciousness of self.

New Age mystics regard the assertion of indwelling divinity as "the

true message of fesus," a message either lost to those who lack initiated

understanding, or intentionally distorted by Church ideologues hungry

for power. Thus Andrew Harvey, writing c-rn the Gnostic Gospel of

Thomas from Nag Hammadi, praises the "savage, gorgeous radi-

calism" of the Gnostic fesus who shows seekers after God how to find

"the Divine hidden within him or her," and thus become "an empow-

ered divine human being." In Harvey's view the "Kingdom-conscious-

ness" preached by |esus is inner deification, the assertion that in the

innermost self of each person abides the Divine Self, the Presence of

God.'o'This is not the authentic Gnostic teaching, although it is widely

assumed to be.

The God-self formula attests to the troubling persistence of wrong

ideas in the history of religion. It survives in the personal convictions of
scholars such as Elaine Pagels who says, "The secret of gnosis is that

when one comes to know oneself at the deepest level, one comes to know

God as the source of one's being."'* This statement is finely nuanced. It
carefully asserts that God is at the source of our being rather than iden-

tical with it, as presumed in Clement's fortnula, lately endorsed by

Andrew Harvey and others. Orthodox Christian theology (such as

Pagels represents) rejects the straightforward God-self equation as New
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Age extravagance, if not heresy. For |ews and Christians alike, deiry is
always other than the worshiping self.

Clement's views were developed in the cosmopolitan atmosphere of
Alexandria and circulated among affluent, educated members of
Egyptian society who were mystified by, and vaguely sympathetic ro, the
sensational redeemer complex coming out of Palestine.'07 He claimed
that the knowledge taught in the Mysteries was derived from Moses and

the Hebrew Prophets-"a slight perversion of facts pardonable in the

Good Father," as Madame Blavatsky remarked, no doubt with tongue

in cheek.'o'Clement called Gnostic cultic practices "vile and despicable"

and insisted that Pagan philosophy, if properly understood, represented

a crude version of the redemption theology coming out of Palestine in
his time. Clement's credibility as a witness to Pagan initiation has been

challenged, and largely demolished, by George Mylonas, the leading
scholar on the Eleusinian Mysteries.

Clement is often quoted as stating that all Gnostics are true Christians.
One would then have to ask, What was Clement's norion of a Christian?
The answer is, someone who finds God to be identical with his or her

innermost self, as already note d. But close study of the evidence clearly
shows that ego death, not identification with God, was the secret of the

Mystery experience. Paradoxically, a sense of divinization occurs when
the ego is temporarily dissolved, but dei{ication of the ego or "sell' was

never on the Pagan agenda. The aim of the Mysteries was not empow-
erment of those initiated, or the ultimate aggrandizement of their egos,

but consecration of their minds and lives ro the Magna Mater. The pur-
pose of initiation was implicit to its method: to behold "the Light of
Instruction, ineffable and nameless," and to learn both sublime and
practical things from that encounter. Initiates learned how to coevolve
with Sophia and guide human potential to its highest level of actualiza-
tion. Loss of personal identity during initiation induced a momentary
sense of unity with God-or with nature, a waterfall, a fune beetle,

whatever happened to be floating in the Organic Light-but God-self
identification was nor the ultimate goal of initiation. Had it been so, rhe

Mysteries would have been nothing more than incubation tanks for self-
glorification.
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Historian Robert Turcan wisely observes that Pagan initiation "did

not consist in 'returning to oneself,' but in becoming quite different by

absorbing the Total Otherness which is divinity."'*n This comment says

more about the Mysteries than volumes of breathless hype for the God-

self equation.
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SCHOOLS FOR COEVOLUTION

I ncient testimony on the Mysteries consistently attributes the revela-

,{ \rion oF the Organic Light to the Goddess, whether Isis, Demeter,

the Magna Mater. A teacher from the lineage of Hypatia wrote:

Demeter seals all that we have seen and heard by her own

peculiar utterance and signals, by vivid coruscations of light,
and cloud piled upon cloud . . . and then finally, the light of a

serene wonder fills the temple and we see the pure fields of
Elysium and hear the chorus of the Blessed. Then, not merely

by external seeming or philosophic interpretation, but in real

fact does the Hierophant becomes the creator and revealer of
all things.'t"

The Organic Light is a substantial opalescenthaze, the "Veil of Isis."

Both Pagan and Asian (Tantric) sources compare it to palpable moon-
light or nacre, mother-of-pearl."' Encountering the Light, and to
some extent entering it, initiates entered the presence of the White
Goddess whose body is formed of "vivid coruscations of light, and

cloud piled upon cloud." She is the Other, but also Mother.
Egolessness, total surrender ofself, had to be achieved before the ini-
tiate could encounter Isis (but one of her countless names) and receive

divine instruction.

What might be learned today by those who are willing to let go of
hun-ran self-cente ring and encounter rhe Goddess, their minds illumined
by "the light of a serene wonderl"
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CBlr-s RNo Scuools

Many of the things taught in the Mystery Schools we re practical, com-

pletely down to earth. To be precise , the scltools rt'ere places of education,

not to be confused with the Mystery cells where initiation took place.

The cells, consisting of sixteen members (clescribed in chapter 6) u'ere

initially attached to megalithic sites, stone circles, and prehistorically

decorated caves. Eventually temples were built in close proximity to

these sites. Around each temple rose a complex of buildings that served

as classrooms and workshops: this was the school or campus attached to

the initiatory cult in such places as Olympia, Delphi, and Eleusis."'In

keeping with the bioregional character of the Mysteries, initiates

designed the school curricula to reflect the racial, cultural, historical, Iin-

guistic, geographic, and environmental elements specific to the people

they served.

There is long-standing confusion about the cultic profile of the

Mysteries, stemming from the ignorance of Christian ideologues. The

compilations of Ireneaus, Hippolytus, Epiphanius, and the Pseuclo-

Tertullian run to almost a hundred names: Serhians, Carpathians,

Nicolaitans, Barbelo-Gnostics, Ophites, Valentinians, Gorothenes,

Simonians, Phibionites, Borborites, Secundians, Colorbasians, Cainites,

Archonites, Kataphyrians, and many more.'tt Some of these names

derive from Mystery adepts such as Simon Magus and Valentinus.

Normally such adepts remained anonymous, as did the designers of the

Gothic cathedrals in medieval times, but in the early Christian era some

of them chose to break anonymity so that they could appear in public to

oppose salvationist ideology. Other names in the heresiological catalogs

derive frnm the doctrines considered to be central to a particular group:

Barbelo-Gnostics are said to have worshiped the four-faced Barbelo, a

divine feminine archetype comparable to the Mahamudra of Buddhism.

Ophites were devoted to the Divine Serpent, Ophis, meaning that they

were adepts of Kundalini, the Serpent Power. Definition by specializa-

tion is closer to how the telestai themselves defined their activities. Some

cults are characterized by the region where they were located: Phrygian,

Alexandrian, Syrian. Initiates across the network spoke of Hibernian,
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Iberian, Samothracian Mysteries, and so on, always in specific regional
terms.

In reality none of these groups were "Gnostic sects," because gnostoftos

was the generic term for any person learned in divine matters, and all the
schools were staffed with such persons. The names mistakenly given to
Gnostic sects in the catalogs of the heresy hunters would have described
Mystery cells, each with its own speciality and regional characrer, hence
the wide variety of designations. There were no Gnostic sects as such,

although there were distinct shades of difference in what rhe gnostoftoi

taught, different accents or different areas of expertise. For example,
sethian teaching emphasized the cycle of the revealers, while valentinian
teaching emphasized rhe "correction" of the Divine Sophia through the
intervention of the christos. In a comparable situation today a professor
of history may specialize in Latin American history, while a colleague
specializes in pre-columbian art. Gnostoftoi, roo, were highly specialized.
Gnostoftos translated as "expert," "informed source," or "special advisor"
comes closer to the way it was understood in Hypatia's time.

The telestai trained both incoming and ourgoing students. Their
classes included hands-on arts and crafts such as potrery and ship-
building. The ancient curriculum encompassed everything from archery
through midwifery to zoology. Painting, pottery, herbalism, sailing, map
making, and many other applied skills were raught, along with the
greater studies in astronomy, medicine, mathematics, and music.
certainly not all reachers in antiquity were initiates in the Mysteries, but
many of them were, especially the true masters, including many women.
Teachers who were not initiated would have worked in close conract
with those who were.

TnaNsnNrrENCE

Initiates who were consecrated to the education of humanity ultimately
drew upon what they learned from instruction by the Organic Light.
Single-self identity was the primary block to this experience and still is
the most formidable obstacle to modern understanding of the Mysteries.
Almost everyone falls into the deification rrap when initiation is under
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discussion. As long as ego death has not been experienced firsthand, it is

easy to suppose that initiation involves a leap into higher identification,

but the sobering impact of ego loss dispels this illusion. The question of
expansion into "a wider sense of self' is one of the most hotly debated

issues in deep ecology, and remains unresolved."n Higher identification

is usually evoked as the way to cultivate deep ecological experience, but

empathy is a better word than identifcation to describe what the Pagan

mystics experienced. Even this language is stili problematic, however:

Arne Naess argues with sweet and simple eloquence that empathy with

all that lives comes to us through a widening sense of identification.

How can one put it any better? But what if there is a form of empathy

beyond identity and identificationl And how does the call for widened

identification stand against the Myste ry re quirement of ego death I

Deep ecology is notorious for awkward shuffling for appropriate lan-

guage, so I may as well enter the fray. I propose "transentience" for the

transcendence of single-self identity experienced in the Mysteries.

Transentience has two senses, with and without the hyphen: trans-entience

is going beyond entity or singie-self identity, and nansentience is deep sen-

tient immersion in all that lives, sensing through, trans-. The Mystery

experience required the first condition to reach the second. In sentient

immersion we do not merely live in relation to all life, connected tuith

nature and the cosmos, but we livethrough all life, and all life lives through

us. Trans- here denotes "through" rather than "beyond." It implies a kind

of porosity attained by temporarily dissolving the fixations of the personal

ego. Apulieus described the sensation of being "poured through the ele-

ments."'tt The experience of ego death in the Mysteries could be expressed

in this formula: beyond self and pouring through all that lives, so does it
all live and pour through me.

If there is an approach to the religious dimension of deep ecology by

'*'ay of Gnosis, as I am here proposing, it will need to be found in

transentience, not deification. The encounter with the White Goddess

lies beyond identifcation-fu1 s6656phical theory cannot get that far, or

has not yet done so. This must be so as long as its proponents have not

undergone ego death at the meltpoint of rapturous immersion in

nature. There is no substitute for losing your egocentric mind to let

your body receive the benedictory streaming of the Organic Light.
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Gnostic illumination is neither a theoretical position nor a god game.
Gnosis is the path of ecstatic cognition. But allusions to ecstasy and ego
death are conspicuously lacking in ecosophical debates over expanded-
self identification.

To define the Mysteries in the language of deep ecology, I would say

they were schools for coevolution with Gaia, known in ancient times as

the N{agna Mater. Thegnostoftoi who taught in the Mystery Schools were
inspired by an elaborate myth in which a goddess called Sophia fell from
heaven and turned into the earth. Her name is Wisdom, and her nature
is sublimely intelligent, organic, autopoeric, and beauteously c<lmplex.

The presence of that particular divinity was encountered in the culmi-
nating moment of initiation. Her epiphany was the Mystery Light.

Today we call the earth Gaia to denote our emergent realization that
the planet is a living organism. Photos taken from outer space show us

that we live on a blue-and-white marbled globe. But our cerrainry of
living on a round, free-floating planet does not automatically reach the
mystical climax of encountering the earthbound divinity, Gaia-Sophia.
Living on earth we are in direct conract with the Goddess, but normally
the contact is filtered by mental conditioning and ego fixation, if not
entirely occluded by desensitizarion to the natural world. carapaced in
culture, cocooned in technological gear, isolated in our narcissistic con-
cerns, we cannot enter the presence ofthe earth, cannot surrender to the
spell of its supernatural beauty. Coevolution with Sophia depends on
contact with the Goddess in her epiphany of the substantial milky Light,
as the ancient initiates experienced it, but such contact is impossible as

long as single-self identity dominates consciousness.

Arurvra MuNor

The Mysteries were enacred ar rwo levels, popular and elite. The pop-
ular or lesser Mysteries were communal rites associated with the sea-

sonal cycles of sowing, harvest, and preparing foodstores for winter. In
the processes ofnature, and in the particular activities required for agri-
culture, the natives of Europa felt the actions of divine beings, male and
female divinities. In ordinary life they were always aware of the divini-
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ties, but in the Mysteries they set aside a special time to honor them, and

to express gratitude. "The worship of Pagan gods" is one of the worsr

stereotypes attached to Europan culture. The phrase is used without the

least knowledge of what actually happened in those cults, or what the

participants really did, saw, felt, and believed. The assumption that

Pagans practiced human sacrifice, engaged in orgies, entertained fan-

tasies about supernatural forces, misunderstood the laws of physics,

ignored all sense of justice and brothe rly love, and lacked what we hold

to be basic morality and decency, is, unfortunately, endemic to this sub-

ject. To most people today a Pagan is an immoral and irreligious person,

and will always be just that.

The greater Mysteries were observed in the fall, at the time of har-

vest. They were celebrated at night because it was easier to bring neo-

phytes into the presence of the Organic Light with their normal sense

perception muted by darkness. The celebrants were not"dazzled" by a

hocus-pocus display of flaming torches or a mysterious blinding blaze,

as some ancient reports would have it. In the telesterion (inner sanctum)

they were carefully and selectively guided because the Mystery Light
had to be observed, and absorbed, in small, gentle doses. A celebrant

would, for instance, be directed to stand before one of the marble

columns and observe how it was interpenetrated by the soft luminosity

of the Light. Initiates saw not only the pillar, but the soft luminous sub-

stance in which the pillar-and, indeed, their very seeing of the pillar-
was embedded.

The epopteia, seeing aided by the hierophant. was carefully gauged to

meet the capacities of the supplicant. The autopsia, direct and inde-

pendent seeing of the Organic Light, came in its own time to those who

had trained their powers of attention for it. The epiphany of the Organic

Light induced a soft rush of somatic intensity that saturated the witness

with bliss and brought attention to pitch-perfect lucidity. In the

Mysteries, mystae who had steadily beheld the Light were welcomed into
the company of the initiated with the benedictory greeting, "A kid, thou

hast fallen into milk."'5u Gnostics called themselves "the standing race"

because they were able to behold the divine radiance while standing

upright, and absorb the force of the massive telluric currents passing

between the earth and the heavens. Standing in the currents they
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received a download of instructions from the planetary intelligence, the

goddess Sophia-in today's idiom, the Gaian entelechv.

They learned the secrets of life from the source of life, the mother
planet.

In ancient times initiation led from surrender to consecration. Those

who went through the supreme learning experience in the Mysteries

considered it to be the ultimate religious experience for humanity as

well. This experience by its very nature can neither be imposed nor
evangelized. The arts ofcoevolution cannot be inculcated but have to be

evoked and educed, called forth from the depths of the psyche where the

very forces that animate soul-life are anchored inanima mundi, the soul

of the world. Today we may commune with Gaia through listening to
the wind, gazing at the clouds, smelling the earth, and so forth, but
direct and intimate engagemenr with the indwelling divinity of the

planet is not a sentimenral reverie, it is a disciplined initiatory experi-
ence. The "nature mysticism" of New Agers who revere the earth as a

goddess and the ecosophical attunement of deep ecologists who find
intrinsic value in nature apart from its human uses, are at best feeble

echoes of what transpired on sacred ground inside the Mysreries.

Snnxrr AND SoPHTA

Shakti who is in Herself pure blissful Consciousness is also the

Mother of Nature and is Nature itself born in the creative play

of her thought.'tt

Today, as '*'e consider the ineffable character of the Mystery experience,
we can be daunted by something that seems to contradict the evidence of
our senses. Living on Earth, we have direct access to Gaia, who mani-
fests in the natural world, the realm of the senses. But nothing in the sen,

sory world reveals the presence of the Goddess in a uisible mllk-white
Iuminosity. We sense the living presence of Gaia-Sophia in nature, but
we do not actually see the supernatural Light. The secret luminosity
might be called the primary substance body of the Goddess, as distin-
guished from her planetary body, the earth. The Sophia mythos of the
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Gnostics describes how a goddess from the Pleroma (cosmic or galactic

center) turned into the planet earth, but it does not explain how she

remained what she originally was, a torrential current of living lumi-
nosity. To understand the dual status of the earth goddess, it is helpful to
look to the teachings of Hindu Tantra.

In Shaftti and Shafota, Sir fohn Woodruffe, the main exponenr of
Hindu Tantra Vidya to the West, compared the Pagan religion of nature

worship to "the path of the Gnostic Telestai, the initiates of the

Mysteries."'5t Shaftti is a name for the Goddess as the matrix of genera-

tive forces that produce and sustain the natural world. The Sanskrit root

shaft-,"to be powerful," also occurs in the Sheftinah, a Hebrew name for
the presence of the female divinity who was textually excised from

|udaic religion. It is the root of words such as sacred, sacerdotal, sacra-

ment, and sacr'ifce. The compounds Gaia-Shakti and Shakti-Sophia can

be useful in asserting the clear and consistent parallels between Goddess

mysricism in the West and in Asia.

Participants in the Western Mysteries learned that the human species

is equipped to live in reciprocity with the emotional body of the

Goddess, as other, nonhuman species already do. "All things exist in Her
who is of the nature of feeling in a homogeneous mass."'tn Such is the

teaching of Hindu Tantra, fully compatible with Europan and

Levantine Gnosis. But Tantric teachings add an additional point,

explaining how Shakti-Sophia could turn into the earth and still remain

what she is in cosmic terms. "When moved to create, the Great Power of
Megale Dynamis of the Gnostics issues from the depths of Being and

becomes Mind and Matter ouhilst remaining tuhat She euer ruas."'60 This
statement epitomizes the Sophia mythos and confirms that Shakti-

Sophia is the Godhead of Nature. She is both the Mother of Nature (pri-

mary substance body) and Nature itself (planetary body). The goddess

Sophia turns into the earth, morphing into the physical elements of the

solid planet, secreting the solid, fluid, and aerial elements of the atmos-

phere from her own substance, the Mystery Light. "This primal Power
(Adya-Shakti), as object of worship, is the Great Mother (Magna Mater)

of all natural things (Natura Naturans) and is Nature itself (Natura

Naturata)."'u'

To recognize the presence of Shakti-Sophia in the natural world is the
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innate gift of all indigenous peoples, and it was the discipline in the

Mysteries where men and women sought to enhance and intensify that
recognition to the highest possible degree, giving them precise and inti-
mate knowledge of biological and geophysical processes, including
direct access to biochemical activity at the molecular level. Those who
made a sacred commitment to knowing Gaia were called phosters, "illu-
minators" or "revealers." "Revealed religion" admits only a single and

exclusive revelation to certain male intermediaries who preserve "God's

word" in books, but the way of the reve alers was an open, ongoing rev-

elation of the Divine in its cosmic and terrestrial dimensions. The text

they read, and wrote, was not Holy Writ dictated by the father god, the

absentee landlord of the earth. It was a vital code, animated and ani-

mating, written on the planetary body of the Goddess.

THE Ir-lururrNATr

The telestai of the Mysteries were sophisticated shamans, past masters of
"archaic techniques of ecstasy." Traditionall/, shamans were rhe inter-
mediaries between the human-made realm of culture and the non-
human realm of nature. Their special calling demanded a schizoid

capacity to move between two worlds, keep the two worlds distinct, and

effectuate exchanges between them. Schizophrenics naturally have this
mobility, but without a proper spiritual orientation and appropriate
training they are easily undone by it. Successfully managed schizo-

phrenia can result in great works of mythopoesis, as seen in the writings
of Antonin Artaucl, Philip K. Dick, and Carlos Casraneda, to cite iust
three (male) examples.

Mystery adepts who were responsible for the cultivation of human
potential to its optimal level took grear care nor ro risk schizophrenic

damage with their pupils and neophyres. They realized how easy it is to
induce and exploit schizophrenic states that can arise spontaneously in
the process of initiation. The requisite lowering, or total dissolution, of
the ego-self produces high suggestability in the subject. Neophytes in the

Mysteries were prime subjecrs for "imprinting," the process in which a

predetermined psychic content or program is implanted in the subcon-
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scious mind. Imprinting occurs universally in nature as the means by

which instinctual programs are transferred from one generation to
another. Ethologist Konrad Lorentz (1903-89) famously imprinted new-
born ducks, convicing them that he was their mother. Lorentz coined the

term "inner release mechanism" (IRM), whereby organisms are generi-

cally predisposed to respond to certain stimuli. The ideas expressed in his

popular book Oa Aggression (1966) were known to initiates through their
intimate, firsthand observation of psychomimeric acriviries, formulated

today in the science of neurolinguistic programming.'u'

In short, the psyche can be rrained to imitate behavior modeled for it
ritualistically, or repeat assigned behavior when exposed to a specific

signal (posthypnotic suggestion). Such manipulations of the psyche

depend on the primary condition for intiation: temporary dissolution of
the filter of self-consciousness.

Behavioral manipulation, psychological programming, and mind con-

trol were utterly repugnant to the genuine telestai of the ancienr

Mysteries. Such procedures represented to them a path leading away

from consecration to Sophia and the Great Work of coevolving with
nature, toward social engineering and personal power games. The goal

of the telestai was to foster a sane and balanced society by helping indi-
viduals reach their peak potential, and never to interfere directly in
social management.

Over the course of time some initiates did take the path of social engi-

neering, however. Dissident members of the Gnostic movement who

came to be known as "Illuminati" chose to use initiatory knowledge to

develop and implement various techniques of behavior modification.

Originally, the Illuminati were members of the Magian order, an ancienr

Persian lineage of shamanism from which the Gnostic movement was

derived.* Historians understand the Magi to have been the priesthood of
Zoroaster, or Zarathustra. According to a scribal note written on the

margin of Alciabides /, a work attributed to Plato, "Zarathustra is said to

have been older than Plato by 6,000 years."'u' In her extraordinary and

little-known book, Plato Prehistorian, Mary Settegasr situates the rise of
the Magian order, the original priesthood of ancient Iranian religion, in

* It is impossible to develop this claim within the limits of this book. See my article "Gnosrics

or Illuminatil" on Metahistory.org.

I't /
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the Age of the Twins, around 5500 n.c.u., a date supported by the Greek

sources. The Age of the Twins, or Geminian Age, lasted from 6200 to

4300 s.c.n. The motif of duality associated with the constellation of the

Twins is consistent with the central theme of Iranian religion: absolute

cosmic duality, Good versus Evil.

But this type of duality is not what we find in Gnostic teachings. The

problem faced by the Magian predecessors of the Gnostics was the duality

of human intention, not the dichotomy of cosmic absolutes. Around 4000

n.c.r., with the rise of urban civilization in the Near East, some members

of the Magian order chose to apply certain secrets of initiation to state-

craft and social engineering. They became the advisors to the first

theocrats of the patriarchal nation-states, but in fact the advisors were

running the show. Their subjects were systematically programmed to

believe they were descended from the gods. The Illuminati inaugurated

elaborate rites of empowerment, or kingship rituals. These rituals were

in fact methods of mind control exercised on the general populace

through the collective symbology and mystique of royal authority.

Kingship rituals were distinct from the rites of initiation that led to
instruction by the Light and consecration to the Great Goddess. Their
purpose was not education and enlightenment, but social management.

Gnostics refrained from assuming any role in politics because their inten-

tion was not to change society but to produce skilled, well-balanced,

enlightened individuals who would create a society good enough that it
did not need to be run by external management. The intention of the dis-

sident Magians to run society by covert controls was based on their
assumption that human beings are not innately good enough, or gifted

enough, to create a humane world. This difference in views of human

potential was the main factor that precipitated the division of the

Magians.

Historians recognize a split in the Magian order, but do not under-

stand either its origin or its consequences. Within the order, the telestai

were given the title of uaedemna, "seer," "wise one," as distinguished

from the priest, the zoatar, who officiated openly in society and advised

Middle Eastern theocrats on matters of statecraft and social morality, not

to mention agricultural planning-for Zoroaster was by all accounts

responsible for the introduction of planned, large-scale agriculture. It is
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generally agreed that women discovered by gathering plants how to cul-
tivate them, and men later expanded this discovery into the ancient
equivalent to agribusiness. So arose the first theocratic city-states in the

Fertile Crescent. (Civilization may be defined as rhe way of life that
begins by amassing vegetables ro increase population, and ends with a

population of vegetables.) Urban populations required social conrrol,

and the Illuminati assumed the role of planners and controllers-more
often than not, hidden controllers.

ln Plato Prehistorian, Mary Settegast explains that "at one extreme

Zarathustra has been described as a primitive ecstatic, a kind of
'shaman'; at the other, as a worldly familiar of Chorasmian kings and

court politics."'o'The distinction between the shaman-seer and the sac-

erdotal figure engaged in court politics exemplifies the split in the

Magian order. In book 3 of the Republic,Plato disclosed the Illuminati
rationale: "contrive a noble lie that would in itself carry the conviction of
our entire community." The first recorded use of the word gnosti\os

occurs in Plato's Politicus (258e-267a) where the ideal politician is

defined as "the master of the Gnostic art."'ut From its introduction into
the Western intellectual tradition,gz ostiftos was wrongly associated with
the Illuminati faction and hence the name came to be disowned by the

telestai who did not engage in statecraft and social management, using

the "noble lie" rationale. In fact, gnostoftoi like Hypatia would never

have used that term to describe themselves. Six centuries after Plato, it
came into use as an insult. The Church Fathers ridiculed the teachers in
the Mysteries with the term gnostoftos, intended to mean "smart ass,"

"know-it-all." Among thernselves, the initiates would have used the

term telestes. Paradoxically, "gnostic" comes down to us tainted by the

condemnation of the Roman Church and associated with the very mem-

bers of the Magian order who were disowned by the guardians of the

Mysteries.

The Illuminati program was (and still is) essential to patriarchy and its

cover, perpetrator religion. While it cannot exacrly be said that the

deviant adepts known as Illuminati creared patriarchy, they certainly

controlled it. And still do. The abuse of initiatory knowledge to induce

schizophrenic states ("entrainment"), manipulate multiple personalities

in the same person ("platforming"), and command behavior through
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posthypnotic suggestion (the "Manchurian candidate" technique) con-

tinues to this day, with truly evil consequences for the entire world. If we

accept that the Mysteries were schools for Gaian coevolution dedicated

to the goddess Sophia, they could not have been run by the llluminati, as

some contemporary writers (who believe they are exposing the

Illuminati) have supposed. Everything the Gnostics did in the schools

was intended to counterbalance and correct the machinations of the

deviant adepts. Initiation involved melting the ego boundaries in prepa-

ration for deep rapport with nature, not lowering of ego consciousness

so that the subject could be "sectioned" and behaviorally programmed

using the power of suggestion, imprinting, and other psychodramatic

methods. These behavioral modification tools of the Illuminati were

strictly forbidden in the Mysteries overseen by Gnostics.
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THE FALLEN GODDESS

f nitiates in the cults of the Great Mother underwenr a sublime
I learning experience, revealing to them through nonordinary aware-

ness the cosmic origins of life on Earth. Then they rurned back ro ordi-
nary life to teach what they had learned. As noted in chaprer l, G. R. S.

Mead, one of the earliest scholars and translators before Nag Harnmadi,
asserted that the initiates "were the introducers of all the arts of civiliza-
tion. . . . They were the teachers of the infant races. [They| taught the

arts, the nature of the gods, the unseen worlds, cosmology, anthropology,

etc." In short, they were the educators of the ancient world, the dons and

deans of classical learning.

Sacnno LaNcuacn

The network of Mystery Schools was the university system of antiquity.

The Egyptian college where Hypatia taught belonged to what may be

considered the "Ivy League" of the network. Memphis w-as Yale, Luxor
u'as Harvard. The same was true for the Levantine schools in Palestine,

Syria, and Turkey, where most of the known Gnostics taught. North of
the Mediterranean basin toward Europa proper, Greece provided the

main territory for satellite colleges. In BlacftAthena Martin Bernal cites

an ancient legend that relates how the Eleusinian Mysteries were

founded by a mission from Egypt.'oo It would appear that the cult of the

Egyptian grain god Osiris was converted into the Demerer cult-but
such an interpretation is somewhat misleading because the Mysteries did
not spread globally only by geographic dissemination. In every region

where they arose both the initiatory rites and the collegial faculties

assumed a regional character that reflected the physical and psychological
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makeup of the inhabitants. This exemplifies the bioregionalism typical of
indigenous Europa, still evident today in the rich diversity of local culture

across the continent.

As the network of the Mysteries stretched into Europa its character

changed somewhat because the initiatory traditions of Iberia and the

British Isles were less affected by Asian factors, especially the Persian

single-source duality that was discussed previously in connection with

the Palestinian redeemer complex. In the Syrian-Levantine cells espe-

cially, the telestai were deeply versed in the problematic issues of
Zoroastrian duality and theocracy, the political instrument of patriarchy.

These concerns uere particular to initiates in the birthplace and stonghold of
theocratic society, the Near East. In most other re spects the primary fea-

tures of initiatory knowledge were uniform throughout the network.

The headmaster of the Druid colleges in the Outer Hebrides would

have been able to converse with telestai from the Egyptian and Levantine

schools, using the primal languages of astronomy and geometry. As

noted above, in Hypatia's time there was a study group in Alexandria

dedicated to preserving the initiatory lore of the Hibernian Mysteries

fiom the far north of Europe.'ot Druid colleges existed in many regions

due to the guardian role of the Celtic race all across Europa. Druids, or

Hibernian Gnostics as they might be called, were known to be fluent in

several languages. The version of Celtic spoken today in Scotland and

Ireland, called Gaelic, descends directly from the ancient tongue that

was never written down. The Celtic language only came to be tran-

scribed into letters in the 1930s by scholars who wanted to preserve the

rich oral culture of Gaelic poetry.

Greek as it is written today is close to the language spoken in Socrates'

time, but Greek differs hugely from Gaelic in that it has been written
down since around 900 n.c.n., that is, for almost three thousand years. In
The White Goddess, Robert Graves suggested that secular writing was

introduced into Europa by "free-lance initiates" known by such names

as Cadmus, Gwydion, Ogma Sun-Face, and Herakles. From around 600

B.c.E. the leaders of the Mysteries came together in a surge of activity that

generated untold volumes of written works. The Greek alphabet was

adapted by Cadmus, the brother of Europa, from the Phoenician script

introduced, probably, around 1250 s.c.r.'"' For millennia before that
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time the leaders of the Mysteries had used symbolic codes and secret lan-
guages such as the Druidic and Nordic runes, rhe ogham of the Welsh
bards, and the famous Celtic tree alphabet described by Robert Graves,
who shows its letter-by-letter consistency with the structure of ancient
Hebrew. Curiously, the 22-base code of most ancient alphabets is found
in Hebrew, the sacred language of the Torah, and its symbolic permura-
tion can be seen in the Tarot, a set of symbolic images used for divina-
tion and psychological counseling. These were tools of the trade for the
educators in the Mystery Schools.

Much has been made of the fact that the 64-unit code of DNA occurs

in the I Ching, an ancient Chinese tool of divinarion, bur the variable 20-

22-base systems such as the Celtic tree alphabet may be equally signifi-
cant in indicating that the ancienrs had direct knowledge of the srruc-

ture of life down to the molecular level. InThe Cosmic Serpent, anrhro-
pologist Jeremy Narby shows that Peruvian ayahuasca shamans claim
direct access to the processes of molecular biology, a claim corroborated
by their intimate knowledge of pharmacology which in some aspecrs

surpasses that of modern technicians working in fully equipped labora-
tories. Instruction by the Mystery Light would have afforded Pagan ini-
tiates similar knowledge. Herbology and medicine, including dream-
healing techniques, were essential parts of the Mystery school cur-
riculum. Names such as Aesculapius and Hygeia applied less to individ-
uals than to honorific titles conferred on the headmasters and head-

mistresses of the initiatory colleges.

Infrasensory perception at the molecular level was common among
siddhas, accomplished yogis of Asia. Patafljali calls the capacity ro see

microscopically,anima, "microcosmic vision."'un In his book on theYoga
Sutras of Patafljali, Mircea Eliade highlights the empirical nature of
yogic training: "By achieving samadhi [full and flawless concenrration]
with regard to a specific object or a whole class of objects, the yogi

acquires certain occult 'powers' [siddhis] with respect to the object or
objects involved in his experiment."rT0 Sir John Woodruffe asserted that
as late as 1900 yogis in India had an exacr and complete knowledge of
human anatomy, down to the minute details of nerve structure, sur-
passing that of trained Wesrern physicians. The Sanskrit word siddha,

"accomplished person," is the exact equivalent to adept, which derives

153
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frorn the Greek adipisci, "attained," "accomplished," as already noted.

Gnostics and their Europan counterparts, the initiates in the Mysteries,

were siddhas who would have possessed a range of trained occult capaci-

ties allowing them to make firsthand observations of the most intimate

process of biology, physiology, and chemistry.

The facultv that ran the Mystery Schools had faculties.

Richard Rudgley (The Lost Ciuilizations of the Stone,4gr) has shown

that writing systems did not appear suddenly or miraculously in any

region but were deliberately evolved from preexisting symbolic lan-

guages, i.e., systems of sacred writing. For reasons that have never been

clearly elucidated-and here lies a great, untold story-initiates living

all around the ancient world at the dawn of the first millennium n.c.r.

began to introduce systems of secular writing. They literally invented

literacy. By doing so they assumed the sacred commission to teach

reading, writing, textual analysis, and translation. Imparting language

skills was one of the key responsibilities of the Mvstery Schools.

If the Greek writer Plutarch is any example, we may only begin to

imagine the extent to rvhich they ful{illed their calling. He was an ini-

tiate in charge of the precincts of Eleusis. (This place-name is a possible

compound of the Greek root ecr, "health," "sanity," and the Levantine e/,

"divinity," hence, "place of sanity, divine salubrity." In The White

Goddess, Graves says that Eleusis meant "advent.") During his lifetime

(ca. 46-ca. 120 c.n.) Plutarch witnessed the twilight of the N{ysterie s, the

somber prelude to the Dark Ages that commenced at the murder of
Hypatia. He was a prolific writer whose works only partially survive, yet

they run to hundreds of thousands of words. He left the most complete

account we have of the I\{ysteries of the Egyptian "grain god," Osiris.

Inexhaustible in his literary output, which comprised biography, moral

essays, mythology, esoteric commentaries, historical essays, and a rich

trove of personal and anecdotal material, Plutarch is the paramount

model of a Mystery school dean. Imagine hundreds of Plutarchs, male

and female, working in the British Isles, Iberia, Gaul, Italia, mainland

Greece and the Greek islands, the Levant, Egypt, Libya and Carthage,

ancl you get some idea of the extent of the ancient collegiate system.

If the prehistoric origins of the Mystery school network were coeval

rvith the earliest megalithic sites, as seems likely, then they can be dated
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conservatively to 6000 a.c.r. Thus, in the last renrh of their duration
before the Christian era, a mere 600 years, the Mysteries produced a

corpus of literature that refiected its long preceding development. In 400

c.r. when Hypatia lived and taught she had over a thousand years of
continuous literacy and learning to draw upon.

CoNspcnnrroN

Initiation was a volunteer system that placed no restriction on the mun-
dane activities of its participants, except that it demanded they demon-

strate uncompromising honesty in all their endeavors in the world.
(Dishonesty, envy, and homicide without cause were the three factors

that disqualified candidates from initiation.) Indeed, the purpose of the

initiates was to serve the world at large by nurturing and guiding human

potential, one per.son at a time. They were called telestai because thev

were dedicated to a supreme goal, aim, purpose-a leios. This word
implies "that which is ultimate," rather than "perfection," as it is com-

monly rendered. It links closely to the modern notion of goal-orienta,

tion, or teleology. In colloquial usage telos could refer to someone's

death: "He met his end, hts telos." Death is the ultimate moment of life.

By direct encounter with the Organic Light, initiates understood that

their telos was a death-transcending purpose. The Greek poet Pindar

(ca.5l8-438 r.c.n.) testified to the effect in initiation in these words:

"Blessed is he who having seen those common concerns in the under-

world, knows both the end of life and its divine origin."''' The telest,ti

also realized that whatever is learned in depth, in a manner compatible

with the unique potential of the student, will outlive those who teach it.
They understood that the learning potential of the human species is

deathless, rooted in the immortal endowment of nous, divine intelli-
gence, but its needs to be carefully guided. They believed, not that we

are divine sparks trapped in the darkness of the material world, but that

each person carries the spark of the indigenous genius of humankind.
There are several ways to understand the moral and educational orien-

tation of the Mysteries, for telos has several dimensions.

Education and guidance were intimately linked in the curriculum of
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the Mystery Schools. In the ultimate sense initiates aimed to guide

humanity to become self-guiding. They taught what might I:e called self'

direction but, paradoxically, they taught it in an exceptionally selfless way.

The aim of telestic method was not what is today called self-empower-

ment, but consecration. Self-empowerment may be sought for one's own

benefit, or to acquire anything one wants, but consecration must be

achieved by selfless commitment to something other than oneself.

Literally, consecration means "empowered with (con-)." The e in this

word has been substituted for an a, slightly obscuring the Indo-Europan

rootsacr-,cognate with the Sanskrit Shakti, a name for the Goddess. In

order to promote self-direction with the intent of leading a consacrated

life, the telestai introduced their student-neophytes to a narrative frame-

work, a guiding story. Within the story each individual found his or her

sacred calling and became self-directed, a free agent. The essence of the

telestic program consisted in a deep understandin g of what it means to be

instruments for coeuolution, consecrated to Gaia-Sophia.

Today we tend to conceive of evolution in biological terms, and so we

imagine that coevolution is, or might be, a way for humanity to partici-

pate wisely and lovingly in the web of life encompassing all species, and

even to align itself with the planetary spirit, Gaia. This prospect epito-

mizes the telos of the Mysteries. If we as members of the modern world

make coevolution our personal aspiration, if we propose it as a social

goal, and hold it forth as the highest aspiration of our species, we might

do well to bear in mind that this magnificent intention was already real-

ized by people who came before us. It i realizable, we can assure our-

selves, because it has been realized. It has been tried and tested with

immense success.

In a sense all indigenous peoples around the world have realized this

intention and lived according to this great transcendent prospect. But in

a most specific way, in an artful and accomplished way, those who par-

ticipated in the Mysteries of the Great Mother in Europa, Egypt, and the

Near East, realized coevolution at a level of accomplishment that we can

only hope to imagine. If the poet Octavio Paz is right, and the future is

a perpetual resurgence of the past in the present, where the initiates were

is where we may go: into a future worth living. In their consecration to

Gaia they learned from direct communication with the planetary intel-
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ligence. Encountering the Divine Light, they found a srory to guide the

species, and followed it.
The loss of that story largely accounrs for the moral and spiritual

degeneration of Western society, which now contaminates the entire

world.

Pr-aNnrnny Brocnapny

The master narrative of the Mysteries was the Sophia mythos, the story

of how the goddess Sophia, a divinity at the cosmic level, turned into the

planet earth. This myth was the centerpiece of the Mysteries dedicated

to the Magna Mater, the Great Mother. It explains not only the origin of
human life on earth but the origin of the life and consciousness of the

earth itself. Describing the Hindu myth of the World Mother, Indologist

Heinrich Zimrner wrote:

The myth cannot actually reveal the genesis of the great

mother-goddess, but only the manner in which she makes her

appearance, for the myth knows of her beginninglessness,

which is implicit in the term "mother": it knows that as mother

she existed prior to any of the things to which she has given

life.'i'

This statement points to the unique nature of the cosmology to be found

in the Gnostic myth of the fallen goddess. Identification of the earth

with a feminine deity or goddess is almost universal in world mythology

and indigenous lore, but only Gnostic materials present a complete sce-

nario that describes how such a divinity from the cosmic level turns into
a planetary body. Zimmer says that the Great Mother "existed prior to
any of the things to which she has given life." If this is the case with
Sophia, as the Gnostics thought and taught, we musr wonder what kind
ofprior existence she had.

Today we call the earth Gaia in growing recognition that the planet is

alive and intelligent, a sentient superorganism. But doing so we do not
normally assume that the Gaian entelechy preexisted the physical planet.
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Calling the earth Gaia is afaEon de parler, merely a way of speaking-
but could it be more than thatl

The emergent intuition of growing numbers of people that Gaia is

alive and intelligent in her own right, that she is "autopoetic," making

her own order, may now prompt a deeper intuition: the autopoetic pres-

ence embodied in the earth preexisted it. Sophia means "wisdom," so we

may suppose that the adepts of the Mysteries perceived in the planetary

body the wisdom of a divine, superearthly presence, comparable to the

wisdom that animates the human body, but infinitely more complex,

vast, and powerful. This is the primary ecological insight, of course. It
may also be the primary religious insight.

In Gnostic cosmology Sophia is the mythological name of Gata before

she became the earth.

Today, with the emergent recognition of Gaia to our advantage, we

are privileged to observe as fames Lovelock did that it only makes sense

to see the earth in this way. Do we really need generai systems theory,

cybernetics, dissipative structures, and tautological formulas of self-

organization to understand Gaia, or do these conceptual schemes merely

pose male-mind distractions from empathic contact with the living

planetl To the ancient Greeks theoria was beholding, pure and simple,

but for the modern mind we are unfortunately often beholden to theory

itself, and so bound and blinded by it that we cannot see the ground for

the map.

What we seek in "Gaia theory" is a liue imaginal dimension, not a scaf-

folding of cybernetic general systems cogitation. Fortunately, that imag-

inal dimension is already available-we have at least the fertile rudi-
ments of it-in the Sophia mythos.* The sacred narrative central to the

Mysteries of the Great Mother has a complex structure that can be out-

lined in nine episodes:

One: A singularity arises within the Godhead, the realm of the

Pleroma (divine fullness-astronomically, the galactic center). The sin-

gularity carries the potential for novelty to emerge in the universe. It is

called the Anthropos.

* For an erpanded version ofthese nine episodes, see my article "The Sacred Story ofSophia"
on Metahistory.org. I use the word mythos,literally, "story, account," by contrast to myth,
because a myth is understood in the modern sense to be a falsity or a groundless invention.
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Two: Two divinities (Aeons) among the company of Pleromic gods,

Christos and Sophia, configure the singularity for projection into the

realm of the galactic arms, whe re planetary systems emerge.

Three: The encoded singularity is emanated from the Pleroma into
the realm of "outer chaos" so that it can gradually unfold in emergent

worlds. It nests in a molecular cloud (Orion Nebula) like a pattern of
dew in a spider's web.

Four: Fascinated by what might happen to the Anthropos as it
emerges in a world of its own, the Aeon Sophia absorbs herself in

dreaming, the cosmic process of emanation. But she does so on he r own,

unilaterally, without a counterpart, at variance with the cosmic law of
polarity by which harmony and balance are maintained in the myriad

worlds. Enthralled by the possibilities of the human singularity, the

Anthropos, she drifts away from the Pleroma, departs from the cosmic

center, and plunges into the realm of external, swirling chaos outside the

galactic core.

Five: Sophia's plunge from the Godhead produces an unforeseen

impact in the realm of chaos, spawning a species of inorganic beings, the

Archons. In Sophia's fascination with the Anthropos (human species),

and in her previsioning of how it might evolve, the Goddess did not

anticipate the arising of these weird entities. They represent an anom-

alous or deviant factor that may impinge on the evolution of humanity.

The Archons gather around a central deity, the Demiurge, who falsely

believes he is the creator of all he beholds. The demented god proceeds

to construct a celestial habitat for himself from atomic matter: this is the

planetary system exclusive of the Earth, Sun, and Moon.

Six As the scaffolding of the planetary system arises, a newborn star

emerges from the nebula where the Anthropos is embedded. Owing to

its superior mass, the star causes the emergent planetary system to cohere

around it. It becomes the central sun of the Archontic heaven, a realm of
celestial mechanics dominated by blind, inorganic forces. Sophia shames

the Demiurge by declaring to him that the Anthropos, though yet

unborn, surpasses the Archons in intelligence, for humanity is an ema-

nation of the Pleroma, whereas the Archons arise outside the cosmic

core, without an act of emanation. Witnessing this reprimand, and

shocked by the arrogance of the Demiurge, the newborn star undergoes
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a conversion: it chooses to align with Sophia against the realm of
Archontic forces, i.e., the inorganic planetary field. The fallen goddess

recognizes this choice and produces from herself a daughter in her own

likeness, the life forceZoe, who unites with the sun, the mother star of
the planetary system.

Seven: Sophia morphs into terrestrial form, becoming a planet herself,

but an organic one, sentient and aware: the earth. But the earth is then

captured in the inorganic system of the Demiurge, the realm of celestial

mechanics.

Eighu Sophia's emotions of grief, fear, and confusion transform into

the physical elements of Earth and the biosphere. The terrestrial globe

solidifies and life arises in rampant forms, but Sophia is unable to

manage her progeny. The gods in the Pleroma sense her difficulty and

collectively send the Aeon Christos to intercede and bring order to the

biological diversity of Sophia's world. Upon making this intercession,

the Christos leaves a kind of radiant afterimage in the biosphere, then

recedes from Earth and returns to the Pleroma.

Nine Totally identified with the life-processes of the planet she has

become, Sophia awakens to the world of her solitary dreaming, the

world where a particular strain of humanity emerges from the master

template of the Anthropos and proceeds to live out a divine experiment:

the unfolding of human novelty.

But with novelty comes the risk of deviation. Sophia herself seems to

have deviated from the cosmic order by her enmeshment in the plane-

tary realm, due to her passionate and independent act of dreaming. In

some mysterious way, her "correction" (reorientation to the cosmic

center) may depend on the triple challenge that faces humanity: to find

its evolutionary niche, to stay true to its proper course of evolution, and

to define its role in Gaia's transhuman purposes.

The story of Sophia is ongoing.Its conclusion cannot be written unless

the sacred story is imagined and lived. Unlike the sacred narrative of

fudeo-Christian-Islamic tradition, the mythos does not end with a cata-

strophic event at a particular moment of linear, historical time. The

coevolutionary plot contains no final confrontation between Good and

Evil. Its outcome is not fixed by fate or determined beforehand by a
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supernatural power. Rather, the story of the fallen goddess is the open

framework for timeless involvement in Gaia's transhuman purposes. It
does not deny or discount human purposes as long as these are imagined

in accordance with the larger life complex of the biosphere. Our survival

depends on "a creative fit" into "Herstory." Gaia's law is not survival of

the fittest, but survival of what fits Her purposes, what re sonates to Her

dreaming.

What pleases Her, if you will.

VrsroN TrncnrNcs

Women and men of ancient times who learned and taught the sacred

story of Sophia considered that its ending was to be brought about,

although not entirely determined, by the relationship between the

wisdom goddess and humanity. In one sense Sophia is the savior of
humanity, because she endows the human species with a special power,

epinoia,by which it can realize its unique role in her life-process.Epinoia

is imagination. This is the faculty we need to engage consciously in

Sophia's "correction," the process of her realignment to the cosmic

source from which she drifted by projecting herself into the emergent

human world prematurely and without a consort, a cosmic counterpart.

In other words, Gaia-Sophia depends upon humanity to claim and

evolve its own innate potential so that she can complete her divine

desire: to dream the human world in intimate rapport with those who

inhabit it.

The Goddess dreamed humanity out of the cosmic plenitude, the

Pleroma, and plunged from the cosmic center, turning herself into the

very world where we could become what she imagines. Owing to her

presence in this world divinity can blossom in human spores, the pollen

of the flowering Godhead. The optimal human future is dreaming

Sophia.

We are not the only species in the biosphere, of course, and not the

supreme or superior one by any means. All other species are also inti-
mately involved with Gaia, but in quite different ways than we are

because humanity is deeply and uniquely implicated in both the primal

t6l
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attraction that elicited Sophia's plunge from the Pleroma, and the aber-

ration that resulted from it. The story says that cosmic measures are

underway to assist Sophia with the ordering of her world and compen-

sate for the risk of aberration posed by the Archons. The Apocryphon of

fohn describes the specific act of Pleromic intervention (episode 7) and

Sophia's response to it in close detail:

When the invisible spirit of the Originator had consented, the

divine force poured over her from the whole Pleroma of

Generators, the divine Aeons. For it was not her consort alone

who came to her assistance, but through the Christos the entire

Pleroma came so that she might correct her deficiency. And she

was elevated to above the realm of her offspring, the Lord

Archon, that she might be in the ninth until she has corrected

her deficiency. (II, 1, 14.5-10)

In Mystery language, the Ninth is code for the earth as an organic plan-

etary body distinct from the inorganic planetary system' called the

Hebdomad or the Seventh. In many mythologies throughout the world

nine is the number of the Goddess. Three time s three is the preeminent

signature of feminine divinity. Graves says, "The Triple Muse is woman

in her divine character: the poet's enchantress, the only theme of his

songs."'t'

Considered cosmologically, the Eighth is the sphere of the fixed stars'

the Zodiac. The Apocalypse of Adam (NHC V, 5) contains a long poetic

passage describing thirteen constellations in which the Illuminator
(phoster) "will pass in great glory . . . leaving the living fruits of gnosis."

The text asserts that "those who reflect upon the knowledge of the

Eternal One in their hearts" will receive spiritual enlightenment directly

from the zodiacal realms. This may well have been the realm to which

Gnostic seers looked in order to work out the complex visionary scenario

of the Sophia mythos.

The telestai wrote and talked extensiveiy as part of their educational

work but they also reserved some teachings for oral-only transmission:

"For they will be known up to the cosmic region of the Aeons because

the language they guard concerning the Originator of the Aeons was not
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committed to books, nor was it written" (Apocalvpse of Adam, 85.5).

The Nag Hammadi writings allude to special instruction preserved for
"mind-mandate transmission" like the termas or wisdom treasures of
Nyingma Buddhism."a One type of Gnostic terma, comparable to the

Buddhist "Earth Terma" written in symbolic scripts on scrolls, has sur-

vived in the non-Nag Hammadi text titled the Two Books of feu (Bruce

Codex). The Tibetan tradition of discoveringtermas hidden in rocks is

echoed in the Gnostic text: "For they [these teachings] will be on a high
mountain, upon a rock of truth" (85.10). Another parallel occurs in
Allogenes (NHC XI,3: 68.5-25) where the mystes is instructed to "r,r,rite

down the things that I shall tell you and of which I shall remind you for
the sake of those who are worthy, who are to colne after you. And you

will leave this book upon a mountain and you will abjure the guardian,

'Come Dreadful One."' This recalls the Nyingma tradition of hidden

books guarded by fierce demons until the right person comes along to

discover them.

Buddhist scholar Tulku Thondup notes that a type of terma called
"Pure Vision teachings" is not exclusive to the Nyingm:r sect, which may

allow the possibility of such phenomena outside Tibetan tradition. The

company of the Eighth, also a code narne for the inner core of the

Mystery cell, would have been particularly disposed to read and conceal

certain teachings in the zodiacal realm. Termas have a time-release prop-

erty: They remain in the place of concealment until the appropriate time

comes centuries later for them to be discovered."t For the telesni rhe

realm of the starry zodiac was a cosmic clockface inscribed with
immense, animated images, the constellations, each corresponding to a

world age. Not only could they read the prevalent lessons to be learned

by humanity in each age, encompassing vast periods of time, but they

also had methods of decoding the fine print of the zodtac.In each of the

thirteen images they sarv a coded language that records human poten-

tial, rather in the way that the genetic language 16661615-6nd 1v1i1ss-

the full potentiality of organic life.

Such a capacity to read nature at the cosmic level is typical of shamanic

cultures where stargazrng and divinations were common practices. The

indigenous pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet, Bcin Po, was an ancient lbrm

of shamanism whose adepts specialized in skywatching and astral div-
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ination. The indigenous star wisdom of Bon was taken up into secret

techniques to guide the "awareness principle" after death "so that we

may incarnate by our own powers."'tu This is the origin of the continuity
of reincarnating lamas that persists in Tibetan Buddhism today. It is

more than likely that Mystery adepts could likewise choose and direct
their own incarnation, guided by the long-term patterns they read in the

zodiac.

The widespread evidence of astronomically aligned megaliths and

sacred sites all over Europe proves beyond doubt that indigenous

Europan shamanism was also star-oriented. In his Jeukh Antiquities

(1.68-72), the historian fosephus stated that the Sons of Seth were

regarded by the ancient Hebrews as celestial seers who "discovered the

sciences of the heavenly bodies and their patterns." This wisdom was

thought to have come down from antediluvian times, before the Flood,

and preserved on two tablets or standing pillars in a mythological site

called Seiris. The Mountain of Seir was a holy site for the Children of
Seth, as some Gnostics called themselves.'77 facques Lacarriere also con-

siders sky lore to be the original matrix of the knowledge system of the

Gnostic schools.'7' Such knowledge is certainly the source of the cine-

matic cosmic perspective we encounter in the Sophia mythos.

Irrr DnNIERA ZoDTAC

On the west bank of the Nile just a stone's throw from Nag Hammadi
is Dendera, the site of a magnificent Ptolemaic temple dedicated to

Hathor, the Egyptian Eve. A bas-relief on the roof of a small chapel

there preserves the single intact zodiac surviving from antiquity. Axes in
the intrastructure of the model show that its designers understood the

entire 26,000-year cycle of zodiacal precession. The proximity of this
astronomical treasure to the caves of Nag Hammadi has been over-
looked by scholars, yet it is more rhan likely that the Egyptian codices

originated from the official library of the Dende ra temple , or what was

left of it.

|ust across the river from Dendera are the ruins of an early Coptic
monastery, Thbennisi. At the time the codices were hidden in a cave
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around 345 c.n., the founder of the monastery' the cenobitic monk

Pachomius, had just died. A generation later, the monastery came under

the control of Shenoute of Athribis (348-466), the leading figure in the

Coptic Christian church and a close ally of Cyril of Alexandria, the man

who probably orchestrated the murder of Hypatia. To his dismay,

Shenoute discovered that a small remnant of persecuted Gnostics had

taken refuge in the Temple of Hathor. He wrote to Cyril that the

heretics possessed "books full of abominations" that must surely be

destroyed. Shenoute commanded the Gnostics to renounce their per-

verted beliefs and accept Cyril as their spiritual master. When the

heretics resisted, Shenoute warned them in no uncertain terms: "I shall

make you acknowledge the archbishop Cyril, or else the sword will wipe

out most of you, and moreover those of you who are spared will go into

exile." If anyone wonders what happened to the thousands of teachers

and students of the Mystery Schools of antiquity, here is the answer in

one line. Cyril replied with a clear endorsement of the genocidal imper-

ative, stressing how it demonstrates the efficacy of the One True Faith:

A good many of those who formally practiced magic collected

their books and burnt them publicly, and when the total value

was reckoned up it came to fifty thousand pieces of silver. In

such ways the word of the Lord showed its power, spreading

more and more widely and effectively''70

These lines were written about fifty miles from where the Nag

Hammadi codices were concealed. whoever concealed the codices did

so under the menacing shadow of Shenoute, who "dreamed of freeing

the world from demonic powers by searching temples and private

homes for idols to smash," and, no doubt, books to burn.'to The "violent

and destructive behavior" of this Egyptian abbot was enforced by the

people under his rule at the White Monastery, as many as two thousand

monks and eighteen hundred nuns. Those who practiced the cenobitic

way of life also had a duty to exterminate the Gnostic tradition, root and

branch. One historian described Shenoute's monks as the "shock troops"

of the new Christian movement in that ancient stronghold of the

Mysteries, Egypt."'

165
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The diehard Mystery adepts at Dendera across rhe river were certainly
aware that their sacred legacy of teachings was going to be annihilated.
At the same time they would have known that the star temple where
they took their last stand would endure. It would stand as proof of their
ageless astronomical wisdom and their faith in terma-bke transmission

by use of the cosmic code, the zodiac.
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DREAMTIME PHYSICS

he sacred story of Sophia begins at one moment in endless, meas-

ureless time, but not the first moment of the creation of the

LJniverse. This term (Jniuerse, capitalized, refers to the totality of

galaxies in the immeasurable matrix of space-time. The Universe

already exists when Sophia's story begins, and it has never not been

there. There is no moment when it arose, nor will there ever be a

moment when it ceases to be. There is no big bang in the Gnostic vision,

nor in its Hindu, Tantric, and Buddhist counterparts where emanation

and mirroring are the dynamic principles that operate throughout the

cosmos and within the human psyche: emanation, not creation; mir-

roring, not cause and effect. The Eternal Ground is immutable but the

Universe is inherently unstable, perpetually in flux, its contents ever

changing, morphing, cycling. Life is a mystery of ceaseless, seamless

becoming, a living dream that constantly shifts from one scene to

another, every event pivoting on the timeless moment, Now.

What changes in the Universe is not the power source' but the condi-

tions for the manifestation of that mysterious sourcing power' "Eternity

is in love with the productions of time," said the mystic poet William

Blake. Every moment holds the exciting possibility that a singularity will

emerge from the depths of the Eternal Now' Novelty will appear and

ripple through the manifest worlds.

The Universe arises as a material apparition from a hidden power source,

afoundation atuareness that never discloses itself directly: the Originator. In

Dzogchen the foundation awareness is called rigpa, in Hindu Tantra,

parasamuit,in the Gnostic materials,pronoia. (I cite these parallels, not to dis-

play my dubious erudition, but to stress that Gnostic thought is not a freak,

isolated phenomenon, as most religious scholars take it to be.) Thntric meta-

physical teachings tell us that the innate inclination of the sourcing power is
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to veil itself so that it can appear as orher than what it is. Its self-veiling

power is called maya. Wronely considered to mean illusion, maya is in
reality the power by which the foundation awareness, which stands beyond

time, space, and matter, assumes manifold appearances and acts in time and

space, assuming material form. Paradoxically, it hides in order to be

revealed. The foundation awareness does not confine itself in the acts and

appearances it manifests, but operates through them. The material appari-

tions it produces, including stars, planets, human beings, and microbes, are

real and alive, not illusory. Gnostics did not teach that the material world is
an illusion, but, as we shall see, they warned that there is an iilusionary

factor working in the cosmos and in the human mind, correlatively, that

causes us to misperceive the world order and lose our place in it. This is the

Archontic factor that emerges in episode 4 of the sacred story.

GnIa EvnncnNr

"There is a dream dreaming us," say the Bushmen of the Kalahari. The
Universe is a living dream. The mysterious source of all that happens

plays out its self-veiling, self-mirroring game in billions of stars in billions

of galaxies. The source of the world-process never discloses itself, and,

paradoxically, it seems to be powerless: it does not even do anything to
make the worlds emerge. Instead, it selflessly confers its boundless power

on a vast company of generative forces, called Aeons in Gnostic cos-

mology. Aeon means "god," "cycle," "emanation," "generating power."

There is one supreme Aeon and countless tributary Aeons, one Godhead

and many gods. The One God, the Originaror, gives its power to the

other Aeons, or generators, as the Greek term might be translated. The
Originator-in conventional terms, God, or the Godhead, nor to be con-

ceived, however, as a paternal creator deity-does not create directly, the

way a potter creates a pot. The One God transfers potentiality to the gen-

erators in an act of selfless outpouring. It offers pure, unconditional sin-

gularity so that chance and change can occur in the cosmos.

The generators then follow the example of the Originator: they

receive the singularity and selflessly allow it to unfold all by itself. They
create indirectly by a process comparable to dreaming, rather than by
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hands-on, artifactual production of worlds. They do not create at all,

they emanate. They transmute the formless singularity into the germ of

a formative intent, a discrete emanation. In Hindu Tantra emanation is

called parinamA, an exact parallel to the Greek word aporria, used in the

Second Treatise of the Great Seth: "a single emana tion (aporria) from the

Eternal Ones, the unknowable Aeons, immeasurable and without defi-

nition" (54.18). In restoring the mythos, I take the poetic license of con-

verting Gnostic cosmological language into a term from modern astro-

physics, singularity.

Emanation theory is the descriptive norm in Gnostic cosmology,

Asian metaphysical systems, and native-mind scenarios. It seems to be

the way of describing the cosmos that is most natural to the human

species, by contrast to biblical creationism' which is an entirely different

kind of metaphor, with vastly different implications. Gnostic "creation

myth" should not be so named, because the Sophia mythos presents a

dramatic alternative to nonemanationist scenarios of creation such as

the biblical Genesis story and big bang theory. This is elnergence myth,

nor creation myth.

Among the Australian Aborigines the source of all material appear-

ances is called the Dreamtime. This is not a remote time in the Past' an

origin-point in linear time, but the intensiue dimension of the Eternal

Now. Every sentient being in the world, including inorganic forms such

as rocks and features of the landscape such as mountains, is an anima-

tion of the Dreamlirns-a perpetual, ongoing animation. The

Dreamtime is an event that persists eternally without beginning or end

and supports the constant play of phenomena' When the Dreamtime

comes to expression in particular knowledge and behavior, the

Aborigines refer to the dreaming of the creature who embodies that

knowledge and exhibits that behavior. For instance, the "kangaroo

dreaming" is the summation of the innate knowledge and instinctual

behavior of all kangaroos going back to the Dreamtime ancestors.

The Aboriginal concept of dreaming is close to what science means by

instinct, the genomic program of a species. To be precise, dreaming is the

full narrative of the genome sequence, so it has to be expressed in long

stories, complex plots, mythopoetic sequences' songlines. To the natural

mind dreaming presents a rhythmic form and narrative structure, and it

169
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operates through the interplay of polarities. In the shamanism of the

Shaivite cults of southern India, which present close parallels to Gnostic
"snake-worship," dreaming is "the linga sharira, the sexual body (consid-

ered as the plan or rnodel of a species), which preexists the physical

development of its carrier. It emigrates and evolves. . . . It is character-

ized by a Dharma, a goal to be accomplished."'' Dreaming, capitalized,
can also be used for the creative emanation of the Gnostic Aeons such as

Sophia. Both the Sanskrit parinama and the Greek aporria describe the

act of Dreaming. The essence of this cosmological idea is not evolution,

but emergence. This is also the leading edge of current physical theory,

both in biology and astronomy.

Emanation theory, or Dreamtime physics, as it might be called,

assumes the trendy notion of autopoesis, the self-ordering or self-organi-

zation evident all through terrestrial nature as well as in the cosmos at

large. Lynn Margulis asserts that in Gaian life-processes we are seeing

autopoesis in its most beauteous and complex form. The concept of
autopoesis is central to the new science of complexity, or complexity

thenry, formerly called chaos theory, or stochastics. The term currently

coming into use for this paradigm is emergence: the development of life
and consciousness within a shared matrix in which new elements opti-
mize the integral properties of the whole."'Fractals that display self-sim-
ilar patterns in interesting scales present a way to comprehend the emer-
gent identity or "deep structure" common to cell, organism, and superor-

ganism. Gnostic seers detected in the kaleidoscopic fractal currents of the

galactic 6e1s-1hs sublime choreography of dancing gods-the deep

structure of all life and consciousness in the biosphere. Emergent identity
implies the nonlocality of source and manifestation. "What is here, is

there. What is not here is nowhere," says the Vishvasara Tantra.
The billions of galaxies in the Universe emerge from a primal ground

that manifests through them, revealing, not itself, but the endless novelty

of which it is capable. In all that emerges there is self-ordering and self-

bounding, the two signatures of autopoesis. Each thing that lives is fractally
internested with all that lives. The planet Earth exhibits these two features,

autopoesis and emergent identity, in great and glorious profusion.

We might well ask, How did Gaia get to be autopoetic in the first place I
In episode 1, the Sophia mythos presents a poetic vision of how nouelty
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periodically and unpredictably emerges in the eternal cosmos. All nov-

elty arises from the One that does not arise from anything. (Zen and

Dzogchen teach that our every passing thought arises in the same

manner, from the same source.) Eternal Becoming is constantly stirred

by emergent singularities, allowing something new to happen in the

tighdy patterned, repetitive activities of the myriad worlds. Sophia's

story is about such a singularity. It describes how humanity is implicated

in the Goddess's effort to realize novelty, and integrate it into the time-

less cosmic order.

The spiral galaxy we inhabit is not the (Jniverse entire, it is our local

universe. To tell the story of our universe we need to understand condi-

tionsspecifc to the home galaxy, not cosmic conditions in a general and

abstract sense. This understanding is precisely what Gnostic cosmology

gives us. |acques Lacarriere says that Gnostic seers "presaged and

divined . . . what modern astronomy calls nebulae, spirals, and extra-

galactic clusters.""t Within the vast scope of their vision Gnostic seers

were able to discern the properties and conditions unique to our world

system. To my knowledge, no other metaphysical system presents this

information in just this way. There is, however, a wealth of indigenous

material that corroborates one or another aspect of the Mystery cos-

mology found in the Sophia mythos.

This is how one Gnostic text from Nag Hammadi sets up the back-

ground of Sophia's story, the planetary biography:

All the emanations of the Originator are Pleromas, and the root

of all these emanations is the One that causes them to emerge

from itself, and assigns them their destinies. Each Pleroma is

then manifest autonomously, in order to realize its origin in its

own way (The Gospel of Truth, 41.15-20).

Current science echoes the many-world hypothesis of the Gnostics. The

Hubble photos provide spectacular evidence of the diversity and

dynamics of the myriad galaxies scattered through space-time like glit-

tering seeds. In some mysterious manner, a single unitary presence per-

vades all the galaxies, but within each galaxy are individual Aeons, gods,

divinities. These are not entities as such, but vast currents. The German
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word Geist, "spirit," comes from the Indo-Iranian root ghei, "to move
powerfully.""' The supreme cosmic beings move powerfully: they are

not entities but immense, living currents. The currents surge and circu-
late, merge, divide, subside, and surge again. The gods dance.

The Aeons are not distinct enrities bur currenrs distinguishe dby inten-
sities, the discrete signatures of their flow-force, one could say.r86 The
cosmic gods are coherent units of force, but not point-entities. The ronal
and melodic composition of Rimsky-Korsakoff's symphony
Scheherezade is a single orchestrated movement, yet the symphony, when
played, is anything but a simple, singular unit. Likewise for the Aeons,

which have acoustic and luminal signatures, phenomena that initiates
learned to recognize in repeated sessions of instruction by the Light.
Accomplished adepts identified an Aeon by its signature, a chord or vein
of sound heard clairaudiently, just as a musician or conductor who
knows Scheherezade can recognize the entire symphony from a single
bar. Gnostics attributed ro the Aeon Sophia a parricular signature,

alerting them to the richness and acuity of her intelligence. Wisdom is

her name, her intensity, her flow-signature. Gnostics described the gen-
erators in the Plerom2-in s5116nomical terms, the galactic core-from
firsthand experience of cosmic phenomena in paranormal states.

The goddess Sarasvati of Hindu myrh presents a rype of Sophianic
intelligence. The attributes of Sarasvati contain some clues to the flow-
signature of Sophia. "As Wisdom and Learning, She is the Mother of
Veda, that is, all knowledge touching Brahman and rhe LJniverse.","
"Wisdom" comes from the Indo-European root r.ueid-, source of uidya,

ueda, ouit, related to the Arabic hiftm and the Hebrew cl ocftrnah. The cor-
ruption of the Hebrew rerm gives the Achamoth, a name applied to the
fallen goddess: Sophia Achamoth, the goddess who fell to Earth.

Before the Aeon sophia falls, she participares in a sublime ritual with
the other Aeons in the Pleroma.

TrIp ANrnRopos TBlapr-,crn

In most versions of the Sophia myrhos the fall of the Goddess is inti-
mately linked to the activity of another Aeon, Chrisros, also named for
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its flow-signature, "anointing power." In cosmic terms anointing is the

capacity of an Aeon to morph from a porous, foamlike state into a llu-
idic, dewlike state. Foam is not dew, but imagine foam turning to dew.

That is anointing in the Pleromic domain. The product of anointing,

chrism, is the love sweat of the gods. In the ecstasy of their dancing the

Aeons break into a fragrant sweat, a bright, dewy eruption. This is

anointing at the cosmic level.

Astrophysicists now accept the presence of "molecular dew" in the

galactic arms though not yet at the galactic core, and they are reticent to

assume it can have biological prope rtie s. Theorists of steady-state plasma

cosmology may be approaching a recognition of the foamlike, high-den-

sity, low-mass porosity of Aeonic currents. Plasma cosmology is cur-

rently the best alternative to the big bang fantasia.'" In Tantric and

Gnostic cosmology alike there is far more foreplay than hard-core,

orgasmic sex. This certainly applies to the orgiastic cavorting of the

Aeons in the Pleroma.

The hieros gamos (sacred mating) of Sophia and Christos in the core

region of our galaxy signals the opening event of the Sophia mythos.

Between them they shape or configure the singularity offered by the

Originator. The Greek word anthropor means "humanity," or more pre-

cisely, "the human template." Anthropos is gender-neutral' distinct

from the gender-specific words andros, "male" and gyne, "female."

Anthropos is the Gnostic name for the cosmic matrix of the human

species, the preterrestrial human genome. The Sophia mythos assumes

a version of "directed panspermia," the theory introduced by Nobel

Prize-winning Swedish chemist Svante Arrhenius around 1900 and

accepted, in various forms, by astronomer Fred Hoyle, Nobel biologist

Francis Crick (codiscoverer with James Watson of the structure of
DNA), Lynn Margulis, and many other leading minds of our time.r8e

Coming together to encode or configure the Anthropos, Sophia and

Christos act in a manner consistent with cosmic law, "for it is the will of
the Originator not to allow anything to happen in the Pleroma apart

from a syzygy" (A Valentinian Exposition 36.25-30). Syrygy is an odd

Greek word used by astronomers to denote the conjunction of celestial

bodies. The Originator wills that all activity in the Pleroma be accom-

plished by paired Aeons, coupled gods, but this is not a rigid rule, and it

r/t
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is not enforced. In the case of the Sophia-Christos syzygy thar encodes

the Anthropos, the will of the Originator is observed. Once it has been

configured by the ritual dance of the coupled Aeons, the singulariry is

ready to be projected into manifestation in the cosmos at large.

What next occurs in the Pleroma is a collective acr, the collaboration
of all the Aeons, not just Sophia and Christos acring as a distinct pair. In
episode 3, the entire company of Pleromic gods unites in a choral dance

to project the encoded singularity into manifesration. They seed it in the

outer cosmos, the galactic limbs turning like a vast carousel around the

Pleromic hub. The singularity nesrs in a nebular cloud. Although the

language here is mythic, or mythopoetic, the description can be read as

applying to the inner dynamics of the Galaxy. The mvth clearly suggests

astrophysical processes yet unknown ro science, but perhaps beginning
to be glimpsed in plasma physics, complexity rheory, and the new vision
of emergence.

Pleroma means "fullness," "plenum," "plenitude." The galactic vor-
tices are all variations of a chalice form, a flattened torus with a central
core (the galactic bulge) and a surrounding disc (the spiral arms). The
hub of a galaxy, its Pleroma, is counterbalanced by the flat carousel

structure, the spinning armature, called the Kenoma, "deficiency,"

"formless realm." The Pleroma is a fullness, infinite potential that out-
pours itself into the realm of "deficiency," finite potential. In the

Pleroma all possibility is complete, all is fulfilled, evolved ro its fullest
potential. Pleromic gods like Sophia can only giue of themselues, selflessly,

without affecting what they emanare or imposing themselves upon the
conditions they set up in the Kenoma. The selfless outpouring of the
Pleromic gods is a key theme of Sophianic cosmology. It is also the
model of human generosity.

The Kenoma, the carousel armature of a galaxy, is the realm of chaos

where finite, bounded potential develops. It is composed of dark ele-

mentarv matter arrays (dema), atomic and subatomic fields, including
organic elements, grains or spores of life. Suns are born in the galactic
arms and planetary systems emerge there. On some of the planets
organic life unfolds, but the origin of life cannor, ir seems, be located on
the planet 

'r,here 
it arises. Nobel laureare Francis Crick, one of the dis-

coverers of the structure of DNA, argues that, owing to its over-
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whelming complexity, life on Earth must have been seeded from else-

where in the cosmos. Lynn Margulis, coauthor of the Gaia hypothesis,

also accepts the possibility that microscopic life-forms (propagules) can

rnigrate freely through interstellar space. The universe is a dusty place,

and some of the dust is organic residue. That emergent life on planets in

the carousel arms of a galaxy originates in the center of the galaxy, as

described in episode 3, is not yet recognized by science. This theory will
be unacceptable as long as scientists cannot imagine that the core of a

galaxy is a vortex of superorganic forces, alive and aware, but this is the

Gnostic vision of the Ple romas.

In Thntric cosmology, the composition of the Kenoma is called adrista,

"residue." It is, as science tells us, stardust that remains from previous

cycles of evolution, cycles without a beginning or end.

Now the Eternity (which is absolute Truth) has no shadow out-

side it, for it is a limitless light where all is within and nothing is

without. But at its exterior is shadow, which has been called

darkness. From the darkness arises a force without form. This is

the shadow realm of limitless chaos. From this realm, every kind

of divine emanation emerges, including the world we inhabit,

for whatever happens in chaos is previously implanted there by

what produces it (On the Origin of the World 98.20-30).

Here the language of the Mystery experience plays into the cosmological

scenario. The galactic core is a spinning vortex of Organic Light, a

radiant substance that might be compared to soft, luminous nougat. It
casts no shadow. Darkness belongs to the exterior regions of the galactic

mill wheel, the Kenoma. The residue of previous worlds is continually

recycled and reprocessed in the massive armature of the spinning

carousel. Whatever develops in the Kenoma was implanted there by

Pleromic 6p2n21i6n-including humanity itself, or various strains of
humanity. and other species.

A striking parallel to the stalk of light in the Gnostic narrative occurs

in the Japanese myth of creation where paired sky gods, or Kami, project

a "|ewel-Sky-Spear" from the cosmic center into the waters of primor-
dial chaos.'nu The image of cosmic fertilization in the galactic limbs
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occurs in Egyptian mythology where the sky goddess Nut, curved into
an oval, carries the constellations of the zodiac encoded on her body.'n'

Cosmic embryonic imagery occurs in almost all high-culture cosmolo-

gies and universally in indigenous or "primitive" lore.

The text called On the Origin of the World (NHC II, 5) describes the

boundary of the Pleromic core, called menix, hymen, stauros, or horos.

Remaining in the core, Aeons can emanate into the arms, the realm of
formless chaos, but they do not pass over into those regions. The opales-

cent stalk of light projected by the collectivity of Aeons may be com-

pared to a klieg light shining through the wall of a white canvas tent.

The beam of light passes through the walls, but the source of the beam

remains inside the tent. Gnostics texts explain that these two primary

conditions, Aeonic pairing and bounded emanation, are set by the

Originator. They are cosmic laws but they are not enforced, so excep-

tions are possible.

Sophia is one ofthose exceptions.

DrvrNE DEsrnE

Astrophysicists now recognize that our galactic core has a central "yolk"
and a distinct bounding region like the porous wall of a living cell. The
worlds that emerge beyond the bounding membrane have autopoetic or

self-ordering properties because they have been emanated by the Aeons,

but they are neither created nor managed by them. Life in the living
cosmos is autonomously self-ordering, and so too is our home planet.

The self-ordering properties imparted to matter by the Pleromic divini-
ties are usually left to run their own course. This applies for many

worlds, but there are exceptions.

Episode 4 ofthe sacred story contains a pivotal event. It describes how
Sophia does not remain detached from the future prospects of the

Anthropos. The power of divine desire is called enthymesis in the
Gnostic texts. This word is related to thymus, the organ at the center of
the chest. In ancient Greece the human soul was envisioned as a but-
terfly, psyche, attached to the body at the thymus. The Greek thumon

probably derived from the tootthuein, "to burn," "to smoke," "to sacri-
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fice." Sophia's enthymesis is a burning desire that engulfs her like smoke,

separating her from the rest of the Aeons. The attraction seizes the

Goddess and spontaneously evokes the complex energetic response typ-
ical of an Aeon, the surge of sublime, superanimating power-
Dreaming.

177
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THE INSANE GOD

f n a spectacular surge of desire, the Aeon Sophia plunges from the

I galactic core. Her adventure continues with one of the most btzarre
events in the sci-fi cosmology of the Gnostics: the emergence of an alien
species, the Archons.

To be compelled by her solitary passion and fall out of the Ple roma-
such is the unique fate of the goddess Sophia. In episode 4, the Gnostic
myth recalls the many accounrs in myth and folklore of a female deity
who falls from heaven or becomes embodied in the earth. For instance,

the Thompson Indians of the American Northwest recount this story:

At first Kujum-Chantu, rhe earth, was like a human being, a

woman with a head, and arms and legs, and an enormous belly.

The original humans lived on the surface of her belly [The
legend recounts how the Old One] transformed the sky woman

into the present earth. Her hair became the trees and grass; her

flesh, the clay; her bones, the rocks; and her blood, the springs

of water.r'2

Such parallels (many others could be cited) show that Gnostic cosmology
is deeply rooted in indigenous wisdom and reflects a sophisticated ver-
sion of the native sense for life on earth. The Sophia mythos describes

the preexistence of Sophia in the Pleroma and her role in projecting the
Anthropos. It also describes in great detail the aberrant side effect of her
plunge and its enduring implications for humanity. To my knowledge
these elements of the Gnostic emanationist narrative are unique and
exceptional.

In episode 4 ofthe sacred story Sophia undergoes the act ofseparation
that will lead to her morphing into the very world previsioned in her
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Dreaming. Yet before that world, our blue-and-white marbled planet,
emerged into material form, a momentous and unanticipated event took
place in the galactic arms. In the region of the dema, the dense elemen-

tary matter arrays, Sophia's plunge produced what might be called a

splatter effect. In a way she could nor foresee in her Dreaming, she

induced a cosmic anomaly, a freak event that sets up brzarre conditions

for the later emergence of the earth.

DrvrnNrEo Dnrry

Sophia exceeds the normal limits of Pleromic emanation when the sweet

compulsion of divine desire causes her to fix her Dreaming on a world
to come, a world that did not exist when she envisioned it. And then she

herself becomes that very world! What tremendous vision the Mystery

seers had, and what compassion they must have felt for the plight of the

fallen goddess. It must have taken generations of disciplined paranormal

investigation and creative collaboration to work out the Sophia mythos.

To picture what she saw, they had to enter the Dreaming-as we, like-

wise, might do. Imagine the Anthropos template as a splotch of molec-

ular dew deposited in the dema,like a patch of colored breath on an

obsidian mirror. Such splotches exist, called galactic nebulae. The most

prominent example in our galaxy is the Great Nebula in Orion, M 42,

visible to the naked eye. Such nebulae are known to be cradles of srar-

birth where massive suns are born in inconceivable explosions. The pos-

sibility that nebulae could also harbor weblike membranes of organic

compounds, i.e., templates for life, is now regarded as plausible by some

astrophysicists, as we have noted.

Once she plunges, Sophia descends into the region of the galactic

nebula where the Anthropos template is deposited, but nor into the

nebula itself. The interstellar space of the galactic arms is a field of ele-

mentary matter, the derna, called quantum foam by physicist Paul Dirac.

Normally a Pleromic current of liquid light, with its properties of high
porosity, low mass, and superanimating force, does not surge directly
into the dema. When Sophia hits that region, her impact produces an

extraordinary effect. What happens then is the weirdest evenr in Gnostic
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cosmology, perhaps in any cosmology so far produced by human imagi-
nation. The "high strangeness" of the Sophia mythos has warranted
scholars like Richard Smith to compare Gnostic materials ro "that most
visionary of our modern literary genres, science fiction."''3 Indeed,

Gnostic cosmology is a kind of rheological science fiction.

When the Aeon Sophia pours into the dema, the realm of deficiency

gets a big surprise. The dema is chaotic, not organized into coherenr

forms or organic worlds, but under the impact of the autopoetic, ani-
mating force of the Aeon, it becomes instantaneously organized. Aeonic

Dreaming, the source of cosmic order, affects matter so that it becomes

self-ordering. This is precisely what happens with the dema, but in an

anomalous, premature manner, because Sophia's plunge does not follow
the usual order of cosmic process. The text called the Hypostasis of the

Archons describes this bizarre situation (II, 4: 93.30 ff., my glosses in
brackets).

A veil exists between the world above [in the galactic core], and

the realms that are below [exterior, in the galactic limbs]; and

shadow came into being beneath the veil. Some of the shadow

[dark mass] became [atomic] marter, and was projected apart

[partially formed into elementary arrays, the demal. And what
Sophia created [by her impact] became a product in the matter

Ithe demal, [a neonate form] hrte an aborted ferzrs. And [once
formed] it assumed a plastic shape molded out of shadow, and

became an arrogant beast resembling a lion. It was androgy-

nous, because it was from [neutral, inorganic] matter that it
derived.

The Aeon Sophia is a living, self-aware current of immense magnitude.
By contrast, the matter in the derna is relatively inert, nor inherently alive
or awake, yet it has the potential for a kind of pseudolife, a simulacrum
of biological existence. Episode 4 challenges us to imagine that the super-

animating power of Sophia's Dreaming causes a spectral life-form to
spring up in the dema.

Gnostics taught that the Archons are an imitation life-form, a mimic
species. Sophia's impact produces the bizarre horde of elementals, as
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they are called in kabbalistic lore derived from Gnostic teachings known
to Palestinian fews. Archons is from Greek archai, "in the beginning,"
"prior." I have explained this rerminology already, but it is worth
repeating in order to emphasize that the Archons arise prematurely-
hence the analogy to an aborrion or miscarriage in the Nag Hammadi
texts. This anomalous species comes into existence prior to the time
when the earth emerges by direct transformation of Sophia's own divine
substance. Archons are Sophia's offspring, in a sense, but in an entirely
different way than humanity and other organic species are. They do not
emerge from her divine substance, Organic Light, but from the derna.

They are a freak species of inorganic composition, but they are alive and

conscious in their own way.

At first the Archons have no habitat. They swarm around like an

insect colony blown savagely across interstellar space, sucked toward

Sophia's currents and repulsed again. Since they were not initially pro-
jected from the Pleroma, they lack autopoetic encoding. They have no

innate intentionality, ennoia. Archons present an extra-Pleromic phe-

nomenon, a cosmic aberration, anomia. Their emergence from the {reld

of primal matter is premature, so they are compared to an aborted fetus.

The body form of the Archon resembles a premature fetus. This is pe r-
haps the most bizarre, arresting image in Gnostic materials. The Archon
legion of embryonic insectoid forms attaches itself to Sophia like an

infestation of swarming lice. The cosmic miscarriage of the Goddess will
have extenuating consequences for humanity.

The high strangeness of episode 5 continues. From the Archon legion

emerges a second form, a mutation called the draftonic type in the NHC.
The Apocryphon of |ohn says that Sophia herself caused a leader or
master entity to emerge among the Archons.

And Sophia desired ro cause the thing that had no innate spirit

of its own to be formed into a likeness and rule over primal

matter and over all the forces she had precipitated. So there

appeared for the first time a ruler out of chaos, lion-like in

appearance, androgynous, having an exaggerated sense of
power within him, and ignorant of whence he came to be.

(NHC II,5: 100.1-10)

t8l
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This entity, called the Demiurge, is a weird, frightening mutation,
"having a lion-like body with the head of a draftona, a reptile" (Berlin

Codex 37.2-25). Two types of Archons, a neonate or embryonic type, and

and the draconic type, are not elaborately described in the surviving

materials. They are indicated with the utmost brevity, but clearly enough

to give the idea that something very bizarre is happening. The leonine-

reptilian Archon, who is also called Yaldabaoth, is dominant and aggres-

sive compared to the more passive Archons whose form resembles a pre-

maturely born fetus. Although the "chief Archon"is androgynous, it rap-

idly assumes a markedly male, macho posture. He now takes charge of
the extraordinary situation produced by Sophia's plunge, or at least he

tries. At the conclusion of episode 5, the Demiurge proceeds to create a

habitat for himself in the vastness of the galactic arms.

Vrnruu FIEnvrN

Gnostics taught that the Demiurge cannotreally create anything because

he lacks the power of intention proceeding from the Pleroma and ulti-
mately based in the Originator. Archons cannot originate anything, but

they can imitate, copy, duplicate. Their mimetic capacity is called phan-

tasia to distinguish it from the real-life, animating power of the Aeons,

called ennoia. Yaldabaoth is called rhe antimimon pneuma, "the counter-

feiting spirit" in the Apocryphon of ]ohn and other cosmological texts.

The celestial mansions he contrives are called stereoma, a stereometric

projection like the holograph of a living thing. The holographic image

is not alive but it can represent or copy somerhing that is. Using the

Coptic word HAL, "simulation," Gnostic cosmological texts explain

that the many-mansioned heaven of the Demiurge is a virtual cosmos, a

virtual reality (VR) world.* Although he sees the superanimated pat-

terns of the Pleroma only as static, fossil-like forms, not fluid, alive,

dancing forms, the Demiurge borrows enough sense of order to model

his world, a habitat for the drone Archons.

*The Coptic language is written in Greek lerrers using exclusively capitals. In the rare
instances where Coptic words are cited, I will follow the convention of puning them in cap,
ital letters to approximate how they appear in the surviving Gnostic texts.
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The Lord Archon organized everyrhing in his world according

to the model of the primary Aeons, given for him to see that he

might recreate them. Not because he had seen rhe imperishable

Aeons [by his own power], but by the power in him taken from
his Mothe r, that allowed him to produce by likeness
(Apocryphon of |ohn II 32.30-33.5).

The cosmos of the Archons is not a viable human habitat, and cannot be.

It is not the possible world Sophia previsioned in the Dreaming that pre-
cipitated her plunge. So the myrh reaches us, and the myth is true in
physical tenns. We do not inhabit the planetary sysrem as a whole, we

inhabit the earth exclusively. The Archons who inhabit the planetary
system are aliens in our realm. Yaldaboath's world is merely a simulation
(Coptic HAL) of the dancing, scintillating mandalas in rhe Pleroma, not
a genuine emergent world like ours, pervaded with potential for novelty,

innovation, chance, and change. The clockwork cosmos of the planets

simulates "the model of the primary Aeons." The planerary system is

organtzed by geometric and cyclic lar.vs that reflecr divine life, but the

system itself is not alive, not organic. On Earth the living, animating
qualities of the Pleroma inform all things.

The Archontic stereoma is certainly one of the more difficult features of
Gnostic cosmology to understand. Many elemenrs in the Sophia mythos

reflect indigenous myth, as we have noted. Yet episode 5 contains some

baffling elements that cannor easily be reconciled with scientific under,
standing-not yet, anyway. The eruption of an inorganic species in inter-
stellar space is one instance. It is difficult to imagine how any life-form can

arise without a habitat from which ro arise. Another factor of the mythos

that may cause the modern mind to balk is the Gnostic assertion rhat

Earth does not belong to the planetary system but is merely caprured in ir.
Thestereoma of the Demiurge is the planetary system exclusive of the Sun,

Moon, and Earth. These three bodies make up an independent cosmos.

Earth, Sun, and Moon form a symbiotic system enclosed on itself and
dynamically distinct from the clockwork mechanism of the other planets.

Outrageous as this notion may appear, it is consistent with the leading
edge of scientific thought. Physicist Jim Yorke, who coined the term
"chaos," observes: "We tend to think that science has explained everything
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when it has explained how the moon goes around the earth. But the idea

of a clocklike universe has nothing to do with the real world."'no

An obscure cosmological text from Nag Hammadi is titled
Trimorphic Protennoia, "three-formed original intention." I take this to

be arcane jargon for the three-body system previsioned in Sophia's

Dreaming before her plunge. If the Archons had not arisen when she

crashed into the dema, she might have produced a planetary system con-

sisting of mother star, earth, and moon. The trimorphic protennoia is con-

sistent with Gaia theory, if we assume that the sun and moon are inti-
mately engaged in the operations of life within the terrestrial biosphere.

They are "off-planet" but integral parts of the Gaian ecosystem.

We inhabit a three-body cosmos.'o' Sophia is essentially the matriarch

of a single-parent family-a single-planet goddess, if you will. But she

relies on the support of the surrogate parents, sun and moon, to manage

her terrestrial brood. In terms of current astrophysical knowledge of the

existence of many earthlike planets, and the many variations of plane-

tary systems known to be out there in our galaxy, such a three-body

world is totally feasible.

Our imaginative powers may be severely tried by some aspects of the

Sophia mythos, especially in episode 5, but it would be a shame to be put

off from continuing to contemplate this sublime scenario. Gnosis is a
way of knowing in which the knower is intimately engaged with the

matters known. To contemplate the sacred story is to become implicated

in it If we have difficulty with the cosmology of the Archons, it may be

precisely because we are implicated in it in ways we have yet to under-

stand. Such, at least, is how a Gnostic teacher would perhaps have

addressed our difficulties at this point.

Coslrrc Mrsrarn

Let's recall that the Archontic realm is the setting for an act of cosmic

madness:

Now when the outer heavens had been consolidated along with
their forces and all their administration, the Demiurge became
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insolent. And he was honored by an army of angels who gave

blessing and honor to him. And for his part he was delighted

and boasted to them, "Lo, I have no need of anyone else, no

other gods." He said, "It is I who am god, and no others exist

apart from me." (On the Origin of the World, 103.1-15)

Arrogant by nature, the Demiurge deems himself to be at the center of
creation, lord of all he beholds. Gnostic rexrs state plainly that
Yaldabaoth is insane, a demented god, or imposter deity. The Demiurge
is indeed a sort of god, a cosmic entity in his own right, but he is not a
Pleromic Aeon. He is a self-deified inorganic phanrom deluded about

his own identity. This is not meant as a figure of speech or a myrholog-
ical trope. Not by a long shot, for the Gnostic materials clearly show that
the adepts of the Mysteries perceived Yaldabaoth and the Archons as

real, physically existent inhabitants of our planetary sysrem, who
wrongly attempt to penetrate the biosphere.

God exists, but he is insane. And he works againsr humanity. Such is

the startling message carried in the Sophianic vision of the Mysteries.

Gnostics warned that we coexist in a planetary system with a demented

entity who can access our world through our minds. Sophia's "son" is a

problem child, to say the least. The problems the Demiurge poses for
humanity have barely begun to be realized.

The Archontic heaven is said to be anomou, "anomalous," because it
results from Aeonic action outside the Pleroma. Let's recall the variant

of this terrn, anomia, applied ro rhe discussion of the Palestinian

redeemer myth in part l. The anomaly in the outer cosmos that has

caused the organic earrh to be captured in the inorganic planetary
system has definite effects in the human psyche as well. Gnostics taught
that the strategy of the Archons ts apaton, "ruse," "deception." The
Apocryphon of John says that the delight of the Archons is to deceive, ro

have us perceive their world as other than it is, and to misperceive our
own world. The Coptic word SOREM, "error," "deviation," defines the

Gnostic motif for the Archons whose emergence in the cosmic order is

called "the generation of error." The corresponding Greek word,plane,
means "error," "going astray."

Gnostics warned of the paramounr danger posed by the side effect of
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Sophia's plunge: humanity maybe be deviated from its proper course of
development. It will miss its chance for novelty and fail to define its

unique evolutionary niche in the Gaian ecosystem. It is as if the presence

of the Archons in the planetary system sets up a deviant field that dis-

torts human thinking. "The world system we inhabit came about due to

a mistake," says the Gospel of Phiiip from Nag Hammadi. This may be

one ofthe strangest notions ever proposed.

It may also be one of the most essential truths we need to master' both

in physical and psychological terms, to ensure our survival as a species.
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THE PASSION OF SOPHIA

-Tth. presence of the Archons in the cosmos at large and their effect

.L;pon the human mind was the centralconcern of the Gnostic seers.

The Levanti ne gnostoftoi were specialists in the detection of extrahuman,

deviant forces. In a word, they were parapsychologists; or, to put it oth-
erwise, psychic detectives. At the same timc they we re accomplished cos-

mologists. Nothing they saw in the cosmos, none of the wonders they

observed in heightened perception-or hyperception, as it might be

called-were remote and removed from the human dimension. In all

their theorizing and researches they observed a supreme guiding prin-
ciple: As without, so within.

To see in cosmic events the actional mirroring of psychological

processes-such is the psycltocosmic parallelism typical of the Gnostic

mind and method. I use the neologism actional to indicate that the mir-
roring is a real action, both enacted and interactive, not rnerely a matter

of passive or static reflection. The Gnostics' deep insight into the paral-

lelism of psyche and cosmos was not a game of fungian correspondences,

a mere play of analogies or symbolic transpositions. The practice of
Gnosis was a way of apprehending directly the existentiai reality of the

cosmos, and participating in how the cosrnos acts within the human

psyche. The Sophia mythos can be a fiame fr,rr deep ecological learning,

extending even to the extraterrestrial realm, if we are willing to accept

that we are actionally implicated in everything the narrative describes.

Humanity is part of the solution to Sophia's plight, but not only that.

As the mythos unfolds it becomes ever more obvious that we as a species

are also part of the explanation for her plight. The way we describe

Sophia's dilemma may ultimately determine the way we can describe

our own role in the symbiotic weave of life.
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THr RnpnNr,qNr SuN

When the Archons emerge from the chaos of the galactic limbs, the

Anthropos is still incubating in the nearby nebula (episode 5). Sophia has

not yet morphed into the planet where humanity will emerge. Yet the

future experience ofour species, the earthbound strain ofthe Anthropos,

has already been affected by our alien cousins. Archontic deception,

focused in the dementia of the Demiurge, will eventually infect human

consciousness and deviate the life-process on earth. But even as this

threat arises, other events in the cosmos are unfolding that will deter-

mine how humanity can face and overcome the menace of the Archons.

Episode 6 of the sacred story describes how, even while the scaffolding

of planetary systems takes form, a newborn star emerges from the neb-

ular cloud where the Anthropos is embedded. The star is not produced

by Sophia's agitation of the dema, but through other processes that

unfold independently, and continually, in the galactic limbs. Due to the

superior mass of the stellar body, the celestial mansions of the Demiurge
(the proto-planetary disk, in astronomical terms) rapidly gravitate to the

newborn star and assume circular paths around it, rather in the way that

iron filings form a symmetrical pattern when sprinkled on a sheet of
paper placed over a magnet. Now the emergent planets move in fixed

orbits, but the earth is not yet part of this system. The arrogant

Demiurge declares himself to be the sole god in the cosmos, lord and

master of all he surveys.

To reprimand the Archons, Sophia invokes the image of Anthropos

nested in the Orion Nebula. She declares that the potential of the

Anthropos is superior to the Archons, and predicts that humanity, when
it emerges, will defeat all the works of the Demiurge. Witnessing this

declaration, Sabaoth, the newborn star at the center of the Archontic
world, undergoes a conversion and consecrates her mighty forces to
Sophia. In effect, the mother star revolts against the rule of the inorganic

planetary forces and aligns with the organic world that is to emerge with
Sophia's complete metamorphosis into the earth. The fallen Goddess

recognizes this choice and produces from herself a divine emanation in
her own likeness, the life force Zoe, who joins her forces with the sun,

the mother star of the planetary system.
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All of which is quite a lot to handle, needless to say. This is one of the

great cinematographic moments in the Sophia mythos. The drama of
the repentant sun is a rich, elaborate episode, but perhaps not as mytho-

logically obscure as it might first appear to be. Granted, the "high

strangeness" of Gnostic myth really gets rolling with these events. After
the astonishing assertion that Earth does not belong to the planetary

system, but is merely captured in it, we are faced with another mind-

boggling proposition: the Sun, the central star of our solar system, is a

conscious being that aligns to Earth and stands against the rest of the

planets in the system. Sabaoth "repents" and sides with the Aeon Sophia,

who is gradually undergoing a profound metamorphosis of her own as

these cosmic e vents transpire.

What are we to make of the conversion of Sabaothf Outrageous, you

sayl Unbelievable? Sheer mythological nonsensel Perhaps, but doesn't

this episode come in some ways quite close to what Gaia theory is

telling usl

By now, after some thirty years, the story of how the Gaia hypothesis

originated has almost passed into planetary folklore. Working at

NASAs |et Propulsion Laboratory in the 1970s, fames Lovelock was

given the task of determining if life could exist on Mars. To do so he

compared the atmospheric composition of Mars and other planets with
that of Earth. The hypothesis emerged in the course of Lovelock's con-

versations with colleague Dian Hitchcock, leading them to understand

how the terrestrial atmosphere is anomalous relative to the rest of the

planetary system. Here is an assertion from the Sophia mythos, restated

and transposed into modern coslomogical theory.

The differences between Earth and the rest of the planetary system are

huge, and make life on our home planet possible. The primary "anom-

alies" involved here are three: the state of atmospheric disequilibrium

that keeps oxygen at around 2l percent, the constancy ofsalinity in the

sea at around 3 to 5 percent, and the close temperature range of the bios-

phere despite a huge 30 percent increase in the heat ofthe sun since the

earth was formed 4.32 billion years ago. A Gnostic would say that these

anomalies are precisely due to the earth being an organic world autopo-

etically maintained by its indwelling divinity, the Aeon Sophia. Earth is

everything that the other planets are not.
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Of the three distinctive anomalies, the third is of course the most rel-

evant to the drama of the repentant sun. The central star of our system

is thought to be like a huge blast furnace bursting with hydrogen and

metallic elements in a fantastic fiery meld. It discharges immense waves

of heat and radiation, yet when the solar emanations reach Earth they

are so carefully measured that they hold steady within the small range

that permits life in the biosphere to emerge and flourish. A tiny fluctua-

tion of solar input during the millions of years when the sun's tempera-

ture rose by 30 percent could have easily burned up the earth many times

over.

The mother star is indeed benevolently disposed toward our home

planet.

Two-Souncr Holocnnvr

In the perspective of the Sophia mythos, "anomaly" is a double entendre.

It refers in one sense to the home planet standing apart from the rest of
the planetary system, but it also means that the planetary system irz ir.t

entirety is an anomaly. "The world we inhabit came about through a

mistake," says the famous one-liner from The Gospel of Philip (NHC II,
3:75.5). The mistake is not our world per se, not the planet Earth, but the

inorganic scaffolding of the planetary system where Earth is captured.

In the trimorphic protennoia, Sophia's original Dreaming of a world
where the Anthropos would emerge and demonstrate its singularity, the

Goddess imagined a three-body system, but this is not how our world
turned out. It is entirely conceivable, however, that a planetary system

could consist of one sun, the central star, and one planet with a moon.

On Earth we live in two systems at once: the terrestrial and the plan-

etary, or extraterrestrial. This fact of science is clearly prefigured in the

sacred cosmology, but for Gnostic perception it is not only a fact of sci,

ence. Consistent with psychocosmic parallelism, this situation has

actional effects within human experience. It affects how we live and

think in an intimate manner. The planetary system exclusive of the Sun,

Earth, and Moon (which is Earth's satellite, not actually a planet) is the

realm of the Archons, an extraterrestrial species whose corporeal and

j
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mental makeup depend on inorganic chemistry. The Archons are really

out there, residing in the planetary clockworks,and they also exist in our

minds, as part of the rvay we think and perceive. (For further reflections

on the troubling issue of the Archons, see chapter 21.)

In the brilliant metaphor of science fiction writer Philip K. Dick, who

was deeply influenced by Gnostic ideas, human reality is a tuo-source

hologram. It is as if one hologram of a setting, such as a castle, were

superimposed over another hologram of a different setting, say, an elab-

orate tree house, and we live in the merge. The three-body system of
Sophia's original Dreaming exists, for her Dreaming persists even as she

herself is deeply immersed in it, embodied in the earth. But at the same

time we live in the setting of the planetary system, the clockwork cosmos

of blind mechanics. Gnostics taught that the planetary setting isa deuiant

field that distorts our PercePtion of Gaian dynamics. Granted, this is not a

notion we can easily grasp, or even accept for reflection. It is truly

arcane, a steep challenge to analysis and imagination.

It could be said that we are being tested by this part of the mythos to

see if we can understand the merge of the Archontic mind with our

own. How can we detect subliminal effects that disguise themselves in

the routine operations of mind and imaginationl If Gnostics were

indeed experts in the cognitive and noetic sciences and adepts at para-

psychology, as I believe they were, they would have cultivated such

detection to a fine art. We can perhaps learn to do the same, for the

cosmic situation we face may force the task upon us. In any case, it helps

enormously to have the metaphor of Philip K. Dick as a conceptual aid.

Gnostic cosmology is dualistic, but not in the same way as the cos-

mology of Zoroaster-Persian duality, discussed above in connection

with the rise of fewish theocracy. I-et's recall that the religious doctrine

of Persian duality, absorbed by the Hebrews during the Babylonian

Captivity, posits the opposition of Good (Ahura Mazda) versus Evil
(Ahriman) at the cosmic level. This is absolute duality. It assumes a split

in the Godhead, in the divine realm, at the one source of all that exists.

Hence it may be called split-source duality.It may also be calledsingle-

source duality because it assumes that good and evil have the same origin.

due to a split at the source, in the Godhead-an idea flatly refuted by

Gnostics. In their protest against Christianity, Gnostics opposed
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christian theology and dualist ethics based on the fewish norion of a

wrathful, punishing father god who was also, believe it or not, the source
of divine love.

Split-source duality is not what the sophia mythos presents, however.
It is of the utmosr importance to distinguish Persian split-source duality
from the two-source duality of Gnostic teachings. In the Gnostic view
there is no split in the Pleroma and consequently there is no absolute
opposition of Good and Evil. In facr, Gnostics did not characterize the
problem posed by the Archons in terms of evil at all. They framed it in
terms of error. They taught that we come to understand how evil arises
in the world by tracing the working of error, the Archontic factor. The
appearance of the Archons in the cosmic scenario of terrestrial forma-
tion is called "the generation of error."

Two-world duality has profound ethical and psychological implica-
tions, utte rly different from those of split-source duality. The clementine
Recognitions, a fourth-century collection of anecdotes that illustrate theo-
logical arguments, describes how christian converrs who argued with the
Gnostic Simon Magus were outraged by his insistence that good and evil
do not come from the same source, as they believed. This issue was a

flashpoint of Gnostic heresy. It drew enormous hostility toward Mystery
initiates who denied that evil in the human world could have a divine,
transhuman origin. This argument infuriated early christians who fol-
lowed the theological doctrines of the |ews, who, in turn, had assimilated
Persian duality. The Qumranic materials state over and over again that
the Lord God sends evil into the world, as well as good. If the same
omnipotent parental deity is the source of good and evil, there must be a

split at the source, Gnostics argued: God must be schizophrenic.
christians and fews alike deeply resented the Mystery adepts for

pointing out that a deity of infinite goodness would not introduce evil
into the world. Gnostics not only demonstrated the logical absurdity of
the Persian view, they had an explanation of evil to offer in place of it.
But to christians and fews alike all this arcane business about the
Archons was weird, convoluted, and difficult to follow worst of all, it
looked like an insult to their God, depriving him of omniporence. Borh
christians and Jews took it as the supreme insult when Gnostics
informed them that their creator was a demented alien named
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Yaldabaoth. Initiates who came forth from the Mystery sanctuaries to

deliver that particular message to the world at large paid heavily for the

disclosure.

Two-world duality does not just occur in the planetary system, it
inheres in the very nature of material existence. Abiogenesis is the name

geologists give to "the development of living organisms from non-living

matter; as in the supposed origin of life on Earth" (Oxford Dictionary of
Earth Sciences, 2003 edition). The reality of life is that organic forms

seem to be seated upon an inorganic infrastructure. Paradoxically, life

seems to have both an inorganic and an organic origin. Reduce proteins

and polypeptide chains to their elemental components and you get into

the realm of inorganic chemistry, Archon territory. Gaia theory often

dances right on the fine, rubbery ridge between organic and inorganic

chemistry. How can organic life arise from the inorganicl As one anony-

mous wit has noted, "Hydrogen is a light, odorless gas, which' given

enough time, turns into people." Gnostic seers who detected this

anomaly applied their highest powers of reasoning to interpret it. For

them the two-world setup was not an incidental or irrelevant matter, but

an utterly real situation that profoundly affects human experience.

EnnrH AND SuN

Abiogenesis figures into Sophia's metamorphosis into the earth, which,

let's recall, has been ongoing from the moment of her plunge. Organic

Light, the substance of Sophia's body, is alive like blood is alive, or like

slime mold (a surprisingly agile and intelligent entity) is alive. Aeonic

currents consist of a substance like nougat foam, extremely porous and

mass free. The luminal currents that compose a Pleromic Aeon contain

no inorganic elements, for such elements belong to the Kenoma, the

realm of outer chaos, the elementary particle soup, adrista, cosmic

residue. But as soon as Sophia plunges into the inferior realm she begins

to absorb elementary matter. It is as if the seething luminal foam sucks

up masses of minute colored metallic filings.'no

As the drama of the repentant sun unfolds, Sophia's metamorphosis

into a planetary body escalates steadily. It seems that the Goddess may
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have been as perplexed as we are about the admixture of organic and

inorganic life. The paraphrase of Irenaeus (Against Heresies,5.4) says:

At one moment, they [the heretics] affirm, she would weep and

lame nt on account of being left alone in the midst of darkness

and vacr.rity; while at another moment . . . she would be filled

with joy, and laugh; then again, she would be struck with

terror; or, at other moments, would sink into consternation and

bewilderment.

The conversion of Sabaoth comes as a huge relief to the Goddess for it
means that she is no longer alone in her plight. Now there is another

cosmic entity who shares her passion. Not an Aeon from the Pleroma,

but a lesser deity from the outer realm of chaos, the Kenoma. The
Archontic realm of elementary matter provides the material for the

planetary system, but the sun, the central body of that system, is not a

planet. It is a star. The star called Sabaoth, the central body of our solar

system, is not produced by Sophia's impact in rhe dema.It arises from a

totally independent process.

While the Archontic world is forming there is a parallel event in the

Kenoma, the galactic arms where Sophia now finds herself. The galactic

armature revolves constantly about the Pleromic hub, and as it does so,

it churns the fields of elementary matter into massive grains we call

stars. Star making is a perpetual activity of the galactic limbs-this we

know on the authority of modern astrophysics. Stars are not shot from
the galactic core, they are ground like massive grains from elementary

matter of the rotating limbs. "The mills of the gods grind slow, but they

grind exceeding fine," goes an old saying. This grinding activity pro,
duces specific formations in the quantum foam that do not devolve from
Aeonic emanation. At atomic and subatomic levels, the dynamics of the

galactic armature are relatively independent of the core.

So, parallel to the arising of the Archons around Sophia, a star is born

in the neighboring galactic zone. Astrophysicists believe that the morher

star of our planetary system emerged from the Great Nebula in the con-

stellation the Hunter, Orion. The newborn star came blasting out of the

nebular cloud rotating like an immense turbine and spinning elemen-
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tary matter into a protoplanetary disk. The emergent star de{ines the

center of a swirling vortex of raw, inorganic elements that eventually

consolidate into planets. This conception of how a solar system forms is

close to the Gnostic myth-with one notable difference.

When Sabaoth emerges from the nebula, it encounters interstellar

activity already in progress. Sophia's plunge has produced the Archons:

that is to say, her currents have affected and configured elementary

matter already, to some extent. One way to imagine this situation is to

picture how the high-porosity, mass-free currents of the Aeon would

gradually densify, taking on Inass and darkening, losing their pure, self-

luminous qualities as Sophia absorbs elementary material. The glorious

opalescent plume of organic Light that surged from the Pleroma would

come to an end at a node, exactly in the way many growing things do: for

instance, the leaves on the stem of a fern grou' in reducing fractal pat-

terns until the fern curves on itself and closes into a node, the endpoint

of its organic formation.'" Likewise, the massive current of Aeonic

Light, the substance of living radiance rhat srream from the Pleroma

when Sophia plunged, congealed to a nodal point.

But there is also a cosmic node where the newborn sun aPpears'

formed at the center of its immense turbo-spin. In the complete imagi-

nation of this event, the two nodes interlock r,l'hen Sabaoth aligns with

Sophia. This mythic scenario suggests that the "protoplanetary disk" of

modern astrophysics is really an oval, not a circlular clisk. An oval or

ellipse is an egg-shaped form with two foci, whereas a circle has only one

focus, its centerpoint.

How does the mythic image of Sophia-sabaoth in a "structural cou-

pling" (to borrow a term from Gaian theory) stand against modern

cosmologyl

well, the fact is, the orbits of the planets in our solar system are ellip-

tical, not circular. Each planet, including the earth, has two foci' the

aphelion, more distant from the sun, and the perihelion, nearer to the

sun. The sun is at the "center" of the orbits of the planets, but the orbital

tracks actually have two centers. (When the e lliptical form of the plane-

tary orbits was determined by |ohannes Kepler in 1604, rhe astronomer

declared that he had rediscovered the secret knowledge of the Egyptian

Mysteries.)
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Tnrs LuvrrNous Cnrln

It takes some time to extract concrete cosmological elements from the
sacred story, but the results can be impressive. we may well wonder how
far we can go with this exercise. The Sophia mythos indicates a known
but unexplained fact of cosmic order, but what, if anything, can it tell us

about cosmic structure-the actual dimensions of the planetary system,
for instancel ro answer this question, let's return to the primary event
of episode 5:

The newborn star arrives on the scene just at the moment when the
Demiurge makes the outrageous claim: "It is I who am God, and there
is no other apart from me" (The Reality of the Archons, NHC II, 4:

94.20.The episode is repeated in several texts.). This mythic evenr sug-
gests that the formation of the Archontic heaven world must have been
advanced at least to primary structures. The Demiurge behaves like a

foreman who shows up at a construction site, observes the magnificent
outlines of the building in progress, and declares that he, not the archi-
tect' is the originator of all he beholds. In episode 6, Sophia reacts by
shaming the Demiurge. When she saw the impiety of the Lord Archon,
she was filled with anger. She declares to him,

You are misraken, blind one. There is an immortal Child of
Light who came inro this realm before you and who will appear
among your duplicare forms, in your simulated world.
Humanity exists, and the offspring of the human srrain exisrs. .

. . And in the consummation of all your works, its entire defi-
ciency of truth will be revealed and dissolved by this luminous
Child. (On the Origin of the World, 103 passim)

In building the imaginative picrure of Sophia's impact in the Kenoma,
we must always remember that the luminous germ of the Anthrop.s
was deposited out there, embedded in a nebular cloud, before the
Goddess made the plunge. Sophia is constantly in the presence of the
Anthropos template, the cosmic marrix of the "immortal chird of
Light." In the passage cited here, the Goddess alerts the Demiurge to the
presence of a race greater than himself and his legion of celestial cyborgs,
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and predicts that "this luminous Child" will eventually overcome all the

works of the Archons.

The triumph of humanity over the Archons is one of the great themes

of the Mysteries. The use of dual language, "Humanity exists, and the

offspring of humanity exists," is intriguing. It may suggest that Onostics

saw in the Anthropos the genetic matrix of more than one strain of
humanity. It is the source of many humanoid races, of which we on

Earth are one. What is special about us in the cosmic sense is that we are

the human strain inhabiting the planet that uniquely embodies the

Goddess who encoded the Anthropos.

Episode 6 continues: witnessing the shaming of the Demiurge,

Sabaoth realized clearly what was happening, and made a momentous

choice:

When Sabaoth heard the voice of Sophia, he worshipped her.

He condemned the Archon on account of the word of Sophia.

He glorified her because she informed him of the deathless

Child of Light, the Anthropos. Then Sophia poured upon

Sabaoth a light firom her Divine Light for recognition of the

condemnation of the Archon. When Sabaoth received this light,

he also received great authority over the powers of Chaos . . .

since he has authority, he created a dwelling place for himself. It
is a vast place, and very excellent, sevenfold greater than all

those places that exist in the heaven of the Archons. (On the

Origin of the World, 103-4)

Here is a reaffirmation of the pact between Sophia and the sun. It relates

to the third anomaly of the Gaia hypothesis: the temperate range of the

biosphere remains stable, favorable to life, even though the intensity of
the sun has increased by 30 percent since the earth was formed.

It may seem preposterous to presume any genuine astronomical

knowledge in mythological material such as this, but then again, per-

haps not. The fact is, the mass of the sun is known to be approximately

seven hundred times greater than the combined mass of all the bodies in

the solar system-"sevenfold greater" if one counts hundreds as units of
seven. Also, the mean distance from Earth to Sun is 93 million miles,
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called one astronomical unit (AU). There are about 42 AU out ro Pluro,

the most distant planet of the system, but the gravitational puli of the

Sun extends yet further into outer space. With an approximate extent of
49 AU, the radius of the systemic gravity well centered on the sun is

seven times seven of the Earth-Sun distance. "It is a vast place, and very

excellent, sevenfold greater than all those places that exist in the heaven

of the Archons."

MoRpHrNc ro EARTH

With the conversion of Sabaoth chaos is stabilized, approxirnately, at

least. But Sophia has yet to live through the most compelling episode of
her adventure. In episode 7 of the sacred story, Sophia finally morphs

into terrestrial form. Loaded with inorganic sediment from the galactic

limbs, her massive currents of Organic Light convert into the physical

elements of a planet, Earth. Like her, the planet is alive, organic, and

autopoetic. Sophia, lvho is sentient and aware, produces a habitat for
myriad species, including the Anthropos, the human strain. But the

Earth so formed is captured in the inorganic system of the Demiurge,

the realm of celestial mechanics.

Caught in the clockwork cosmos of the Archons, the Aeon suflers a

reduction of her divine powers and conversion of her mass-free currents

into world-shaping processes. She is heavily element-laden, as if preg-

nant, but rather than giving birth to a planet she actually morphs into
one. In order not to lose her bearings, she rotates wildly, spinning into a

rounded form, assuming the foetal posture many creatures adopt when

they are helpless and overwhelmed. The solar system is now largely

formed and the Goddess finds herself captured within it, subject to

gravity, electromagnetism, and other laws that are suspended in the

Pleroma. We might imagine that her high-porosity currenr of Organic
Light is so densified that it curdles like milk and converts inro some-

thing like leaded pearl, the precipitate of the nickel core of the rerresrrial
globe. At some point, she discharges the moon from her terrestrial body.
(Surviving Gnostic writings contain no graphic descriptioniof how
Sophia morphs into tl.re earth, or how the moon was created. All we have
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on the events of episode 7 are two pitifullv scant passages in Book One

of Ireneaus' Against Heresies.)

Sophia now turns in on herself completely. She involves and involutes'

and as her metamorphosis ensues the Goddess who has become the earth

runs into some overwhelming work.

199
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THE CHRISTIC INTERCESSION

he first seven episodes of the Sophia mythos relate what happens to
the Goddess up to the point where she morphs into the earth and

loses her Aeonic form. In episode 8 there occurs another decisive event,
quite different from what has preceded, because it transpires 40 er life has

begun to burgeon cuithin the biosphere of the emergent planet.

Unfortunately, descriptive material on this key evenr, the Christic
intercession, is extremely scanty in the surviving materials. crucial parts
of the mythos are missing, like lost secrions of a shattered mosaic. The
vision of Sophia morphing into the earrh was certainly of paramount
importance in the sacred narrative of the Mysteries, yet in order to trace
and recover the heart ofthe story we are obliged to rely yet again on the
writings of the church Fathers against the Gnostics (also called the
patristic literature, or simply the polemics). This is a dubious source of
information, to say the least. Reading the polemics, we musr distinguish
genuine elements of Gnostic knowledge from what has been unwit-
tingly misconstrued or, more often, deliberately skewed and misrepre-
sented. Disinformation is rife. Half the time when it comes to Gnostic
theology and philosophical argumenr, we can safely assume that the
Fathers did not understand what they were refuring. yet they would
have had to represent some things clearly and accurately, if only to make
their refutations more effective. with mythographic or visionary con-
tent such as we are seeing in these episodes, it would have suited the pur-
poses of the patristic adversaries to present the material more or less

accurately, so that its absurd 4nd grotesque nature (to their minds)
would be self-evident.

We may, then, expecr to find the patristic writings rather more helpful
in relating the mythos than in representing intellectual notions held by
the Gnostics.

*I
$
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FonrurnrrrNc PnoslnNr

Eventually, Sophia reached the stage where her planetary body began to

burst with life. According to the accepted geological timescale, this

moment would correspond to the dawn of the Cambrian Age, about 550

million years ago, when the planet produced a profusion of shellfish and

many organisms with skeletons. A bit later, in the Ordovician period,

came the first fishes and land plants. The sacred story says that the emer-

gent forms of fauna and flora were so rampant and prodigious that

Sophia was overwhelmed by the immense diversity of life she was pro-

ducing. Most critically, she could not keep the many species of her

progeny within their proper symbiotic boundaries. Her autopeosis was

at risk of going awry. Her plight elicited a response from the Pleromic

Aeons who had been witnessing the traiectory of her plunge from the

outset.

Now the gods made a momentous choice: an act of intervention'

The Aeon Christos, who had been Sophia's syzygy in the configura-

tion of the Anthropos, received a special mission from the Pleromic

assembly: to depart from the Pleromic core and descend into the emer-

gent world where Sophia was overwhelmed with the life springing from

her body. This is the Christic intercession.

It is a rare exception for an Aeon to depart from the galactic core and

,,exteriorize" within a world in progress. In Hindu myth divinities who

intercede in this manner in the material world are called auataras,and

the process is called avataric descent. Sophia plunged from the Pleroma

by sheer impetuosity, propelled by enthymeszs, divine desire, but the

Aeon Christos does it through ea noia, divine intention. Supported by the

attention of the entire Pleroma, Christos performed a special interces-

sion. The paraphrase in Irenaeus says:

The Christos dwelling on high took pity on the sister Aeon, and

having extended himself through and beyond the stauros

[boundary of the Pleroma] he imparted a fgure to Sophia, but

merely as respected substance, not so as to impart intelligence. ' ' '

The Christos imparted to Sophia form as respected intelligence,

and brought healing to her passions' separating them from her,

201
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but not so as to drive them out of her mind zrltogether. (A.gainst

Heresies, 4.1, emphasis added)

This brief description is strikingly detailed, suggesring nuances typical

of Gnostic r,isionarv genius and unlikeiy to have been contrived by

Irenaeus, who objected strongly to Pagan mythmaking (which would, in
any case. have bee n r,r'ell beyond his capacities). If this passage is reliable,
it suggests that Gnostics had some rather precise ideas about what hap-

penecl in this fantastic rescue mission effectuated by the Pleromic gods.

The intervention of the clescending Aeon might be paraphrased in this

l'vay: "The Christos, acting in full respect of Sophia's powers, assisted her

trl formalize the vital processes unfolding in her world, and healed the

plrin of her passions by detaching her from them, but not so much rhat

that she could not call them to mind rf she wished."

The assertion that Christos "imparted a figure to Sophia" recalls the

Christos-Sophia coupling in u,hich the two Aeons configured the singu-

laritv released by the Originator. What happens in the inrercession is con-

sistent with the former joint action of Sophia and Christos. To formalize

and to configure are the same thing. In computer idiom one would say

format rather than formalize. In the early stages of her earthly meramor-

phosis, Sophia hatl a "fbrrnatting problem" with the life forces that sprang

from her body. The intercession rvas intended ro solve this problem.

Manv of the life-forms swarming in the biosphere "had already taken
root and acquired their own power. so as ro be self-maintaining." Here
is a remarkable confirmation of autopoesis in terrestrial physics, sixteen

hundred vears befcrre Gaia theory was conceived. (The Greek word for
autopoesis in the NHC is autogenes, "self-generating.") The Aeon
Christos etternpted to bring these lif-e-forms into a more orchestrated

and harmonious ensemble:

All that Christos could do was ro separare these life-forms and

distinguish them, each for each, and then commingle and con-

dense them, so as to transmute them more thoroughly from her

passions into independent organisms. He then by this process

conferred upon them a fitness and a nature to become definite

corpcrreal organi sm s. (Aga ins t H eres i es, 4.2)



THE CHRISTIC INTERCESSION

In other words, Christos restored the boundary settings crucial to Gaian

symbiosis, assisting Sophia with an activity she would have done herself,

had she been able to. This was the first step of the intercession. The

second step was to establish for Sophia's progeny "a fitness and a nature

to become definite corporeal organisms," that is to say' the capacity to

function autonomously, each according to its innate evolutional plan.

Today we call the plan or program that directs a species on its

autonomous, species-specific path, instinct. The Christic intercession

provided a fail-safe for the biological plans of the creaturely forms in the

biosphere, the plethora of animal life. The Christos Aeon backed uP rhe

biological programming of Sophia's progeny, but "merely as respected

substance, not so as to impart intelligence"-1162niig that he only did

what Sophia would herself have done, u'ere she not so overwhelmed.

The plant, insect, and animal life in the biosphere are faithful to rheir

species-specific guiding instincts, yet they are able to cgevolve as well.

Terrestrial species cooperate in far more ways than they compete. With

autonomy and interspecies coevolution secured, Sophia was set on track

in her evolutional life. She was now able to hold the path of symbiosis

and ,.to give form to the animate subsrance that has proceeded from her

own conversion," assisted by "the instructions of the Christos."

What a momentous picture this isl The Christic intercession is

another one of those staggering, cinematographic lnoments in the

Gnostic imagination of the cosmos. The visionary genius of the seers

who taught in the Mysteries survives in this episode of the mythos even

though it does nor come down to us directly. The mythopoeisis of this

episode is so vivid and powerful that it can shift our perception, allowing

us a totally new view of who "the Christ" is' In the Gnostic vision of

remote prehistory the Christos Aeon was a supernatural spirit whose

power affected al| animal life on Earth.

The idea that the action of the Pleromic Christos affects all sentient

life and underpins interspecies bonding, by contrast to the strictly

human-centered act of saivation attributed to Christ the Redeemer, is

truly heretical.

Sophia imbues all that lives in the biosphere with intelligence, for the

Goddess herself is the indwelling planetary intelligence. The Pleromic

god Christos acted "not so as to impart intelligence" but to enhance it, to
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fine-tune Sophia's autogenic drives, the instinctual programs of her

progeny. The Christic element in animal instinct is not what fundamen-

tally establishes the instinct, for that comes from Sophia. Rather, it is

what ensures that each species is capable of interspecies communication

and coevolution in ways they would not be evident, had the intercession

not occurred.

In short, the Christic intercession effectuated an evolutionary fail-safe

for the entire range of Gaian instinctual plans, including the instinctual

program of humankind, the Anthropos. For we, also, are animals in the

wonderful menagerie of the Gaian habitat.
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THE WAY OF THE REVEALERS

Q ophia experienced many emotions in the process of turning into

J C";", the living Earth. If you want to know what they were' go out

and take a walk in nature, in the wild. See what you feel-or better still,

see cuith your feelings. Of course, not everything we may feel in the pres-

ence of nature corresponds to what the Goddess felt as she was mor-

phing into the planet, or as she now lives, fully morphed. But we can

learn to feel accurately what the planet feels. We can empathize with the

passions of Sophia. We can make a discipline of awe and become

transentient. Doing so, we might realize an altered sense of humanity.

If the Gnostics were right, we are a species emotionally equipped to

grow into empathy with Sophia, and know how we fit into her story.

NerunRI- Wlsootut

The Gnostic revealers, who called themselves the Children of Seth,

claimed a sacred lineage originating back into prehistoric times. There

was great and enduring power in what they knew, yet the guardians of

the Mysteries were not able to preserve their way of life after 400 c'r'

Why noti One reason may be that the sacred, as it comes to expression

in human experience, does not lend its power to aggression and domina-

tion. Consequently, it is difficult to protect. Not only the teachings and

practices specific to the Mystery experience, but the very recognition of

the Godhead of Nature, which is innate to the human species and essen-

tial to its survival, had to be suppressed for salvationist religion to pre-

vail and the global program of patriarchy to be implemented. This

momentous act of domination can best be understood by considering the

mind-set of those who achieved it.
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sir fohn woodruffe observed rhar "an ancient fearure of the ancient
Mysteries is the distinction it draws berween the initiate whose shakti is

awake (Prabuddha) and the Pasu,the unillumined or'animal,'and as the
Gnostic called him, 'marerial' man." To the initiates who were on inti-
mate terms with Sophia, "material man" was the materialistically
minded person who only sees in nature a depot of resources to be
exploited for human purposes, or even for mere whims. "The Natural,
which is the manifestation of the Mother of Narure, and the Spiritual or
the Mother as she is in and by Herself, are one, but onlv the initiate truly
recognizes this unity," woodruffe wrote.re' Paradoxically, materialistic
people can be defined as those who do not recognize the true nature of
the material world. This explains how a culture of rampant materialism
can mindlessly destroy the natural resources of the planet we inhabit.

Yet even at the worsr srage of full-scale societal immersion in blind
destruction of the natural world, many people are still prone to recog-
nize the sacred dimension of nature and react negatively to the preda-
tions of materialism. They are then forced by empathy with Gaia to
adopt an adversarial posture of self-defense and nature defense.
Aggressiveness is fundamental to materialism, but it can arso play a role
in defense of the sacred, including the sacredness of the earth and non-
human life. The difrerence berween predatory and defensive aggression
has been noted by Erich Fromm, who asserts that "man is phylogeneti-
cally a non-predatory animal, and hence his aggression, as far as irs neu-
rophysiological roots are concerned, is not of the preclatory type."'oo It
stands as a matrer of choice if one believes this view or the opposing
view' that humans are inherenrly predatory, prone to fight tooth and nail
for "the survival of the fittest." In any case, common sense can tell the
difference between aggression per se and aggression (the use of violent
force) in the cause of self-defense. It remains to be seen how defensive
aggression can be applied to challenge and defeat predatory aggression
against the planet.

However clearly the western initiates of Hypatia's rime were able to
see the perils of marerialism-rooted as it is in the patriarchal agenda
with its salvationist program of redemption as cover, which the initiates
understood in great depth and with great psychological acumen,
including the Archontic factor-they were not able to act with sufficient
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force of defensive aggression to protect the Mysteries. In a matter of a
few centuries, the mounting wave of salvationist frenzy annihilated

them.*

HuvraN Novnlry

The triumph of Christianity destroyed the tradition of the Mysteries and

left the work of the Gnostic revealers in ruins. The sublime revelation of
Gaia-Sophia was incomplete, but that was, in a sense, the way the telestai

always conceived it. A Tantric scripture says, "Revelarion (Aftasauani)

never ceases. When and wherever there is a true Rishi or Seer there is

Revelation."2oo The tragedy was not that the Great Work of initiation

was not completed, but that the millennial commitment to fostering

human potential was brutally and ignorantly interrupted.

Yet the Great Work continues, and Sophia's story is ongoing. Episode

9 introduces the fascinating notion of Sophia's "correction" (diorthosis),

as distinguished from her "conversion" (epistophe),rhe process by which

she turned into the earth while still remaining essentially what she is, a

massive current of Organic Light (episode 7). Both of these concepts are

crucial to our engagement with the Goddess, the former because we are

somehow implicated in her correction, the latter because only through

empathic communion with Sophia in the physical elements of the bios-

phere can we live into that implication.

After the Christic intercession, the Goddess is left to her own resources.

Now totally identified with the life-processes of the planet she has become,

Sophia finds herself in the world of he r own Dreaming. Her isolation is,

one could say, almost autistic. Gradually, a particular species called

humanity emerges and joins the other species living in the Gaian habitat.

The unfolding of human novelty, so eagerly anticipated by the Goddess,

now begins. Considering the vast sweep of the sacred story, it is easy to

leave ourselves out ofthe picture! But Sophia never does. To understand

how we are implicated in her Dreaming, let's recapitulate the episodes:

* Or Ilr. f",. of the Mysteries after 400 c.n., and measure s taken to protecr and concel the sur-

viving guardians of the Sophianic vision, see my article "The Code of the Spiritual Warrior"
on Metahistory.org.
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After a singularity was released as a selfless offering from the source
(episode l), sophia and christos joined in a ritual dance to configure the
Anthropos (episode 2), thus encoding the genome of our species,
according to the correlation I've suggested. Then the pleroma as a
whole proiected the Anthropos inro the dema, the fields of elementary
or subatomic matrer circulating in the galactic limbs (episode 3). When
Sophia plunged from the Pleroma (episode 4), her fascination for
human novelty directed her Dreaming toward an emergent world in
the chaos below, but she had no idea that she herself would rurn inro
that world I Her precipitant action caused the weird inorganic species of
Archons to spring into being. Before the earth was formed, they rapidly
proceeded to construct their own world-system, overseen by the arro-
gant Demiurge who took himself for the only god in the cosmos
(episode 5). To shame the Demiurge, Sophia invoked "the deathless

Child of Light, the Anthropos," whose presence she beheld in the neb-
ular glow of Orion.2"' The mother star Sabaoth, born from the nebula,
was also composed of inorganic marter like the planetary world of the
Archons. But Sabaoth was so impressed by the contrast between the
Anthropos and the Archons that she "repented" and aligned herself
with Sophia (episode 6). Then Sophia morphed into the earth, which
became captured in that system (episode 7). Finally, a concerted effort
by the Pleromic Aeons led to the christic inrercession, a rescue mission
to assist Sophia in the management of her vast and varied progeny
(episode 8).

The promise of human potential is the singularity that flickers in
Sophia's Dreaming, but tuith this nouelty comes a certain risftof deuiation.
Let's recall that Sophia herself deviated from the cosmic order, "moved
by love or audacious yearning," Ireneaus says. Compelled by her own
desire and acting without a consort, the Goddess is called pruniftos,"out-
rageous, exceeding the bounds of propriety." Her action can be com-
pared to the shameless self-display of a prostitute. By the conversion of
her divine currents into the sensory and material substance of the earth,
the "Whore of Wisdom" cavorted lasciviously with the elements.ro,
Along with passion and pleasure on a cosmic scale, Sophia underwent
immense convulsions of grief and confusion.



This collection [of Sophia's passions] they fthe heretics] declare

was the substance of the matter from which this world was

formed. For from [her desire ofl returning [to him who gave

her life], every soul belonging to this world, and that of the

Demiurge himself, derived its origin. All other things owed

their beginning to her terror and sorrow. For from her tears all

that is of a liquid nature was formed; from her smile all that is

lucent; and from her grief and perplexity all the corporeal ele-

ments of the world. For at one time, as they affirm, she would

weep and lament on account of being left alone in the midst of
darkness and vacuity; while, at another time, reflecting on the

light which had forsaken her, she would be filled with joy, and

laugh; then, again, she would be struck with terror; or, at other

times, would sink into consternation and bewilderment.

(Irenaeus I, 4.2)

Empathy for the plight of the Goddess may be essential in seeing how to

face our own plight on Earth. In Gnostic vision, the earthbound human

species is one of many possible singularities projected from the master

template, the Anthropos. Like the Goddess, we are also sensuously and

physically enmeshed in the terrestrial world, and we are particularly

prone to the extraterrestrial influence of the Archons who arose as an

aberrant side effect of Sophia's fall. In some mysterious way, the realign-

ment of the Goddess with the cosmic center seems to depend on the one

species most deeply implicated in her aberration.

Gnostics did not precisely define how the human species contributes to

Sophia's correction; or if they did, the evidence does not survive. But the

writings we have make it clear that humankind faces a triple challenge:

to recognize its true cosmic origins in the Pleroma, to find its evolu-

tionary niche in the biosphere, and to evolve its singular potential, thus

achieving the telos or peak evolutionary aim for our species. And there

may well be an additional challenge, for Sophia's correction carries a

kind of transcendental dare for humanity. It challenges us to realize and

enact our role in Gaia's transhuman purposes so that ier evolutionary

aim can be completed in complicity uith human intent.
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Such is humanity's "cosmic connection," according to the Sophianic
vision of the Mysteries. But the seers of that ancient tradition warned
that humanity cannot make this connection without overcoming the
insidious deviance posed by our cosmic cousins, the Archons.

Ennon THrony

Self-knowledge is self-luminous and fundamental and the basis

of all other knowledge . Owing ro irs rranscendency it is beyond

both prover and proof. It is self-realized (Suanubhaua). But
Shruti (Revelation) is the source from which this knowledge

arises, as Shamkara says, by removing (as also to some extent

reason may do) false notions concerning it. It reveals by

removing the superincumbent mass of human e rror.2o'

Teachers in the Mystery Schools never posed an opposition between

reason and revelation. Their method of guidance (telestic method) com-
bined both, allowing one to enhance the other, but carefully preventing
the rational, reductive side of reason from inhibiting our innate recep-

tion to Sacred Nature. Woodruffe shows Gnostic flair when he asserrs

that revelation removes "the superincumbent mass of human error." In
their role as guardians of the ongoing revelation of Sophia, Gnostics
were deeply concerned with human error, closely related to the
Archontic factor in their worldview.

The Gnostic theory of error is one of the mosr sophisticated ideas ever
conceived by the human mind in the mind's artempt to understand itself.
It does not make Archons rhe source of human error, but indicates their
intrapsychic influence as a key factor that causes error to run wild,
extrapolating beyond the scale of correction. The Anthropos is a

learning animal. To learn we must be free to err, to make mistakes, for
in correcting our mistakes we advance the process of learning in a way
unique to our species. we evolve precisely because of the extraordinary
scope of error we have been allowed. We evolve not iust by learning, as

all sentient creatures do, but especially by learning from our mistakes.
The excepti'nally wide latitude for error typifies human singularity, the
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ennoia (intentionality) inherent to our species. But if we allow our mis-
takes to go undetected and uncorrected, we demonstrate the singularity
of our species in a destructive way, a deviant way. Humanity alone is
capable of such extensive deviance from the life-plan of Sophia that we

threaten our own survival, and even seem to imperil the planet itself.

In short, error gone beyond the scale of correction becomes e-v-i-1, that
which works against our very capacity to l-i-v-e on earth, in symbiosis

with all species and attuned to Sophia herself.

The telestic method of the revealers was fourfold: to preserve the

ongoing revelation of the Divine Sophia in the Mystery experience

(instruction by the Light); to cultivate human porential through the many

facets of individual talent (the singularity of the Anthropos); to teach the

theory of error (including the "high strangeness" of deviation by the

Archons); and to develop a visionary practice for fulfilling humanity's role

in Sophia's correction. Such was the agenda of the Mysteries, the Great

Work of coevolution brutally interrupted by the assault of Christianity.

PEer ExpEnrrNcn

The passage from Sir fohn Woodruffe cited above highlights the parallel

between Gnostic instruction and Asian teachings on the self-liberating

nature of the foundation awareness. Rigpa, the name given ro the founda-

tion awareness in Dzogchen, is equivalent to the Gnosticpronoia,literally,
"foreknowing," understood in the sense of a grounding awareness that

exists before any knowing arises and makes all knowing possible. Ch'an,

Zen, and Dzogchen equally affirm that primordial awareness can never

be defiled or obscured, although it seems to be. To realize enlightenment

is to know directly how the foundation awareness clears and liberates

itself, spontaneously, moment by moment. This transcendental insight

would have been universally realized and applied by the revealers of
Gnostic tradition. A revealer was a living Buddha, a teacher of enlighten-
ment. So were the telestai, the teachers in the Mysteries, Buddhalike, yet

they did not teach only enlightenmenr or the self-liberating nature of
mind. They taught how to own and evolve the spark of crearive genius

inborn to our species.

2t1
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The Western Mystery tradition differed from its Asian counrerparts

on two distinct points: its educational emphasis, just noted, and its ded-

ication to the Magna Mater, Gaia-Sophia. Although there is ample evi-

dence to equate, say, the Prajflaparamita of Mahayana Buddhism with
the Aeon Sophia of the Gnostics, there are significant differences to be

observed as well. Religious scholars such as Guiseppe Tucci and Edward
Conze confirm the parallels-f61 in51ance, Tucci called the wisdom of
the Hindu Thntras "the expression of Indian gnosis"-but tend to

ignore the differences. A definitive essay by Conze, "Buddhism and

Gnosis," published in 1979, outlines eight basic similarities and twenty-
three close parallels between the two systems. In a key remark on the

divergences, Conze wrote:

[The tenor] of Gnostic Sophia literature is essentially different

from that of the Buddhist wisdom books. Assuming that man

has fallen into this world from a more perfect condition, the

Gnostics expended much ingenuity on trying to describe the

process which brought about this fall. Classical Buddhism

shows no interest in what may have preceded ignorance.'oo

Even though it misinterprets rhe Gnostic teaching on rhe Fall, this

remark is extremely pertinent in contrasting the revealers to their Asian

counterparts. Gnostics did not say that human beings have fallen into
this world from a more perfect condition. This is the most common and

insidious misperception of Gnostic teaching, repeated by many.

Drawing upon their visionary experiences, Gnostics asserted thatpart of
the Godhead falls into an unusual engagement with material evolution.
Sophia falls, not humanity. Yet this acr is not a split in the Godhead, as

supposed in Persian duality (split-source metaphysics). It is due to an

overflow of divine generosity. Sophia fell into her own Dreaming, but
the Dreaming was anomalous because the Goddess engaged in it unilat-
erally, without a Pleromic consort, and then exceeded the Pleromic
boundary. Her exceptional emanation became our habitat.

The notion that humanity suffers from a fallen state is alien to genuine

Gnostic teaching, and goes against the tellurian spirit of the Mysteries.

There is nothing in the Sophia mythos that says the Anthropos falls from
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a more perfect condition, but there is a clear warning that our species may
fall under the deviant influence of the Archons, our cosmic cousins out
there in the planetary sysrem. The warning of the mythos is that we may

betray our humanity by failing to realize and actualize its unique poren-
tial. Needless to say, if we are ignorant that we have a divine potential in
the first place, we are not likely to own and develop it.

Conze rightly noted that Buddhism shows no interest in what gers

humanity into ignorance, bur in the Mystery tradition knowing how
this happens was half the work. In its too often preclusive emphasis on
the mind nature, Buddhism falls short of the nature-minded approach

of the Gnostics. The grearesr differe nce betwee n Buddhism and Gnosis

is that Gnosis provides a guiding narrative, a directive script for
assisting humanity to find its niche in the natural world, and Buddhism
does not.

Let's recall that the Mystery adepts did not call themselvesgnostoftoi,a

name applied to them in an insulting way by their adversaries, the

Church Fathers, but rclestai, "those who are aimed." The noun zelos

means "the aim," "the goal," "the ultimate that can be done," but it does

not mean perfection. "The ultimare" is supremely attainable by devel-

oping a given potential to its optimal level, but perfection is unattainable.
The standard of zaddift imposed by the Dead Sea sectarians implies a

level of superhuman perfection that is unattainable, although humanity
is measured by our efforts to arrain it. The superhuman standard of
zaddiftdefines salvationist religion and subjects its believers to an insane,

inhumane demand. But telos implies uhat can actually be attained, and
telestic method shows the way of attainment. The contrast between

zaddiftand telos is huge, and cannot reconciled.

I describe the Mysteries as teleological rites intended to enhance

human potential to its optimal or peak level. In this respect the telestic

method had much in common with the "Fourth Wave" of transpersonal

psychology proposed by Abraham Maslow (1903-70). Rather than base

psychological theory on cases of mental illness, as both Freud and |ung
had done, Maslow proposed to base it on "peak experience," the best that
humans have achievel--7gl6s, the ultimate. Transpersonal psychology

represents the summit of the human potential movement, but Maslow,

rather like Moses, saw inro a Promised Land that he himself did not live
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to enter. In the preface to the second edition (1968) of Touard a

Psychology of Being, he wrote:

I consider Humanistic, Third Force Psychology to be transi-

tional, a preparation for a still "higher" Fourth Psychology,

transpersonal, transhuman, centered in the cosmos rather than

in human needs and interests, going beyond humanness, iden,

tity, self-actuaiization, and the like.'o'

Those who advanced to the higher ranks of the Mysteries assumed the

sacred commitment to guide humanity by teaching self-direction.

Thousands of years ago, they were already working in the domain

Maslow envisioned in the 1960s. The telestic method both satisfied

human needs and went beyond them, opening the way for humanity to
align with Gaia's transhuman purposes. The sacred commitment of the

Mystery school guardians involved several initiatives that would have

been common to all cells throughout the network in Europa, the Levant,

and Egypt: instruction by the Light, participation in the revealer cycle,

the consecration of the Anthropos, the disclosure of the inner guide, and

development of the guiding story, the Sophia mythos.

This is the legacy of the revealers, the deathless promise of Gnosis,

ultimate wisdom, knowing as the gods know.
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A SHEAF OF CUT WHEAT

-f^. Latin orator Cicero, who is known to have been initiated at
I Eleusis, wrote: "In the Mysteries one learns more about nature than

about the gods" (On the l{ature ctf the Gods,l.42). With the myth of the
fallen Sophia at the cenrer of their worldview, the Pagan iniriares ,,vere

consecrated to exploring the supernatural dimension of nature. To keep
their communion with the Goddess alive and open-ended, and attune
their minds to Gaia's transhuman purposes, they plunged themselves

repeatedly into deep sentienr immersion with narure. The method they

used to undergo the ultimate learning experience q,as conferred by the
Goddess herself, as described in the Homeric hymn to Demerer:

She taught them the ministry of her rites,

And revealed to them her beautiful mysreries,

Which are impossible ro rransgress, or pry inro, or divulge,

For so great is one's awe of the gods that it halts the tongue.

The hymn also hints ar the sacrament partaken in the Goddess's rires:
"the earth concealed the white barley, according to the plan of Demerer,

she of the beautiful feet."'ou

TuE Er-nusrs BAS-RELTEF

The heresy hunter Hippolytus (170-236 c.E.) reported a striking eyewit-
ness detail from the Mysteries that has baffled scholars through the ages:

at the moment the initiates emerged from their encounter with the
Mystery Light, the hierophant who led the ceremony showed them "a
sheaf of cut wheat." This action was considered to be "the great and
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marvelous mystery of the ultimate revelation" (Refutation of All Heresies,

5.28-31). Fragments from the ruins of Eleusis present three images that

epitomize the organization, method, and supernatural source of Gnostic

illumination, and make this arcane allusion comprehensible. The archi-

trave frieze of the Lesser Propylaeum at Eleusis shows the sheaf of cut

wheat, "white barley," the biological source of mystic illumination. Next

to it is a sixteen-petalled rosette with interior and exterior petals. Next to

this is the image of an upright urn or ringed pillar.'u7

The rosette was the symbol of the organizarion of the Mystery cells

consisting of sixteen adepts, eight men and eight women as depicted in

the Orphic bowl of the winged serpent and the Pietroasa bowl, two rare

surviving artifacts of Mystery rituals.'o' In the Orphic bowl carved from

greenish white alabaster, sixteen naked initiates, men and women alter-

nating, lie on their backs with their feet touching. At the center of the

bowl is the winged serpent of Kundalini, the occult source of supervi-

tality, regeneration, and paranormal faculties.

Eight and eight doubled are universal signatures of Mystery cells. The

Temple of Dendera displays high on its external faEade a large eight-

petalled rosette next to the head of a bull. This graphic code informs

those who can read it that the Mystery cell operating from that temple

dated its inception to the Age of the Bull that began in 4480 s.c.r.

Although the Dendera temple is a late constructon of the Ptolemaic

Period (332-30 u.c.r.), its zodiac attests to intimate knowledge of cosmic

timing based on the complete precessional cycle of 25,920 years. Axes

inscribed on the Dendera zodiac pinpoint specific dates in the Age of the

Bull and even earlier, dates known to be associated with key momenrs in
dynastic history. The members of the Denderic Mystery cell-possible
source of the Nag Hammadi codices, as suggested s[6y6-q76111d have

been fully aware of preserving sacred knowledge going back thousands

of years. The telestic method depended on initiates having a vast

overview of human and planetary evolution, so that they could deter-

mine the lessons appropriate to humanity in each zodiacal age. In
Mystery code "the Eighth" or Ogdoad indicated the realm of the zodiac,

as well as the circle of adepts who divined in zodiacal parterns rhe

guiding motifs of Gaian evolution.2"e

In Tibetan meditation ritual, the invocation of the White Tara
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involves the visualization of "a white eight-spoked wheel at the cenrer of
the heart chakra." The wheel emerges from a flood of white light seen

when the practitioner unites with the image of the female Buddha. The
divinity specific to this visualization is called Chintachakr aTara,"Wish-
Fulfilling Wheel Tara."2r0It is probable that the Eightfold Wheel of the
Law, symbol of the Buddha-dharma, is an Asian variant of the Mystery
rosette. The cross-fertilization of Buddhist and Gnostic movemenrs

occurred in the Gandhara region of the Hindu Kush, the exrreme point
to which Alexander the Great penetrated into inner Asia.*

The inner petals of the double roserte at Eleusis represent the initiates
dedicated to retaining and developing the instructions received by
repeated encounters with the Mystery Light, while the outer perals rep-
resent the eight initiates dedicated to interpreting, translating, and exter-
nally transmitting those instructions. These rwo roles were periodically
rotated, allowing the adepts to concentrate on different tasks on dif-
ferent shifts. Equal and complemenrary efforts wenr inro maintaining
the secret operations (orgia,"workings") of the cell and maintaining the

external, educational and training activities of the cell members. The
roles changed seasonally and reflected the ages-old initiatory technique
of guiding society by Goddess-centered rites of death and renewal.

Temples were oriented to the seasonal points so that these rites could be

enacted in situ.

Before the temples were built all this was enacted in open nature, in
the majestic setting of megalithic circles, dolmens, and menhirs, under
the circling stars.

All ancient testimony of the Mysteries attests to the sublime encounter
with the Divine Light. This is a form of luminosity that does nor appear

to ordinary awareness, owing to the filters of human perception,
including the egoic filte r. The menral gloss of self-reflection is like light
shining on a window pane rhar makes it impossible ro see through rhe

window. Once the ego melts away, the parameters of perception are

shifted and the Light is there, a substantial presence in the world, soft,
white, and shadowless. It is also sentient, animated and animating,
aware of itself and what comes into conracr with it. The illumined

* On Buddhist-Gnostic lusion in the sculpture and literature ofGandhara, including the ear-
liest biographies of Prince Shakyamuni, see my article "Greek Buddhas" on Metahistory.org.
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mystic inThe Sophia of Jesus Christ pratses the beauty of "the Light that

shines without casting shadorv, full of indescribable joy and ebullience"

(Berlin Codex I 15). The Organic Light is everywhere and pe rmeates all

things. It does not shine on what is seen butfrom what is seen, emitting

a soft white luminositv with the texture of marshmallow, in which

matter floats.

Initiates encountered the living Light when their perception was

altered by temporarv ego death due to ingestion of the sacred brew, the

fuko". Once in its presence they were instructed by the Light itself. One

of the most important lessons to come from this experience concerned

the nature of perception. Normally we assume that our perception of the

universe originates with us, the percipients. This point seems so self-evi-

dent that it hardly needs to be argued, or proven.

But what the ancient seers of the Mysteries learned about their percep-

tion of the world was immensely different from this assumption.

ANorHnn MrNo

The cylindrical urn pictured in bas-relief on the Eleusis pediment rep-

resents the current of the Organic Light conceived as a massive down-

pour formed into round standing columns. The telesterion or inner

sanctum where initiates encountered the Light was composed of many

columns. Themystes in an altered state moved among them as if dancing

through a slow Niagara of molten marble. In the motionless falls was

immaculate stillness, as deep and dense as a bottomless pool of rolling

thunder, the sound of silence, AUM. When the adepts concentrated on

certain signals and signatures, the rolling silence broke into silence

ringing with a rich orchestration of tones. Trained in clairaudience, the

telestai listened with pitch-perfect discrimination, able to follow the

cadence of specific tones as if they were tracing a vein of precious ore.

The bas-relief on the pediment represents both an urn (hollow sound of
the rolling silence) and a polished cylinder fitted with rings (high

cadences of ringing silence). The massive surges of the Organic Light
were sound currents as well as visible waves of pale, lustrous radiance.t"

Certain Mystery texts in the NHC compare the Mystery Light to a
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fountain overflowing with a soft rush of massive rorrents. In rhe

Discourse on the Eighth and the Ninth, the initiate exclaims,

I am Mind and yet I see another Mind, the one that animates my

soul. I see the one that moves me to pure forgetfulness of myself.

. . . I have found the origin of the power above all powers, rhat

has no beginning. I see a fountain overflowing with life. (58

passim)

Those who can hold attention on rhe Organic Light enter "the assembly

of the Eighth," a Mystery code term for members of rhe receiving cell
(interior petals). The Apocryphon of fohn and The Sophia of fesus
Christ also describe torrents of mystic illumination. This "downloading"

of the Mystery Light was depicted by the stylized pillar on the Eleusis

pediment. The shadowless Organic Light is white and visible, mani-

festing everywhere, although it cannot be observed everywhere at once,

in a single, encompassing gaze, because it literally overflows the human

capacity ofseeing.

To preserve the sacrosanct character of the Mysteries, the telestai set

precise guidelines for initiation. They realized that the soft, mass-free

porosity of the Organic Light cannot be detected in ordinary, ego-bound

awareness. Yet they also understood the reluctance to dissolve the ego,

and its tenacious tendency to reassert itself. Most of the time re<luired for
initiation involved preliminary training and counseling intended to

bring the initiant to a level of impe rsonal transparency, such that when

the ego was dissolved, its stubborn tendencies for reification would be

minimal. Long before the moment they were initiated, participants

would already have attained an extraordinary rcduction of ego fixation.

Preliminary preparation could take as lclng as twenty-one years, with the

actual process of initiation accomplished in a marrer of days.

The ancient rites celebrated at Eleusis and elsewhere required a sacra-

ment to dissolve the ego and induce nonordinary perceprion: the potion

brewed from the white barley. This practice explains the third image on

the Eleusis pediment: the sheaf of cut wheat. The sacramental vision of
nature has to be induced by the sacrament given by narure because the

requisite surrender of ego cannot be achieved voluntarily, and for other
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reasons as well. The telestai used a brew of psychoactive plants to tem-

porarily loosen and lift the cognitive filters that block direct perception of
the Organic Light. Doing so, they followed the ages,old wisdom of
indigenous people around the world. Andy Fisher observes in Radical

Ecopsychology;

Our life among others is one of "constant spiritual interchange,"

where through various kinds of contact-making the powers of
meanings of nature are transmitted. Thus. a person may acquire

the powers of a plant or animal by eating it. . . . A common

Native American belief is that our "humanity remains incom-

plete and unhinged" until we have received such empowerment

from other-than-human beings."'

Initiates in the Mysteries realized that the Goddess requires of those to

whom she reveals herself the humility to admit that they cannot fully
know what it means to be human without the inspired guidance of non-

human beings, including plants.

Deeply concerned about schizophrenic side effects and egocentric con-

trol games typical of the Illuminati and their subjects, the telestai of rhe

Pagan Mysteries relied on the plant world for guidance in the initiatory
program. By contrast, the Illuminati program forbade experimentation

with natural psychoactive plants, flowers, and fungi. In the biblical narra-

tive, Yahweh (the chief Archon or Demiurge) forbids Adam and Eve from
eating of the Tree of Knowledge, but Gnostic myrh reverses the plot,

making the Serpent an ally and the forbidden fruit a source of illumina-
tion. The purpose of the patriarchal taboo is to deny the primal religious

experience that comes to humanity through communion with nature

through the intermediaty of sacred teacher-plants.* According to rhe rhesis

proposed by G. Gordon Wasson, the ritual ingestion of sacred plants was

not only the core of shamanic practices going back to Paleolithic times, it is
the origin of all genuine religious experience for the human species.2rl

Initiates at Eleusis ingested an entheogenic potion, rhe fry\eon, to

* Sacred teacher plants comprise about 200 species known to modern pharmacology that
exhibit a chemical composition able to produce psychomimetic effects. In the larger sense all
plants are sacred, ofcourse.
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induce ego-free reception to interspecies communication.2la In the

ancient Mysteries as in the rites of shamanic psychopharmacology all

around the world, sacred plants mediated between the human witness

and the Organic Light, the primary substance body of Sophia. The con,

sciousness that animates the nonhuman plant world keeps humanity
humble and encourages us to observe and preserve the proper bound-

aries between culture and nature.

PnncnrvrNc Gnrn

"The Perceptual Implications of Gaia," an article by David Abram
written for The Ecologist (1985), is an outstanding statement on Gaia

theory in terms of cognitive science and noetics. Although it makes no

allusion to the Mysteries, this lucid essay touches the ultimate secret of
initiation. Abram asserts that perception is "a reciprocal phenomenon

organized as much by the surrounding world as by oneself." He suggests

a two-way dynamic in perception, by contrast to the assumed one-way

process of perceiving that does not affect the percipient, but merely offers

a world to be observed. Writing a good decade before ecopsychology

emerged, Abram says that "the psyche is a property of the ecosystem as a

whole," and tacitly advises that we get beyond "the conviction that one's

mind is anything other than the body itself."'''

Abram's three points are intimately related to instruction by the Light,
the supreme intiatory experience that culminated at Eleusis with that

mysterious gesture by the hierophant. The sheaf of cut wheat displayed

on a pediment at Eleusis is more clearly seen in a cameo of the serpent-

tailed Cecrops, guardian of the sanctuary at Eleusis."u Cecrops holds the

sheaf to his chest and gestures with his finger to his lips.

Hippolytus, who was not initiated, reported that initiates were shown

by the hierophant "a sheaf of wheat in silence reaped." This gesture

revealed "the great, the marvelous, the most perfect secret for one initiated

into the highest mystic truths" (Refutation of all Heresies,5.3). This secret,

which could only be learned directly from the Divine Light, reveals how

our perception of the world is given externally, yet given in such a way

that we are allowed to experience it as originating from us, internally.
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Initiates who beheld the hierophantic gesture had been carefully pre-

pared to reab,ze several things at once. The stalk of wheat containing in
its head the seed to reproduce itself mirrored their experience, even as

they felt its biochemical effect. Standing there in a group, they realized

that their minds were now fertile with seeds of wisdom to be trans-

mitted to future generations. The grain in the head of the wheat held its

reproductive power, but also, due to the fungus of ergot, its revelatory

power. The mystai understood the two powers, biological and mystical,

as a unity. They participated in body and mind in a higher type of gen-

eration, the epigenetic transrhission of initiated wisdom.*

The sheaf of cut wheat revealed to the mystai the true nature of their
own cognitive activity: the human mind is removed from nature, cut

from the ground, its natural source. Mind appears to be independent, as

if our perception of the world originated with us. The lesson of the

hierophant's final gesture was heightened by the spectacle of the Rarian

fields around Eleusis, full of grain rippling in the first light of day as the

initiates emerged from the sanctuary. (The Greater Mysteries were cele-

brated in autumn, just before the harvest.) They saw the cut sheaf in the

hand of the hierophant and beyond it, the rippling fields of mature

wheat sprouting from the earth. At that moment came the key illuminist
insight, what they had come to know through instruction by the Light:
as the wheat is given to us by Demeter, so is our cognition of the natural

world, the place where it grows. The moment they emerged from
absorption in the Organic Light the revelation inrentionally given to the

initiates was the certainty that our cognition of the external world is
given externally through the power of the earth goddess, Gaia, rather

than internally, as we are wont to believe.

They realized where their cognition was actually grounded, now rhat

they had Her Mind.

The certainty that our cerebral process of perceiving the world is

given to us externally, and supported at every moment by the ambient
field of the biosphere, is a sublime and rapturous experience, the signa-

ture of initiated awareness. This certainty informs Abram's signature

essay on the perceptual implications of Gaia. That perception is "a recip-

* Ep;*,i.r, "above genetics," is a ncw paradigm in biological science. It allows for repro-
gramming of the DNA blueprint through a molecular mechanism, reverse transcriptase. l1l
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rocal phenomenon organized as much by the surroundrng world as by

oneself' was known directly in initiation. The mystai realized that per-

ception is reciprocal, yes, but rather like the repriprocity in which I give

part of my fortune to someone who has nothing, and we lavishly spend

it together. They realized that the entire cognitive field of human beings

and of all sentient life is set up and supported by the external world, a

projection of the living intelligence of the planet-in Abram's words, "a

property of the ecosystem as a whole."

Receiving Her Mind, the my-ttai became instruments of Nature as self-

less as the golden wheat waving in the fields around them. To them "the

conviction that one's mind is anything other than the body itselfi' would

not even have been a conviction, but a vivid, direct, irrefutable reality.

Gnosis is full-body, psychosomatic illumination. You do not see the

Organic Light in your head or in your mind, or even in your heart: you

encounter it with your entire body, standing upright. The Mystery seers

beheld the C)rganic Light while standing before it, without hailucina-

tions or introspective distractions. Doing so, they received a download of
Gaian intelligence, a direct influx from the Planetary Mind.

Perceiving Gaia as the Eleusinian initiates did was also an act of love,

because the realization that our minds are not our own inspires immense

affection for the Other. Humanity cannot survive without observing the

interspecies bond. To love all that is not human, animals and plants,

insects, the atmosphere, empowers us to be human. Loving Gaia is the

highest calling of humanity. It is also the path of enlightenment that can

lead us to coevolution in the most direct way, the safest and sanest way,

because the spirituality of the Mystery experience grows directly from

our biological endowment.

When the initiates emerged from the inner chamber at Eleusis into

the clear autumnal light, and beheld the golden grain of the Rarian

fields, and on the nearby hills, the outline of lithe poplars and cypress

trees, they saw nature through the power of seeing given by nature,

sacred and inviolable power.
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THE END OF PATRIARCHY

lyfonotheism 
begins with a god who hates trees.

Ye shall utterly destroy all the places where in the nations which

ye shall possess served their gods, upon the high mountains, and

upon the hrlls,and under euery green tree. And ye shall overthrow

their altars, and break their pillars, and burn their idols with

fire; and ye shall hew down the carved images of their gods, and

destroy the names of them out of that place. (Deut. 12:2-3)

The Demiurge of the Old Testament is jealous, insisting that no other

gods be honored before him. This demand of course implies that there

are other gods, competing deities. They are Pagan divinities who per-

vade nature, manifesting in all manner of creatures, in clouds and rivers

and trees, even in rocks. Monotheism will tolerate none of these sen-

suous immanent powers. It makes the earth void of divinity, its inhabi-

tants subject to an off-planet landlord.

By a strange twist the biblical deity who claims to have created the nat-

ural world forbids humanity to adore his handiwork. For an artist to

demand personal adoration for himself instead of, and in exclusion of,

his work, is rather perverse considered in human terms, but with this

arrogant god it is perfectly normal. The wrathful, capricious tempera-

ment of Yahweh belies deep insecurity, for if Gnostic myth points to the

truth, this god is a fraud, a violent and demented imposter. One Gnostic

scholar describes him as a sullen, disgruntled bully, prone to fits of rage,

who "propagates a gang of angelic henchmen, rulers ('archons') . . . and

goes about setting up his rule in the classic style of a petty tyrant."2'7 The
Demiurge and his legion of planetary drones are a parody of Jewish
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scripture, but not just that. Like Philip K. Dickt metaphor of the Black
Iron Prison, the Archons represent the metaphorical entrapment of the
human spirit in self-contrived delusions.

"The message of an alien God and an evil earth" was wrongly artrib-
uted to Gnostics by Christian ideologues who embraced the fewish god
and enforced the cult of monotheism.t" To accuse the pagan initiates of
hating the flesh and rejecting the sensory world was plainly absurd, but
the accusation served well to distract attention from the life-hating atti-
tude of the accusers. To sustain the ruse, the divinity of the earth, central
to the Gnostic worldview, had to be utterly denied. But the Goddess was

not so easily eliminated. In the old resrament all traces of adoration for

fehovah's creation refer either directly or indirectly to Wisdom, the
Divine Sophia, who is nature deified. This includes the so-called sapien-
tial literature named after the Goddess: sapientia is Latin for wisdom.*
sapientia is also the distinctive rrait of Homo sapiens sapiens. Gnostics
taught that human sapience, the wisdom unique to our species, is cor-
rupted by obedience to rhe imposter deity, the counrerfeiring spirit,
antimimon pneuma. The religion of the extraterrestrial father god rup-
tures humanity's empathic bond with the earth, Sophia embodied, yet it
is that same religion that has given humanity in the western world its
historical and spiritual identity.

AsHBnnH AND MENoRAH

The commandment of God in Deureronomy was difficult to observe,
and when observed, it produced some dire consequences. For one thing,
it estranged the ancient |ews from their nature-worshiping neighbors in
canaan' and, indeed, from communion with the natural world itself.
Discussing the antinature theology that christianity inherited from
Judaism, Paul Shepard observed that "the evangelical assertion of the
new Word was not intended to make man fit into the world, but to
verify his isolation. . . . where traditional myths had been part of the
great man-culture-nature-divine cybernetics, the new myth extolled the

* on Jewish sapiential literature that celebrates the Goddess, including some traces in the
Bible, see "Suggested Reading and Research."
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mystery of God's purpose, and the discontinuity of events."''n From its
inception, the "new myth" to be enacted historically on earth worked
against humanity's bond with the living planet, and denied human par-

ticipation in the cyclic continuity of nature. "The mystery of God's pur-
pose" demanded the desecration of the holy sites of nature-loving
people, trees and sacred objects in every green place. Denial of the sen-

sual beauty of the natural world and the numinous power that flows

from the Goddess into the human heart was the beginning of the fear of
God. The need to destroy whatever arises from the Pagan sense for life
is due to "a fear-instinct, and has been thorough, and has been really

criminal, in the Christian world, from the first century until today," as

D. H. Lawrence observed."o

The altars, pillars, and idols condemned by Yahweh were placed in
groves of trees. The name of the Canaanite goddess Asteroth means

"sacred tree," although this translation is redundant because all trees

were sacred to the ancient people of the Near East and Europa. Trees

were revered as divine before carved images of trees were set up to be

worshiped. This shift was perhaps not due to psychic distancing, as we

might suppose, but to environmental sensitivity in the region of
Saharasia where verdant forests and rich grasslands were lost in a cata-

strophic climatic change after 4000 8.c.E.22' Was Yahweh's condemnation

symptomatic of reverse psychologyl Did seeing fertile fields and sump-

tuous forests disappear in a few generations produce a sense of power-

Iessness that inverted itself into a vengeful lust for power over naturel "I
will not stand by and watch nature destroy the woods and fields, so I will
assert my own power to destroy, acting in nature's stead." This may be a

plausible explanation for the "prior wounding" that led to the violent

antinature fixation of patriarchal religion.

The Hebrew word asherah occurs over forty times in the first five books

of the Bible, sometimes to indicate "the potent cuhic prescncr of the

female deity named Asherah," sometimes to indicate the carved wooden

idols used to represent her."' Asteroth-Asterah-Astarte was native to the

Near East and Palestine, but she belonged to a vast pantheon of tree god-

desses found worldwide: the lovely hamadryads of Greek myth, such as

Daphne the laurel; the Egyptian Isis who is often represented as a tree

trunk sprouting bountiful leafy limbs; and the sensuous, sloe-eyed apsaras
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of Hindu mythology, including Queen Maya, the mother of the
Buddha."t Yahweh's curse on rhe asherah was not his personal peeve, but
a pathological hatred that stuck to the deepesr sources of human imagi-
nation where the psyche is rooted in nature. when the cults of the
Goddess were suppressed, her idols thrown down, her leafy groves laid
bare, the |ews invented the menorah to replace what they had destroyed.
The seven-branched candlestick is a schematic abstraction from nature,
the spectral imitation of an asherah, a sacred tree.

In Gnostic terms the replication of nature in lifeless form exemplifies
HAL' Archontic simulation. In the shift from organic form ro abstrac-
tion an entire range ofvalues is lost and other values contrary to organic
life are adopted as if they were equal, or even superior to, the lost values.
This is antimimon, countermimicking. The shift from asherah to
menorah reveals how the Lie insinuates itself most deeply in the human
psyche. leffrey Burron Russell succinctly explains the Zoroastrian notion
of the Lie, drugh:

The first human couple have free will, and initially they choose

to love and serve Ohrmazd [Ahura Mazda, Absolute Good].
But Ahriman [Absolute Evil] tempts them to sin by using
against them the essence of sin itself: the Lie. The lie is that
Ahriman, not Ohrmazd, has created the world, and Mashye
and Mashyana [the primal parents] believe it.22,

For the ancienr Hebrews who adopted but oddly twisted rhis scenario,
the lie Yahweh tells them is that he, not sophia, created the world. And
they believed it. But a twist occurred because the fewish mind dici not
embrace a concepr of evil as such. In equating the good god Ahura
Mazda with their tribal deity Yahweh, they were tricked into equating
his handiwork with evil. This polarity never really worked in fewish
religion' It was constantly resisted by the racial psyche, but enforced by
the radical, ecophobic few, such as the Yahwist scribes who chartered the
apocalyptic program of the Zaddikim. Having festered in the fewish
psyche for many centuries, hatred of nature as the work of the clevil sur-
faced into fe rocious intensity in the christianity of the Micldle Ages. The
dualistic twist was deeply insidious because the Jewish tribal god resem-
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bled Ahriman more than Ahura Mazda: Jews believed they where a

righteous people chosen by their god to stand against an evil world,

when in reality they were tormented by a god-complex based on a lie

about the creation of the world. This was the consummate theological

setup for schizophrenia. And still is.

From its origins fewish religion exhibited a marked tendency for

Archontic substitution and the co-optation process that goes along with

it, as seen in the menorah. When the germ of |ewish religious dementia

from the Zaddikim went pandemic in Christianity, converts to the new

faith co-opted Pagan images and ideas in a furious totalitarian spirit of
righteousness, cleverly legitimated by ideologues such as Saint

Augustine:

When temples, idols, groves, etc., are thrown down by permis-

sion from the authorities, although our taking part in this work

is a clear proofofour not honouring, but rather abhorring, these

things, we must nevertheless forbear from appropriating them

to our own personal and private use; so that it may be manifest

that in overthrowing these we are influenced, not by greed, but

by piety. When, however, the spoils of these places are applied

to the benefit of the community and devoted to the service of

God, they are dealt with in the same manner as the men them-

selves when they are turned from impiety and sacrilege to the

true religion.225

The command of Yahweh from Deuteronomy drove Church political

policy, and it still does, although the process disguises itself. It has often

been observed that Christianity is rich in graphic imagery of the kind

forbidden in Judaism. This is because salvationism in Europe and the

European colonies enslaved the native imagination, co-opted the indige-

nous creativity, and coerced the populace to fabricate religious d6cor. Yet

the converted peoples defiantly preserved their imaginative life, often

making Christian art disguise their indigenous vision and tribal memo-

ries. Islam was a later mutation of the Zaddikite ideological virus, but in

a more virulent form that attacked indigenous capacities even more

strongly, exactly in the way viruses mutate to overcome immune
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defenses. Thus, Islamic religion reasserted the taboo on visual imagery
and forced a return to abstraction from natural forms, the principal
mark of Archontic mentality.

The Gnostic theory of error carefully traces the elision from error to
evil' and does not equate them. Drugh, "the Lie," is an advanced form of
error that readily blurs into evil. Deceit is evil, even when those who
practice it do so in error and blindness, out of sheer ignorance. when she

shamed the Demiurge, Sophia called him Samael, "the blind one." In
Zoroastrian religion, drugh opposes the principle of truth and justice,

asha. (And there is the root of asherah, by the way. The English word
truth derives from the archaic root dreu, "tree," related to the Greek
dryad, "tree nymph," and the Celtic word for shaman-priest, druid.
Truth is about trees.) once the Hebrew priesthood adopted split-source
duality during the Babylonian Captivity, they formulated a homegrown
version of Zoroastrianism, but a bizarrely twisted one, as iust noted.
countermimicry is the single most essential factor in the weird deviance
that unfolded in fewish religion, setting up the male-god fixation.

Moonl MoRRlrry

The father god who dictates rules for living is nor a theological idea.
Rather, it is a mental fixation that arises automatically when organic
reality is co-opted in a lifeless replica, or, to say rhe same thing otherwise,
when a concept rooted in sensory experience is replaced by a denatured
form of thinking conceived to exist in an abstract or transmundane set-
ting, off-planet, rarher than in the natural world. To repress the goddess
Asteroth, living trees had to be destroyed and her sacred rites performed
"in every green place," forbidden. The organic form of the rree was then
replicated in the menorah, but the menorah does not represent the tree.
The shift from organic form to replication insinuates a value contrary ro
the living reality so displaced. Barbara walker nores rhat rhe menorah,
which is often "decorated with yonic symbols," recalls the sacred tree of
seven branches reaching into the night sky, and corresponding to the
seven Sisters, a constellation mentioned in the Bible (the pleiades).,r0 All
this is far from what it symbolized in |ewish liturgy: the power of the
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monotheistic male deity who creates the world, and rests from his labor,

in seven days. To the Gnostics seven was the number of the Archons'

The Hebdomad was the domain of Yaldabaoth, the demented god who

falsely claims to have created the natural world. The menorah replicates

a tree but replaces the values of nature and the Divine Sophia, who is

nature incarnate, with another set of antinatural values. It is as if you

mind-modeled nature and then imagined that the lifeless model in your

mind itself produces nature.

The rise of |ewish monotheism was an immensely powerful event in

human experience, but not because monotheism was ever true or good or

right for humanity. The male-god fixation belies the preference for sim-

ulation over reality thatis the primary innate risftof deuiationfor the human

species, Gnostics warned. We incur this risk due to being exceptionally

endowed with modeling and abstracting faculties. Preference for replica-

tion taill come to the fore in human cerebral actiuity, tafting on a life of its

ooun, if it is not detected and ftept uithin limits. k is this preference that

erects and empowers the male creator god in human imagination.

Yahweh-Yaldabaoth is the god-idea that conforms best to our mind-

modeling propensities. We are created "in His image" because in the

mono-deity we see ourselves reflected at the height of our replicating

Powers.
Replication is reductive to an infinite degree because abstract mod-

eling tends automatically to generate models of models of models, thus

inducing the illusion that everything that exists can be rendered in a

single master model, a supreme and all-inclusive idol-idea: monotheism.

In the Sophia mythos, the planetary system of the Archons is a "scale

model" of fractal patterns in the Pleroma, but the celestial clockwork is

not alive, not sentient and aware, as the Pleroma is and as Earth is. The

power of inorganic forms cannot be denied, however' All that is inor-

ganic has immense structural and mimetic or duplicative force' as seen

in crystal formations such as quartz and bone. The architecture of inor-

ganic form can be magnificent, but it does not support sentient, ani-

mated experience. Likewise, countermimicry that replaces living form

by abstraction does not support living, self-conscious experience but

draws humanity into blind, zombielike behavior.

fehovah is the arrogant god who models reality (Archons imitating
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the Pleroma) and imposes a model reality in place of life's organic

unfoldment. The Archontic tactic is to replicate and dissimulate, so that

the replica carries values contrary to what it copies. The treelike

menorah commemorates a god who hates trees. The monotheistic male

god is extremely rigorous w.ith this tactic. In the Old Testament narra-

tive Yahrveh w'as not satislied to clrive the irnaginative, picturing facul-

ties of his people into abstraction-"Thou shalt not make unto thee any

carved irnage"-so he goes further, much further. He makes the same

demand upon that other facultv so crucial to morality and choice: our

narrative, storytelling powers. He demands that history be a single plot

of which He, who stands beyond the world, is the sole author and the

executor. Rather than a story open to iearning and discovery, enriched by

constantly evolving interaction with the natural setting where human

experience is reflected, the male deity imposes a totalitarian drama

whose outcome depends on supernatural intervention. Archontic repli-

cation (the Coptic HAL, "simulation") is not mere imitation but a

process that insinuates values working against life. Countermimicry of
humanity's storytelling genius gives patriarchy its supreme advantage

over the genuine and spontaneous evolution of our species.

How does fewish sacred narrative in the Old Testament differ from

other indigenous tribal narrativesl It differs dramatically on two counts.

First, the pattern of historical abuse set up in the Old Testament is ele-

vatecl to a "Divine Plan," but not in the same sense, say. that quarrels

amon;J the gods in Greek myth are reflected in human conflict. Pagan

myth ahvays has a psychological value, and ofien an ambivalent one,

pointing to the clash of instincts tt,ithin human nature; yet the resolution of
conflict is always vvithin human capacity. In the directive script of the

ancie nt Hebrews, the wrath of God and fear of the Lord put the drama

on another level u'here only off-planet, extrahuman resolution is pos-

sible. Ultirnately, historical violence is anchored in familial abuse.'27

)ehovah is the reification of a father complex that is not by any means

unique to the fewish culture that produced it. The tyrannical, tor-
menting f:rther q,ho also judges and rewards is the main agent of patri-
archv in all cultures. The porver of the father god in the human psyche

is directly proportional to the power of the father figure in a family con-

stellation. )ewish sacred narrative is unique in the way it makes the dys-
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functionality of the human family the condition for the highest attarn-

ment of human potential.

There is a second difference between jewish sacred history and

indigenous narratives: the biblical directive script is about psychic dis-

tancing from nature and alienation from generic humanness. This is

contrary to the universal form of indigenous narrative that relates how

"the people" emerge from nature, but remain grounded there, reflected

in their habitat where they learn to live by observing organic laws and

interacting with other species. The rules for living for the ancient

Hebrews came from outside the natural world in the form of a model

morality dictated by a distant superterrestrial deity. Such is the

Archontic character of the fewish moral code, widely taken as paradig-

matic for humanity as a whole. The code comes packaged in a story that

is itself a product of insidious countermimicry: salvation narrative is to

the story of humanity's coevolution with nature (genuine indigenous

narrative) what the menorah is to the asherah.

Hun.aNrrv BEtnnvno

Perhaps the hardest lesson of history is that biblical salvation narrative

does not lead to the highest fulfillment of human potential, but to its

betrayal. It could be said that in patriarchy, humanity has been betrayed

by the father figure. But the denial around this act ofbetrayal is so deep

thatafantasy solution has to be contrived to avoid facing it. (Recall that

both Erich Fromm and D. FI. Lawrence observed the tendency in Judeo-

Christian religion to concoct a fantasy solution for failure to live up to

God's inhumane expectations.) In a pathological twist that takes many

generations to devolve, the experience of being betrayed plays over into

the act of self-betrayal. The grand scenario of religious experience in the

West presents chapter after chapter of humanity's self-betrayal, disguised

as a process of expiation to win the love of the absent father god.

The directive script of |udeo-Christian-Islamic monotheism impels

our self-betrayal, because the script replicates indigenous narrative, the

story of coevolution that we really could be developing and enacting, but

deceptively insinuates antihuman and antinatural values in its place.
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Hebrew monotheism is often associated with ethical idealism, as if the

model morality dictated by the father god guarantees the best possible

behavior on Earth. But if morality is innate to the human species, it
cannot be commanded from without, nor imposed through rules and

formulas from on high. Historically the fewrsh people have been

shackled with a bizarre mission, which they do their human best to

resist. If the will of the father god is obeyed they will be the supreme

exemplars of conscience, the righteous few who show the many how to

live. Israel will be a glory before all the nations. This claim to super-

human moral superiority is deep-seated and next to impossible to refute.

The Zaddikim carried it to insane extremes. The entire world, but espe-

cially the fewish people themselves, have suffered atrociously for that

mad extravagance for two thousand years.

Understanding the dynamics of countermimicry is not easy, but

without exposing how the process works, we will never disengage it.

Even a mythologist and cultural historian an astute as William Irwin
Thompson cannot see his way past the Archontic spin of salvation nar-

rative. lnTransforming History, where he outlines a home-schooling cur-

riculum for the future, Thompson calls the Old Testament "a pivotal

document in the cultural evolution of consciousness" and asserts that

"history is the medium through which the mind moves to its destiny

with god."2" The claim that biblical history presents a model of moral

education for humanity has profoundly shaped the course of human

experience, no question about it, but has it done so for the betterment of
humankind and the planetl If morality is something other than a mod-

eling of behavior by predetermined rules, this claim is wrong, danger-

ously wrong. The ancient )ews did not discover conscience, the power to

choose what is right, they merely introduced a set of rules purporting to

dictate what is right.

Asserting the bioethics of deep ecology, Arne Naess wrote: "Just as we

need no morals to make us breathe, you need no moral exhortation to
show care."t:' Rooted in nature, humanity does not need preset behav-

ioral rules to follow, but uprooted from nature we are compelled to

replicate what we're missing. This is where the Archontic factor sub-

verts human potential and "the mind moves to its destiny with god."
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Exposing and overcoming co-optive replication may be the spiritual

challenge that decides the fate of humankind. A steep challenge it is, but

look at the alternative . Behind the ages-old rhetoric about "the messianic

destiny that awaits at the end of history" (Thompson again) looms the

reality of the world as it is today:

The terror of history lies in the great destruction it has wrought

on our planet and our people, and in the perversion ofour nat-

ural religious sensitivities to place and the source of Life. We are

left with the dull mentality of the competitive, acquisitive , con-

tractual being whose essence is determined by the outcome of

situations. Thought is consumed in the fearful expectancies of

coming events, daily tedium, and sentimental recall of the past.

As historical beings, we stand condemned by our history and

are helpless in the face of it.""

The essential lessons of history are not easy to see, because they are les-

sons about history itself rather than lessons we might draw from it. To

penetrate "the dynamic of the pseudomyth, history," as Paul Shepard

called it, requires a lot of close textual analysis, of course. But more cru-

cially, it demands a deep, dispassionate look into the human psyche to

see how salvation history mirrors the hidden workings of our most nar-

cissistic, self-destructive impulses.

One of the more sobering lessons of this process is that history cannot

teach us how to be human, but it can and does condition us to accept and

enact inhumanity. This lesson touches the essence of the Gnostic protest

against the |udeo-Christian salvation narrative, the directive script of
Western civilization. The Levantine Gnostics tried to warn the people of
their time and setting about the risk of humanity abandoning its divine

birthright, surrendering its potential for coevolution, and betraying its

authentic identity, the Anthropos. In short, they had profound insight

into the psychological sources of the dominator culture of patriarchy.

"Gnostics realized the true source of the constriction of patriarchal

structures to lie in the Demiurge," as one scholar astutely noted."'

The god who hates trees is the founding father of patriarchy.
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AccEssony ro Evrl

From its inception patriarchy has relied on salvation narrative to under-
write its program of genocide, ecocide, sexual repression, child abuse,

social domination, and spiritual conrrol. This script works beautifully
for the dominator agenda because it was deliberately written for it. Hor,v

can a story about love, forgiveness, and divine benevolence endorse the
perpetration of evill This seems impossible and against all reason, until
we realize that the story is not what it appears to be. The salvation nar-
rative of the Bible is a story of perpetration, conceived to support and

legitimate the dominator agenda. In the New Testament the true intent
of the narrative is disguised in banal adages about love, grace, forgive-
ness, charity, and other noble principles.

The great religious ideals of humaniry expressed in salvation narrarive
are not the remedy to the pathological violence that engulfs us, they are

complicit in it. The pathology originated with those ideals. They feed

and legitimate it. They encourage and excuse it. This is perhaps the

hardest, most bitter lesson that history can teach us.

Defenders of their faith often argue that crimes against humanity com-
mitted in the name of fehovah or God or Allah are rhe deeds of "extrem-

ists" who do not represent the true principles of love, peace, and tolerance

enshrined in the religious creeds they invoke. But the exrremists main-
tain that they are the rrue believers, selllessly willing ro act on divinely
dictated principles. Where is the truth herel Are perpetrators who
invoke a divine sanction for their acts the true exemplars of their faith, as

they claim, or are they violent aberrations from the norm, as the other,
nonperpetrating members of the same faith would represent theml

History shows that the religious ideals attached to salvation narrative
have consistently been used to legitimate violence, rape, genocide, and
destruction of the natural world. Today, as I write these words, the earth
is wracked by an ecological crisis due to antinature theology, and con-
sumed by violence and terrorism rooted in religious causes. In Iraq sui-
cide bombers now massacre their own people on a daily basis, either for
colluding with the occuparion forces, or for being on rhe wrong side of
a medieval dispute over the succession from Muhammad. The com-
mander-in-chief of the occupation forces has openly admitted that the
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Christian father god guides his political decisions, thus attributing to

God's plan a fascist agenda that inflicts murder and oppression on count-

less people in the Near East and elsewhere in the world. The work of the

perpetrators is double destruction: to take life and to ruin lives. If they

are lucky enough not to be caught up in the mayhem, good and decenr

Muslims and their Christian and Jewish counterparts stand aside,

watching what is done in the name of their cherished beliefs. In the final

balance the people who commit and promote violence and murder in the

expression of religious beliefs may be a minute fraction of the faithful,
but they are the ones who determine the course of events, shape history,

affect society, and threaten the biosphere.

How can an aberrant few who pervert the religious principles they

claim to uphold have such preponderant power in the worldl
One explanation would be unanimity of belief. Even when passively

held and not enacted by most believers, religious beliefs can inspire and

legitimate extreme actions done by a righteous few. For instance, the

belief in divine retribution is part of the creed shared by )ews,

Christians, and Muslims alike. Many good and decent people do not act

on this belief, however. They do not make themselves instruments of
God's power to exact retribution. Some few do, and the consequences

are felt by the entire world. Religious extremists gain a disproportionate

measure of power through the passive consent of those who share their

belief system-and that would be billions of believers. Although many

Christians object to the invocation of their beliefs in the cause of war and

politics, they still identify with beliefs such as the mission of the right-
eous few to fulfill God's plan (second component of the redeemer com-

plex) and a final day of reckoning when God makes all things right
(fourth component). Unanimity of belief is a binding force that gives

common identity to believers so that they do not have to face life s diffi-
culties entirely on their own. Equally so, it fosters a blind force of collu-

sion that implicates all believers in the actions taken by fellow believers,

even if they are but a minute nurnber of the faithful.

It might be objected that the interpretation of the beliefs that good,

peace-loving people hold in common with extremists, sets them apart

from the extremists. However, the fundamental force of religion does

not inhere in its interpretations. In reality, interpretations count for little,

239
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although they do provide convenienr cover to hide behind when blood
runs in God's name. A twofold dynamic operares in unanimity: identifi-
cation with beliefs, and participation in the story in which the beliefs are

scripted, or encoded. Nonextremist peace-loving people find their iden-
tity in beliefs, but they do not enacr rhe destructive behavior that could
be, and often is, attributed to the beliefs they hold. They also adhere to

the story that enshrines their belief system, but they interiorize it,
holding it as an article of personal faith, not to be imposed on others.

Extremists who enact violence in the expression of their beliefs parrici-
pate in the story of their faith in a very differenr way. Sectarian and fun-
damentalist violence arises less from acting on beliefs than from enacting

the story in which the beliefs are encoded.

NRnnarrvp SpEr-r-

The power of the story is what turns believers into extremists. This pres-

ents a most dangerous situation, for the narrative spell of salvation his-

tory can drive the entire human race toward insane and inhumane

behavior. Human be ings can act contrary to their own humanity if they

are following a script about what it means to be human that is erroneous,

delusional, and loaded with false expectarions. I submit that this is pre-

cisely the danger that Gnostics saw in the salvation narrative of the early
Christians.

Perpetrators often cite passages of Scripture to justify actions such as

suicide bombing or the invasion of Iraq, but they are compelled above all
else by the dramatic force of the story they are living our. Today, various
factions of society are competing to see who can act out the end-game

narrative in the most violent, dramatic way. The power of unanimity
favors the extremists because they follow a script attributed to super-

human authorship: nonextremist believers cannot challenge the script
without going against superhuman authoriry, which they are, as

believers, not inclined to do, or unable to do. Average, tolerant, peace-

loving folk do not exteriorize rhe story of their faith in a violent manner,

yet they are accessory to the violence inherent in the story. Tolerant
believers ("moderates" in the jargon of the daily news) may have a
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deeply pious regard for the story in which their religious beliefs are

encoded, or a merely sentimental attachment. In either case they are

usually not compelled to act out the imperatives that inform the script.

Nevertheless, the force of unanimity throws them into collusion with
those who do. There is another hard and bitter lesson to be learned from
history: how good people can be accessory to evil by sharing the belief
system of the perpetrators. Belief implicates those who believe, and it
implicates them absolutely.

To understand this alarming situation is to recognize how difficult it
would be for things to be otherwise. Suppose that good, decent people

were to assert the power of their convictions against the perversion of
those convictions by extremists. How could they do itl The force of una-

nimity sets up a situation in which the few dominate the many. Unless

the moderates confront and oppose the extremists in a direct and dra-

matic manner, almost on a one-to-one basis, there will be no change in

the dynamic. Unless moderate, peace-loving people take responsibility

to act decisively against the extremists, perpetrators and perpetrating

groups will always have the edge. They will gain an excess of power

from the passive collusion of those who share their belief system. This

explains how evil and wrongdoing can prevail in the world even though,

at any given moment, there are countless more good and decent people

acting with kindness and tolerance than there are perpetrators.

There is no totalitarian solution to violence. There are diverse causes

and types of violence in the world, and not all perpetration of violence

seen in history can be attributed to those who follow the salvation narra-

tive. But the violence that has most profoundly shaped the entire world,

exacted the greatest price in human suffering, caused untold harm to
nonhuman creatures, and disastrously affected the environment---that

violence fu driven and indemnified by the redeemer complex. To undo

just the violence arising from that source would already be an immense

spiritual victory for the future.

Patriarchy, the primary historical instrument of domination, uses sal-

vationist beliefs to secure unanimity but, as cultural anthropologist Ren6

Girard observed, "religion protects man only as long as its ultimate

foundations are not revealed."tt' This is a startling remark, but it leaves

us wondering: Protects man from whatl It might be thought that lofty
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ideals such as charity, tolerance, and forgiveness, which are written into
the salvation narrative, serve to protect us from violence. But Girard dis-
agrees, and so do I. Religion protects humanity from seeing its com-

plicity in the violence that infects religious beliefs. This is not rhe only

kind of violence in the world, but it is by far the most insidious, lethal,

and far-reaching.

Hard-core perpetrators differ from non-harm-doing believers by their
fanatical enactment of the story in which their beliefs are scripted. Kind,
decent, well-meaning people may honor the story, and do not need to

live it aggressively, yet their lives are dominated by those who do. How
can this collusive bond can be brokenl By exposing and refuting the

insanity of salvationist beliefs, as the Gnostics did. And even more cru-
cially, by breaking the narrative spell of the dominators. The refusal to

go along with the salvation narrative might be called spiritual disobedi-

ence , comparable to the civil disobedience of Thoreau and Gandhi.

The most effective way to defeat patriarchy is to defy and disown its

self-legitimati ng narrative.

Many people of traditional religious faith could do this and still retain

their faith in the principles oflove, forgiveness, charity, peace, and toler-
ance. Is it possible to have faith in those principles in themselves, inde-

pendent of a legitimating narrative? If it is not, the world may not be

saved from salvationism. However, by disowning the story but
remaining true to their ideals, kindhearted people would prove rhat reli-
gion can be practiced without colluding with those who make it a pre,

text for domination. To dissociate from the salvation narrative would be

the most effective way for decent and peace-loving people to end their
complicity in the dominator agenda.
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THE DIVINE SCAPEGOAT

J n considering why Europeans committed genocide and massive

I destruction of nature in the New World-a historical parre rn thar is

by no means over, but continues furiously on a global scale with corpo-
rate tools of destruction now at the forefront of ths 2552u11-I initially
proposed that the victim-perpetrator bond works in the course of his-

tory, as it is known to work in dysfunctional families. We have seen rhat

the redeemer complex, the dynamic core of salvationist belief, asserts the

redemptive value of suffering in such a way that it legitimates and even

sanctifies suffering. On top of all that, the victim-perperraror bond

makes suffering extremely contagious. The invaders of the New World
were descendants of indigenous peoples whose way of life was destroyed

by carriers of the Palestinian redeemer complex, as if by a biological

plague. Infected by the same virus, they in turn destroyed the way of life
of the indigenous people of the Americas. Like the Christians who con,

verted their distant ancestors to the redeemer complex, the invaders

believed in a god who could redeem sin, and this belief permirted them

to commit sin, to inflict suffering in His cause and even to feel sanctimo-

nious about it. Spanish mercenaries burned the natives of Central

America by thirteens "in honor of Our Redeemer and the Twelve

Apostles," Bartholomew de las Casas reported."'

THE DIvINE VICTIM

The lethal insanity of the victim-perpetrator bond is staggering. The
complicity of victims and perpetrators is a gruesome pacr, bur there is

still a deeper dimension to this horror. Discussing the question of what
"makes God accessory to the manifest sinfulness of the human world,"
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Alan Watts observed: "Beyond this theological nightmare there is the

fascination of supernal masochism."234 The factor of "supernal

masochism" comes to expression in what can be called uictim-perpetrator

collusion. The two parties are not merely complicit in their beliefs, they

are intricately and intimately codependent in their actions. Victims and

perpetrators need each other desperately and use each other both

viciously and vicariously to keep their bond intact. This is not true of
first-time, out-of-the-blue victims, of course, but of the addicted kind,

those who come back for more, glorify in the victim role and blindly
follow the same narrative as the perpetrators, convinced that it puts

them on higher moral ground than those who harm them, or believing

they are called to suffer for the sake ofothers.

But now a huge objection: If the redeemer complex is so utterly

wrong, so contrary to the essential good nature of humanity, how can it
be so powerful? If it is really so dangerous and demented, how can the

salvation narrative capture and convince so many peoplel If the answer

to this question is lacking so far, it is because in considering the four

components of the redeemer complex and tracing their permutations

through history we have still not arrived at the nucleus of the complex,

the numinous source of its overwhelming power: the divine victim.
In his two main works, Things Hiddenfrom the Foundation of the trAorH

and Violence and the Sacred, cultural anthropologist Ren6 Girard probed

deeply into the redeemer complex. At many points his analysis comes

close to the Gnostic understanding of redemption theology and the

threat it poses to human society. Girard identihes what he calls (rightly

so, I reckon) the "generative mechanism" of all religion. This is "the vic-

timage mechanism"* or "surrogate victim syndrome."2rt ln plain English
(Girard is a Catholic revisionist, postmodern deconstructionist, and cul-

tural anthropologist with a lisp, and he's French), we call this mecha-

nism scapegoating.

The original scapegoat was the sacred king, a figure we encountered

in tracing fewish theocracy. In the time before male-only theocracy

emerged around 4000 r.c.r., people living in pre-urban societies had to

* In adopting Girard's terminology, I will consistently use "victimage" for the specific act of
choosing a victim as a scapegoat, by contrast to "victimhood," the condition of an innocent
person subjected to abuse, harm, or death, i.e., victimized.
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come to terms with wrongdoing in their midst. They realized that per-
petration will happen, more often than not, with no way to discover who
the perpetrator is. If the perpetrator cannot be found and punished by

society, justice cannot be done. Most of the time, this is the way it goes in
life. There can be no absolute guarantee of justice in human society. Our
ancestors were sensitive folk who found this situation cruel, even intol-
erable. But they were not so delusional as to concoct a way to avoid it, or
disguise it, or pretend it was not so. In fact, they came up with a rather
good solution to the problem ofperpetration.

They decided to hold the male chief of rhe community blameworthy
for any and all wrongdoing in cases when the actual perpetrator could
not be found. Let's recall that in prepatriarchal societies, the tribal chief
or king was empowered ("anointed") by a priestess who represented the

Goddess. The rite of hieros gamos, sacred mating, guaranteed that the

king-to-be was courageous but tender, a noble and innocent man who
could surrender to a woman in the most intimate act of human contact.

By accepting blame even though innocent, the tribal king became the

"surrogate victim" who would bear the sins of the community. To

ancient sensibilities it seemed wrong to place a woman, the life giver of
the species, in the dicey role of scapegoat, so the surrogate victim was

always a man. Being a sacred king had its perks, including the delight of
sexual initiation with a daughter of the Goddess, bur it carried the risk
that you might be killed to expiate the unsolved crimes of the commu-

nity. In ancient Greece, the sacrificial king was called the pharmafton.

Girard explains that pharmaftoz means both malady and remedy. "The
victim Iselected for scapegoating] draws to itself all the violence infecting
the original victim and through irs own death transforms rhis baneful
violence into benefi cial violence.""t'

This system worked because it encouraged the king to model honesry

and kindness, and assisr or guide members of the community to do the

same. Far more important than the role-modeling function, however,
was the fact that scapegoating thekingpurged the community of the need

for retaliatory uiolence. One of the mosr vicious forms of behavior in
human experience, retaliatory violence is particularly gruesome when
the perpetrator of the inciting acr cannot be identified. (A preemptive
strike is retaliatory violence without a known, accurarely identified
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perpetrator.) Pagan society inherited the custom of prepatriarchal com-

munities: to allow retaliation in cases where the wrongdoer was known
and could be punished or killed by the kin of their victims. "An eye for
an eye." That was considered fair enough. But when retaliatory violence

has no certain target, and when it is sanctified by religious beliefs and

driven by an inflamed sense of righteousness, it wreaks hell on earth. It
becomes an ecodical and genocidal tool, and beyond that, an apocalyptic

weapon.

Sacrificial kingship was the original, uncorrupted form of Girard's

"victimage mechanism." In the small-scale communities where it arose

it worked rather well. But over time and with the increasing complexity

of society in urban settings, victimage devolved into a complex patholog-

ical mechanism, and the drive for retaliatory violence-ever present in
human nature-morphed into the redeemer complex.

The divine victim is the numinous prototype of the redeemer.

"LYINc ORDER"

Over time scapegoating devolved into a grand religious scheme for
making everything right in the world, or defeating what was not right,
rather than a modest and provisional custom for keeping the peace.

Girard says that scapegoating in its later, degenerate form is "not simply

an illusion and a mystification, but the most formidable and influential
illusion and mystification in human experience.""t Scapegoaring is the

root of "religious delusion," but also what gives religion such vast social

and political power. It only works, however, as long as the people in the

religious system do not see how it works. "Religion protects man only as

long as its ultimate foundations are not revealed."

Girard shows that those who benefit from scapegoating are---4r appear

to be-protected from the violence within rhemselves, while in fact they

allow others to live it out for them. All the while they disown any asso-

ciation with it. Victimage provides a sense of absolution, but covertly it
allows both victims and perpetrators to parricipare deeply in the patho-
logical transactions of violence. Girard's astonishing analysis reveals rhe

victim-perpetrator bond in its collusiuc aspecr: Victims deny they could

l

l
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ever do violence to others. Perpetrators deny the violence they do to
others. At its root this is one and the same denial. Scapegoating, he asserts,

is the hidden core of "all the fbrms of lying order inside which humanity
lives.""'

The most extreme and grandiose pathological mutation of scape-

goating is the redeemer complex cenrered on rhe figure of the divine
victim. Perpetrators can use christianity to legitimate their actions
because both they and their victims believe in the same solution to the
problem of evil. Split-source duality implies that pain and suffering
come from the good god. But so does relief from those evils, and justice

and vindication as well. It is a win-win situation. salvationist faith is an

open license to murder, torture, rape, lie, manipulate, and control,
because whatever the perpetrators do, they are assured of'the passive col-
lusion of the victims-but only the belieuing uictims who embrace the
same creed and follow the same plan, the plot of salvation history.

Salvationist faith offers those who suffer at the hands of others the right
to claim the high moral ground. Many of the sayings of fesus in the New
Testament assert and indemnify thar arrangement. Victims who accept

the redemptive value of suffering and embrace the belief in a supernar-

ural agent of retribution can be rortured and killed to the end of time,
knowing they will come out on rop, vindicated by the father god and

miraculously revivified to join the company of the saved. Ar the same

tirne those few who fanatically enact the dominator agenda can be

assured that they are forcing the world to conform to God's plan.
Victims and perpetrators collude in a game of "supernal sado-
masochism," (to play on Alan Watts's tart observation).

Along with the lie about who created the world comes the lie about
how victims and perpetrators will triumph over rhe world in the end-
game scenario of salvationism.

The divine victim presents anorher instance of countermimicry: this
figure imitates the tribal scapegoar, rhe instrument of justice suited to the
indigenous psyche, but invests it with a supernarural value that over-
whelms and cancels the human sense of justice . Gnostics saw rhe decep-

tion in divine redemption and tried to expose it. They musr have been

terrified to see how belief in superhuman redemption glorifies and mys-
tifies suffering, and sanctions its adherents to inflict suffering, or be
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accessory to it, without admitting that they are, even (or especially) to

themselves. And they must have been taken unawares when they found

themselves targeted by the pathological violence that breeds like a lethal

virus in victim-perpetrator collusion.

Victim-perpetrator collusion is vividly dramatized in both the Old

and New Testaments, but the "Passion of Christ" is the ultimate enact-

ment of the redeemer complex on the stage of history. At the center of
this drama is the innocent lamb (read: scapegoat) who bears the sins of
the world. The belief system attached to the divine victim offers a solu-

tion to evil. But Girard shows that this solution is delusional. Yet it
works.

But I would emphasize that the solution works only for people who

are themselves delusional. In an insane world, insanity makes sense.

Another hard lesson of history is this: humanity cannot achieve coevo-

lution with the planet as long as society follows the religiously disguised

control program of patriarchy. We cannot have a religion of nature,

which Ren6 Dubos said was imperative for survival, as long as religion

and politics keep their infernal deal struck way back in Mesopotamia

and made official by Constantine. Roman Christianity is not the entire

problem, all salvationist belief systems are, but it is the most triumphant

of perpetrators. It has conjured hell on earth, eradicated the Gnostics,

destroyed the Mysteries, destroyed the learning of antiquity, torn out the

Pagan heart of Europe, murdered midwifes and healers, abetted the

Nazis, colonialized the globe, burned and hung the tribal children of the

Americas, bankrolled the despoliation of nature and the pernicious

deception of Third World peoples, and to hide its crimes, it cast a spell

of guilt and ignorance over sixty generations.

Break that spell and the black magic of redemptive theology will begin

to dissolve, allowing patriarchy to expire of its own unnatural causes.
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A UNIQIE MESSAGE OF LOVE

-f h. divine victim mirrors to humanity, nor rhe solution ro our suf-
I fering and a way to overcome it, but our total, consuming enslave-

ment to it. Victimage works because it makes the force of suffering look
stronger than the life force itself.

CovvraNoED To Lovn

If all this were not enough-and it is quite a lor, a vasr abyss into which
to gaze without dizziness-there is a final, fatal twist, Iike the barb on
the hook that keeps it buried in the flesh. The immense power of scape-

goating is due to victim-perpetrator collusion, but the divine victim of
salvation history is not just a victim: He is also a God-sent emissary with
a unique message of love. Jesus is the preeminent messenger of love,

many people believe. When the Pharisees asked him "which is the first
commandment of all," he replied:

The first of all the commandmenrs is, Hear, O Israel: The Lord
our God is one Lord. And rhou shalt love the Lord thy God

with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,
and with all thy strength: this is the greatest and first command-

ment. And the second is this: Thou shalt love thy neighbor as

thyself. There is no other commandment greater than these.

(Mark 12:29-31)

All of which sounds wonderful until we ask the question: Who really
needs to be commanded to lovel Anyone who has loved anything in
life, be it another person, an animal, a place in nature, a work 6f 311-
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1vhx1svs1-knows that love comes by its own power. It cannot and need

not be commanded. Imagine that you are shown the Grand Canyon

and commanded to love it. You might not love it, but if you do, you do

not have to be commanded. We love spontaneously, through the power

of love itself, which cannot be commanded. If this is the self-evident

truth about love in human experience, why should love of God and love

of one's neighbor be any differentf
The command to love is the supreme manipulative ploy of the domi-

nator agenda, and deeply insidious to boot, (In a two-line poem "Retort

to ]esus," D. H. Lawrence said that whoever forces himself to love engen-

ders a murderer in his own breast.) But to be a iittle more generous, it
could be called the central plea of divine paternalism, whose leading

spokesman is Jesus Christ. Much of what Jesus said is patent nonsense

that goes against human nature, like the above verses, but no one blinks

an eye when these commandments are pronounced. Why notl Because

the messenger of love is the divine victim in human guise, and to refute

|esus would dispel the absolving power of the scapegoat. W'e would be

completely on our ocun with no rules to follow, forced to judge what is

good and evil by reliance on human standards with no absolution for per-

petrators and no vindication for victims. This is the unbearable existen-

tial truth of the human 66ndi1i61-but no, we only suppose it is unbear-

able. In fact, we have not tried it out, we have never lived it through to

see how it really feels. There is so much religious and historical condi-

tioning layered onto the human psyche that it impedes access to the

naked veracity of our own experience. R. D. Laing asserted that the ulti-
mate destruction that can be done to a human being is to destroy its

capacity to have its own experience-and patriarchal monotheism has

done this, using religion as its pretext. Speaking from the same percep-

tion, Gnostics warned that salvationism would defeat our divine endow-

ment, nous, the human potential to learn and evolve. How can we know

what humans are capable of doing out of their otun resources if we rely on

a superhuman agency to predecide the most elementary issues of lifel
The message of love is the barb on the hook of victim-perpetrator col-

lusion. And the bait on the hook is Jesus. (Somewhere in his works, C.

G. fung presents a medieval woodcut depicting |esus lowered from

heaven on a huge hook-to show that he was "a fisher of men.") The
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message of the "man of sorrows" is so contrary to the human condirion

that it has taken centuries of apologetic manipulation to make it iook
even halfway right. ln Beyond Theology Alan Watts wrore:

We are spiritually paralyzed by the fetish of Jesus. Even ro athe-

ists he is the supremely good man, the exan.rplar and moral

authority with whom no one may disagree. Whatever our opin-

ions, we must perforce wangle the words of fesus to agree rvith

them. Poor |esus! If he had known how great an authoriry was

to be projected upon him, he would never have said a word.tt'

And the process goes on still. In an essay entitled "The Christian

Paradox-How a Faithful Nation Gets fesus Wrong," environmental

writer Bill McKibben (The End of Llaturr) says of the verses from N{ark

12 that command love: "Although its rhetorical power has been dimmed

by recognition, that is a radical notion, perhaps the most radical notion

possible."'t0 If we assume this is true, we will be compelled to do any-

thing and everything imaginable to get in line with "the teachings of

lesus," believing that following his advice will change the human condi-

tion. If we mere humans have difficulty putting his sublime messagc

into practice, it has to be all our fault. If fesus said things that '"vere uni-
versally true and essential to living the way humans should live, and we

get Iesus wrong, this is a grave problem, indeed.

But if fesus himself was wrong, that is a problem far graver.

Look at history and consider all that has been said and done to sho'"v

that fesus was right, compared to what has been said and done to shou'

that he was wrong. Of the latter argument there is alnost nothing. If
refutations of fesus existed, they have most certainly been destroyed, as

the writings of the Gnostics were destroyed. What does the near total

absence of a counterargument tell usl In the theological library at the

Catholic University of Leuven, where I sometimes do research on the

Gnostic writings or the Dead Sea Scrolls, the re are entire floors of long

stacks of books that argue that fesus was right. The surviving Gnostic

argument against Christianity can be found in one book, The l,lag

Hammadi Library in English.It is like finding one edible flake oFoatmeal

in a reeking landfill the size of Alaska.
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The collected writings of the Church Fathers dedicated to refuting the

Gnostics-the dossier of the prosecsll6n-al6ne occupy several yards of
shelf space. And the patristic literature is merely a sliver of the sum total

of apologetic and defensive discourse that has been produced to prove

that fesus was right. We tend to believe that |esus was right because

there has been such a monumental effort to convince the world that this

is so, but the extent of the argument is no proof of its veracity. In fact, it
could be evidence of the contrary: a monumental effort to convert the

human mind to the bad faith of betrayed humanity.

Why is it so difficult to refute fesusl Well, apart from the staggering

complexity of the redeemer complex and the murky pathology of
victim-perpetrator collusion-both of which represent a formidable

challenge to human understanding, requring an extraordinary exercise

of patience-there are two other considerable obstacles in the way. The

first is the problem posed by "the teachings offesus," and it has several

knotty aspects.

|esus himself wrote nothing down, so the words attributed to him

were written by other people. To trust that we have a fair and accurate

record of what the Lord said, we must trust those who recorded his

words. But even if we trust f esus, believing that he really lived and had

a unique message for humankind, trusting those who wrote down that

message is another matter. Let's consider that his message can be found

exclusively in the words attributed to him, commonly printed in red in

the New Testament. Extract all these passages and you have what fesus

is alleged to have said. But the teachings are not in these words alone.

They are also in all that has been said and written about those words-
namely, the exposition of the teachings. One can accept all this material

as a valid part of "the teachings of |esus." But with the exposition we face

the same problem again: to trust those who produced it. We are always

one step removed from fesus, depending on the unknown people who

wrote down the words attributed to him, and on the many known

people who have provided a supporting commentary on those words. In
short, we are in a position of having to trust what others say in order to

know that |esus said.

Now, there is a way to get around this problem. Let's assume that all

that f esus taught, the essence and scope of his message, can be found in
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the verbatim passages printed in red. This narrows down the task con-

siderably. No matter what has been made of what |esus said, if we

cannot find the essential message in his own words, then we are really
not getting to his message at all, are wel Even though we cannot be

entirely sure that the verbatim record is a true account of his words, we

can proceed as if it is. We can then look at the words themselves, the lan-
guage, the expressions, and see what kind of teaching they present.

The first thing this exercise reveals is that there is little original con-

tent in the words attributed to fesus. The commandment to "love thy
neighbor" was not original with the Galilean. Ir can be found in
Leviticus 19:18: "Thou shalt not avenge, nor bear any grudge against the

children of thy people, but thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. I am

the Lord." In the way this commandment is stated, it clearly refers to

conflict within the |ewish community to which it is addressed. Its inten-

tion is to restrain retaliatory violence within the limits of the tribe. The
declaration, "I am the Lord," emphasizes that the command comes from
a superhuman agency that must neither be questioned nor challenged.

There is no teaching here, merely a command given to a particular tribal
group to behave in a certain way. Commandments do not teach us any-

thing. ]esus does not teach, either. He merely cites this commandment,

but then, in another context, he modifies it:

Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy

neighbor and hate thine enemy. But I say unto you, Love your

enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate

you, and pray for them who despitefully use and, and persecute

you. (Matthew 6:43-44).

Now, it seems, these verses really show the original essence of fesus'
teachings. fesus here refutes the Old Testament law of "an eye for an

eye," considered in Pagan and indigenous societies to be a perfectly ade-

quate solution when the perpetrator is known. It is often said that
Christianity makes its greatest advance over |udaism by rejecting eye-

for-eye morality for universal love. But considering what we have

learned about scapegoating, it would be wise to listen closely to what the

divine victim says about victimage in the verses cited. The great moral
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advance fesus proposes is a straightforward endorsement of victim-per-

petrator collusion: "do good to them that hurt you." When this com-

mandment is combined with the assurance that abuse and persecution

will earn the Redeemer's favor-"Blessed art thou when you are perse-

cuted for my sake"-victims have a divine sanction to be abused, and

even to invite abuse.

DoueLn-BrND MoRALS

The second most cited feature of fesus' teachings that is said to be truly

original is the golden rule: "Do unto others as you would have them do

unto you." But again, this adage is far from original to the Galilean. Not

only is the golden rule found in slight variations in all the cultures of the

world, but among the Jews is was known to have been the central

teaching of the rabbi Hillel (fl.30 s.c.r.-l0 c.n.), the outstanding spiri-

tual and ethical leader of his generation. When asked the same question

that was put to lesus, "Which is the {irst commandment of alll" Hillel
replied: "Do not do unto others that which is hateful unto thee. That is

the essence of the Torah. All the rest is commentary." It is extremely

important to observe, however, that in quoting Hillel, |esus changes the

syntax of the phrase from negative to positive. The switch of syntax

completely undermines the original sense of Hillel's principle .

What is hateful to someone is pretty clear to that person. This imme-

diately tells the person what not to do to others. Hillel's principle is a

powerful deterrent that completely avoids the language of reward and

punishment. Psychologically, this is a brilliant guideline. It is not utopian

morality, something that sounds good but cannot be put into practice. It
is honest and existential. It can be tested, and we can learn from experi-

ence it if works. But the positive syntax of fesus'version of the principle

has a double connotation that makes it utterly different. fust thinking
about what we would have others do unto us is confusing and immedi-

ately leads away from the essential truth of Hillel's principle. The rule as

modified by fesus is about what we want from others, not about what is

hateful and cannot be tolerated. What we want from others is a huge,

distorting consideration. It makes my behavior toward others dependent
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on what I can get, or imagine I can get, from them. These considerations

completely distort the basic ethical relationship between people, which
depends on detachment from using people for personal ends.

Then there is a second distortion. When Jesus says "do unto others"

rather than "do not do unto others," he insinuates an obligatory note.

The golden rule in his version could be paraphrased like this: "You are

obliged to treat others in whatever way that you might want them to
treat you." How does this principle work in practicel Well, imagine that

I want my neighbor to offer me a free vacation in Tahiti. What I do then,

consistent with the e thics of |esus, is turn around and buy my neighbor

an all-expenses-paid vacation in Tahiti.

It is not hard to make the golden rule in Jesus' version look ridiculous,

but it is not necessary, either. The proposition is self-evidently ridiculous,

even fatuous. By contrast, the principle stated by Hillel is eminently

sane. It is hard to make it look ridiculous. In the element of obligation it
carries, fesus' version of the golden rule belongs to what existential

philosopher Walter Kaufmann called prudential morality. By this he

meant a moral code that obliges us to do things for the betterment of our

own souls. It is prudent to do good to others, for instance, because we

will be rewarded for doing so. In The Faith of a Heretic Kaufmann

argues that fudeo-Christian morality "does not know the value of a deed

done for its own sake," without expectation of reward (or punishment).
"The ethic of the Old Testament is an ethic of prudence and rewards, as

if the point were that it pays to be good."'o' fesus' version of the golden

ruie combines prudential morality with the fantasy element of arbitrary

desire. "Think about what you would like others to do for you, then do

it for them, not for their good, but for the reward it will bring you." This
is an exact paraphrase of ]esus's teaching. Prudential morality is perverse

behavior that has nothing to do with responsible regard for others.

Upon close inspection the teachings of |esus amount to nothing more

than some pithy suggestions for victimage counseling. It would take an

entire book to go through the verbatim record and discover what's truly
original in it, what is purely derivative, and what is just plain deranged.

Two outstanding observations will have to suffice: the so-called teach-

ings are not teachings are all, they are merely pronouncements of divine
paternalism, and most of the language uses double-bind formulas that
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set up schizophrenic propositions, like the Beatitudes from the Sermon

on the Mount. Whoever wrote the words printed in red was both

extremely malicious and extremely clever. The teaching attributed to the

divine victim is a diabolical ruse. The saccharine, schizoid ethics of fesus

make it look good for victims to collude with perpetrators. In so many

instances the principles that fesus expounds are wrong for the human

condition and utterly impracticable in existential terms.

fesus was wrong on a lot of counts but perhaps supremely so on one

issue. Of all the dubious advice pronounced in the New Testament, one

commandment is particularly harmful: the famous injunction to "resist

not evil" and "turn the other cheek." If everyone did this what kind of
society would result? If everyone turned the other cheek, who would be

striking the blowsl Well, obviously, no one. If everyone in the world fol-

lowed the command, "turn the other cheek," there would be no need to

turn the other cheek, because no one would be acting harmfully toward

anyone else. The principle is patently absurd and cancels itself out, but

taken on faith it serves an unmistakable purpose: to give total liberty to

the perpetrators.

It is difficult to tell what is more unfortunate: fesus was really sincere

in proposing this kind of behavior, or he was being intentionally per-

verse. In either case, the ethic of cheek turning is utterly wrong because

it obliges people who are not inclined to harm others to rely on those uho

do harm to embrace the same practice of nondefense. But will people

who are inclined to harm and abuse others change their behavior volun-

tarily, just because they are confronted with someone who does not resist

theml In what instances in human experience has this occurredl

Perpetrators are obliged to be defensive, but in quite another way. They

hide and lie and do whatever it takes to protect themselves so that they

can perpetrate without being detected or defeated. Is it reasonable to

expect that people who act in this way will voluntarily adopt the ethic of
cheek turningl To propose a code of morality that relies on the good will
of perpetrators to desist from their ways is a real stroke of schizoid

genius.

One may begin to wonder if such a code does not originate with the

perpetrators in the first place.

The double-bind propositions that inform the "teachings of |esus"
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would dazzle a talented schizophrenic and put the most ingenious cult

guru to shame. The phrases from the Sermon on the \zf6un1-su6hr 25

"The meek shall inherit ths 6211h"-have effectively enforced victim-

perpetrator collusion for seventy generations, the time elapsed since

fesus lived. "The way to a man's belief is through confusion and

absurdity," |acques Vallee observed. He was speaking about the "spiri-

tual control system" of the ET/UFO phenomenon, but he may as well

have been discussing Christian ethics. With commandments to do what

comes naturally, how can you faill But the insanity is such that, because

what is natural cannot be commanded, you will fail. You are intended to

fail. "All have sinned and come short of the glory of God." That is how

the program works. That is how salvation history works. That is the

setup of the |ewish people in the Old Testament.

A Gnostic would say, we are all fews to the Archons, the rulers, the

authorities-that is, the hidden controllers of the dominator agenda

Here is another hard lesson of history: the twisted ethics of patriar-

chal religion stated in "the teachings of fesus" were never conceived to

better the human condition, or to guide people toward loving and

responsible behavior. It was only made to look as if they do all that.

There is real genius, true manipulative brilliance, in the sado-

masochistic mysticism of redeemer ethics. The Gospels are practically

worthless as a guide to personal morality, but they are extremely effi-

cient tools of psychosocial control.

WouNono DrcNIrv

Needless to say, it looks pretty bad to badmouth |esus. This is a great

part of the difficulty of refuting the manifest insanity of redeemer ethics.

Somehow, by challenging or disrespecting fesus, we seem to be slighting

our own humanity. This is odd but it really does feel that way, and such

a feeling makes an extremely strong deterrent.

Deep-seated resistance to refuting fesus is the final obstacle that stands

in humanity's way of reclaiming its divine birthright, expressed in the

Sophianic vision of the Gnostics. Why is this resistance so endemic and

so persistentl It is that way because the image of the divine victim has
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been enshrined in human imagination as a mirror of human dignity.

Any attack on fesus is felt as a slight to human dignity. Anything said

against fesus is immediately suspect because the human figure of Jesus

has been assigned with precious and unique importance. It has come to

represent the innate self-valuation of the human species. Any attack on

the person f esus, or any critique of the message of love that comes to us

through the divine redeemer, feels like a body blow to our shared sense

of humanity.

But what if we have located our sense of humanity in the wrong

placel In the wrong personl

The Demiurge of the Old T'estament is an arrogant, demented pre-

tender who claims that humans are "made in His image." These four

words are the corporate motto of patriarchy. Branded on the human

soul, "Made in His Image" signifies the total enslavement of humanity

to an alien, off-planet agenda. If Gnostics were right, the rise of salva-

tionism was a unique mistake for our species, not a new moral revela-

tion. Nothing serves the hidden controllers for cover better than a mes-

sage of cosmic love. The {ine print of the message carries a set of nested

imperatives that are neither sane nor practicable: resist not evil, love

vour enemies, do gc,rod to those who harm you, turn the other cheek,

accept abuse, forgive the perpetrator. These propositions are nested in

the love message that encloses them with a sugary coating. The message

of love is a ruse to endorse and foster the victim-perpetrator bond.

No matter how hard we try, we cannot derive a genuine message of
love and goodness from divine paternalism. The source is just too cor-

rupt. This is perhaps the hardest of all lessons that history can teach us.

Fluman beings have a deep unfaltering intuitive sense that tells us that

love cannot be the basis of morality, although it is the central and

directing factor in our total capacity for moral (i.e., conscious, respon-

srble) expression.The basis of morality is our sense for life, our devorion

to the life force.* This is what allows us-indeed, inspires us-to accepr

* Thc lilc iincl u'ork of Wilhelln Reich present a courageous cxpression of this statcment.
Reich's cxposition of the mystico-military tempcrament, character arrnoring, the patriarchal
authoritarian syndrome, and "the emotional plague" are tremendously helplul in looking at
the primal wouncl of human dignity and the perversions of <iivine paternalism. Patriarchy
inl}cts the wouncl ancl thcn ollers a false curc for it. Reich's cure was self-resulation based on
sexual integrity.
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and follow the spontaneous force of love without having to force or com-

mand it. The same intuition gives us the confi<ience to learn how to love

as the experience unfolds, and to learn from love how to face situations

where love does not apply. But that precious intuitive knorving is vul-

nerable to influences from outside, especially from the domain of reli-

gion. The sense for life was destroyed in Europeans by the brutal in-rpact

of salvationist conditioning, and that is why they behaved as they did

when then encountered their distant mirror in the indigenous tribes of

the Americas. The Europeans enuied what they saw, and destroyed what

they could not really have, that is, could not reclaim as part of them-

selves, but only possess, steal, plunder. With their conversion to

redeemer ethics, the entire world was disinherited from a legacy of spir-

itual, earth-based knowledge so rich and \rast that we may never com-

prehend what was lost when the Mysteries were destroyed.

With their intelligence stunted by the loss of that ancient legacy, the

Europeans rvho invadecl the Americas could not recognize the native

genius in the happy savages they encountered. (Columbus notes rheir

contentment in his journal with an air of total bafflement.) With their

basic sense of humanity undermined by the superhuman ideal' they felt

no need to act humanely. What the Europeans did in the Americas is the

best measure we have of what is possible when the moral sense innate to

humanity is destroyed by inhumane beliefs.

We behold as we believe. What the conquistadors beheld was virginal

nature to be violated and wealth untold to be stolen, because they had

been violated and had their sacred birthright stolen. Spiritually and

morally impoverished, they were ideally qualified to be perpetrators in

conquest and conversion. Greed was their only option, because the rich-

ness of what they beheld, the scope and depth of the native sense of life'

was inaccessible to them: they could not claim back frorn outside what

they had lost within. The well-known story of the longboats needs to be

considered in reverse: the Native Americans could not see the huge

Spanish galleons moored in the harbor, although they could see the

small groups of men rowing ashore in longboats, because they also hacl

longboats. Likewise, the men from the galleons could see the Native

Americans on the shore, because the Indians had human bodies like

their own, but they could not see the natives' uay of ltfe at all. Sophia
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declared to the Demiurge, "You are blind, Samael," and she shamed him
for not seeing the luminous image of true humanity, the Anthropos. The
Gnostic teaching that Yaldabaoth and the Archons cannor comprehend
humanity contains a strong warning against the belief that we are "made
in God's image."

Only a God who cannor recognize what humanity is would be arro-
gant enough to create it in His own image.

Indigenous wisdom teaches that each species is made in the image of
its habitat, the bioregion where it lives, and we are no exception to that
principle. Perhaps the most daunting problem we face in reclaiming the

Sophianic vision is to dissociate our generic self-image, our sense of
humanity, from the image of divine victim upon which it has become

fixated. In the redeemer complex we are faced with an imaginative ruse,

a mythological image that frontally destroys our inner power to imagine
the living: the god-man crucified on rhe cross. We get resurrection but
we lose the living earth where our divine birthright is held for us. The
image of the divine victim fills the imagination of humanity, and kills it,
numbs it to death. Accepting the crucified man as the image of
humanity, we cannot access our true humanity. Christianity dehuman-
izes us, and does so in the spirit prepared by the zaddift,the Hebrew ideal
of righteousness and superearthly purity.

LovrNc LrrE

The Divine Redeemer whose human reflection is the person of |esus
carries the sacred image of human dignity, but at the same time it inflicts
a terrible wound on human potenrial. The Redeemer is declared to be

God's unique agent senr inro the world to save it. He, the Only-Begotten
Son of God, is the Divine Victim and, at the same time, the model of per-
fect humanity, the best person who ever lived, the salvation narrative
says. The psychospiritual impact of this srory is far different that what it
is it claimed to be by those who embrace the story and enacr the beliefs
it encodes. "We are spiritually paralyzed by the fetish of |esus" (Alan
watts' cited above). The promised salvific medicine is really a roxin that
eats into the human spirit like acid. The wound to our species'dignity
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by the very image in which that dignity is invested, is the bottom of the

pit where patriarchy guards its unspeakable secret: the hidden source of

our genocidal and self-destructive drive.

What wounds human dignity most Profoundly and permanently?

Alienation from the earth due to placing its self-image in a transhuman'

superearthly figure. This displacement breaks the reflecting link to Gaia

and the life of all species. It is also a lie. We are created, not in His image,

but in the evolutionary "fit" to our setting, our habitat. We are created in

the image of the natural world we behold, according to how we behold

it. This is what the Mysteries taught by their unfailing dedication to the

Great Mother.

We had dignity even before we had egos to save. At death's door we

seek our modest, mortal dignity, no matter what our ego may be looking

for on the other side. It is high time to claim back human dignity from

the guardians of divine paternalism who promote and enforce the three

Abrahamic religions.

The Divine Victim is to the Anthropos as the menorah is to the

asherah.It is the pathetic, misplaced focus of human self-worth. Instead

of a reflection of vital, joyous humanity, there is the agonized man nailed

to a cross. The countermimicry in effect here substitutes morbidity for

the life force and narcissistic agony for self-love. Jesus commands you to

love your neighbor as yourself but tells you nothing about how to love

yourselfin the first place, so the advice is virtually useless. Self-love is the

natural side effect ofloving life. fesus does not say, "You shall love your

own life in the same way you love another Person' freely and sponta-

neously, asking nothing in return. And so doing, loving life in this way,

you shall find the strength to bear what human love brings to you, both

in its gains and its losses. And you shall accePt to be loved in the same

free, spontaneous way, making no claim on what you so receive." The

words attributed to fesus do not say anything like this, ever, because the

message of love printed in red is not what it is put up to be. The message

of love that comes from divine paternalism, delivered by the ultimate

model of victim-perpetrator bonding, cannot reach human suffering

and touch the core of what transcends it. Nor can it even begin to reveal

the genuine mystery of human love. Whatever zi compatible with the

human condition, consistent with our capacity to love, and makes sense

tol
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for all species, will not be found in the "good news" of the New
Testament, but the expectation to find it there makes it almost impos-
sible to discern the inhumanity of |esus Christ.

InWhere the Wasteland Ends, Theodore Roszak observed that the domi-
nation of fudeo-Christian salvation history has deeply wounded human
imagination, preventing our species from evolving its narrative, mvth-
making faculties. "Christ belongs to history; his rivals were mere myths.
Clearly, there occurred with the advent of Christianity a deep shift of
consciousness which severely damaged the mythopoeic powers-far
more so than was the case even in |udaism.""'

The operative essence of evil is to kill imagination, the luminous
epinoia endowed in humanity Iry Zoe, the flame-born daughter of
Sophia (episode 6, treated ar grearer length below). Gnostics protested
both the ethics and ideology of salvationism because they saw how it
decimates our imaginative power and leaves us without a guiding vision,
uncertain of our boundaries, vulnerable to alien forces, to all manner of
deviance, narcissism, and self-obsession. Two thousand years ago the
guardians of the Mysteries realized that redeemer theology centered on
the divine victim would entirely undermine rheir consecrated task of
fostering human potential and teaching self-direction. A modern-day
shaman in Nepal has spoken as the Gnostics might have done: "We

shamans were here a million years before the cross and other symbols
were discovered by humans. The cross is the opposite of shamanism.",*

The Crucifixion is a soul-deadening ruse . With countermimicry, what
you see is definitely not what you ger. It is not fesus Christ who is cruci-
fied on the cross, it is human imagination, the inborn visionary power of
our species. And this precious faculty will not be resurrected through
reconciliation with the perpetrators who nailed it there, and who, at the
same time and in the same twisted tale, declare the Divine Victim to be

the Light of the World.
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J) oman Emperor and Eleusinian initiate Marcus Aurelius (l2l-180

.f\- ..u.1concisely stated the essence of Pagan ethics: "Nature has con-

stituted rational beings for their own mutual benefit, each to help his fel-

lows according to their worth, and in no wise to do them harm."t** FIis

Meditations is a diary of philosophical reflections written while Marcus

lived in remote encampments on the Danubian borderlands, protecting

the Empire against invasion. It dernonstrates the value scale of Pagan

ethics more than any single document from antiquity. Marcus put into

simple, direct language the code of honor and kindness of Pagan society,

including slaves and emperors alike.*

If Christianity prevailed because it was democratic (as has often been

argued), then Pagan morality must have declined because it was merely

egalitarian. In an egalitarian society, the same values apply for all

people, regardle ss of how they suffer in life, or triumph over suffering.

Everyone is equal before the power of fate. Salvationist ethics assumes

that fate can be altered by special conditions given only to the faithful.

It sets out a totalitarian agenda based on the redemptive value attrib-

uted to suffering that may be inflicted by God (the issue is unsettled),

but that certainly God alone can alleviate. The advantage of the salva-

tionist solution depends first on its democratic appeal-anyone who

embraces the creed receives special attention from the savior god-and
then on the strength of nonverifiable be liefs, which, patentlv ridiculous

as they are, cannot be refuted by reason. Finally, salvationism imbues

suffering with a universal value and confers upon it a magical, redemp-

tive character. There was no antidote in Pagan thinking to such

grotesque mystifi cation.

* For an extended profile of Pagan ethics, see my article at http://www.metahistory'org/
lexicon-p#Paganethos.php.
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The Pagan principle of tolerance resonares through the Meditations.
Gnosticism, which was body-based mysticism, and Stoicism, which was

nature-oriented humanism, here converge. The beauty and finesse of the
Meditations is counterpointed by their gravitas. This is not an ethic of
obligation, a code that we artempt to live up to and fail, feeling better
about ourselves for having tried. It is not prudential morality that prom-
ises to reward the soul (with God's favor in worldly success while living,
or with resurrection in the afterlife) for every good thought and deed. It
is not off-planet metaphysics with an end-game scenario of resurrection
and divine retribution. It is a sober existential ethic of commitment ro

humane standards, a pact with what can really be achieved through
human potential. lf then we fail, the weight of sadness is immense,

because the standard set for us was fully and truly wrthin our scope.

A saturnine spirit weighs down Marcus's reflections, but three pages

of his diary provide more moral edification than the New Testament in
its entirety.

Gnrnu Monalrry

Social order is found throughout n21s16-l6ng before the age of
books and legal codes. It is inherently part of what we are, and

its patterns follow the same foldings, checks and balances, as

flesh or stone. What we call social organization and order in
government have been appropriated by the calculating mind
from the operating principles in nature.2ot

By now it ought to be clear that the Gnostic challenge to the redeemer
complex was more than a debate over abstruse theological issues. It was

a frontal response to the mass-scale insanity that burst upon the world at
the dawn of the Piscean Age. It was a valiant attempt to confront the evil
that works against humanity's very will to survive, against the life force
itself.

By contrast to salvationism, the Mystery religions, as scholars call
them, were dedicated to continual rebonding with the ecsraric life force,
Eros, and grounding in the life source, Gaia. The telestai who founded

.i
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and led those ancient institutions believed that morality for human

beings must be rooted in our relation to nonhuman nature. This is also

the conviction of many people today who advocate indigenous wisdom

and propose a shift away from redeemer ethics toward what might be

called Gaian ethics. "We are human only in contact, and conviviality,

with what is not human," writes David Abram in The Spell of the

Sensuous.2ou The eight-point platform of deep ecology proposed by Arne

Naess and George Sessions assumes the innate goodness of the human

species-an assumption that holds, I would add, only if we as a species

keep faith with the natural world. If the human species' bond to nature

is intact, human nature will spontaneously tend to do good, without

having to be commanded. This is the first condition of Gaian ethics.

In an essay entitled "Self-realization: An Ecological Approach to

Being in the World," Arne Naess wrote:

We need not morals to make us breathe. ' . . If your "self in the

wide sense embrace another being, you need no moral exhorta-

tion to show care. . . . You care for yourself without feeling any

moral pressure to do it-provided you have not succumbed to a

neurosis of some kind, developing self-destructive tendencies,

or hating yourself.2ot

Kindness that comes naturally, not dictated by divine decree or under-

written by a superhuman scheme of reward and punishment, may be

inconceivable to many people at this late date in history. Whyl Because

dominator culture so degrades the human spirit that people under its

spell cannot believe in any morality not dichted from on high and

enforced by domination. Patriarchy must frst corruPt those uhom the

redeemer religion ouould conaert. The natives of Europa were not easily

corrupted, so the campaign to impose the fudeo-Christian program of

redemption had to be reinforced, time and time again, often by resorting

to extremely brutal measures. Redemption is like "protection" offered

by the Mafia. The system that offers atonement from sin must make sure

that people will be in desparate need of its services.

Genuine morality cannot be commanded, but morality by remote con-

trol, as it might be called, is the norm in a society that has been totally
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subordinated to the transmundane dominator agenda. Remote-control
morality z.i the only way ro act humanely for countless millions whose

essential goodness has been terminally cormpted. By exclusion of the

nonhuman world (rhat is, by anthropocentrism), the standard of zaddift
undermines our participation in nature at the core. The pathological
conditions to which Naess refers-neurosis, self-destructiveness, self-

hxls-.1s endemic to the dominator model of society, or, if you will, the

hierarchal master-slave model that became the norm when patriarchy
arose some thousands of years ago. Humanity has been caught in this
pathology for so long that moraliry by divine authority now looks to
many people like the only morality conceivable.

But there is a path beyond religion. Morality free of a religious frame-
work is possible where religious experience is still grounded in the

clivine life force, rather than directed to (and by) an off-planet divinity.
To nrove beyond salvationist ethics is not an option for everyone, how-
ever. Ever since rhe mixed message of love and retrrbution was delivered
almost two thousand years ago, the Redeemer works mysteriously in our
rnidst, the Prince of Peace oversees the increasingly war-torn world, and

true believers keep faith in the Father's power to make all things right
even if, mysteriously, people continue to treat each in the most atrocious

wavs, and society drives the entire planet toward oblivion. As Helen
Keller observed, most people do not want to be free. They merely want
to be safe. Even the illusion of safety is better than nothing at all. It may
well be possible to go beyond religion through belief-change-the
single, most effecti'n'e form of dissent in human society-but to get
bevond the violence and coercion that redemptive religion uses to
enforce itself, requires more than dissent. Religion claims to make the
worlcl safe, but the right future for humanity may depend on making
the world saf-e frorn religion.

The value system of Pagan ethics is indigenous to humankind and
needs no divine mandate, no stamp of superhuman approval. Gary
Snyder asserts that "social order is found throughout nature. . . . It is

inherently part of what we are," and the same could be said of moral
order. The natural and instinctual processes that produced the human
species also endowed it with the capacity to know itself and act

morally-6211 this the Gaia-sophia principle. The notion is not unique
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to this author. It is widely argued by deep ecologists, ecopsychologists,

ecofeminists, cultural historians, and many other alternative voices in

the world today. That we evolve both our ethical values and our survival

capacities from one and the same supernatural endowment, nous' was a

primary Mystery teaching. Indeed, this is the moral essence of initiated

wisdom.

It can be objected that natural morality is insuffient because it does not

provide answers to the perennial questions posed by death, evil, and

injustice, or the abiding mystery of what we're all doing here in the first

place. Why does the world exist, rather than nothing at alll Heidegger

asked. Salvationism does provide answers to such questions' but if they

are wrong answersl Is safety all that matters' even when it is a shaml It
seems that for billions of people in the past and today, wrong answers

taken on faith are better than no answers at all.

But what if we really do not need faith to face the great questions of

lifef What if, to be fully human, we only need to embrace the specific sit-

uations in which these perennial riddles arise, when they arisel Meet

death with full attention, nakedly aware, rather than with a Precon-

ceived belief about what comes after itl Face loss as it comes, rather than

bargain with God over how it will be compensaredl can we live bravely

and generously knowing that not everything in life works out, and not

all situations can be made rightf Can we take the hard part of life to

heart and not resort to buffering lies to make it all acceptablel Perhaps

through natural morality, we can. In Dzogchen, the highest level of

Tibetan Buddhism, natural goodness (Tibetan ftadaft) is viewed as the

basis of all genuine action, not a prescribed code ofaction. "Basic good-

ness manifests itself in every instant of pure presence." Chogyam

Trungpa, the most radical proponent of Buddhism in the West,

observed that religion demands we punish ourselves (and, I would add,

reward ourselves). "People still tend to take original sin seriously. They

should let go of that. Maybe basic goodness will replace original sin!," he

proposed. Kadaftis spontaneous, not driven by moral imperatives of any

kind. "Before any judgment, before any doctrine, it is possible to make

contact with our own intelligence, as we can with true reality, and dis-

cover the resources it contains."2a8

Gnostics, too, affirmed that the infinite goodness of the Pleroma

267
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resides in us as nous, primordial intelligence. We do not reach natural
goodness by behaving in a cerrain way, following a set of rules. We act

from it whenever we are fully alive in the authenticity of being human.

THn ToInRANCE Thap

Christianity is a creed embraced by billions, but rarely chosen by anyone.

The same is true of Islam, whose followers now make up about one-fifth
of the world's population of six billion people. fews are racially born into
their religion. Today we have utterly forgotten that heresy derives from
the Greek heraisthai, "to choose." To be heretical means to have choices

and not be forced or obligated to believe whar one is told to believe. A
heretic is free to choose what to believe, or not to believe.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to going beyond religion is the wide-
spread assumption that the three redemptive religions promote toler-
ance. One must read the sacred scriptures with a blind eye, already

expecting what to find in them, to come away with any such message.

Many people do not read the sacred writings of the faith they embrace,
or they read them only in a selective way-choosing lofty lines about
faith, hope, and charity from the letters of Paul, for instance-so that
they do not endanger their faith. The beliefs stated in "revealed scrip-
ture" are less important than the beliefs held about it. To believe that the
Bible advocates tolerance, one must turn a blind eye to what it actually
says on the cuhole, rarher rhan in selected snippets. The history of
western religion clearly demonstrates how intolerance is endemic to the
Abrahamic traditions. Gnostics knew this firsthand. They were front-
line casualities in the war against humanity perpetrated in the name of
religious ideals.

Many Christians find in the biblical history of the ancient fews a par-
adigmatic tale for humanity as a whole. But fundamentalists who insist
that the Bible is paradigmatic, and so contains the solution to all human
issues, need to take a look at the Dead Sea scrolls for a better idea of the
sources of the christian myth, and the solution toward which salva-

tionism is leading the world. The war Scroll, for insrance, consists of
eighteen columns describing the military attire, armaments, and battle
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divisions of the Sons of Light. It praises the "God of loving-kindness"

who guards the Qumranic covenant and will ultimately save his people,

or some of them, anyway: "He has gathered a congregation of nations

for annihilation without remnant in order to raise up in iudgment he

whose heart has melted, to open a mouth for the dumb to sing God's

praises, and to teach feeble hands warfare."ton On page after page, the

scrolls mix glowing praise for the Lord with harsh, violent imprecations

and threats. The spirit of triumphalism that pervades the Qumranic
writings was inherited by Christian evangelism, epitomized in the

anthem, "Onward, Christian Soldiers."

The War Scroll contains the Zaddikite hit list, with the worst enemy at

the top of the list. Column I I names the foes of the Zaddikim whom the

Lord commands to be annihilated "without remnant." The text here

repeats the Star and Scepter prophecy, also called the prophecy of

Balaam, found in Numbe rs 24:17. "There shall come a star out of facob,

and a scepter shall rise out of Israel, and shall smite the corne rs of Moab,

and destroy all the children of Seth." This line is from the Masoretic

Bible, the standard Hebrew version of the Old Testament preserved from

the eleventh century c.n., but the scrolls' equivalent is almost a thousand

years older. It presents an expanded version ofthe biblical passage:

There shall come forth a Star out of jacob, and a scepter shall

rise out of Israel, and shall crush the forehead of Moab, and tear

down all the sons of Seth, and he shall descend from Jacob and

shall destroy the remnant from the city; and the enemy shall be

a possession, and Israel shall do valiantly.""

The Star and Scepter prophecy was the national anthem to the

Zaddikite liberation movement. The enemy named in direct association

with this theme would have been considered the supreme opponent of

the Qumranic sect. Who is itl "The children of Seth," the self-designa-

tion of Gnostics in the Mysteries. Moab was the upland region east of the

Dead Sea (now |ordan), the domain of the Nabataean kingdom where

Gnostic groups flourished openly for many centuries. There is a double

identification in column 11, citing the enemy by their self-designated

name and by their locale. This is a potent indication of how badly the
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Zaddikim wanted to eliminate Gnosrics, but it is not yer the full story.
There is even a third explicit identification of the Zaddikite's archene my
in the same text.

The seventh line of column l1 in the War Scroll is damaged by a water
spot that blurs the writing, making one letter impossible to determine.
Most scholars translate the questionable phrase "the remnant from the
city," as in the Wise-Abegg-Cook translarion, cited here. But other
scholars allow that the blurred letter may be a shin, giving "rhe remnant
of Seir."2t' Seir is the name of the sacred mountain and original home-
land of the Levantine Gnostics. It is a code term that would only have

been used by Gnostics in their self-definition, or by an enemy on inti-
mate terms with them. To target the remnant of Seir was to attack the
very root and origin of the Gnostic movement.

The War Scroll delivers a triple rhrear ro Gnostics: by name, location,
and origin. No other passage in the scrolls exhibits such a vehement and
redundant emphasis. This is nor the only place in the DSS materials
where the guardians of the Mysteries are rargeted, however. Inhis Jeuish
Antiquities (1.70), the historian |osephus mentioned a secr of Sethians,
accomplished stargazers, who are known to have engraved secret teach-
ings on stone tablers. The fragmentary rexr 4Q417-418, called The
Secret of the Way Things Are, picks up rhis allusion. Here the Lord God
of Israel reveals "the enigmas of his purpose." In a gesture of triumphal
mimicry typical of the Qumranic writings,4Q4lT-418 declares to the
righteous few: "You are the one who understands. your poverty is your
reward in the remembrance of time, for the decree is engraved, and
inscribed is every time of punishment, for that which is decreed is

engraved in stone before God, over all [. . .l the children of Serh."2s2

Despite the lacuna it is clear that God has specific designs to crush the
children of Seth. DSS scholar and expert on fewish apocalypticism, fohn
f. Collins, fills in the blank and renders this line, "ordained by God
against all the iniquities of the children of Seth."2'l

The Dead sea Scrolls contain specific and numerous references to the
Gnostics of the Egyprian codices, linking rhese two immensely impor-
tant textual discoveries. But the connecrion between Zaddikim and
Gnostics do not stop with textual references. ln The Gnostic scriptures, a

partial translation of the Nag Hammadi library, Bentley Layton pro-
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vides a map entitled "The Gnostic Sect and Its Opponents." It shows

thirty archaeological sites associated with Gnostic teachings, teachers, or

incidents. Location 16, dated to 350 c.r., is an encampment of Gnostics

calling themselves Archontics. It is located on the western shore of the

Dead Sea just south of Qumran, no more than a stone's throw from the

main Zaddikite outpost."n

Did Gnostics encamp in the fudean wilderness near Jerusalem delib-

erately to spy on the Zaddikiml The archaeological evidence would

seem to indicate so. The name Archontic is telling. Sects in the Mystery

network were defined by region, such as Samothracian, or by the pri-

mary Pagan divinity of the sect, such as Dionysian and Orphean, but

also by a special practice or expertise; for example, Ophites were adepts

of the Serpent Power, Ophis (Kundalini). "Archontic" would have

defined a group whose special mission was to observe the Archons-a
counterintelligence unit. as it were.

The archaeological evidence cited by Layton points to the presence of
Gnostics deep in Zaddikite territory, but what about textual evidence of
the Zaddikim in the Nag Hammadi writings? The fewish sect is never

named as such in the Coptic Gnostic materials, but it is unmistakably

identified in other ways. The NHC contain three documents that fea-

ture |ames the fust, head of the Zaddikim movement at the |erusalem
temple: The Apocryphon of |ames (I, 2), and the First and Second

Apocalypse of fames (V, 3 and V, 4). The two Apocalypses are potent

statements of the Gnostic argument against both fewish and Christian

theology. In the First Apocalypse of |ames, a Gnostic revealer instructs

|ames, the senior figure of the Zaddikim according to the encoded scroll

identities, on the Archontic delusions of Jewish religion! The revealer

warns fames that "Jerusalem is the dwelling-place of many Archons" (V,

3,25.18). As explained above, Gnostics viewed the Archons as an alien

intrapsychic species, the source of a subliminal intrusion that deviates

humankind from its proper course of evolution. Archontic interception

of humanity was initiated in the meeting of Abraham and Melchizedek,

the premier moment of fewish salvation history. Needless to say, this is

a sensational notion that comes close to looking like gross anti-Semitism.

Let's take a moment to consider this sensitive issue.

The guardians of the Mysteries viewed humanity as a single race, one
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strain of the genomic template called Anthropos. The Mystery Schools

were completely integrated racially and ethnically. There is no indica-
tion that Gnostics were against the fewish people as people. But they
looked with concern upon rhe sectarian group that claimed a special dis-
tinction, setting itself apart from the rest of humankind, even if it did so

with the aspiration to model the highest arrributes of our species. The
Gnostic reading of fewish salvation history does nor make the fews
responsible for a plot to conrrol the world. Neither the ancient Hebrews,
nor the fews in any time of history, have formed a conspiracy to rule the

world, but there may be a conspiracy ro make the world believe so. (That
is anothe r story, a long chapter in the history of the Illuminati.)

The Coptic materials do contain a large amount of "anti-fewish" ele-

ments, but Gnostics were not intolerant of fews as such. They protested

against the redeemer complex, the pathological core of salvationist
creed. The First Apocalypse of fames states that "fews are exonerated in
respect to the Passion oflesus, although |erusalem is said to be the resi-

dence of many archons."255 Gnostic scholar K.-W. Troger (cited here)

estimates that one-third of the Coptic corpus is anti-fudaic. Add to this
the anti-Christian elemenl5-66p5i51ent wirh the critique of f udaism,
because Christianity absorbed and universalized the redeemer complex
with its glorification of suffering as rhe mark of divine elecrion, as we
h6vs 56sn-and it comes to well over half. In some texts, such as The
Second Treatise of the Great Seth, the Gnostic critique of |ewish-
Christian faith is like a white-hot blade edged with conrempt.

But Gnostics were not religious bigots. G. R. S. Mead pointed out their
enemies, the Church Farhers, tell us nothing about the "ethical and gen-
eral teachings" of the Gnostics.tto Why notl Because these teachings
were benign, even exemplary, and could neither be faulted nor carica-
tured. Gnostics did nor protesr the genuine ethical aspecrs (such as they
are) of fewish and Christian tradition, but the primary ideological posi-
tions. The initiates of the Mysteries were Pagans who demonstrated
enormous tolerance for religious options. But just because they were able

to see so deeply into the origin of human belief systems, they were rurh-
less in exposing what they perceived to be deviant and delusional.

The Gnostic teacher warns fames the fust that the people of ferusalem
are "a type of the Archons," i.e., mentally and behaviorally deviated by
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ideological virus of redemptive theology. Thus, the author of the First

Apocalypse freely adapts fames to the Gnostic argument against Judeo-

Christian salvationism. The man known at Qumran as the paramount

mode I of a zaddift is encouraged to seek the sobriety of Gnosis and re ject

the Law of the Torah (32.5-10). Here and elsewhere, the polemic pas-

sages in the NHC demonstrate intolerance for antihumane doctrines

and delusional ideas. The gnostoftoi were Pagan intellectuals like

Hypatia, and Pagans were essentially tolerant of diverse religious views

and practices. It took an exceptional situation to bring some Mystery ini-

tiates out into the public eye and compel them to voice strong objections

to an ideology they perceived as a threat to human sanity.

Unfortunately, Pagan tolerance proved to be a trap. As H. L. Mencken

observed, tolerance is fine, a noble and necessary thing in human society,

except when it tolerates intolerance. In that case it will destroy itself, and

even give advantage to its own destruction, because intolerance will cer-

tainly prevail if it is not resisted. The Gnostic protest against salva-

tionism involved a battle of words, an impassioned intellectual dispute,

but it provided neither the means nor the rationale for Gnostics to pro-

tect themselves against actual violence. Christianity inherited the mili-
tant mission left undone by the Zaddikim: to destroy the remnant of
Seth. The intellectual and spiritual tolerance of the Pagan world con-

tributed hugely to its downfall.

Sprnrru,tl W,qnrants

In the foreword to Dharma Gaia, a collection of writings on Buddhism

and ecology, the Dalai Lama says, "The Earth, our Mother, is telling us

to behave." It could be added that the earth can also teach us hou to
behave. This has always been the view of "vernacular morality," as

Edward Goldsmith calls it tn The Way , a foundation text of Gaian ethics.

"It is important that we forgive the destruction of the past and recognize

that it was produced by ignorance," the Dalai Lama advises."t Perhaps,

but forgiveness of past perpetration against nature and nature-oriented

ways of life cannot be confused with turning a blind eye to the pe rpetra-

tors, discounting their legacy, and tolerating their ongoing agenda. The
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plea to reconcile with wrongdoers always carries the risk that redeemer

ethics will again prevail, giving the wrongdoers an advanrage over those

thev harm. Tolerance for beliefs is one thing, rolerance for the social

enactment of beliefs is another. Pagan tolerance failed in the second case.

The "biospirituality" and "cosmic morality" proposed rn Dharma Gaia

will need to be defended by "warrior-lovers" dedicated to planetary wel,
fare, as Gary Synder calls them. Chogyam Trungpa also invoked the
"path of the warrior" as the modern enlightened way "to recognize,

again and again, Iinl each moment of our singular experience . . . the

unconditional possibility of trusting our own hearts. . . and the manifes-

tations of basic goodness in the living present."258 The institution of the

Mysteries lacked a warrior class comparable, say, to the Shao Lin tradi-
tion of Chinese Buddhism. It seems that the telestai taught many arts,

but not the martial arts. Consequently, Pagan initiates were unable to

defend themselves and their tradition from violence. They were pow-

erful in what they knew, but their privileged knowledge did not protect

their lives or the institutions of learning they founded. They fell under

the assault of faith-driven people willing to use outright violence to

impose their convictions.

Gaian ethics is not a call to faith in God, but faith in the human

species. Faith can be evil when it is invested in beliefs that blind
humanity to nature, and impede the genius innate to our species. If it
denies the divinity of the earth, faith can be lerhal ro human survival. It
can be the long-suffering servant of violence. Humanity has a sacred

birthright rooted in Gaia-Sophia, a birrhright that carries a responsi-

bility to protect life, including nonhuman life, and to make the world
safe for cuhat life ftnotus. The guardians of the Mysteries taught that
cardia gnosis, the intelligence of the heart, is our divine endowment. It is

the flowering pollen of the Godhead, the Pleroma, seeded in the beau-

teous womb of Sophia. Religious ideology has been the central driving
force in humanity's long campaign of violence against the biosphere, the

very habitat provided fbr our survival. No one so far has confronted this
problem as bravely or brilliantly as the Gnostics did.

Today the deep currents that feed the innate heart intelligence can srill
be felt, but due to its strong antireligious tone, the core message of
Gnosis meets with considerable resistance. The moment it is said that
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Gnosticism was "anti-fewish" and "anti-Christian," red lights flash and

the steel-plated barriers of two thousand years of negative conditioning
come slamming down. FIow can the Gnostic message contain anyrhing

good if it was directed against the best message the world has ever

heardl For most dedicated believers, from instructed theologians down
to everyday churchgoers who barely know what they believe, to be anti-
Christian is tantamount to being antihuman. Furthermore, the accusa-

tion of being anti-]ewish compounds the charge of inhumanity wirh
anti-Semitism. All this contributes to the negative image of Gnosticism

and Gnostics.

Gnostics perceived the paramount danger of religious madness

coming from the extremist fringe of Jewish religion, from the

Zaddikim, not the fewish people as a whole. Nevertheless, the entire

community of Jews was caught up in the drama of spiritual warfare glo-

rified in the War Scroll. Following the Persian formula of single-source

duality, the Zaddikim identified themselves as the Sons of Light in con-

flict with the Sons of Darkness. They adhered to a secret doctrine based

in the supernatural authority of Melchizedek, a doctrine that turned

them against their own people and the world at large, yet gave them a

supreme and exclusive claim to global retribution-a "final solution" for

the entire human race. Although their belief system was turbocharged

with hatred and vindictive, genocidal rage, it became tl're germ for the

universal message of God's love preached in Christianity.

To be more exact, a spurious message of divine love conceaied an<l

transmitted the genodical germ.

In epidemiological terms, Christianity was the pandemic uector for the

ideological virus of the Zaddikim belief system. The vector had to be

intr<-,duced somewherc, somctime. in some cultural setting. Cnostics

determined that the anomia arose in the early religious experience of the

Hebrews, following the complex sequence of events described in part 1.

Over centuries, patriarchy mutated into a religious system based on the

four components of the redeemer complex. The sulfurous, pathological

core ofthat system is terror, terror before the father god who creates the

world and commands its fate; terror for those rvho follow the Lord's

plan and those who do not; terror for the innocent victim tormented and

dominated by the perpetrator; terror for the perpetrators who will be
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caught out and punished by God; terror imposed by the perpetrators
who triumphantly manage to prevail in God's name; terror for the entire
world plunged against all human resistance into a Zoroastrian war
between Light and Darkness; terror that drives human society to a finar
solution, the lethal madness of a species he ll-bent on its own destruction.

The belief that the world can be saved by destroying it exemplifies
annihilation theology (a term proposed in chapter 3). written into the
apocalyptic agenda of the Zaddikim, this belief was enshrined in
christian doctrine by the Book of Revelation of Saint fohn the Divine.
fohnt rabid vision of planetary holocaust conciudes the New Tesramenr,
the good news of God's redemption achieved through His Son, who
blithely tells everyone ro "love thy neighbor." The Book of Revelation is

quite a disturbing conclusion ro rhe message of divine love. In his stun-
ning monograph on the Book of Revelation D. H. Lawrence captured
the power-hungry spirit of salvationism:

The will of the communiry of Chrisrians was anti-social, almost
anti-human, revealing from the start a frenzied desire for the

end of the world, rhe de strucrion of humanity altogether; and

then, when this did not come, a grim determination to destroy

all mastery, all lordship, and all human splendour out of the

world, leaving the community of saints as the final negation of
power, and the final power.ts'

Gnostics and Mystery initiates lived peacefully in ferusalem and the
Levant for many cenruries. of all people in that time and setting, rhey
would have been best qualified to detect the dangers of the rising tide of
)ewish apocalypticism. Skilled in theology and dialectical argumenr,
they were able to refute f-anatical beliefs, but unable ro prorect them-
selves against the violence driven by those beliefs. And they had no
recourse to the establishment powerst either. Not only were gnostoftoi
like Hypatia apolitical, they deliberately refrained from involvement in
politics in order to dissociate themselves from the other type of initiates,
the Illuminati who had been enmeshed in patriarchal and theocraric
power games from their outset.

Hypatia may have made a rash move by commenting on a minor
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political issue in Alexandria, thereby targeting herself for a Christian
mob remotely controlled by Cyril, bishop of the city. All around the clas-

sical world the teachers in the Mysteries had great aurhority because of
their learning, their commitment to artistic and cultural life, and their
manafJement of the artisan guilds, but their special prestige also

depended upon them standing above and beyond politics. They were

powerless against the very same evils that religion forces upon the world
today: terrorism, sectarian violence, jihad, apocalypse, divine retribu-
tion, annihilation theology, enacted in fanatical acts of spiritual warfare

by the few who are willing to take their beliefs to the extreme, supported

by the blind collusion of the many decent but passive people who share

those same beliefs.

THB Gooo SnEpHnno

Gnostics were not anti-Christian in the sense of being againsr love,

altruism, kindness to others, charity, compassion for the poor and under-

privileged, reverence for the Divine, and other so-called Christian
virtues. But it must be asked, Are these values really unique to

Christianity or the other Abrahamic religionsl They are commonly

claimed to be the signature attributes of the People of the Book, but this

claim is transparently false. It ignores the historical evidence to the con-

trary, overlooks the transcendent humanism of the East, dismisses the

sense of hum anity already expressed in many other traditions, especially

among native and indigenous peoples, and discounts the magnificent

testament of spirituality found in Gnostic writings, which were almosr

totally destroyed by Christian fanatics.

Gnostics were accused of arrogance because they claimed direct access

to Divinity-by which they understood the faculty of nous, divine intel-
ligence, not a deified soul-essence. But can this arrogance, if such it was,

have been worse than the righteous attitude of the upstart believers who
assaulted them with vindictive and murderous furyi As for the perceiued

Gnostic arrogance, it may have been due to their adherence to Mystery

teaching on the preterrestrial Anthropos, or, perhaps better said, to their
embodiment of that teaching.260 The Anthropos doctrine (as scholars call

277
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it) was central to the Gnostic message for humanity. Their self-designa-

tion, "the standing race," suggests that they stood tall as representatives

of authentic humanitas, but not of zaddift, the false ideal of human per-

fection. In Asia the Anthropos doctrine was reflected in the image of the

Bodhisattva that emerged in Mahayana Buddhism around 150 c.E., at

the same moment Gnostics came out publicly to oppose the first

Christian ideologues.

At the dawn of the Piscean Age, Pagan initiates in the Near East faced

an unprecedented challenge: how to present the Anthropos in a public

or popular manner, in order to counter the growing popularity of the

Christian Redeemer, the god-man |esus Christ. As the new religion of
divine redemption expanded its power base, the guardians of the

Mysteries pondered how to mainstream the arcane concept of the

Anthropos. Thinking along mythological lines, Syrian Gnostics from

Antioch decided that a much-loved figure from ancient Middle Eastern

mythology, Tammuz, would be an appropriate stand-in for the

Anthropos, True Humanity. Tammuz was the divine shepherd, a lover

of the Great Goddess, Ishtar, equivalent to the Greek Aphrodite. But

with the suppression of Goddess religion under patriarchy, Tammuz

had fallen into relative obscurity, and his Pagan identity had come under

taboo. The Antioch cell conceived of reintroducing him in the guise of
"the good shepherd," renamed F{ermas.

Some representations of Hermas survive. They show a strong but

gentle young man, smiling broadly, standing upright with a lamb across

his shoulders. This image was not original with the Antioch cell.'u' Its

prototype can be seen in Hermes Kriophoros, the ram bearer, an ancient

divinity of the Pelasgians, the indigenous pre-Hellenic people of the

Peloponnesus.'u' But the initiates altered the original figure by replacing

the ram with a lamb. This was to be the svmbol chosen to mirror
humanity in the Piscean Age.'o'

The Gnostic figure of Hermas considered by the Antioch cell never

emerged, because it was cleverly co-opted by a proto-Christian group in
the same city. Yet again, countermimicry came into play. Around 150

c.E. the Antioch congregation, the frrst group known to call themselves

Christians (Acts I 1 :26), produced a book entitled the Shepherd of Hermas ,

attributed to the brother of Pius, then bishop of Rome. This early
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Christian document was included in the Muratori canon, a list of canon-

ical books from the third century. It is also found in some copies of the

New Testament, such as the Sinaitic Codex. The Shepherd of Hermas rs a

loose allegory loaded with sententious advice, totally alien to the Gnostic

spirit. Scholars note that the Christology it contains is peculiar, because

it does not match the New Testament. In fact, Hermas is closely identi-

fied with the Holy Spirit, the Divine Sophia of the Gnostics, consistent

',.r'ith the initiates' intention. But the good shepherd was completely mis-

represented in this pious fiction. The Gospel of Philip records the

()nostic protest against this ploy:

Many who oppose the truth and are messengers of error will set

up their error against the pure thoughts of the Revealers. . . .

They create an inritation remnant in the natne of a dead man,

calling it FIermas, the first-born of unrighteousness, in order

that the existential Light may not be recognized by petty minds'

(NHC 1r,3,77-78)

The initiates must have greatly despaired over this act of cooptation,

knowing that anyone who could not see the error in the figure of |esus

Christ, the Archontic substitute for the Anthropos, surely would not see

the intentional deceit in Hermas'

In the end, the symbol that came to mirror humanity and transmit the

message of divine love was an instrume nt of torrure.
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UNMASKING EVIL

J n their case against redemptive religion, Gnostics made an asron-

I ishing revelation about its origin, the transmundane source of salva-

tion. Adherents to the three Abrahamic faiths all believe that their reli-
gion comes from God the Father through a line of male emissaries:

Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Paul, Muhammad. As we have seen, Gnostics

had some rather strange things to say about this claim. The scenario of
the Archons and the threat of alien intrusion will certainly be the most

challenging aspect of Gnostic teachings for many people today, and may

well provide cause to dismiss the Gnostic worldview as superstitious

nonsense, if not sheer dementia.

Who is willing to consider that salvationist religion is an ideological

virus insinuated in the human psyche by an alien speciesf For the seers

of the Mysteries of Egypt and the Levant, this was not a belief to be

accepted or rejected. For them it was, I would argue, the direct result of
paranormal perception.

TTTE ExTnATERRESTRIAL MESSIAH

People are often offended by the knowledge they need mosr.

We resist our deepest education. . . . While we seek agree-

ment, protection, and security, our best path may be toward

discomfort.'uo

Gnostics allowed the transmundane origin of redemptive religion-
"Yaldabaoth himself chose a certain man named Abraham, and made

a covenant with him"-but proposed a different way to view it.

Yaldabaoth is the Demiurge, a.k.a. Yahweh-Jehovah, a demented
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pseudodeity who works against humanity. This is the "Lord Archon,"

head of the legion of cyborgs who inhabit the solar system exclusive of
the Earth, Sun, and Moon. Although they cannot originate anything,

because they lack the divine factor of ennoza (intentionality), Archons

can imitate with a vengeance. Their expertise is simulation (HAL, vir-
tual reality). The Demiurge fashions a heaven world copied from the

fractal patterns of the eternal Aeons, the Pleromic gods who reside in

the galactic center (see the Sophia mythos, episode 5). His construction

is celestial kitsch, like the fake Italianate villa of a Mafia don complete

with militant angels to guard every portal. The Archontic heaven is

the afterworld for countless humans who are duped by simulation, but

the fakery does not end there. The Demiurge also has a master plan for
humanity, copied from the guiding program of the revealers, but

grotesquely distorted. Salvation by superhuman powers, rather than

through the divine potential innate to humanity and aligned with
Sophia, is the hallmark of extraterrestrial religion.

The Dead Sea Scrolls present graphic evidence that the Qumranic sect

looked for rescue to come from the skies beyond the earth. At the

moment of the apocalyptic showdown, they expected the intervention of
the Kedoshim, radiant warrior angels who would appear in shining

round chariots. The celestial host would be commanded by a supreme

overlord, whom scholars identify with the eerie, clonelike figure,

Melchizedek. Numerous passages in the Dead Sea Scrolls describe the

flight and formations of the celestial rescue squad. In the fragmentary

columns of 4Q405, The Songs of the Sacrifice of the Sabbath, an

observer of the Kedoshim gives this eyewitness account:

They do not sit still, the glorious chariots, the shining ophanim

... spirits of gods. .. purity... holy. The works of [its] corners

. . . of kingship, the glorious seats of the chariots. . . wonderful

power. . . . When they move [they do] not turn aside to any . . .

they go straight up. . . . When they rise the murmuring sound

of gods [is heard], and there is an uproar of exaltation when they

lift their wings, the [murmur]ing sound of gods. . . . And when

the ophanim move forward, the holy angels return; [they
emerge from between] its glorious [wh]eels with the likeness of

l

l
l
l

j
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fire, the spirits of the holy of holies. Around them is the likeness

of streams of fire like electrum, and a flum]inous substance, glo-

riously multi-colored, multi-colored, [purelyl blended. . . . And

there is a murmuring voice of blessing in the uproar of their

motion, and they praise the holy one on returning to their paths.

When they rise up, they rise wonderfully; when they settle, they

[sta]nd still.'o'

This passage hardly requires comment. Anyone who has read even

lighdy into the voluminous eyewitness testimony of UFO sightings will
recognize the frequently reported details: erratic and mysterious move-

ment including fast glides and sudden stops, the play of colored lights,

rushing and murmuring sounds. The description of how the Kedoshim

chariots pause and float, then slide away, in total defiance of known

gravitational laws, is particularly striking, and accords perfectly with

countless modern reports of UFO activity.

In addition to evidence of extraterrestrial hardware, the scrolls

describe firsthand contact with alien-type beings, "close encounters of
the fourth kind." 4Q545, The Vision of Amran, relates how two {igures

argue over the fate of man who stands by, paralyzed in "the vision of the

dream." This encounter happens in a dream or dreamlike state, compa-

rable to modern cases of alien abduction. The terrified witness asks,

"How it is that lyou have authority over mel" They said, "We] rule and

have authority over all the human race."'uo This exchange recalls a pas-

sage in the Nag Hammadi Codex (III, 5), The Dialogue of the Savior.

"fudas said, Behold, the Archons dwell above us, so it is they who will
rule over usl The Lord said, It is you who will rule over theml"'u'

Another Gnostic text, The First Apocalypse of fames, presents a detailed

account olt alien abduction:

The Master said: fames, behold, I shall reveal to you the path of
your redemption. Whenever you are seized and you undergo

death-pangs (mortal fear), a multitude of Archons may turn on

you, thinking they can capture you. And in particular, three of
them will seize you, those who pose as toll collectors. Not only

do they demand toll, but they take away souls by theft.'68
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The Gnostic master instructs fames to repel the Archons by recalling
how they originated and whence he, |ames, himself originares: "You are

to say to him, 'To the place when I came, the Source, there shall I return.'
And if you respond in this manner, you will escape their attacks." The
Source is the Pleroma. The teacher reminds fames of the Mystery

teaching that humanity originates from a singularity in the Pleroma, and

emerges as a projection of divine imagination. But the Archons arise

outside the Pleroma due to the anomalous impact of Sophia's plunge into
the chaos below. They are alien, yet they are also akin to the Anthropos:

You are to say to him [the alien intruder]: "They are nor enrirely

alien, for they are from the Fallen Sophia (Achamoth), the

female divinity who produced them when she brought the

human race down from the Source, the realm of the Pre-

Existent One . So they are not entirely alien, but they are our kin.

They are indeed so because she who is their matrix, Sophia

Achamoth, is from the Source. At the same time they are alien

because Sophia did not combine with her like in the Source (her

divine male counterpart), when she produced rhem."2#

Gnostic instruction is precise on the matter of the Archons, but similar
material in the Dead Sea Scrolls carries a different spin. In 4Q544 Amran
sees two supernatural beings, one dark and glittering (the "reptilian type"
of ETI), and the other "pleasant in his appearance, and his face was

laughing and he was covered in white." This is consisrent with the

Qumranic teaching on the two spirirs, one of Light and one of Darkness,

who watch over all human beings and occasion the choice between right
and wrong. The translators comment: "Apparently Amram chooses to

follow the angel of light and begins to question him about the meaning
of his vision. The angel of darkness is Malki-Resha and the angel of light,
we may presume, is called Melchizedek, ruler or righteousness.

Melzhizedek as an angelic figure also appears in text 130, The Coming of
Melchizedek.""0 In short, the situation of the contactee in the scrolls illus-
trates a Zoroastrian dilemma, the choice between two absolutely
opposing nonhuman forces. Humanity is caught between the

extrahuman influence of a good spirit and a bad spirit. The only salvation
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is to give oneself into the care of the Angel of Light, Melchizedek, the ET
Messiah.

The Nag Hammadi account of alien contact presents quite a different

perspective. fames instructs the contactee to rely on the innate power of
memory, assert his or her divine link to the Pleroma and the goddess

Sophia, and put the aliens in their place, yet without fully disowning

them. We ourselves will prevail over the alien legion, whether they

appear in black or white tenure. This assertion gives some idea of the

high challenge and high sophistication of Gnostic instruction.*

Trre NoBrrc PRTNCTPLE

Gnostics saw in the Paiestinian redeemer complex both the evidence and

the instrument of extrahuman intrusion upon the human mind. They

must have had a vast, transhistorical view of the psychic life of the

human species, but they had, equally, a clear perception of what was

happening in their time and setting. Hence the clear warning:
"ferusalem is the dwelling place of many Archons." Extrahuman influ-

ences upon humanity were a centrai concern in the Levantine and

Egyptian Mysteries. As parapsychologists and experimental mystics, the

telestai were highly accomplished in telepathy, clairvoyance, remote

viewing, and lucid dreaming. They were certainly able to detect preda-

tory entities and distinguish them from a wide range of neutral or

benevolent forces in the cosmos. The real possibility of foreign entities

invading or influencing the human psyche was a deep concern to them.

Yet the Mystery adepts did not blame human problems on the

Archons. They were clear on the difference between error and evil. In the

Dialogue of the Savior, f udas asks, "Tell me, Lord, what is the beginning

of the pathl" The response is: "Love and goodness. For if just one of
these existed among the Archons, evil would never have come into exis-

tence."2i' The illumined teacher does not say Archons are evil, but that

they lack love and goodness (attributes considered to be innate to
humanity, as we have seen in considering Pagan ethics), so their influence

* For an extended treatment of alien encounters in Gnostic writings see my articles "A
Gnostic Catechism" and "Kundalinr and the Alien Force" on Metahistory.org.
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on humankind is bound to be deviant. This again attests to the finely
nuanced teaching of the Gnostic revealers. Evil arises in human

behavior when we do not detect and correct our mistakes, thus allowing
the Archons to put a nonhuman spin on our behavior.

Not all that operates in the human psyche originates there. This is a pri-
mary noetic principle taught in the Egyptian and Levantine Mysteries,

and the basic insight of Gnostic parapsychology. It is an uncomfortable

idea, but it may also be an indispensable one. It is an idea we resist, but
is essential for "our deepest education."

No matter what one thinks of the Gnostic theory of error and the ET:
Archon connection, it is startling to find a full and coherent account of
alien intrusion in ancient documents dating from 400 c.E., a textual

legacy of knowledge derived from far older origins. It is worth noting
that the first great UFO wave of the twentieth century occurred in the

summer and fall of 1947 when fean Doresse was in Cairo examining the

Nag Hammadi Codices, at the very moment the first Dead Sea Scrolls

were found. The famous sighting by aviator Kenneth Arnold over

Mount Rainier, and the alleged Roswell crash, happened in that same

summer. This was also the year that the CIA was founded, with the dual

intention (according to UFO conspiracy buffs) to co-opt alien technology

and cut a deal with the aliens, allowing them to experimenr coverrly on

human subjects. Three-letter acronyms-NHc, DSS, UFO, CIA-
seem to proliferate like larvae when the Archons come into the picture.

In fact, a CIA agent named Miles Copeland was dispatched ro Damascus

to examine and photograph some of the first scroll fragments to be

unearthed. Apparently, Copeland microfilmed some fragments of the

Book of Daniel, a foundation text of |ewish apocalypticism, material
that has yet to be made public by Qumranic scholars.'7'

About one-fifth of all Coptic Gnostic materials concern the origin,
motive, and methods of the Archons, including precise instructions on

how to detect and overcome their influence. This material is both lucid
and original, yet it has not been factored into the current debate over

ETs and UFOs. The current literature abounds with reports of ETs,

cyborgs, reptilians, close encounters, and tales of the cross-breeding of
human and nonhuman entiries, going all the way back to the Sumerian
cuneiform story of the Annunaki. Such weird, sensational matters are
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not usually associated with religion and theology, yet Gnostic teachings

connect these phenomena in a careful and intimate manner. Religious

historians and Gnostic scholars are disinclined to interpret the Archons

in terms of the current ETIUFO debate, or even to interpret them at all,

but common sense invites the connection. When DSS scholar Hugh

Schonfield observed that the Piscean Age dawned in an atmosphere of
"messianic science fiction," he may hardly have imagined how right he

was. Bizarre as it may seem, a solution to the most baffling enigma of

our time was fully elucidated in sacred writings almost two thousand

years ago. In the matter of the ETIUFO enigma, the Gnostics were

ahead of everyone today. Way ahead.

MEssnNcnRS oF DBcEprroN

The best investigators of the ETruFO phenomenon, facques Vallee,

Keith Thompson, and |ohn Keel, have emphasized its religious aspect,

but without allusion to Gnostic materials. Keel asserts, "The same man-

ifestations that created our religious beliefs, created our UFO beliefs, A
serious look at the Phenomenon would cause a revision in our way of
looking at religion."'7'Keel's remark is eminently sober. Most ETruFO
speculation toggles erratically between two impassioned opinions: either

aliens show us the way to our salvation, or they are here to destroy us.

Gnostics explicitly warned that the Archons work through salvationist

religion, not to destroy us, however, but to deviate us from our proper

course of evolution, our share in Sophia's "correction." They do this,

Gnostics claimed, because they enuy us. Archons lack both ennoia (sin-

gular intentionality) and epinoia (moral-creative imagination), and they

want to have this specific endowment of ours, to assimilate or steal it.

This diagnosis of Archontic intrusion conforms in many respects to

reports of people who have encountered alien entities, especially the

Grays and the Reptilians.

Veteran investigator ]acques Vallee sees in the ET phenomenon a

broad mutation of the religious experience of humankind. His warning

that the ETruFO enigma hides a "spiritual control system" comes very

close to the Gnostic analysis. After initially assuming benevolence,

289
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Vallee concluded that alien intrusion is sinister and predatory. This is

also the Gnostic view.InAngels and Aliens,Keith Thompson emphasizes

the collective or archetypal interpretation of ETs, based on fungian psy-

chology. In this view, the Archons would be trickster-type enrities whose

effect on us depends on how we "play" them. fohn Keel has also stressed

the trickster-like aspect of aliens: the way "the Phenomenon" (as Keel
calls it) shape-shifts, momentarily conforming to our beliefs about it and

then, quite suddenly, contradicting what we believe.

In the end, Archontic activity eludes all belief. The Second Treatise of
the Great Seth says that it is "pure senselessness." But, as Vallee astutely

noted in Messengers of Deception, "The way to a man's belief is through
confusion and absurdity."27'

Many people will balk at the ETlArchon hypothesis, as I propose to call

it. This may be the hardest challenge to mainsrream appreciation of
Gnostic ideas. Then again, it may be rhe key to their wider acceptance.

Scholars reject the Archon material out of hand, not even bothering to

discount it as superstitious nonsense. Doing so, they conveniently absolve

themselves from addressing the radical argument against salvationism,

the ideology intimately associated with the Archons. Those who cannot

think their way into this theory with an open, investigative attitude are

missing a momentous insight into the human condition. To see how the

Archons operate is to see into the elusive workings of our own minds.
Knowing how we are deviated could be the best thing going.

In the Sophia mythos the Archons emerge because of Sophia's plunge
into elemental matter, before the Goddess morphs into the earth and

continues her Dreaming as Gaia (episode 5). This unforeseen evenr is

called "the generation of error" because the anomaly triggered by
Sophia's plunge introduces a subliminal effect in the human mind, exag-

gerating our natural tendency ro err and shifting it beyond the scale of
correction. The presence of the Archons in the solar system dangerously
widens the margin of human error, thus affecting the way we learn and
evolve. At the very least, the Archons can be taken for a brilliant para-
psychological metaphor that explains how humans can think and acr our
of scale, inhumanely. The self-betrayal of humanity through the
redeemer complex happens, in part, at least, because we can think our-
selves right out of our own minds and into an alien mind-set.
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No matter what one makes of the Archons in a literal sense, the Gnosric

theory of error is certainly one of the supreme achievements of human
reasoning. The Gnostic seers insisted that Archons cannot control or

manipulate us unless we give them power to do so. This happens when we

do not optimize nous, our endowment of divine intelligence. Our omis-

sion is their salvation. Gnostic error theory states rhree sirnple, inter-
Iocking truths: (l) humans are creatures who learn by making mistakes;

(2) to learn from our mistakes we must detecr and correct them (hence our

collaborative role in Gaian evolution or Sophia's "correction"); and (3)

when we fail to detect and correct our rnistakes they can extrapolate

wildly and spin us beyond human limits. The Archons intrude ar just that

point where we let our errors go uncorrectecl, and lend their deviant force

to what is already going off course, taking us r.r,ith them in a wayward

spiral. Without our cosmic cousins in the picture we would still commit

errors, but we would always be able to stand back and correct our course

before we got too far out of alignment with Gaia and our own potential.

If the Gnostics were right, Archons really do exist in their own realm

as inorganic, extraterrestrial fbrms, and as programs in our minds.

Salvationism is an ideological virus spread by an alien species and

enacted by humans who fall under their subterfuge. Such is the bizarre

warning cont:rined in the sci-fi theology of the Gnostics.

THr MoTHER oF EvrL

Apply these concepts to the global situation of humanity today, and it
will be self-evident that the Gnostic theory of error has something fun-

damental to teach us. Something that could well be crucial to our long-

term survival.

If evil :rrises from error when error runs beyond the scale of correc-

tion, we can nip evil in the bud by deepening our awareness of error.

The Gospel of Philip says, "Ignorance is the mothe r of all evil." In a

lucid passage on error theory, the Gnostic master says:

So long as the root of wickedness is hidden, it is strong. Bur

when it is recognized, it is dissolved. When it is revealed, it

2()l



perishes. . . . As for ourselves, let us each dig down after the

root of evil which is within each of us, and produces its fruit in
our hearts. It masters us. We are its slaves. It takes us captive,

to make us do what we do not want, and what we do want, we

do not do. It is powerful because we have not recognized it. (II,

3, 83.5-30)

The Dialogue of the Savior says, "Anyone who does not know how fire

came into existence will be burned by it, because he does not know the

root of it." With typical Gnostic flair, the revealer adds, "Whoever does

not know the root of evil is no stranger to it" (II, 5, 134.5-20).

Zoroastrian single-source duality asserts an autonomous force of evil in

the cosmos, but Gnostics refuted this view. The root of evil is human

error, the mind mistaking itself. To defeat evil, we must unmask it by

seeing its origin in the erring operations of our own minds.

The ET/Archon phenomenon appears to be a riddle that demands a

solution, which no one has so far worked out. But this riddle may actu-

ally turn out to be the answer to another riddle: the problem of evil.

facques Vallee calls ETs "messengers of deception," closely echoing the

Gnostic warning against "messengers of error [who] will induce mis-

takes, working against the pure thoughts of the Revealers" (The Gospel

of Philip, 77-78). Deception is not exactly error, however, and the differ-
ence warrants close examination. Gnostic materials give several words

for error: plane and apaton in Greek, SOREM in Coptic. They also use

the Coptic KROG specifically for deceit, by constrast to error. KROG
may be related to the ancient Iranian term drugh, "deceit." This is a key

term in Zoroastrian religion where the principle of truth and justice,

asha,is opposed by "the Lie," drugh, a parallel to the cosmic polarity of
Ahura Mazda and Ahriman. This dichotomy exemplifies single-source

duality, as already explained. Gnostics did not find a split in the

Godhead, such that would allow for two opposing cosmic principles, so

their interpretation of deception differed from that of the Persians and

the Hebrews, who inherited Zoroastrian duality.

You can mistake a coiled rope for a snake. This is an error. If I trick
you into taking a coiled rope for a snake, that is out-and-out deceit.

Gnostic thought agrees with Buddhism that the world is not an illusion
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in the sense of being unreal, but in the sense of being erroneously per-

ceived. Buddhist scholar H. V. Guenther specifies: "Illusion does not

mean the illusion of perception, but the false conclusion we base on per-

ception."275 In Buddhist and Gnostic traditions alike, the purpose of illu-

minist discipline is to "get behind the veil to find reality and become

free. Going behind the veil has no spatial connotation. The phenomenal

is the absolute and vice versa."'76 Gnosis, the counterpart to Buddhist

prajfta, is our tool for ultimate discernment of reality. Error theory is

original to the Gnostic schools, as far as I know, but Indo-Tibetan

Buddhism offers a good deal of complementary insight on how error

arises and operates. H. V. Guenther aptly summarizes the key insight of

Asian psycho-phenomonology: "All the entities of the world of appear-

ance are but the motion of original awareness. But although they

remain in the creative play of the co-emergence of bliss and nothing-

ness, internally this awareness' defined by its own obscurating Power'

becomes co-emergent ignorance."'77

To see the Real for what it is requires being able to discern error'

which is the unintentional mistaking of the Real, as well as deception,

which is the intentional use of error, or imposition of error. Error

imposed by intention becomes drugh, the Lie. These nuances, excruci-

ating as they may be, are essential to a sound grasp of the Gnostic theory

of error, and bear directly on the issue of alien intrusion in the human

mind. In short, there is a web of deception around the essential error that

enmeshes us in "co-emergent ignorance" with the Archons.

with the texrual evidence of Gnostic teachings in such a deplorable

state, it helps enormously to draw on Buddhist parallels regarding the

phenomenology of error. The Nyingma sage Long Chen Pa (1308-63)

used the term'fthrul-pa, "mistakenness," "going astray," to describe how

the human mind slips into an erroneous perception of the Real. Because

'fthrul-pa is "a process of self-deception intinsic to experiencing, one

cannot appeal to any causal principles operating on the process from

without."27'The same applies for the Archons in Gnostic theory: our

capacity to err is intrinsic to the process by which we learn and evolve,

and cannot be attributed to external causes such as aliens preying on our

minds. Nevertheless, if such entities exist, we are obliged to perceive how

they might be implicated in, and take advantage of, our tendency to err.
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The Tibetan term ftun-rdzo& "specious," "totally spurious" matches
the Coptic KROG, "deception." This is the term applied to tulpas, sohd,
lifelike phantoms produced by Tibetan lamas. rn Magic and. Mystery in
Tibet, Alexandra David-Neel described a jovial tulpa she conjured up
with the aid of her meditation teacher. It followed her around for weeks
until she learned how to dissipate it. she explained thattulpas are "imag-
inary forms which are a sorr of robot which they [lamas] conrrol as they
wish, but which, sometimes, manage to acquire some kind of
autonomous personality."tD Could it be that the Archons are tulpas pro-
duced, not by a feat of human attention, but by the stressed, hypervigi-
lant attention of the Aeon Sophia, due to the shock of finding herself
stranded in chaos, outside the Pleromal

The sole writer on rhe ETIUFO enigma ro equare the Gnostic
Archons with contemporary ETs is Nigel Kerner. InThe Song of the

Greys, he suggests that the Archons arose due to the breakaway of a
massive remote-sensing device protruded from the pleroma. This
image is arresting, to be sure, but Kerner has not done his homework.
Nothing in Gnostic writings indicares that the Pleromic gods need to
use Archonlike tulpas to perceive events in the extra,Pleromic worlds.
It is more likely that rhe nlpas appear in the human realm as a result
of two-world duality, the coexistence of planetary and terrestrial
physics. They belong to the solar system, yet they intrude upon the
earth. They are messengers of deception because they do not inform us

of their true narure. Nothing any ET has ever said has added one iora
to the sum of human knowledge, or offered one single insight that
human beings could not produce out of their own resources. To the
knowledge of this writer, there is no record of any ET encounter in
which the aliens confess to the contactee that they are nothing but
solid-seeming phantoms.

Archons lie by omission, never coming out to reveal what they truly
are. The proof of their malevolence is their refusal to explain themselves
in clear and honest terms. They take advantage of human credulity by
appearing to be enigmatic. We cannot see through this deception
(KROG) until we have first confronred the perceptual error in our own
minds. If I do not first know how a rope can be rnistaken for a snake, I
will not be able tn undersrand how someone can deceive me by disguising
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a rope as a snake. The problem of deception is resolved by detection of

error-in Buddhist terms, by discrimination.

CoNtnanv ro Natune

The ETlArchon hypothesis is pretty arcane stuff, I admit. This is high

strangeness, indeed. But with the Gnostic theory of the alien intrusion,

the stranger it gets, the more sense it makes. The Sophia mythos does

not have to be taken on belief, and should not be. Nor should it be

rejected for its seeming weirdness, or its sometimes daunting com-

plexity. It is probably the most lucid and imaginatively comprehensive

scenario ever conceived to explain what has been called "the topic of

topics"-namely, predation."o It is also the best guiding story for full

actualization of our divine potential, including the power of imagina-

tion, called epinoia in Gnostic writings. This power was expressly given

to humankind to allow us to detect and resist Archontic subversion. In a

sense, the Archons are present in the cosmos to test us so that we are cer-

tain to make optimal use of our divine endowment. The supreme attain-

ment of our humanity requires facing our inhumanity (our Archontic

side) and disempowering it, but not disowning it.

Gnostic heresy is a thing of the past, a dead issue' but the battle for

truth persists in our minds. Humanity cannot find its way to alignment

with Gaia-sophia without mastering the problem of extrahuman pre-

dation. As suggested above, the Archon phenomenon may prove to be

less a problem than the solution to one-namely, the solution to the

question, Whence comes evill But this question may be inseparable

from another one : Are we alone I If we cannot get clear on our relation

to our cousin species, who are so deeply implicated in the scenario of
terrestrial evolution, how can we possibly reahze our membership in

the cosmic community at largel Could admitting "the reality of the

Archons" (tide of a NHC text) be the Iirst step to a wider view of how

the cosmos is populated with all kinds of entities, benevolent and

malevolentl Might not the capacity to recognize one predatory species

provide the foundation for a cosmic perspective on our relation to all

speciesl Could recognition of the Archons be the key to embracing our
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singularity in the cosmic orderl We are still a long way from working
through these daunting issues.

Fortunately, there is rare testimony from late antiquity on the precise

nature of Archontic intrusion. It presents an elegant explanation of the
paranormal effect of nonhuman entities. This testimony comes from the
church historian, Socrates Scholasticus (b. ca. 380 c.n.), who left an

account of the murder of Hypatia. Scholasticus was not a Gnostic, but an

apologetic Church historian. But he seems ro have been in contact with
genuine Gnostics, including a man named Macarius, an Alexandrian
Gnostic who may well have been an elder colleague of Hypatia's. (In
Ancient Mystery Cults, the best single book on the Mysteries, Walter
Burkert explains that maftarismos was the title given in "praise of the
blessed status of those who have'seen'the mysteries."rsl In other words,
it was the honorific title of those who had beheld the Organic Light.
This did not happen to all participanrs in the Mysteries, whose numbers
ran into the tens of thousands over many generations, but only to a

blessed few.)

In chapter 23 of his Ecclesiastical History of the Church, Scholasticus
records an exchange between Marcarius and a disciple called Evagrius,
known to have composed valuable works such as "The Gnostic, or, To
Him Who Is Deemed Worthy of Knowledge," "To the Virgin," and
"Six Hundred Prognostic Problems." The dialogue between teacher and
student contains a succinct observation on intrapsychic intrusion:

That chosen vessel, the aged Egyptian Macarius, asked me, why
we impair the srrength of the retentive faculty of the soul by

cherishing the remembrance of an injury received from men;

while by remembering those done us by devils we remain unin-

iured? And when I hesitated, scarcely knowing what answer to

make, and begged him to account for it: "Because," said he, ,,the

former is an affection contrary to nature, and the latter is con-

formable to the nature of the mind."2t,

while his student stands and waffles, befuddled and unable to answer,
the Egyptian looks sideways at his own question: "Why does the
remembrance of injury done by devils leave us uninjured?" In his tacit
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response Macarius wastes no words, knowing the subject is grave, the

nuance fateful.

Injury received from our fellow men is "contrary to nature," because

our innate disposition is to be kind to each other, and show spontaneous

affection, as Marcus Aurelius asserted. But the alien offspring of Sophia

lack the love and goodness inborn to humankind. The difference

between them and us determines the subterfuge they can effect on us. It
gives them an insidious edge. Archontic deviation of the human species

requires conspiration by default, the surrender of our innate powers to a

null mind-set, and the betrayal of our discriminating powers. But it all

happens so easily, without effort, as if there is no conspiracy at all, no col-

lusion on our part. The intrusion of the Archons goes unnoticed,

Macarius says, because the alien effect we need to detect and resist is /rs-

guised in the ouay ute thinft, "conformable to the nature of the mind."



22

DIVINE IMAGINATION

f f the Mysteries are the ancient tap roor of deep ecology, as I am pro-
I posing, it may now be possible to appreciate how deep rhat root goes.

It is both deep in time and deep in the psyche, in the psychic srrucrure of
humankind. In Sacred Pleasure , Riane Eisler wrote, "To realize that
which cannot be lost, it is necessary to understand what really has been
lost." The paradox fits Gnosis in a precise and poignant manner. The
root that runs so deep, the wisdom anchored so profoundly in the
species' soul-life, cannot have been eradicated. The effort exerted to
destroy it has produced the longest, most violent drama of pain and
injustice humanity has ever known, yet the very magnitude of the effort
attests to the srrength and depth of the native wisdom.

It is truly a miracle that our species has survived the patriarchal cam-
paign to eliminate the Goddess and her Mysteries. I am certain that
*'ithout indigenous peoples all around the world preserving the native
'uvisdom in their liues, we would never have seen it through to the day

"r'hen 
I can write these words. The destructive power of the dominator

agenda is immense, but those who now protest it so vehemently have
hardlv begun ro undersran d tulty it has been so powerful. Because patri-
archv uses redemptive theology to legitimate itself, all believers who
embrace the redeemer complex are accessory to the master scheme of
domination. At any given moment there are vastly more good and
decent people in the world than evildoers, yet those who intend evil and
practice deceit gain a disproportionate advantage over the entire world
because they rely on the passive consenr of the believers. This is the dark,
dirty secret of victim-perpetraror collusion.

Patriarchy has birthed a world dominated by rerror, but terror is

merely error spelt with a z. The T is the cross, the Roman torture instru-
ment, catholic symbol of divine love (more lately, a fashion accessory-
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which in no respect diminishes its nefarious effect). Terror begins with

the false doctrine of salvation, the specious message of love. Terror ends

with the kind of apocalypse fervently anticipated by the Zaddikim. This

is where history will take us, down the full stretch into complete auto-

destruction, if there is no way to pull out of the prescripted drama. We

behave as we believe.

How can the historical course of terror be averted? It helps immensely

to see what the Gnostics saw, for they discerned the root of the global

dominator pathology. To dissociate oneself individually from fixation on

the divine victim is to act for the liberation of humanity at large. To face

this challenge, the Gnostic unmasking of evil can be of paramount

service. Gnostic teachings from the Mystery School network preserved

the essence of Goddess-oriented shamanism typical of Europan cultures

before Christianization, comparable to indigenous cultures worldwide.

At the same time, these teachings presented a unique worldview of

Indo-Iranian origins, a vision from outside Europa proper. The gnos'

toSoi were Egyptians, Levantines, Syrians, and Persians. Yet they pro-

tected Europe, or at least they tried. Owing to their cultural and histor-

ical background, they had an intimate perception of the evil that would

spread into Europa rvhere there was no immunity to it in the psychic

makeup of the native peoples. The Gnostics in the Near East were the

front line of defense against the dual menace of salvationism and theoc-

racy. When that line of defense broke, something truly evil, an alien

force working against life, poured into Europa. Exactly like a biological

pestilence, it decimated the indigenous peoples from the inside out'

EcocNosts

Jeffery Burton Russell, religious historian and author of a series of books

on Satan, Lucifer, and the Devil, remarked that "The problem of evil

transcends religion.""' He might well have added that it also contami-

nates it. Gnostics enraged and outraged the early Christians on many

points, but most especially because they claimed to know the solution to

problem of evil. The heretics from the Mysteries denied that good and

evil can come from the same source. To the early Christians this was a
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frontal negation of the omnipotence of their father god. It also blew the

divine plan right off its foundations. Believers in the plan, both then and

today, "ascribe the purpose of the terrible suffering of the world to God's

purpose in leading us to the good through 'soul-making and mystery,"'

but Gnostics refuted this interpretation and insisted that it is as ludicrous

as it is dangerous.2to In today's perspective of reclaimed Gnosis, it is clear

that their argument was soundly based on two-world duality, by contrast

to the split-source duality of judeo-Christian theology. In two-world

duality the source of evil is not in the Godhead, but in the human realm

exclusively.

The Mystery initiates saw deeply into the deviant falsity of the

redeemer complex. In the Sophia mythos they presented not only an

explanation of origin of the deviance , but a viable alternative to it. Their

critique of salvationism was counterbalanced by a magnificent vision of
human potential. How well they would have understood transpersonal

psychology in the Maslovian sense, for they beionged to a millennial tra-

dition of teachers dedicated to working with "peak experiences" to

foster the innate genius of the human species. When the Zaddikim

finally consolidated their program in Palestine around 150 8.C.,

Gnostics in the region were well prepared to detect its dangers for

humanity. They had several thousand years of hindsight on the issue of
what harms and what helps humanity to fulfill its divine potential. They

were able to see how the patriarchal redemptive complex undermines

our inborn capacities to love and learn, blinds us to the Anthropos, and

annuls our empathic bond to Gaia, Sophia embodied in the earth.

Ecotheology, ecopsychology, ecoshamanism, ecosophy (proposed by

Arne Naess), nature mysticism, and Goddess mysticism are all terms

that might be applied to the Sophianic vision of the Mysteries, but they

are only terms. What matters is the reality of experience that can inform
these terms. With the incorporation of Gnosis into deep ecology, "ecog-

nosis" might be the next term to emerge in the discourse. My proposed

definition: intirnate perception of the ltfeforce of the earth, such that it brings

humanity into alignment uith Sophia's correction.

In so delinining ecognosis. we rnay assume that it is innate, a faculty

that operates in the human psyche ab origine.It is, for instance, the pri-
mary disposition of Pagan and indigenous spirituality. It informs the
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sacred view of the world. Ecognosis is the reflection of our biopsychic

grounding in Gaia. To explore this grounding leads even deeper into the

secret teachings of the Pagan Mysteries. It goes a far stretch into ancient

mystical territory, into the realm of the paranormal. But even for non-

initiates of today, Gnostic insight will be accessible if there is a general

understanding of human potential compatible with Mystery instruction.

In Maslovian terms, human potential is our capacity to live freely and

fully, and to thrive in all we do. When we live as we are designed to do,

in Gaia's way, ecognosis is given, operating with and through the life

force.

Cosvrc CoNpIonNcn

Gnostics taught that the core of human potential is our faculty of imag-

ination, which they called epinoia to distinguish it from phantasia, the

make-believe of the Archontic mentality. The difference between these

terms is essential to how we claim and cultivate our ecognostic powers.

The illumined teachers in the Mysteries realized that humanity is

divinely provided with biopsychic powers, a tool kit of ecognostic facul-

ties, if you will. They had a precise conception of these faculties, where

they originate in the divine, superhuman realm, and how they are

"installed" in the human organism. Consistent with their vision of the

preterrestrial existence of the human species, the Anthropos, they imag-

ined a set of ecognostic faculties implanted in the Anthropic spore com-

plex-the human genome, if you will. They conceived of this set as

grounded in a single base faculty that assumes three permutations.

Nous, "divine intelligence," is the base faculty. It originates in the

Pleroma, the Godhead. Divine intelligence is unborn, uncreated,

Buddha-knowing. Gnosis is direct, intuitive knowing of what the gods

know. We can have Gnosis because we have the nous to know. Our

capacity to know the Divine is given by the Divine, from the primal

source where it arises. Our capacity for originality, which is inherent to

nous, comes straight from the Originator, the supreme ground of the

Pleromic Aeons. Gnostics called this f actor a utogenes, " self - generating. "

This is close to the autopoesli, "self-organization," now recognized in
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complexity theory and known to be present in all phenomena in the
ecosystem of the earth. Autogenes implies a self-directing or teleological
property of self-organization, a point of hot debate in Gaia theory.

volumes have been written about Gnosticism, yet in all this exposition
there is no menrion of the simple fact that "Gnostics taught that God is
Intellect, to be sought wirh the mind." This statement is from the
Columbia Encyclopedia in One Volume,1950 edition. (I found my copy
discarded on the street in Augusta, Maine, many years ago. For quick
reference it's as good as Google, and in some instances, better.) Look
where you will, you will not find a sratemenr of such direct simplicity
anywhere in the voluminous works of rhe experts. Everything depends,
however, on understanding "Intellect" in the precise way Gnostics them-
selves did. They did nor mean the cold, rational, carresian rnentality,
detached from matter and observing the world with the dual male-mind
fixation of analysis and control. They meant the autopoetic intelligence
of the natural world, of which the human mind is one facet, one instru-
mental factor. Nous is divine Intelligence, sought within the mind, but
also seen in nature at large. It can be known through refection, using
mind to look at itsel{, or throughperception,usingmind to look into the
intelligence of nature.

The nous of humanity differs from that of other Gaian species by
ennoia, "the lens of open intent" or, more simply, "intentionality.', No
creature lacks intentionality, even at the microbial level, as biologists and
ethologists are now beginning to realize."5 But in the human species,

ennoia is disposed in a special way: so that our capacity for intention
exceeds our general instinctual program. "A man's reach must exceed his
grasp, or what's a metaphorl" as poer Robert Browning playfully pro-
posed. In short, we have an excess of ennoia,giving us exceptional "slack"
in relation to the instinctual programs that assure our survival. This
accounts for our exceptional learning capacities, but it also poses the risk
that we will go astray from our proper course of evolution. As we have
seen in chapter 21, Gnostic error theory was deeply concerned with both
the high promise and deviant potential of human intentionality.

The intentional factor in human intelligence is dynamically close to the
divine source. Ennoia originates with the pleromic gods, but its human
version has a particular configuration due ro the teamwork of christos
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and Sophia, as the Sophia mythos describes (episode 2). Pleromic ennoia

produces the Anthropos, of which the human species on Earth is one dis-

crete strain. We manifest the ennoia specific to our earthbound conditions

by creative acts when the creativity is a true and authentic expression of
our innate humanity, but not if it is merely a self-indulgent expression.

This is a key Gnostic nuance. It relates closely to the crucial distinction

between epinoia, true imagination, and phantasia, mere fantasy.

With the inveterate narcissism of the Piscean Age comes a prevalent

tendency to pursue expression of the self for itself, rather than to let

humanity come to expression through self. Self-expression for its own

sake is a dead end for the human species, yet this is what art has come to

in our time . It is probable that the Mystery initiates found the rising tide

of redemptive religion impossible to resist, because they recognized the

strength of the narcissistic craving to which it appealed. As I have noted

above, ego death and surrender to the life force were the hallmarks of
initiation. It is impossible to apply rhe rclestic method of training human

potential when the focus of intentionality is determined by single-self

identity. This is not to say that the Mysteries were doomed to fail, how-

ever. They were forced to fail because those who directed them were not

left in freedom to work out a new method suited to the increasing self-

concern of the Piscean Age.

Gnostics rejected doctrinal and institutional forms of faith, but they

insisted that we need to have confidence in our divine endowment. In

some texts on the Sophia mythos, the Goddess is called pistis, usually

translated as "faith." This translation is misleading if we take faith to
mean blind acceptance of beliefs without a truth quest, or without the

evidence of direct experience. Pistis is better defined as confidence in what

one can experience and achieve for oneself, independent of beliefs and

views received fiom others. In other words, confidence rn athat is innate.

Sophia was called pistis in mythic episodes where her actions were

affected by confidence in humanity, her reliance on the divine endow-

ment of the human species. Once again, Gnostic teaching reverves the

usual religious notion: instead of having faith in God, we are required

to consider how the Goddess has faith in us. How can we acknowledge

and reciprocate this divine act of faithl By commiting ourselves to

achieve what can be truly, truthfully imagined, without reliance on
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belief, supposition, or nonverifiable systems of descriptio n. pistis implies
transcendence of beliefs thar cannot be directly verified. In what might
be called cosmic confidence, Gnostic seers were able to realize the fac-
ulty of epinoia and distinguish it from fantasia. The telestic method fol-
lowed the principle stated in Artis Auriferae, "The Art of Goldmaking,"
a seventeenth-century compilation of alchemical lore:

In all thine operarions, let the Work be guided by nature,
according to the slow progression of metals in the bowels of the

earth. And in thine efforts be guided in all ways by the true and

not the fantastic imagination.2s6

Norrrc Srrlls

For Gnostics, every event in the cosmos at large also happens in some

manner within the human psyche. Not symbolically, but actionally.
Psychocosmic parallelism is a rather sophisticated notion, to be sure, bur
it is consistent with indigenous wisdom from the hardiest survivors on
the planet. The Australian Aborigines base their entire worldview on
the concept of the Dreamtime, which for them is a true experience and
not a fantasy or superstition. The Dreamtime is the organic dimension of
the Eternal Now or Eternity in the passing momenr. Everything that
happens in the Dreamtime in cosmic and mythical terms also occurs in
the psyche and in surrounding nature. For instance, the ancestors of the
various Australian tribes are magical animals whose deeds are recounted
in elaborate songs and traced across the landscape in songlines. Deeds
performed in the Dreamtime for the first time by totemic ancestors recur

Perpetually in the presenr moment. The Dreamtime is actionar in aI
events in nature and within the human psyche. In this way the purity
and essence of primeval or first-time reality pervades all phenomena in
the passing moment.

For Gnostics, the magical ancestors of the Dreamtime were the
Pleromic Aeons. with the boundless, selfless generosity typical of divini-
ties, they endow part of their infinite power in creatures of their
Dreaming, inhabitants of emergent worlds. The Sophia mythos explains
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specifically how the imaginative power epinoia came to be endowed in
humanity. In episode 6, the mother star (Sabaoth) becomes the central

sun of our planetary system. Concurrent with this event, Zoe, the "first

daughter" of the Aeon Sophia, imparts "the luminors epinoia" to

humanity. Right after the shaming of the Demiurge, Sophia points out
to the chief Archon that Humanity stands above him, and will prevail

over him:

Now when Sabaoth had taken up the place of refuge in return

for her metanoia, Pistis the Sophia gave to the Mother Star her

daughter Zoe together with great authority so that she might

instruct her about all things that exist in the Ogdoad. (On the

Origin of the World ,104.26-31)

Zoe is "life force," but not just as manifested in biological, creaturely life.

Zoe is everlasting, self-renewing life. Immersion is the ecstatic life force

produced the psychosomatic regenerarion (palingensia) of the Mysteries.

Mythologist Karl Kerenyi explains thatZoe is the Dionysian factor, the

connection to "indestructible life," contrasted to bios, the limited biolog-

ical life-process.2" The mother sun Sabaoth, "Mistress of the Vital

Powers," is the repository of prana, a modality of cosmic life force that

forms and informs organic worlds.* Gnostic myth says that Zoe, ever-

lasting life, instructs Sabaoth, organic life, "about all things that exist in

the Ogdoad," the realm of the constellations. The zodiac displays arche-

types or genetic patterns that operate through organic life as well as in

the psyche, at the psychological level. The Mother Sun must learn how

to manage these patterns for the best effect on the earth. Hence the sun

passes cyclically through the patterns of the zodiac, constantly trans-

lating the archetypal-mythic patterns into organic activity. The organs

and generic form of the human body are built in a creative program-

matic manner by the organizing powers of the sun. This Mystery teach-

ings accounts for the correlation of the signs of the zodiac to parts of the

human body. This is not superstitious nonsense, but genuine scientific

insight derived from paranormal perception. In modern formulation,

* In this translation, I make Sabaoth the mother star, hence feminine, consistent with manv
indigenous mythologies that consider the sun to be a lemale-gendered divinity.
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the zodiacal archetypes have become banal, but the new biology may

come around to them in another way, sooner or later.288

Epinoia is the first permutation of nous. The conversion of Sabaoth

illustrates a second permutation , metanoia. The metanoia of the Mother
Sun is an act of spiritual conversion-in human terms, this is a paradigm

shift or belief change. Metanoia is our capacity to think beyond any given

framework of perception or any limiting belief that we may provision-

ally invent. Ideas, even great ideas, are merely tools for learning, not

idols to be worshiped. We evolve as we devise and discard ideational

tools for learning, as we shift paradigms. Due to the high complexity of
human ennoia, we need to continually frame our learning process in a

way that limits it so thar we can optimize certain potentials within the

limits so defined, but then, having done so, we eventually outgrow those

Iimits and reframe our learning in another paradigm. Ideally, the para-

digms we devise ought to regulate o:ur ennoia but not rule it, and espe-

cially not overrule it. All too often, the beliefs and models we invent run
us into dead ends that we cannot see because the paradigms have made

us blind to where we're going in our minds.

The third permutation of nous is dianoia, "reason." In an important
but badly damaged passage, The Dialogue of the Savior says that "rea-

soning power" is what allows us to hold the place of truth and stand

against the tyrannical forces of error epitomized in "the guardian of the

threshold"-Mystery jargon for the Archons. The threshold they guard

is the interface between the biosphere and the planetary sysrem in which
the earth is captured. Hence, in their proper role the Archons are inter-
dimensional demons, described as trolls and gatekeepers in Gnostic

writings. "For the threshold is fearful, looming before you. But with a

single mind you pass by it!" (III,5: 124).The single mind is the sober

mind, capable of reasoning in a clear, detached, systematic way. The
Teachings of Silvanus advises:

Listen, children, to this advice. Do not be arroganr in opposition

of every good opinion, but take for yourself the side of the divinity

of reason. Observe the sacred instructions of the Revealer, and you

will live regally in every place on Earth and be honored by the

angelic messengers, and even by the archangels who send them.

i
,i



Then you will acquire them for friends and allies, and you wiil
access all places in the heavenly realms. (NHC YII,4:91-92)

Reason is divine because it derives from nous, although it is the third,
most removed permutation. Dianoia includes critical thinking, but not
in a rational, reductive sense, not in Cartesian terms. With dianoia, crit-
ical thinking is simply the cutting edge of common sense. ft hones and

enhances, rather then precludes, vision, imagination, and revelation. For
Gnostics who develop ed their dianoia to a genius leve l, there was no con-

tradiction between reason and revelation. Their work in the Mystery

Schools required them to translate what they learned through instruc,
tion by the Light, the supreme revelatory experience. Their mastery of
dianoia made them into eloquent writers and speakers who could easily

compete with the sharpest dialecticians of Athens or Alexandria.

Sovnrrc ScrpNcn

Epinoia is the directive power of imagination, the true saving factor in

Gnosis. The Apocryphon of John tells how the Divine Sophia, when she

realized the problem that humanity would face with the Archons,

invested "the luminous Epinoia" in Zoe, the life force, so that in our bio-

logical mafteup tue would carry an imaginal capacity. This teaching is very

close to what Mystery School revivalist fean Houston says about the role

of myth in human experience:

Myths serve as source patte rns originating in the ground of our

being. While they appear to exist solely in the rranspersonal

realm, they are the key to our personal and historical existence,

the DNA of the human psyche."n

If our biological makeup carries the imaginal power of epinoia, as

Gnostics taught, then myth is not just figuratively "the DNA of the

human psyche," it is actually deposited in the DNA of the species. For
humankind, the power of mythic imagination is profoundly linked to
the life force. The presence of epinoia induces the photobiotic glow in
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our cells, first detected in 1923 by Russian docror Alexander Gurvitch,
who called it "mitogenetic radiation." A parallel phenomenon, known
as bioluminescence, is evident in nature, for instance, in glowworms,
fireflies, and plankton such as Atlantic krill. Fifty years afrer Gurvitch,
German biophysicist Fritz-Albert Popp detected what he called biopho-

tons in human cell microstructures and DNA. Popp's biophoron theory

opened the way to explain the role of light in biochemical processes,

growth, cell differentiation, and mutation. Further research revealed

that the wavelength at which DNA emits photons lies within the

narrow band of visible light. The epinoia is luminous, visible in the scale

of human sensory perception. Nobel laureate Ilya Prigogine, a pioneer of
complexity theory, asserted the importance of biophotonic research for
the theory of life. No future biology will be complete without it.

"The luminous epinoia" is the basis of somatic illumination at the cel-

lular Ievel. Experience in paranormal states has several aspects,

including direct perception of the molecular processes of nature. As

already noted, this is a siddhi or occult faculty attributed to Asian yogis,

as well as to Peruvian ayahuascueros, plant shamans. In the ancient

Mystery rites, Gnostics used the psychoactive chemistry of tryptamine
compounds, or tryptophan-derived hallucinogens, not to hallucinate,

but to observe. "With the true and not the fantastic imagination." The
difference, again, is between epinoia and phantasia. As Henri Corbin
argued in his discussions of Sufism, rhe imaginal dimension of mystical
experience is neither a make-believe world nor a halluci nation.2ea Epinoia

gives access to a real, truly existing imaginal world, including the infra-
structure of living matter.

For Gnostics, the discipline of using psychoactive plants was cenrral ro

the telestic method, but restricted to the inner groups of the regional cells

(the Ogdoad, represented by the interior petals of the rosette at Eleusis and

elsewhere). Mitogenetic radiation and other operations that verge on epi-

genesis, the reprogramming of DNA by RNA or by exrernal ritual exer-

cises, can neither be attained nor refuted by theory and analysis. They
must be experienced somatically, in the flesh. Wilhelm Reich observed

that the scientist will tend to err less, the closer he or she stays to sensory

faculties. The same applies for extrasensory faculties. Dianoia, reasoning

power, may interpret the results of psychosomatic illumination, but it

l

j

I
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cannot replace it. Likewise, metanoia, the second permutation of nous,

must follow the lead given by direct visionary experience, otherwise the

power of established paradigms will overrule Gnosis, the direct act of
seeing as the gods see. Finally, there is no way to access and explore the

imaginal dimension as long as we remain bound by the ego and its cul-
ture-bound narcissistic fi xations.

Gnostic Mystery teachings present a lucid metacririque of the beliefs

derived from exclusive male authority. They also offer an alternative
myth, an e cofeminist, Gaia-oriented tale for the human tribe.
Participation in the Sophia mythos is voluntary and personal, open-

ended and noninstitutional. The myth teaches that we, the human

species, are not made in the image of a male creator god, or any god, or

goddess. It refutes the patriarchal dogma that we are "made in His
image," and warns us off mystical deviance due to the God-self equa-

tion. The ultimate learning experience comes in rapturous beholding

with the eyes of imagination. We see the cosmos, and what we are in the

cosmos, by the power of illumined, biologically grounded insight. In this

way, and only this way, can we know that we are self-guiding instru-
ments of divine imagination, not projections of divine egotism. The
greater the scope of epinoia, the more humbling is the vision it presents.

Mythic imagination is our innate power to see for ourselves how the

cosmos works, and how the gods play, but it is not a license to play God.
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THE SPECIES-SEIF CONNECTION

f et s return for a moment to a spectacular event in the Sophia mythos:

l-, Aft.. the conversion of the Mother Star, Sophia finds herself get-

ting rapidly denser. As the solar system captures the emergent earth, the

planet becomes increasingly subject to gravity, electromagnetism, and

other laws that are totally new to the Goddess. The velocity of her high-

porosity currents is winding down, her body of Organic Light dimming
to a substance like soft leaded pearl, the germ of the nickel core of the

terrestrial globe. In grief and confusion, Sophia gradually morphs into

the planet Earth.

When Sophia reaches the stage where the planetary body begins to

sprout with life-that is, the point when the biosphere is formed-the
emergent life-forrns are so rampant and prodigious that she is unable to

manage them (episode 8). The gods in the Pleroma observe that their
sister is being overwhelmed by the immense diversity of life she is pro-

ducing. She cannot manage the behavior of her progeny, and fails to
keep them within their proper boundaries. In short, her autopoesis is at

risk of disintegrating. Her plight elicits a response from the Pleroma: the

Christic intercession. The paraphrase of Irenaeus that describes this

momentous event has already been cited, but it is worrh a second look:

The Christos dwelling on high took pity on the sisrer Aeon, and

having extended himself through and beyond the srauros

[boundary of the Ple romic core] he imparted a figure to Sophia,

but merely as respected substance, not so as to impart intelli-
gence. . . . The Christos imparted to Sophia form as respecred

intelligence, and brought healing to her passions, separaring

them from her, but not so as to drive them out of her mind alto-

gether. (Against Heresies, 4.1)
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Ireneaus also states that rnany of the life-forms swarming in the bios-

phere "had already taken root and acquired their own power, so as to be

self-maintaining." It is remarkable to find in an obscure theological argu-
ment against the Gnostics a trace of the Mystery reaching on autopoesis.

By interceding, the Aeon Christos assisted Sophia to bring her autopoetic

processes into a more orchestrated and harmonious ensemble. The
Christic intercession secured the biological programming of Sophia's

progeny, so that all crearures behave as they do today, faithful to their
species-specific guiding insrincrs, yet able to co-euolue as ruell. With this

accomplished, Sophia was on the right track again. She began "to give

form to the animate substance that has proceeded from her own conver-
sion," assisted by "the instructions of the Christos."

Initiates in the Mysteries saw the Aeon Christos as a form of divine
intelligence informingall life on earth with self-regulatory powers. This
is an arresting image, because it conflicts with the usual view of Christ
as the supreme model of humanity, concerned exclusively with human

/l/e. Normally, we do not associate Christ with the animal r.r'orld-
unless, perhaps, we are thinking about Saint Francis of Assisi. What are

we to make of this Gnostic twistl
In some manner, the Christic intercession affected humanity as much

as it did the nonhuman species then emerging in the biosphere after
Sophia's "conversion," that is, the meramorphosis of her body of Organic

Light into the terrestrial elements. Clearly, animal species are capable of
all kinds of cooperation among themselves. But at the time of the inter-
cession, the Anthropos was also present in some manner in the bios-

phere, gestating at the molecular level, as it were. Did the Christos
impart some harmonizing effect to humanity as welll We may well sus-

pect this was the case, since it was the Christos who cojoined with Sophia

to encode the Anthropos in the first place. But what exactly was the

human effect of the Christic intercessionl

Tnn INTERMEDTARy

The answer to this question resides in a remarkable Mystery teaching
disclosed in several places in the Gnostic marerials. Initiates used the
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made-up name Mesotes for the speci{ic effect of the Christos intercession

on the human species. Mesotes (frommeso-, "middle," "midway") means

"medium," "intermediary." The Second Treatise of the Great Seth

(66.3-8) says that we "become complete in the inward ineffability by a

living code, attaining undefiled union through the Mesotes, the medium

of Jesus." The exact Coptic is MESOTES NTE IS, "the medium of

Jesus." Some process in human nature, in the genetic makeup of our

species, '"vas said to be effectuated through "the medium of Jesus." But

who is fesus, understood in initiatory termsi

In the Coptic Gnostic material the names fesus and Christ are never

written in full, but indicated by code such as the letters 15 with a bar over

them. Scholars routinely fill in the blanks, making IS into I(eseo)S, the

Greek form of the Hebrew name Yeshua. They do so with considerable

poetic license, for there is no textual evidence to support the assumption

that in Gnostic usage IS indicated a historical person named Ieseos,

Jesus. IS could as well be translated in another way: I(asiu)S, giving the

name Iasius, "the healer," a title rather than a common name. But trans-

lators assume that IS indicates fesus of the New Testament. In short,

scholars do not ailow us the chance to consider that IS might indicate

anything else but a literal person whose identity is predetermined.

The same applies for Christ. The code for Christ is XS or sometimes

XRS, which could as well indicate Christos, or even Chrestos.'"' In
Coptic it looks like this: XC, with a bar over the letters. X is the Greek

letter chi and C is the Coptic S. Scholars fill in XC so that it reads

"Christ," never "Christos," even though "Christos" is more consistent

with the final S. Where XC appears in the Apocryphon of fohn, for

instance, scholars put the Greek Christos in parenthesis but translate the

coded word as "Christ." Doing so, they immediately equate XC with the

well-known entity of Pauline and ]ohannine theology. Again, this is

poetic license. Considering all the Gnostic material that argues against

the Pauline-Johannine redeemer, this equation is extremely dubious. In
combination, the two coded terms seem to match the well-known theo-

logical formula of the dual nature of Jesus Christ: the historical person,

IS, and the "Christ within," XRS. It almost looks like the Mystery

teaching on the Mesotes involves a kind of esoteric Christology consis-

tent with doctrinal theology. This is far from the case.
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Even if IS is decoded as "fesus," it must be allowed that initiates in the
Pagan Mysteries did not regard the historical |esus, or any historical
person, as the ever-living healer and intermediary. The "ever-living or
everlasting fesus," IS ETONE in Coptic, is another name for the Mesotes.

The Coptic word ETONE denotes living in a manner that rranscends a
discrete, incarnated person. To be consistent with Mystery teachings, IS
ETONE cannot be identified with any historical person who lived and
died, for it is a psychic presence rhat transcends discrete biological identity.
For Gnostics, IS ETONE was a deathless presence in the human psyche

and in the biosphere at large. Mesotes, "the intermediary," denotes the

intrapsychic function of "the everlasting fesus," a function specifically

effectuated by the Christos in1616655i6n-hence, it would not be found
operating in the human psyche had that event not occurred. Because of
the intercession, something comes to live eternally in the atmosphere like
an unfading afterimage: IS ETONE, the ever-living healer.

The formula of the hybrid god-man "|esus Christ" is nor a genuine
Gnostic teaching, and can never have been one. The revealer who speaks

in The Second Treatise of the Great Seth (65.18) says, "I am Christos, the

Child of Humanity, the one in you who is you." This may seem like the

clearest, most unequivocal declaration of "Christ within" that could be

imagined, but hold on. This statemenr invokes the Aeon Christos rather
than the Christ of New Age theology, or rhe Pauline "Christ in you."
This is more than a semantic quibble, because the difference berween

Christos and Christ is huge. In Mystery teaching, the Christos is nor a
divine redeemer for humanity, but an intermediary whose intercessory

act affects all the animal kingdoms on earth, nor the human species

exclusively. Yet the declaration cited above identifies the Christos with
"the Child of Humanity, the one in you who is you." But this is the

Anthropos, the divine source of humanity, not a redeemer who stands

beyond humankind. The Christos (speaking through a revealer) makes

the declaration to bring our attention to our humanity,not to reueal itself.

The intermediary hides itself, modestly, and does not demand our belief
as a condition for redemption. If anything, the intermediary demands

that we believe in ourselves: "the one in you who is you."
The Christos of the Mysteries was understood to be, nor an indwelling

divine essence, but something that directs us to our animal-human
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nature. Against the God-self equation, Gnostics asserted the species+elf

connection. To the ancient seers, Christos had the unique role of an inter-

mediary who connects us as self-conscious individuals to our species

identity, and through that identity, to all other species. The Mesotes is the

specific term for the intermediary as an intrapsychic presence, accessible

to every human being, all the time. Even though the intercession of the

Aeon Christos for Sophia's sake occurred in remote times, it produced a

permanent effect that is only evident, however, at the species level of
self-conscious awareness. What does it mean for a human individual to

be self-conscious at the species levell This is kind of awareness that

comes with the humility to see oneself as a member of the animal world,

yet belonging to a particular species of animal. It implies that we own

our humanity most deeply when we sense the sublime modesty of being

a human animal.

Tnn EtrnRrc CHRrsr

The Mesotes challenges us to consider the scope of ancient vision-clair-
voyant vision, to be precise, and clairaudient, as well. "The Light was

full of hearing and language" (The Paraphrase of Shem, NHC VII, 1,

1.30). The Christic intercession comes down to us in the testimony of
trained seers, or the research of experimental mystics, if you prefer.

Through their instruction by the Divine Light, thetelestai came to know

about events that unfolded in the remote prehistory of our planet. In
some manner, these events were replayed imaginatively, and the initiates

witnessed them directly.* In the process of investigating the intercession,

they detected a kind of afterimage, such as we see when we look into a

bright light and then turn away. But in this unique instance, it is a liuing

afterimage. The "everlasting Jesus" is the afterimage of the Aeon

Christos persisting in the biosphere eons after the intercession. (To think
of all this in another way, the intercession happens in the Dreamtime

and is perperually in progress.)

* ln modern esoteric iargon, this process is called "reading the akashic record." I have not
cited modern examples comparable to telestic investigation because I do not find valid paral-
lels, with the possible exception ofsome, but not all, research undertaken by RudolfSteiner.
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To see this afterimage is a genuine visionary experience, real and ver-

ifiable, accessible to anyone. And many people have seen it.

In early Christian theology, the appearance of the everlasting Jesus

was known as the parousia, a palpable and immanent spiritual presence;

but owing to confusion over the true nature of the experience, this con-

cept rapidly devolved into the notion of the "second coming" of the

Savior, an event that never materialized. In esoteric and underground

traditions such as Rosicrucianism, the everlasting Jesus has been called

the mystical Christ. In New Age circles, the luminous phantom is called

the Ethe ric Christ. In all cases, witnesses take the Mesotes to be an inner

guide, like a guardian angel. Encounters with the inner guide happen

spontaneously-one could even say, naturally. The nature of the exp.ri-

ence is highly consistent across different epochs and cultures.t"'

Considered dynamically, this humanlike image is an atmospheric

cluster of B6nard cells. These are hexagonal formations observed to arise

when certain liquids reach the threshold of turbulent instability, such as

oil heated in a pan, or in convection currents spiraling in the atmosphere.

As fohn Gribbin explains in Deep Simplicity, B6nard cells are a sponta-

neous feat of nature, magni{icent evidence of order arising rvithin chaos:

The most interesting stable patterns [in nature] appear right at

the edge of chaos. . . . The specific interesting pattern that appears

is a honeycomb arrangement of hexagons. This is happening far

from equilibrium, thanks to the energy flowing through an open

system and being dissipated. This is the secret of the existence of

order in the Universe, and specifically the secret of life.r'r

B6nard cells appear spontaneously in atmospheric convection vortices

clearly visible in Antarctic icefields and the desert sands of the Sahara.

The phenomenon is so prevalent that scientists speak olan "atmospheric

B6nard sea." In Turbulent Mirror, F, David Peat says that "scientists

think that the spherical shell of the atmosphere, possibly the whole

atmosphere, rnight be a sea of seething B6nard cells."ar, This is precisely

so, and precisely what witnesses of the Mesotes discover.

Of course, we are compelled to wonder how anvthing as exotic as "a

cluster of B6nard cells" can assume human form. The everlasting Jesus

315
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does not really assume human form, but only appears to do so. (In
Gnostic teachings, this was called docetic manifestation, from the Greek
doftein, "to appear.") The Aeon Christos does nor have, or has ever had,
human form, but in keeping with the supreme selflessness of the
Pleromic divinities, Chrisros imparts its biopsychic effect in our own
image, not his. Anyone can encounrer rhe lingering imprint of the
Christic intercession as a luminous phantom in human form. It can

happen at any moment, and it has happened countless times through
history, and before histt-rry.

It would take an entire book to recount the many known cases of
encounters with the Etheric Christ, encounters reported by such people

as Bill Wilson, founder of Alcoholics Anonymous, and C. G. fung,
whose vision of the Green Christ is related in his posthumous memoir,
Memories, Dreams, and Refections. One case worth nodng is that of the

controversial cult figure, Carlos Castaneda. When he met the luminous
phantom, he was overwhelmed with joy, and came away supercharged

with enthusiasm for the preciousness of humanity. His teacher, the

Yaqui shaman don fuan, proved to be a real killjoy when he wryly
informed Carlos that he only felt rhat way due to invererare self-infatu-
ation. The luminous phanrom, don |uan told him, is "the mold of man,"
a phenomenon well known to the ancient seers of Mexico. He warned
that "to fall on our knees in the presence of the mold of man reeks of
arrogance and human self-centeredness." Only trained seers have the
sobriety to see the phantom for what it actually is, the old sorcerer
insisted.2e5

THE GuIoING EFFECT

People react to encounters with the "inner guide" in different ways. The
phantom produces a unique response in everyone who meets it, but all
too often the response is distorted by the religious conditioning of the
witness. Not surprisingly, most people from a fudeo-Christian back-
ground think they have met rhe resurrected fesus, or have had an inner
vision of christ. This interprerarion fits the srory they have been told
about |esus and confirms what they are expected to believe. Equating
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the everlasting fesus of Pagan Gnosis with the same-named person of
the New Testament is great for Christianity, of course, but totally wrong

in mystical terms. Of the many people who encounter the Etheric

Christ, a precious few come to realize that the Mesotes is not the Divine

Redeemer.

IS ETONE, the everlasting fesus, is a biopsychic afterimage, but not

iust a passive register. Imagine that you gaze at an object in bright

light-say, an apple tree bare of leaves, etched against the pellucid azure

of the winter sky. Turning away, you see the perfect afterimage of the

tree, whether your eyes are open or closed. Now imagine that the after-

image grows like a living tree. It buds, flowers, fruits, dies back, and

does it all again. The afterimage is as aliue as the original object.

Just so is "the living |esus" alive in the atmosphere, externally,

although it is most olten perceived as an intrapsychic phantom.

Witnesses think they are seeing an inner vision, located somewhere

inside the mind or an imagined space, but in reality they are seeing a

vortex in the atmosphere. The exquisite faceting of the hexagonal aura

ofthe phantom radiates crystal-clear light, but the facets are gilt-edged,

so that the light is flushed with soft honey-gold hues. The entire scene

around the witness is reflected in every single facet of the honeycomb.

Welling up within the crystal-clear luminosity is the milky whiteness of
the Organic Light. The whiteness of the Light combined with the

golden hues of the honeycomb faceting produces a sensation of deep

serenity inwardly charged with supervitality. The sweet, rapturous

surge of vital force streaming from the Mesotes creates the impression

of being immersed in seething milk with currents of golden honey

flowing through it-indeed, flowing through the body of the witness,

drenching every cell. The appearance of the luminous phantom may be

accompanied by an exquisite ringing like the chiming and pealing of
countless bells.

Gnostics who encountered this figure in their mystical practices were

able to connect it with the Christos intercession in nature, and hence com-

prehend its origin. With trained spiritual insight they were also able to

determine itsfunction in human terms, its precise psychological effect. The

Aeon Christos effectuated a refinement of the evolutionary plans of the

animal kingdoms, so that all species can follow their instinctual programs
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and still interrelate, cooperate, coevolve. In effect, the intercession insured
the full potential of symbiosis that was presenr in Sophia from the ourset,

but handicapped by the unforeseen multifariousness of her progeny.
In humanity, by contrast to other animals, symbiosis has to be realized

by overcoming an inveterate tendency for self-obsession. "We are

human only in contact, and conviviality, with all that is not human,"
David Abram says. By entering into kinship with all species, we over-
come our anthropocentric tendencies, which can be vicious, harming
ourselves as much as others. The Christos intercession effected a soft-
ening of human boundaries, especially ego boundaries, ro allow
enhanced empathy with all that lives. In this empathy we find our per-
sonal path more easily, because no creature lives by itself. The ultimate
function of the Mesotes is a subtle, nonintrusive guiding effect. Laurence
van der Post, who lived with the San Bushman of the Kalahari, caprured

the taste of this experience when he wrote (in A Mantk Carol): "We all
know more than we allow ourselves to know because of a certain cow-
ardice in face of the inexpressible, and fear of accepting its effect on us

as guide to the nature of its reality."

lJpon encountering the Mesotes, most witnesses do nor go with the
guiding effect but refer it back to their conditioning, and see it through
their conditioning, especially their religious beliefs. Sad to say, the
encounter is wasted on people when it leads back to fixation on the his-
torical fesus and blind beliefs in salvarion, sacrifice, the redemptive value
of suffering, God's plan for the world, and so on. The genuine mysrical
encounter is wholly lacking in these fictions. We are guided by "the
living fesus" into a unique personal experience of kinship with all
species. The luminous phantom is the subliminal inner guide, not a "life
coach" who fosters self-empowerment or collusion with God. It does not
support the gratification ofour personal lives, but selfless consecration to
all that lives.

Those who see the Organic Light know they are also seen by it. This
is truly mysterious, and it is also mysteriously rrue. Every person who
meets the luminous phantom is registered in the living memory of the
Aeon Christos. Gnostics taught that we incorporate a portion of the
Divine Light in ourselves, in our bodies, at the cellular level. However,
they were also aware of hor,v this luminous faculty can be obscured and
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even destroyed by the unsound and unexamined beliefs, especially

beliefs about god, divinity, nature, and human potential.

The Mesotes is transcendentally impersonal and in some respects acts

like a mindless automaton. It is a function rather than an entity. As such,

it might be compared (crudely) to the cursor on a computer screen. The

position of the cursor allows the person writing to keep track of the

exposition and navigate the text. The cursor also carries editing func-

tions, such as blocking and deleting text, and it can access data and pre-

installed programs (with a click). It would be patently absurd to assume

that the cursor is doing the writing and creating the meaning of the text.

Likewise, the effect of the Mesotes is so subtle, so nonimposing, that we

falsify it by assuming that it guides us in some external way, rather than

merely supports us to be self-guiding.

In the range of human instincts the drive for self-preservation

(including preservation of the ego as well as the body) is so strong it can

counteract the drive to coevolve, to embrace all life-forms and to love

Gaia, the earth itself. We are immersed in Gaian symbiosis, and we

always have the choice to override self-preservation in the cause of life at

large. The inner guide is a sublime gift endowed in our species from the

Pleroma, an insuperable aid to self-correction.

Without the subtle guidance of the luminous phantom, we would be

even more driven by insane egotism than we already are.

Those who received instruction by the Light in ancient times under-

stood that humanity is not made in the image of the father god, nor even

in the image of the Pleromic gods. The infinite selflessness of the Aeons

does not allow them to imprint or impose themselves on the myriad

creatures that live in their Dreaming. Gnostics taught that humanity is

a free-form novelty, an experiment of the divine imagination, not a crea-

ture made in the image of a divine parent. The human species is

endowed with a faculty corresponding to the divine power that pro-

duced it and sustains the very reality we live, the living dream we

inhabit, moment by moment.

The luminous epinoict works in the mitochondrial DNA of our cells,

perpetually regenerating. The imaginative power to coevolve with all

species and enter Sophia's alignment is kept on track by the Mesotes, the
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autopilot of the soul. Beholding the inner guide, we see the human form
because we are beholding the reflection, not of an individual self, but of
a sPecies that recognizes itself. The primal connection to Gaia fostered in
the Mysteries was realized in silent knowing with the Anthropos as focal
image where the faculty of epinoia can be nurrured from the supervi-
tality of the mother planet. The perception of our kinship with all
species allows us to become human in a total coevolutional perspective,

panoramically, as it were: to have our fate, a human fate, and beat it, too.

Initiates detected the Anthropos and, at the same time, they situated

humanity within the animal kingdom. The Anthropos is invested with
properties not present in other species, but that does not make it supe-

rior to any other species. We cannot know our place in the cosmos

through anthropocentric fixation, but disregarding the unique srarus of
the human species is not valid, either.

Humanity represents a particular aspect of divine imagination inti-
mately involved in Sophia's correcrion, if we choose to be faithful to that
aspect. The first condition for entering her correction is to correct our
view of ourselves as a species, to reimagine humanity. Gnostics taught
that our species is coeternal with the galaxy where it is seeded. Strains of
the Anthropos emerge in many worlds, simukaneously. The genius of
the Mystery seers was to detect the conditions specific to the world we
inhabit. This they did by cultivating the luminous epinoia and living in
divine imagination as it unfolds.
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THE GODDESS MYSTIWE

We are children of fudeo-Christian, Muslim, Neo-Darwinist,

or some other kind of religion. These religions are absurdities in

that not only are they muddled, but they are dangerous to our

relationship to the Earth and our nonhuman planetmates. The

cultural background in which we have been brought up pre-

cludes our learning about the Earth as a whole planet.'ou

f ames Lovelock formally introduced the Gaia hypothesis in 1972 in

J the journal Atmospheric Enuironment. To develop the hypothesis he

6ollaborated with evolutionary biologist Lynn Margulis, independently

known for the theory of serial endosymbiosis (SET theory), currently

the best alternative to the Darwinian model of evolution' SET theory

proposes that organisms in the biosphere live through (endoJ each other

rather than by preying on each other' Symbiosis is a serial activity

because it extends through an eons-long chain of interactions in which

larger, more complex organisms evolve by incorporating smaller' more

elementary ones.

In 1979 Lovelock published Gaia: A Nett' Looftat Life on Earth,but

debate over the new theory did not assume volume until a critical

response from W F. Doolittle, entitled "Is Nature Really Motherly?"

was publishedinCoeuolution Quartcrly in 1981. Since then Gaia material

has been cranked out at a furious pace, much of it concerned with the

mythical and mystical aspects of the theory. "Gaia is like the myth of

God, a mystery answering a mystery," wrote Claudio Guillen, professor

of comparative literature at Harvard and the University of Barcelona.

"It is a romantic metaphor that answers our need for oneness."'nt

But does the "romantic metaphor" of Gaia theory, magnificent though
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it is, really answer that needl Or do Gaia theory and the Goddess mys-
tique-by which I mean the ensemble of quasi-religious, animistic, and
mystical notions that have gathered around the scientific theory-6otr-
front us with questions to explore, rather than answers to settle forl

Gnra AND GNosrs

No matter what evidence is adduced to back it up, a scientific theclry is

always a narrative, a story with a beginning, middle, and end, informed
by a plot and stating a rnoral or message. "scientists have much to gain
from the a\4'areness that they are storytellers," comment paleoanthro-
pologist Misia Landau. In Narratiues of Human Euolution Landau
argues that scientific theories are "determined as much by traditional
narrative frameworks as by material evidence." She sees in Darwinian
theory, for instance, a variation of the hero narrarive found worldwide.
The hero in Darwin's tale is the human species itself. (Truth be told,
Darwin had precious little ro say about the human species, but it
becomes central in the theories derived from his work.) The story of
evolution consists of "a sequen66 6f rn61if5-expanding foreheads and
retracting jaws, increasing intellects and diminishing instincts-which
forw.ard the plot and are bearers of meaning in themselves (for
exarnple, the expanding dominion of mind over matter).",* The narra-
tive form, which Landau aptly calls "an alrar housing a diversity of
faiths," is unavoidable in any description of human experience. The
Sophia mythos is a cosmological narrative, but also a mystical and
metaphoric one. Of all the elements that might contribure ro rhe

Goddess mystique, the Sophianic vision of the Mysteries is the most
compatible with the core assumptions of Gaia theory. At the same time,
the vision story of Sophia presenrs a stark contrast ro the dogmatic
assr.rmptions of the Darwinian theory of evolution.

All in all, the Sophia myrhos exhibits rhree outstanding fearures thar
resemble Gaia theory, as r.vell as two other features currently under
debate, and three more that lie bevond the scope of the theory in its cur-
rent form, but could advance and enrich it, were they eventually to be

formulated in scientific terms.
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Three outstanding events in the Sophia mythos suggest correlations

with specific elements of Gaia theory: autopoesis, the biospheric anom-

alies. and abiogene sis. Gnostic texts denote autopoesis by the Greek auto-

genes, "self-generating." As we have seen, the paraphrase of Irenaeus

clearly indicates that the mythic narrative of the Gnostics described the

self-organizing powers of Sophia. This is perhaps the most striking cor-

relation between Gaia theory and Gnosis. While the Christic interces-

sion may be a step too far for many minds, the integrity of the narrative

has to be respected. It says that is what happened. If the mythos is not a

deliberate lie, or the expression of mere superstitious ignorance, we

would do rvell to look closely as what that episode might be telling us.

The subject demands research, reflection, and discussion. I will merely

point out that the Christic inrercession provides an initial approach to

considering where humanity is situated in Gaian syrnbiosis.

Encountering the Mesotes may be a tlelusional experience. If so, it is cer-

tainly a universal one. While subjective testimony cannot be equated

with scientific fact, the existence of such testimony (vrhich is volun-ri-

nous) is an irrefutable fact.

The Mesotes appears to be a facet of the living ecosysterr with which

human consciousness is structurally coupled with the entire field of the

biosphere.

The Goddess mystique involves a lot of talk about the "norisphere"-

that is, the biosphere considered as a medium of consciousness, a nr-rtion

introduced by Teilhard de Chardin-but nothing so precise and delib-

erate as this. We know that the biosphere is a medium composed of

processes that look more and more complex and conscious, the more

intensiuely we observe them.* The N{esotes experience is a direcr

encounter with an intermediary betr.veen the biosphere and the human

mind. The possibility that an omnipresent focus (if I might use a para-

doxical term) in the biosphere responds to human attention may be a

purely mystical notion, rather than a scientific one, but it would be unsci-

entific to exclude it for that reason. In the future, it rnay be the evidence

.I'ra""* observation: In his work on Goethe's theory of perception, Henri Bortoft explains
horv Goethe considered that, normally, the faculties ofsense perception do not slrorv us the
entirety of phenomena, but when nature is observed intensively, they c.rn. See Suggesterl

Reading.
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of mystical experience that brings Gaia theory to full maturity, while still
preserving its scientific integrity. Such evidence would not necessarily

contradict scientific findings and could, in fact, complement and confirm
them.

The second salient correlation concerns the anomalies of the biosphere

noted in chapter 13, which now merit a closer look. Gaia theory empha-
sizes three: the constancy of the temperature of the atmosphere despite a

30 percent increase in solar radiation, the stable salinity of the ocean, and

the ratio of oxygen at the critical threshold of 20 percent. In the Sophia

mythos, the conversion of the mother star Sabaoth points to the first
factor. The story says rhar the sun, although it originates from the same

realm of elementary matter as the Archons, forgoes ("repents") its pri-
mary connection to the inorganic forces in the cosmos so that it can

stream vitality toward Sophia's organic world. Although the heat radi-
ating from the sun rises enormously over time, the mother star is so

aligned with the earth that the temperature of the atmosphere remains
at the level that supports life.

As for the other two anomalies, they are not immediately evident in the

mythological narrative as I have so far reconstructed it, but they could
perhaps be teased out of the Gnostic material, with supporting references

from indigenous lore. For insrance, in Voices of the First Day Robert
Lawlor shows how the Rainbow Serpent of the Australian Aborigines is

a metaphor for the electromagnetic spectrum. Similar correlations could
be developed for the Sophia mythos, but doing so is a long and meticu-
lous task. Bear in mind, also, that crucial parts of the story have been

totally destroyed-the creation of the moon, for instance. Missing parts
hamper and handicap the reconstruction of the mythos.

The third salient correlation concerns abiogensis, the seating of
organic life on inorganic chemistry. This is a deeply controversial subject
within modern biology. one of the outstanding features of the Gnostic
myth of Sophia is the scenario of the Archons, the inorganic cyborglike
species that inhabits the solar system exclusive of the earth. In the lan-
guage of the patristic paraphrases, the adjectives "material" and
"animal" refer to inorganic and organic processes, respectively. In the
Sophia mythos, this distinction is less clear, but a great deal of attention
goes toward describing rhe narure and behavior of the Archons, and

rl

l

l
I

I
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explaining how they are different from human beings. They lack ennoia,

intentionality, they can only imitate, they are deceptive and predatory,

and so on. The assertion that the chief Archon does not observe his

boundaries carries a warning to the human species about its own

boundary problems. When the Archons contrive their planetary man-

sions, they copy the living fractal patterns in the Pleroma, but the result

is a blind clockwork mechanism of "celestial mechanics." With photo-

graphic evidence from the Hubble telescope and other advanced data-

gathering devices, astrophysicists are now able to see that fluid, fractal

organization prevails throughout the universe on the galactic scale. The

planetary system we inhabit presents a simulacrum of fractal order, an

Archontic imitation, the Gnostics said. The Gnostic narrative offers a

variation of abiogensis in its description of the nesting of our organic

world in the inorganic planetary system, rather than the construction of
organic life from inorganic ingredients.

The Gnostic assertion that the earth does not belong to the planetary

system but is merely captured in it, is a huge challenge to modern

thinking, but not inconsistent with the leading edge of Gaia theory. I

have proposed that trimorphia protennoia is the "three-bodied original

intention" of Sophia, the form of her Dreaming before she plunged from

the Pleroma. That our world-system was intended at the cosmic level to

be a three-body world consisting of one planet with a satellite and a cen-

tral star, is far beyond anything a serious scientist would consider.

Howeve r, I would point out that ever-deepening studies of Gaian phys-

iology and ecosystemic chemistry, such as Gaia's Body by Tyler Volk,

tend to affirm that Earth, Sun, and Moon are a closed system, distinct

from the rest of the planets. It will not be long, I suspect, before Gaia

theory formally incorporates solar and lunar activities into its frame-

work, leading to the view of Gaia as an integral three-body system.

ThaNsuuvrAN PuRPosE

Two other salient elements of the Sophia mythos are closely related to

undecided aspects of Gaia theory: panspermia and singularity. The ema-

nation of the Anthropos is a mythological way to describe panspermia,

325
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the seeding of life through interstellar space . Lynn Margulis affrrrns that

tiny shielded particles of organic life called propagules could spread

through outer space, and material evidence supports this view. ln What

is Life? Margulis notes that bacterial spores driven by solar winds from

star to star might explain the origin of life on earth, "but such a view is

less amenable to scientific investigation than the vier.r'that life originated

right here on Earth." Even if it started in outer space, "Earth itself is sus-

pended in space, so any way vou look at it, life came from space."'n''

I doubt if Professor Margulis would be receptive to the notion that life

on earth has evolved from an emanation from the galactic core, as the

Gnostics claimed. Or that humanity, a strain of the Anthropos, is a "sin-

gularity" within the spectrum of organic life in the biosphere. These are

religious and mystical notions, unlikely to be reconciled with science.

And why should they bel The point of these correlations is not to con-

vert science, and certainly not to pervert it, but to align scientific method

u'ith authentic mystical practice. Since the The Tao of Physics was pub-

lished by Fritjof Capra in 1975, \^/e are accustomed to accept parallels

between mysticism and physics, but parallel lines never rneet. In The

Web of Life, pilJished twenty years later, Capra boldly stated that

"physics has novl' lost its role as the science providing the most funda-

mental description of reality."'0" He points to deep ecology as the matrix

of nerv thinking in natural science. Only a physicist who is also a mystic,

or vice versa, can pronounce on the value of mystical experience for sci-

ence. To the knowledge of this writer, such an exotic hybrid has not so

far appeared on the planet.

The second salient feature, singularity, is closely related to panspermia

in the Gnostic narrative, of course. The Greek monogenes is theologically

rendered as "only-begotten," but "singularity" is far closer to the spirit of
the Gnostic seers. Gaia theory becomes stronger on autopoesis r.r'ith each

passing year, but the matter of singularity in the ecosystem is still largely

undetermined. Readers r.r'ill have noted that I do not use "singularity" in
the conventien2l 5sn5s-a point of infrnite density and volume assumed

by matter that collapses into a black hole, as proposed by Roger Penrose,

using Einstein's equations-but as a metaphor to indicate the cosmo-

graphic signature of the human species. Singularity implies the capacity

for a unique human contribution to the ecosystem.
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If Gnostics were right in asserting that we, the human species, are the

prevalent singularity in Sophia's Dreaming. we r,l,ill have to consider

how this status places us in the ecosystem. In fact, this issue has been the

thorn in the side of Gaia theory frorn the outset. Initially, Lovelock

viewed hurnanity as perhaps holding the privileged status of a self-con-

scious circuit in the nervous system of the planet. Over the years, he

modilied this rather generous view. In his most recent book, Gaia: The

Practical Science of Planetary Medicine, he wonders if we may not be a

plague on the face of the earth, or a form of pollution. Lynn Margulis is
also ruthless on this issue. She cites Nietzsche's acerbic remark: "The

Earth is a beautiful place, but it has a pox called man." Both parents of
Gaia theory are strongly opposed to New Age formulations of the

Goddess mystique that place the human species at the apex of ascending

spiral of evolution (see, for instance, Barbara Marr Hubbard's model of
the "evolutionary spiral" in her 6ook, The Euolutionary Journey). This
writer stands with Lovelock and Margulis in rejecting the anthropocen-

tric grandiosity of such schemes. We will get to see our true signilicance,

I believe, when we become so humbled that we have no pretense what-

soever of contributing to Gaia's life-process. If u'e /o contribute some-

thing unique and exceptional-this, of course, is q'hat Gnostics

255611sc1-v{,'e will come to realize how through understanding Gaia's

long-term transhuman life-processes. In particular, extinction.

To describe the self-organizing ecosystem we inhabit, Lovelock uses

the term "emergent domain." This is "a system that has emerged from

the reciprocal evolution of organisms ancl their environment over the

eons of life on Earth."'u'Emergence is the new \uzzword in the biolog-

ical sciences, as already noted. As this concept develops, it looks more

and more like the emanation theory common to Asian metaphvsics and

the Mysteries. With elnergence, science is shifting sharply toward the

"Dreamtime physics" of native wisdom (see chapter ll). It may be that

the key to our singularity as a species can only be understood in terms of
"reciprocal evolution," rather than teleological evolution, toward which

Gaia theory tends to move. Currently, "strong Gaia theory" assumes a

teleological or goal orientation for the ecosystem, including the human

species. Although this concept is premature, it is indispensable as an

approach to the singularity issue. To put the matter in Gnostic terms, lve
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do not yet know enough about Gaia's "correction" to know how we par-
ticipate in it. Thus, we ought ro be exrremely careful with suppositions
about the purpose that humankind serves in the ecosystem.
Nevertheless, the concept of emergent identity currently in considera-
tion by Lynn Margulis and others presenrs an approach to under-
standing how humanity could inreracr dynamically with the biospheric
totality from which it has emerged. It also provides a way ro imagine
how terrestrial life could arise from the galactic center and relate back to
it, consciously reaccessing the cosmic matrix of life.

These considerations raise the question of Gaia's transhuman purposes:
what the planet does in her autonomous long-term experience, regardless
of our participation, or even the effects of our presence. This immense
question brings us around to the three remaining salient features of the
Sophianic vision, which, as I suggested, lie beyond the currenr scope of
the theory, but could advance and enrich it, if they were to be formurated
in scientific terms. These features are how Gaia reproduces, how she

relies on the human mind (nous), and how she might be engaged by
human imagination (epinoia). The mythos says nothing about how
Sophia reproduces, but it says a lot about nous and epinoia. only as these
faculties are developed and expanded in ourselves can we reach verifiable
experiential knowledge of Gaian biophysics, including exrinction.

According to fames Leakey (The Sixth Extinction) and others, we are
currently in an extinclien-ne1 approaching one--in one, and deeply
into it' at that. This is the moment to move deeper into transentient rap-
port with the planet and come to an understanding of Gaia's tran-
shuman purposes. only in the transhuman perspective we can reahze
the purpose humanity might serve in Gaian terms.

Our future as a species resides in that paradox.

LrsEnatroN FRoM SELF

Many elements contribute to the Goddess mystique, but so far the
Sophianic vision of the Mysteries does nor. The underdog religion still
gets a lot of bad press. If it is mentioned at all, it is only to be "dissed."
Ecotheology fails miserably to deliver a Gaian vision of coevolution that
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incorporates human purpose in planetary symbiosis. Leading voices such

as Rosemary Radford Reuther flatly assert that there is "no ready-made

ecological spirituality and ethic in past traditions" (cited above, chapter 7),

thus entirely ignoring the Mysteries of the Great Mother. Still, Reuther is

light-years beyond apologetic works such as The Trauail of Nature by

Lutheran pastor H. Paul Santmire. While Santmire admits that the eco-

logical promise of Christianity is "ambiguous" at besr, he artempts ro

detect the germ of ecocentric vision in the dominant motifs of Christian

discourse. In the renewal of creation and the cosmic lordship of Christ-
variations of the redeemer complex-he sees an ecological vision of nature

spiritualized, but he cannot see that nature is spiritual in the first place,

regardless of what humans imagine. Santmire draws a line in the sand:

"No biblically legitimate creation theology or cosmic Christology will
prompt its adherents to forsake the mission of the people of God under the

cross."3o' Strict adherence to God's plan by believers such as Santmire

forces ecocentrically minded people into an adversarial posture, whether

they like it or not. Without open and uncompromising rejection of
redemptive ideology, there is no way to a Gaian future for humanity. The

Gnostic critique of salvationism is still the main corrective that needs to be

applied to liberate ecotheology from the tyranny ofthe father god.

The guardians of the Mysteries called themselves telestai, "those who

are aimed." But the arrow does not aim itself. Who aimed the Gnosticsl

I submit that their vision of Sophia directed them. They, in turn, pro-

vided the spiritual guidance system of classical Paganism, using

shamanic practices ("archaic techniques of ecstasy") inherited from pre-

historic cults of the Great Mother. With the dawn of the Piscean Age

around 120 n.c.r., the millennial commitment of the initiates was chal-

lenged by the rampant narcissism of the Age. Messianic fever in

Palestine was able to infect the entire Empire because the messiah figure,

once elevated to a divine status, appeased human self-concern in ways

the Mysteries never could. Many factors contributed to the Piscean shift,

but the most decisive one was the elevation of vicarious salvation over

illumination and ecstasy. As I noted, the great deception of redemptive

religion is that it makes the force of suffering look more powerful than

the life force itself. It glorifies pain and condemns pleasure.

Disassociation from body and senses may account for the fact that the
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dawn of the Piscean Age saw a massive wave of UFO sightings as well

as natural catastrophes, including the total destruction of Pompeii in

southern ltalv.t"r The eruption of Vesuvius in 79 c.s. buried the ancient

city of Herculaneum ancl, rvith it, spectacular frescoes depicting

Dionysian rites. Thanks to the ash cover left by the e ruption, the frescoes

were preserved. They show the infant god Dionysus looking into a

mirror the moment he is seized and disrnembered by the Titans. This

rare graphic evidence of initiatory experience carries a message about

liberationy'om the self, not o/the self. Dionysos must be dismembered

so that he can be regenerated and live again, but his ordeal is ecstatic: he

"goes to pieces" in sheer rapture, surrendered to the greater, all-con-

suming life force of the earth. Dionysos will return as Iacchus, the divine

child who represents the eternal youth of the human spirit, but first he

dies, while looking in a mirror. The issue of "identification" or

expandecl-self awareness takes deep ecology into an impasse, because

intimate communion with Gaia-Sophia occurs beyond identity:

Although enlightenment does truly dwell within us, it has to

appear to come to us from outside because of our attachment to

ego. Ego cannot penetrate its own illusion, cannot dissolve

itse lf.r')o

This is Francesca Fren-rantle interpreting Dzogchen teachings, but her

words apply precisely to the illuminist technique of Gnosis. Her obser-

vation that enlightenment appears to come from outside resonates

ciosely with the ultimate secre t of the Mysteries, the sheaf of cut wheat.

Celebrants of the Mysteries mastered the art of conscious dying by let-

ting go ol self-reflection. At the melt-point of voluntary ego death, they

underr.vent the Dionysian rush cif surrender and entered transentient

rapport u'ith nature.

UNpTNTsHED BusTNESS

Owrng to the vagueness of the composite stars of the constellation of the

Fishes, the end-date of the Piscean Age is uncertain. Precessional timing
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cannot provide a clear time limit in this case. It could be ending now, or

it could take another eight hundred years! Whatever the case, there is

some serious unfinished business to resolve .

On the downside, the suppression of ecstasy and condemnation of

pleasure by patriarchal religion have left us in a deep, festering morass.

The pleasures people seek in modern times are superficial, venal, and

corrupt. This is deeply unfortunate, for it justifies the patriarchal con-

demnation of pleasure that rotted out our hedonic capacities in the first

place! Narcissism is rampant, having reached a truly global scale. It now

appears to have entered the terminal phase known as "cocooning," the

ultimate state of isolation. Dissociation from the natural world verges on

complete disembodiment, represented in Archontic ploys such as "tran-

shumanism," cloning, virtual reality, and the uploading of human con-

sciousness into cyberspace. The comPuter looks due to replace the cross

as the primary image of salvation. It is already the altar where millions

worship daily. If the technocrats prevail, AI (artificial intelligence) and

AL (artificial life) will soon overrule the natural order of the planet.

On the upside, there may be a chance to recover u'hat was destroyed

almost two thousand years ago in Europa. Is a resurgence of the

Mysteries really possiblel So far the Goddess mystique has not proved

this to be so, largely because the factors ofecstasy and ego death have not

been incorporated into the nascent vision of Gaia. Whatever the case, the

moment for a crucial review of our history, with the aim of leaping

beyond it, is now or never. In the perspective of twenty centuries we are

perhaps ready to admit that in making the ego sacred, we lose the sense

of how anything else can be. Deep rapport with nature is not accessible

to the sanctilied ego or the seif-conscious mind, but only to the egoless

awareness of the body-mind.

Lynn Margulis asserts that "the cultural background in which we have

been brought up precludes our learning about the Earth as a whole

planet" (cited at the head of the chapter). This is especially true of reli-

gious conditioning, she says. I totally concur, but the revival of the

Mysteries can be undertaken without religion (i.e., dogma, ritual, insti-

tution, hierarchy, ideology), as long as genuine, firsthand religious expe-

rience is still possible.

"Both our present science and our present technology are so tinctured
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with orthodox Christian arrogance toward nature that no solution for
our ecological crisis can be expected from them alone. Since the roots of
our trouble are so largely religious, the remedy must also be essentially

religious, whether we call it that or not." This observation was made by

Lynn White, ]r., in his influential essay, "The Historical Roots of Our
Ecological Crisis.'36 White was the first to attribute the ecological crisis

to fudeo-Christian religion. Fortunately, Gnosticism is not an alterna-

tive religion, it is an alternative to religion, a path and practice that must

be lived and expressed one person at a time. Gnosis is psychosomatic

illumination, the full-body rush of cognitive ecstasy and direct sensorial

reception of the vital intelligence of the earth.
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SACRED ECOLOGY

f f there is any real prospect of recovering and reviving Gnosis today, it

I *ill require looking closely at problems endemic to the Piscean Age,

which the telestai were unable to solve, or denied the opportunity to

solve. Deep ecology may well find the spiritual and mythic dimension it

lacks in the Sophianic vision of the Mysteries-such, at least, is the

pre mise of this book. I cannot predict how this will happen, or even 1f it
will happen, but I can offer a rough sketch of the conditions required for

it to happen.

Gnosis is not a religion, yet it could well be formulated in a holy

trinity: Gaia, other species, Anthropos. Each point of the trinity concerns

the ultimate question of how we as human beings view life' In other

words, the trinity comprises three perspectives: our view of Gaia, the

living planet; our view of all species apart from ourselves, including

microbial and molecular entities; and our view of our own species. The

issues left unresolved by the telestai involve working through to a clear

formulation of all three of these views. I propose to look upon this

process, not as a grim chore of tackling arcane, exasperating problems,

but as an adventure we are invited to undertake in order to reclaim the

Sophianic vision.

A SnNTIENT PI-nNEr

Consider first our view of Gaia, the living planet. This is, let's say, the

apex of the trinity of sacred ecology. After many years of reflection,

|ames Lovelock is careful to qualify the theory he introduced to the

world: "I am not thinking in an animistic way, of a planet with sen-

tience," he says tn Gaia: The Practical Science of Planetary Medicine.'ou
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Well, he may not be, but a g,reat many others are. The central problem

in our vier,'". of Gaia is how to look beyond rvhat hard science supposes,

but without going all fuzzy with mystical pretensions. This is precisely

where the Goddess mystique fails the day, of course. It brings into play

a set of wooly animistic beliefs about the planet. Both f an-res Lovclock

and Lvnn Margulis resist the animism inherent to the mystique, and for

good reason. The confectionary haze of New Age mysticism and the soft

gloss of Neopagan sentimentality both obscure the Sophianic vision.

Animist beliefs will not meet the challenges left unresolved by the seers

of the ancient Mysteries, but Gaia theorv :,lzillbecome animistic, one way

or the other. It is just a matter of hou.

The Gaia hypothesis and deep ecoiogy appeared in the world almost

simultaneously. These two propositions would seem to be closely

related, but so far they have not merged, nor have they become associ-

ated either in popular or specialist discourse. One reason may be that

specious assumptions attached to Gaia theory, mainly by New Age

visionaries who champion the idea of a sentient planet, block the very

facets of the theory that might be compatible with the principles of deep

ecology. The specious assumptions concern the questions, Is Gaia benev-

olenti (denied by Margulis); Is Gaia able to control the planet in a con-

scious, intentional u,ayi (denied by both Margulis and Lovelock); and

Does humanity have a special role to plav in Gaian biophysicsl (vari-

ously disputed by both Margulis, Lovelock, and others). But if the advo-

cates of the Goddess mystique that has grown up around Gaia theory are

to be believed, the answer to all the above questions is a resounding ycs.

This affirmation inspires and encourages many people who are deeply

concerned about the fate of the planet-but is it truel Or is it just

wishful thinking on a global scale i A case of cosmic make-believel

In the initiatory revelation of the Mvsteries the participants came to

know Gaia by direct contact with the Organic Light. But that was mys-

ticism and not science, rightl Lynn Margulis defines science as "a way of
enhancing sensory experience rvith other living organisms and the envi-

ronment generally." With a sharp glance in the direction of Goddess

worshippers, she warns against "debilitating biomysticism" and the
"deification of the earth by nature nuts."t"t Weli, a Gnostic would say

that her definition of science is a pretty good definition of biomysticism.
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It is not the least bit "debilitating" to enhance sensory experience by

deepened rapport with nature. On the contrary, the practice of biomys-

ticism restores the palingenesis of the ancient Mysteries: regeneration

through rapturous surrender to the life force.

In this book, I have advocated animism and asserted that Gaia is sen-

tient, but not as matters to be accepted on belief, or rejected because of
their unscientific character. Rather, they are propositions to be tested.

How would we verify the sentience of Gaia, anywayl How could it be

tested scientificallyl How can we know that the planet can feel and

respond as an animal doesl To put the question in another way, How

might Gaia communicate her sentience to usl The first point of the

trinity-srr view of the living planet-raises the formidable issue of
communication. Anthropologist feremy Narby stated the issue with ele-

gance: "How could nature not be conscious if our own consciousness is

produced by naturel"'o'Thinking logically, Narby assumes that the con-

sciousness we have cannot have evolved from anything less conscious.

But human consciousness is intimately bound up with language. If
nature (Gaia) is really conscious, how can she let us know that she is,

unless she has the language to do sol

Ah, there's the rub. Our view of Gaia will stall out in blind speculation

unless we can allow that she can communicate with us in language as we

know it. Unless this is possible, we will never be able to confirm that she

is sentient in the same way animals are, and we ourselves are. Ratchedng

Narby's question to another level, I would ask: How can nature that pro-

duced a species gifted with language not be capable of using the lan-

guage of that species to communicate with itl The Peruvian shamans

who initiated Narby into visionary rites with the psychoactive potion

ayahuasca attested to such communication. They said that the sacred

piants talk to them, teaching them many things, including how to use

the plants correctly. That is, nature talks to them in the language she

enabled them as humans to evolve. Is that not utterly logicall

But it can be objected that Gaia, Mother Nature, does not have a larynx,

mouth, and tongue. She lacks the physical organs of speech. Yes, she does,

but we also speak without using those organs. Thinking is a subvocal lan-

guage that we hear as if it were audible. We do not need a tongue to com-

municate mentally. Granted, most of our mental communication consists
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of talking to ourselves "in our heads"-the internal monologue. If we

cannot /cl communicate telepathically, one to another, this is only because

we lack the skill to deliberately receive and transmit the subvocal lan-

guage of our thinking. But what if Gaia, who equipped us with our com-

municating faculties, can already exhibit telepathic abilities that we may

only evolve in the future? That being so, she could talk to us in any lan-

guage on earth without needing a mouth and tongue. According to the

testimony of native peoples who use psychoactive plants to access the

Gaian mind, this is exactly what she does.

NnrunE Mvsrrc

I believe that most of what was said of God was in reality said

of that spirit whose body is the Earth.r"'

Gnostics taught that the sentience of the earth is an expression of
Sophia's Dreaming. Sophia dreams us out of cosmic plenitude, from the

heart of the Pleroma. The optimal future for humanity is to reciprocate,

dreaming Sophia.

The life force of the planet is animated and animating, giving expres-

sion to creatures who sense they are alive.The perception that the world

is alive, not the mere belief, is animism. Gaia theory in its scientific form

forces the question of animism, but cannot answer it. The revival of ani-

mism does not involve the mere assumption of the sentience of nature,

but direct experience of it. We would already have this experience natu-

rally and spontaneously, as part of our ecognostic capacities, if impeding

beliefs were removed, including the belief in single-self identity. Science

fiction writer Philip K. Dick said that Gnosis consists of "disinhibiting

instructions" that allorv us to access a vast store of innate, intuitive
knowing. What I propose to call silent ftnotuing is a state of rapturous

attention to the prese nce of the earth. This is the eloquent muteness of
being awed. The testimony of people who have experienced a sponta-

neous upsurge of silent knowing can teach us a lot about communication

with Gaia. One such testimony comes from the Irish mystic, writer, and

painter known as AE.
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George William Russell (1867-1935), who wrote under the pen name

AE, asserted that "the immortal in us has memory of all its wisdom." In
a simple, yet far-reaching analysis of his own mystical experience, Russell

connected the immortal wisdom-bearing memory with the faculty of
imagination. "This memory of the spirit is the real basis of imagination,

and when it speaks to us we feel truly inspired and a mightier creature

than ourselves speaks through us." The emphasis on through signals what

I have called transentience. Lynn Margulis's SET theory is about

endosymbiosis, creatures living through each other. Animistic perception

confirms that living-through is a primary aspect of the ecosystem.

Russell's eloquent memoir, The Candle of Vision, is one of the great

classics of Western spirituality. No one else has described tellurian

vision in quite this way, with such candor, simplicity, and richness. As

an adolescent walking through the fields of Armagh in Northern
Ireland, Russell became convinced that "a myth incarnated in me, the

story of an Aeon, one of the first starry emanations of Deity, one pre-

eminent in the highest heavens." In a library in Dublin he came across

a dictionary of religions with an entry on Gnostics, and his eyes fell on

the word Aeon, the Gnostic term for a god or divinity. From this spon-

taneous clue he took his signature, AE. The starry emanation of
Divinity that he intuited purely from the re sources of his inne r life was

the wisdom goddess, Sophia.

Russell was a writer, painter, and social visionary of some importance

in Irish political life. He was the 6minence grise behind the Celtic

Revival, an Irish cultural and spiritual movement that formed part of

the European occult revival, lasting roughly from 1885 to 1915. He was

a close friend of Nobel laureate William Butler Yeats and Lady Gregory,

who led the Celtic Revival. Both Yeats and AE were members of the

Theosophical Movement founded by Madame Blavatsky and Henry

Steele Olcott in 1875. Theosophy had a profound influence upon many

artists and intellectuals of the era-for instance, Vassily Kandinsky, who

wrote an influential book art theory related to theosophical concepts,

Concerning the Spiritual in Art. AE, who coined the word "supernature,"

was a natural mystic who needed no theory to guide him into cognitive

ecstasy. In spontaneous trance he experienced a series of vivid cinematic

visions of pre-Christian Europa or possibly Atlantis. His understanding
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of these experiences was aided by reading about the Gnostics and the
Sabians, a sect of stargazers who lived in ancient lran. AE claimed that
his visions arose because he was disposed to "vital contact" with the nat-
ural setting around him.

In The Candle of Vision AE identified the Celtic river god Manannan
with the visionary streaming of "the divine imagination," the sublime
force that swept over him in his trances. (The root man- occurs widely in
world mvthology, always with the connotation of a human but supernat-
ural guide; for instance, the Hindu Manu and the Native American
Manitou, which are versions of the Mesotes.) Like that other natural
mystic, Romantic poet William Blake, AE identified the power of imag-
ination with Christ, whom he called "the magician of the Beautiful."
Describing the sensuous allure of the nymphs and dryads encountered
in his visions, AE said that they had "a beauty which had never, it
seemed, been broken by the act of individualized will which with us

makes possible a choice berween good and evil, and the marring of the
rnold of natural beauty." AE was an exceptional mystic in that his clair-
voyant faculties did not operate by blind "channeling," as occurred, say,

with the "sleeping prophet" Edgar Cayce, and |ayne Roberts, the
famous medium who produced the Seth material. His observarion that
the strict dualism of good and evil locks human awareness into a cogni-
tive setting that cannot accepr beauty, or "go with the flow" of nature's
perpetual revelation, is a genuine Gnostic insight, and merits deep

reflection.

Russell's visions were entirely body-based, somatically grounded, and
all that he saw was as alive as himseif. "That Infinire we would enter is

living," he testifies. As the visions came on, he felt "a growing luminous-
ness in my brain as if I had unsealed in the body a fountain of interior
light." The invocation of a fountain of light occurs in several revelation
discourses in the NHC, as we have seen. AE's candle is a humble
metaphor for the soft glow of the organic Light. The candle burns for
us all. "In every mind exists the Supernal Light of the ineffable Mystery"
(The Second Treatise of the Great Seth, 67.10),

Russell cites the late classical mysric Proclus on rhe Divine Mind: "It
had not yet gone forth, but abode in the Eternal Depth, and in the
adytum finner sanctum] of god-nourished Silence.,, This snippet of
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Mystery lore could have been lifted right out of the Egyptian codices.

Proclus, who was born in the year Hypatia died, studied at the Museum

in Alexandria and was certainly initiated in Gnostic lore. Szge, Silence, is

an Aeon in the Pleroma, the company of gods from whom Sophia

plunges in her Dreaming of an emergent world. The line AE cites

explains how the Aeons remain eternally placid, absorbed in the

lJncreate, even when their ennoia (intention) produces worlds outside

the Pleroma. This detached actuating process is typical of emanation, the

cosmological process taught in the Mysteries.

AE would have had no access to original Gnostic writings, virtually
unknown in his time, and he does not appear to have known G. R. S.

Mead, the resident Gnostic scholar of the Theosophical Society. The

Candle of Vision contains no allusion to the Aeon Sophia or an "earrh

goddess" of any kind, except for homage to Dana, the Celtic mother

goddess. Yet everything AE says about the memory of Nature can be

applied to the Sophia of Gnostic teachings. His visionary experiences

were Sophianic reveries drawn from vital contact with the earth. As

such, they are excellent models of animistic perception of the Goddess

aspired to by people today.

AE said of his visions that their creator is transcendent to the waking

self and even to the self that dreams at night, and yet this power, "a

mightier self of ours," makes itself "our slave for purposes of its own."

This language comes close to the Gnostic intuition that the fallen Sophia

relies in some sense on human collaboration to achieve her correction.

Russell's sublime little book does not answer all the questions that arise

on the path to knowing Gaia, but it sets the mood to contemplate those

questions. His invocation of Szge, "god-nourished Silence," is particu-
larly apt. The self-conscious mind cannot reach silent knowing, but
silent knowing can reach into it at rare moments when the internal talk
ceases, allowing other things to be heard. Everyone has these momenrs,

when the world turns quiet and an indefinable calm washes over us. To

enter and abide in such moments is part of the mystical discipline that

sustains the Sophianic vision.

139
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THE Gnnar BEesr

In chapter 17 we saw how members of the Mystery cell in Antioch
attempted to introduce the pastoral figure of Hermas to represent the

Anthropos to the masses in the Piscean Age. This incident touches on

the two other points of sacred ecology, the baseline of the trinity: our
view of nonhuman nature, and our view of ourselves.

The shepherd of Hermas was not an entirely satisfactory solution to the

needs of the age. Humanity is not only male. The initiates may have

chosen Hermas less for the way it pictured the Anthropos than for the

way it presented a visual cue to the Mesotes, the inner guide."o Since the

Mesotes most often takes the form of the living |esus, a male form, they

could allow the maleness of the shepherd, but just barely. But they were

left with the problem of how to compensate for the gender bias of the

icon. Bear in mind that the Anthropos is neither male nor female, and not

exactly androgyne, either! The Mesotes is the residual bioplasmic imprint
of the Aeon Christos. As such it does not represent original humanity, the

Anthropos. We are so used to thinking of Christ as the supreme repre-

sentative of humanity that it is difficult to think orherwise, but no human

person can represent the Anthropos. To Gnostic seers, the Mesotes, which
assumed a male, humanlike appearance, was clearly distinct from the

Anthropos, the numinous template of the human species.

Well aware that the spirit of the early Christian era was deeply opposed

to sensuous, user-friendly images of female divinity, the Antioch Gnostics

could not resort to goddess imagery. They considered various theriomor-
phic options, widely displayed in the pantheon of Egyptian gods and god-
desses. This looked like their best option, because the Christic interces-

sion had enforced the empathic bond between humanity and other
animal species. To be true to the deepest intuitions of the human psyche,

the Mesotes ought to be identified with an animal form.'" As a compro-
mise, the Antioch cell chose the traditional depiction of Hermes
Kriophoros, the man with a lamb reclining on his shoulders.

Subliminal traces of the Christic intercession lingered in the folk
memory of Europans for many centuries. Christian legends were often
nothing more than thin disguises of enduring visions in the indigenous
psyche. The conversion of Saint Eustace, for instance, was inspired by a
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vision of Christ between a stag's horns. Native imagination always senses

the Mesotes in intimate relation to the animal, nonhuman realm. The
emperor Constantine built a chapel on the spot where the vision
occurred, a typical instance of the co-optation of the narive vision to

dominator ideology.3'' In The Grail Legend, Emma iung and Marie-
Louise von Franz show the immense depth and complexity of the iden-
tification of Christ with a stag. In the allegorical art of the late medieval
period Christos was represented by the unicorn. The assimilation of
such images to doctrinal Christianity was so intensely enforced that it
became impossible for anyone aparr from trained mystics to know that
Christ, the Divine Redeemer of salvationist ideology, had nothing to do

with the numinous animal spirits of native visionary lore.

In the indigenous cultures of the Americas, the Mesotes was encoun-

tered as a magical animal or "power animal," usually during a vision

quest. It also manifested in humanoid figures such as the Algonquin
Manitou, to cite but one of dozens of the names given to the Mesotes by

New World natives. The Great Spirit who lived in narure and taught

the kinship of all species walked the American wilderness long before

the Divine Savior arrived from European shores. Infected for centuries

with the redeemer virus, the European invaders no longer had the psy-

chic capacity to respond to the Mesotes. For them, the spirit of the

wilderness was mute and hostile. Conquest under the sign of the Cross

demanded the branding of the human imprint on every living thing, not

communion and reciprocity with all that lives.

Some time in the early Middle Ages Christian ideologues rurned Pan,

the supreme nature god of Paganism, into the Devil. Well before this

happened, Gnostics in the Levant watched the rising tide of phobia for
the natural and animal world, a symptom of the redeemer complex. So

intense was this phobia within the Christian fold that it produced patho-

logical eruptions of seismic magnitude. Along with the apostle Paul,

Saint fohn the Divine was the main agent in vectoring the apocalyptic

fever of the Zaddikim into Christian ideology. The Book of Revelation

presents a close equivalent to Qumranic texts such as the War Scroll and

the Messianic Apocalypse, but with some gruesome embellishment. To
the genophobia of the Zaddikim fohn rhe Divine added a strong dose of
theriophobia, animal hate. The gentle lamb of Hermas becomes the
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supreme sacrificial icon, the Lamb of God, "slain from the foundation of
the world," its fleece drenched in blood (Revelation l3:8). Closely juxta-

posed to the Lamb ts to mega therion, the Great Beast:

And the beast which I saw was like a leopard, and his feer were

like the feet of a bear, and his mouth like the mouth of a lion, and

the dragon gave him his power. . . . And I saw one of his heads

as though it were wounded to death; and his deadly wound was

healed, and all the world wondered after the beast" (13:2-3).

In a state of pathological terror, |ohn envisions animal powers in a weird
jumble. FIe senses the wonderful healing force of the animal world, but

sees it as a horror that must be exterminated. The heavenly response to the

Great Beast is an attack by destroying angels who pour out bowls of wrath
upon the earth. Such is the vision of Armageddon in Revelation 14.

Plagues and pollution will end the world, fohn imagined. The people who

adopted his vision came to dominate the world, so it is quite possible that

history will unfold in the way their directive script demands. More likely
than not, this will happen z/those who follow that script are allowed to

enact the apocalyptic drama without being refuted and resisted.

The seers in the Mysteries were enacting another script that did not
sanction and glorify violence, as does the |udeo-Christian salvarion nar-
rative-and, since the seventh century, the Islamic narrative, a highly
toxic, life-resisting mutation of the same complex. Christianity prided
itself on renouncing animal sacrifice, yet Christian anrhropocenrrism

assumes that the entire animal world is dispensable, because it is not
engaged in the plan of salvation. The theriopobia of early Christianity
deeply shocked the Pagan initiates. The Gnostics of the Antioch cell

realized the risk of using theriomorphic images ro cue the collective

imagination. To call up the {igure of rhe Mesotes, they chose the mosr

harmless and inoffensive of animals, the newborn lamb.
In the future, sacred ecology will have to incorporate animal powers

and totemic guardians to be consistent with a Sophianic view of the kin-
ship of all species. The protection of endangered species plays a parricu-
larly crucial role in the Gnostic revival. Take the white lions of
Timbavati, for example. In Mystery of the White Lions, Linda Tucker
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irnparts a stunning and beautiful message on interspecies communica-
tion. At the close of the book, she equates the white lions with Christ,
verging extremely close to validation of redeemer theology, sacrifice, and
victim-perpetrator bonding. (Tucker was trained in |ungian psychology,

a system that encourages conflarion of symbolic images in disregard of
their lived, existential value.) She presents an exrraordinary drawing of
"Jesus surrounded by the diversity of nature," an image fitting for the

Mesotes but not the Divine Redeemer. Her mystical contacr with the

white lions returned her to the numinous core of indigenous wisdom,
where animal powers infuse and sustain the human psyche.

Aoau KnouoN

Through ego death, initiates in the Mysteries learned to overcome fixa-

tion on single-self identity and realize species identity, the sense of
generic humanity. In their vision of the Anthropos, Gnostic seers beheld

human identity in a cosmic, preterrestrial form. (The Orion Nebula, in
the region of the tight young star formarion called Trapezium, is the

direction they were looking, if anyone cares ro take a gander.) The chal-

lenge that arose from this sublime experience was how to represent orig-
inal humanity in a concrete image. Let's recall what the myrh says: Zoe,

the first daughter of Sophia, implanted epinoia, the power of imagina-

tion, in the biogenetic structure of the human species. Since imagination

is a faculty for seeing images, we need to picture humanity, to imagine
the Anthropos in a graphic way, in order to actualize the full potential
of this divine gift. F{ow to do so, however, is not so easy to say.

Anyone who has delved into Western esoteric lore such as

Rosicrucianism or the Kabbalah will have come across illustratiols of
the Anthropos. They often occur in the form of cornplex schemata,

including diagrams of the I-ogos, the World Soul, Sapientia (Divine
Wisdom), and the goddess Sophia. Such models are widely evident in
Western esoteric material that purports to impart the alchemical secrets

of the Great Work. Many of these images are rather grotesque. Some

represent the Anthropos in androgynous form, but more often it is

depicted as a "great man," called Purusha in Hindu mythology.'' In the
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Kabbalah, Adam Kadmon is the secret name for the Anthropos. Not
Eve Kadmon, who is in the kitchen making dinner and perhaps putring
us on the menu. All kidding aside, there is some genuine Mystery lore in
the kabbalistic notion of Adam Kadmon, often shown superimposed on

the Tree of Life, the complex model of ten sefrot (power zones) that

compose the infrastructure of the cosmos. One of rhe sefrah is called

Chokhmah, the Hebrew term corrupted into the name of the fallen god-

dess, Sophia Achamoth.

Adam Kadmon is an androcentric image of generic humanity, little
bette r than an icon of male narcissism. But the Tree of Life often incor-

porated into images of the "Primal Man" is a grand rebus with some

pretty amazing properties. The Tree appears to be a visionary model of
molecular structure comparable to the 1 Ching of ancient China. The 1

Ching is an ancient divinatory system that uses 64 six-line hexagrams, a

pattern corre sponding to the full permutation of the three-letter codons

of DNA. In a parallel but morphologically distinct syrnbolism, the Tree

of Life contains 22 paths that have been correlated to the 22 amino acids.

The Eastern model reflects an ancient intuition of DNA structure, while

the kabbalistic model reflects a corresponding intuition of the protein-
constructing operations of the genetic code. With parallel backbones and

crisscrossing paths, the kabbalistic Tree of Life resembles the double

helix.''' The geometric permutations of this model include the divine
proportion phi, (l:1.618) and other generative numbers in the canon of
sacred geometry.

The surviving Gnostic materials lack diagrams of this type but they

contain clues to the same code numbers. The Gospel of Philip alludes

fleetingly to the genetic code number 64, and the zodiacal code number

72, the number of years it takes for one degree of precession. Seventy-

two is also the average number of pulse-beats of the human heart in one

minute. Initiates of the Western Mysteries acquired siddhis (occult facul-

ties) that allowed them to observe and interact with the molecular struc-

ture of living matter.rr5 The Anthropos pictured as male is problematic,

but when Adam Kadmon incorporates the Tree of Life ir comes close to

showing the biogenetic spore complex of generic humanity.

The third point of the trinity of sacred ecology-our view of our-
selves, the human species-might best be developed by a visiorrary
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approach to genetics, territory rhar is currently under heavy invasion by
the Archons. To date, the double helix presents the best model we have

of the Anthropos. With sections of the human genome being bought up
by medical and pharmaceutical corporations, our Sophianic birthright is

at risk of becoming commercial property. The best way to fight this
insidious takeover is to know the genome, how it looks, how it works: to
own it in imagination, and stand against those who believe they can own
it in the legal sense, or otherwise co-opt it for theocratic scams such as

the "sacred bloodline" that figures in The Da Vinci Code.

No CoNrpsr

Knowledge of the divine natures is different from that of all

other things, and is separated from all opposition.il6

To recognize that the earth is alive and intelligent is one thing, and to
understand how it is so, and how we can engage that intelligence, and

even communicate with it, is something else again. The challenge of
knowing Gaia is unlike any other on earrh. Lynn Margulis has insisted

that "nothing mystical is meanr here [in Gaia theory]; we suggest no con-

scious, benevolent goddess or god."t'7 The Mystery seers did attest that
Sophia is conscious and benevolent (which, by the way, does nor pre-
clude her also being cruel and capricious), but no one is bound to take

their word on this. It could be said that Gaia does not demand our belief,

but she may depend on our willingness ro learn. The challenge for deep

ecology is, How can we encounrer Gaia without religiosity and mystical
pretence, and yet with the reverential awe befitting such a presencel

In other words, How can we pursue mystical experience and propa-
gate sacred ecology as a process ofhigher learningl

Recovering Gnosis today, we are challenged to tackle the redeemer

complex, the dominant pathology of the Piscean Age, without getring
locked in a win-or-lose adversarial battle with Christianity, patriarchy,
the Abrahamic creeds, the dominators, the Cross, the Apostles, the pope,
the Holy Mother. A critique is not an assauk. It is entirely possible to
argue against beliefs, and even to demolish them, without any inrenr to
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harm to the person who holds them. I suspect this is what Gnostics did,
and it is precisely what left them vulnerable to harm. They attacked

beliefs with the intent to enlighten and even protect the believers, but the

believers attacked their Gnostic interlocutors physically, often with
extreme violence, as the murder of Hypatia shows.

Tolerance is a precious human attribute, and no society can survive

without it. But what happens when tolerance allows intolerancel

Pondering this question may yield some insight into how it was possible

for the Pagan world, where tolerance was everywhere the norm, to be

destroyed by a relatively small number of adherents of a novel and

utterly intolerant creed; as well as how it was possible, centuries later, for

a tiny number of dominaters driven by the salvationist creed to destroy

the high civilizations and tribal cultures of the Americas.

Blaming the state of the world today on patriarchy, the fanatic fews of
the Dead Sea, the Roman Church, the Christian ideologues, or the

Archons isnot the way to make good on the precious legacy of Gnosis.

The critique of the redeemer complex is not a blame game. It is an exer-

cise of spiritual discernment. Handled skillfully, Gnostic insight does

not polarize. The Gnostics' entire orientation to the human condition

was defined by their dissent from Persian duality, the Zoroastrian para-

dignr that pits Ahura Mazda versus Ahriman, Good Guys versus Bad

Guys. In Nature and Madness, Paul Shepard made the quintessential

observation on this problem: "Persian duality helped the Christians

transform all ambiguity into opposition instead of metaphor."t"

Genuine, lived Gnostic discernment does not quarrel over absolutes,

but it does not wallow in ambiguity, either. In Gnostic liberation the-

ology every nuance of the probiem of evil is examined, every metaphor-

ical turn is kept flexible so that we do not become trapped inside rigid,
polarized conclusions. The beauty of sane human reasoning lies largely

in its suppleness. Gnostics did not argue among themselves. There is

only one known instance (in the Pistis Sophia) of a hostile remark by

one sect toward another. It must have been quite exasperating for the

telestai to come out and debate theology and ethics with proto,
Christians. It was certainly untried and unfamiliar territory for them.

How much real debate went on is not known, of course. In all likeli-
hood, it was not much. The polemics of the Church Fathers were

:

l

l
I
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written at a considerable distance from the issues and individuals they

attacked. The Fathers vary greatly in their capacity to parry and match

the arguments, or presumed arguments, of their absent opponents. The
arguments of Tertullian are self-evidently schizoid, and Irenaeus does

not deliver the refutations he promises. Perhaps the most articulate

polemicist was Origen, who was eventually condemned as a heretic

himself! There is no question today of rehashing these argumenrs.

Between Sophianic enlightenment and modern religious belief, there is

no contest. And there never was, really. As Iamblichus stated:

"Knowledge of the divine natures is different from that of all other

things, and is separated from all opposition."

The sacred vision of the earth is either understood, or not, shared, or

not. But the vision itself can neither be argued nor refuted.
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THE PAGAN SENSE OF LIFE

f f the human species is to survive in the near future, it will have to live

I in Gri", way, not in the demented, self-centered willfulness to which
we are accustomed. But what do we know, so far, of Gaia's wayl

With the e radication of the Mysteries, humanity lost the most impor-
tant spiritual resources of the Western world, and this loss has allowed

the West to lead the entire planet toward excess and self-destruction.
The process that began six thousand years ago, perhaps triggered by a
vast climatic catastrophe in North Africa and the Near Easr, led to
monotheistic religion with its suppression of the Goddess, and then,

through the transference effecruated by Saint Paul, to the triumph of sal-

vationism as the spiritual paradigm of the Western world. The history
of Western civilization was wrirten to record the victory of patriarchy
and legitimate its program. There is no more powerful ideology for
oppression than redemptive religion.

The pandemic ideological virus is not incurable, however. The
Sophianic vision is the planet medicine able to resist patriarchy and heal

the primal wound from which it erupted.

If the veteran sages of the Pagan Mysteries were right, the highest reli-
gious ideals of humanity do not offer the remedy for evil but make us

complicit in it. The salvation narrative that Gnostics exposed and

resisted was embraced by people who murdered them, destroyed all
their works, and then attempted to make it look as if they had never
existed. But the Gnostic legacy still lives. It can be reclaimed and rein-
vented. Even the small flake of recorded teachings, flawed and incom-
plete as it is, contains enough primal wisdom to inspire a spiritual awak-
ening and return us to our divine resources. The Sophia mythos does not
belong in the past or to the past. It is a once and future myth, rhe time-
less and insuperable alterative to the salvation narrarive. It is a myrh rhat
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nurtures and sustains those who embrace it, and fosters authenticity

through direct experience of its subject matter: the passion of the

Goddess. It does not ask, as the redemption story does, to be constantly

legitimated, justified, reinstated. The redeemer complex is unre-

deemable. There is nothing in it that can be saved, nothing worth

saving. But the lethal compulsion of the complex is formidable, using

pain to reinforce guilt, and vice versa. Because the complex is so insid-

ious, and the prior wounding runs so deep into the collective psyche, its

power must be dispelled indirectly. To overcome the salvationist lie is
possible by renouncing the story that makes the lie appealing. Break the

patriarchal narrative and humanity can enter a future worth living, a

future where optimal human promise is the everyday norm, just as it
was in the Mysteries of the Great Goddess.

This adventure is about how we enter the imagination of the earth by

dreaming Sophia.

A CnucLa,l GnNnnnrIoN

Today, many factors are converging that optimize the possibility of
recovering the Sophianic vision of the Mysteries. Deep ecology, ecopsy-

chology, shamanism and entheogenic practices, ecofeminism, nature

mysticism, ecospirituality, Neopaganism, and the Goddess mystique-
all are tributary to that vision. But these are only terms, trendy catch-

words. What matters is the reality of experience behind these terms.

With the incorporation of Gnosis into deep ecology, the way is open

toward ecognosis: intimate perception of the life force of the earth, such

that brings humanity into alignment with Sophia's correction.

However one wishes to imagine this alignment, there can be no doubt

that in iust one generation of thirty years Western society has acquired a

new spiritual dimension centered on the image of Gaia. Consider this

sequence:

. 1972 fames Lovelock published a one-page statement on the Gaia

hypothesis in the journal Atmospheric Enuironment, followed by two

brief papers coauthored with Lynn Margulis. The same year saw the

publication of Flesh of the Gods: The Ritual Use of Hallucinogens, edited
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by Peter Furst, an important anthology that figured in the shamanic
revival, and Hallucinogens and Shamanism by Michael Harner. Both
books make the key connection between "archaic techniques of ecstasy"

in ancient times and modern psychopharmacological knowledge.
. 1973 Arne Naess defined deep ecology in an article in the journal

Inquiry. This year also saw the founding of the Institute of Noeric
Sciences with the aim to expand knowledge of the narure and potential
of the mind and apply it to the health and well-being of humanity.
Gnosis is the ancient prototype of the noetic sciences.

. 1974 Goddess and Gods of Old Europe by Marija Gimbutas was pub-
lished in English. This single book provides the most complete and reli-
able framework for tracing the rise of patriarchy, and presents solid

archaeological evidence of the widespread existence of human-scale

Goddess-based societies millennia before the rise of urban civilization.
ln In Search of the Primitirur, published in the same year, anthropologist
Stanley Diamond wrote that "the search for the primitive is the atrempr
to define a primary human potential." In this phrase, he set the course

for an adventure of learning that can link our remote past with a sane,

sustainable future.
. 1975 Majorie M. Malvern published Venus in Sac\cloth, still the best

book on Mary Madgalene, contributing an important human element of
the Goddess mystique.

. 1976 Where the Wasteland Ends by Theodore Roszak presenred a

brilliant critique of Western pathology, including crucial insight into
how the salvation narrarive of fudeo-Chrisrianity has wounded human
imagination. Invoking the Romantics, especially William Blake, Roszak

called for the revival of "the Old Gnosis" and the undertaking of "revo-

lutionary mysticism." He warned against technological cocooning and
the terminal narcissism of the Piscean Age, a couple of decades before
the world fell totally under the spell of cybernetic mimicry. In the same

year, The Paradise Papers (later publish ed as When God Was a Woman) l>y

Merlin Stone defined the leading edge of "Goddess reclamation." Her
research confirms the role of women in the empowerment of kings and
tribal chieftains prior to the rise ofpatriarchy.

. 1978 The Nag Hammadi Library in Englkh was published, making
firsthand Gnostic writings available to the English-speaking world for
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the first time. In the same year, The Road to Eleusk by R. Gordon

Wasson, Albert Hofmann, and Carl Ruck proposed and proved the

entheogenic basis of the Mysteries. Mary Daly published Gyn/Ecology,

an outrageous rnanifesto of ecofeminism that contains a scathing frontal

attack on patriarchy.
. 1979 fames Lovelock published his first complete book on the new

theory, Gaia: A Neou Looft at Life on Earth. Simultaneously, there

appeared the seemingiy unrelated Messengers of Deception by facques

Vallee and The Dead Sea Soolk and the Christian Myth by John Allegro.

The former is perhaps the best single book ever written on the ETIUFO

enigma, and the latter is a stunning plunge into the pathology of the

Zaddlkim, with many references to the Mysteries that were driven into

oblivion with the rise of Christianity. Vallee's characterization of the

ETIUFO phenomenon as a "spiritual control system" accords with that

Gnostics said about the Archontic nature of redemption theology. When

he predicted that contactee cults may become the basis of future reli-

gions, he could hardly have imagined that the dominant world religions

are themselves the outgrowth of such a cult. Thus, both Vallee and

Allegro made vital contributions to the mythic and religious dimensions

of the Sophia mythos at the very moment that Lovelock was elaborating

its biosystemic dimension.

The list is highly selective and could easily be expanded threefold. But

as it stands this brief inventory demonstrates how all the key factors that

might contribute to reclaiming the Sophianic vision emerged, incredibly,

within a seven-year period. The same period brought to light much

essential knowledge regarding how and why the Pagan Mysteries were

destroyed. We are now living just one generation on from the 1970s.

Who knows what might be achieved in Gaia theory and ecognostic prac-

tice in the generation ahead? Perhaps the present generation will be the

first to acknowledge the great, world-wrenching tragedy I have

attempted to describe in this book: how and why the Western, Euro-

American way of life has led the entire planet toward a nonsustainable

future.

Renowned environmentalist Ren6 Dubos insisted that "our salvation

depends on our ability to create a religion of nature.""" We may now

assert that we once had a religion of nature, millennial in duration, vast
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in scope, and profound in its insight into the very secrers of life, but it
was destroyed by belief in off-planet salvation. Having destroyed the
indigenous spiritual wisdom of Europa and imposed the patriarchal
norms of the Abrahamic religions in its place, how can Euro-American
society do anything but engender more chaos, inflict more harm, and
lead humanity even further astray from irs own true potentiall The
moment has come to realize that the lack of spiritual direction of the
West is not a mysterious malaise but the consequence of a massive, long-
term historical program ofreligious and cultural genocide.

The longing for Sophia stirs in many hearts today, but the spell of
divine paternalism retains a strong hold. Those who belong to the tradi-
tion of the three Abrahamic religions, f udaism, Christianity, and Islam,
tend to look toward their own religious roots for ways to recognize and
recover Sophianic values. Particularly in the Christian fold there is an

assumption that some kind of Gaia-centered "ecotheology" can be

extracted or extrapolated from salvation narrative and the beliefs associ-

ated with it. Many intelligent, socially concerned people continue ro

think that we can get a viable ecotheology out of divine paternalism. The
temptation to reconcile Sophianic principles with perpetrator religion is

irresistible to all those whose cultural identity is stronger than their
attraction to surrendering self and merging with the planetary life force,
Eros. Every excuse made for the victim-perpetrator syndrome reinforces
the ages-old repression of the wisdom goddess. Every reversion to
redeemer theology and the ethics of fesus undermines the quest for
sacred ecology.

The most common argument for reconciliation invokes the caretaker
clause: the father god created the natural world and gave it over to
human caretaking. But this is patronizing cant. The earth takes care of
itself. wilderness does fine on irs own. The Garden of Eden is a mis-
leading trope. The planet is a paradise even without gardens.
Agriculture is not the sacred calling of the human species. we are nor
indispensable custodians of Gaia. The Goddess is not a feeble crone in
need of geriatric services. We are at best temps in the Great Work, pro-
visional migrant workers who may or may not acquire a permanent
niche, a "creative fit" as Lynn Margulis calls it.
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Looking around the planet, it does seem that the immense majority of
people are still firmly entrenched in patriarchal religion. Perhaps the

weakest point in the ethical agenda of deep ecology is this: People are not

easily convinced that human nature is essentially good and that we need

no exhortation or off-planet moral commandments to make us care

about each other and the earth. But this view of the human condition is

not really typical of thc human condition per se; rather, it is the result of
human conditioniag. Those who embrace patriarchal religion as the sole

source of morals must already have been corrupted by it. By setting up a

superhuman ideal to mirror our humanity, salvationism dehumanizes

us. Patriarchy has to break down the human spirit before redeemer reli-

gion can have any appeal as an answer to life. This is what the spurious

message of love in the New Testament does. The double-bind ethic of

fesus is so demoralizing that if it did not have the entrapment of victim-

perpetrator collusion working behind it, common sense would reiect it

as self-evidently absurd and dangerous to human sanity.

Patriarchy persists because it has produced generations of people

whose wounded, undermined humanity compels them to stick to its

program, and enlist others to the cause. Those who really need to have

their morals dictated by an off-planet god must have already betrayed

their bond with the web of symbiosis that could teach them the morality

of reciprocity, respect, and self-regulation. The option to "Made in His

Image" is not difficult to imagine, however. Theodore Roszak proposed

the term "unfinished animal" to describe humanity in the process of

becoming, rather than a creature ready-made by an absent creator and

ready to follow preformulated orders. The unfinished animal is a singu-

larity in process, you could say. Cultural critic Neil Evernden strikes a

similar note with his notion of "the natural alien." He points out that the

human being is the one creature in nature that does not fit into a niche

already provided by nature.

Each organism has its world, and that enables it to function and

persist. Each lives within that world to which it is made. The

variability of the human world makes it very difficult to speak
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of hurnans having an environment, for the human surround-
ings vary with their world. It is this srrange flexibility that

makes it possible for us to believe in an abstract reality which
pits us against, or more correctly separates us from, the earth

that houses all organic worlds."'

We have to create our own niche, a "creative fit," and that is why we are

un{inished animals. But that is also why we are the outstanding expres-

sion of singularity among all species.

Throughout this book, I hope ro have shown that the concordance of
Gaian notions with some elements of the Sophianic vision merits deep

reflection. Gnostics used the tetm allogenff, "someone from elsewhere,"
"a stranger," to epitomize the human condition. The word carries two
meanings joined on a trenchant edge. On the one hand, it clearly alludes

to the preterrestrial origin of humanity: the human genome on earth was

seeded from elsewhere. On the other hand, it points to the way human
beings can become alienated from their own reality by the Archontic
factor. It does not mean that we are strangers to the earth and don't really
belong here. It warns about the unique tendency we have, because ofour
designing and goal-directive capacities, that causes us ro misrepresent

and misperceive the world, so that we end up believing that we don't fit
into it. So believing, we will tend to look beyond the earth to be rescued

from our plight and released into another, betrer life. Hence the promise
of off-planet salvation becomes credible: "For God so loved the world
that he gave his Only-Begotten Son that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish but have everlasting life," the Gospel of fohn assures

us. But the Gnostics had another credo:

A great power was emanared ro you, which the All-Originator,
the Eternal, endowed in you before you came to this place, in
order that those things that are difficult to distinguish you
might distinguish, and those things that are unknown ro rhe

multitude you might know, and that you might be released

sane and whole to the One who is yours, in you, who was the

first to save and who does not need to be saved.,4 llogenes (NHL
xI, -3.50)

l
j
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Salvation is not the crucial issue for humanity. Adaptation is' We /o fit

into the natural world, but not in any way that Gaia predetermines fbr

us, as she does for other cre atures. We are the nove lty in Her nature. We

are the singularity in Sophia's Dreaming, the exception upon which she

relies in some way, if the seers in the Mysteries were right:

And the luminous epinoia was hidden in Adam, in order that

the Archons might not reach that power' but that the epinoia

might be a correction to the deficiency of Sophia. (Apocryphon

of John, 20.25)

From time before reckoning indigenous people all around the world

have observed the ways of nature and other species, and by doing so

learned how to {it into their environment. By coercing us to "believe in

an absrract reality which pits us against the earth that houses all organic

worlds," patriarchy and perpetrator religion have almost totally

destroyed the precious legacy of native wisdom, and the natives along

with it. There are still some threads of indigenous sanity to weave into a

future worth living, but in the end it may not be native savvy alone that

ensures the survival of the unfinished animal. Loving observation,

empathy, and respect for nature and other species can teach us a lot

about how to live, but to resolve the question of our niche something

more is needed: imagination, the luminous epinoia.

Imagination is the genius of humanity, and in each people of each

region of the world it manifests a particular creative and innovative

spirit-the genius loci, rhe local genius, or spirit of place. The Sophia

mythos tells us that the Goddess charged zoe, the immortal life force,

with the task of implanting epinoia in humanity. To put it another way'

we carry divine imaginative force as a somatic capacity, evident in the

phenomenon of bioluminescence' as already noted. Imagination and

vitality are crucially wedded in the human psyche and mutually

anchored in the body. No ideology can ever defeat or deracinate this

union.

-r55
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The resilience of these two combined capacities is truly tremendous.

History itself attests to its magnificent and insuperable strength-
European history, in particular. It would be misleading to claim that the

indigenous wisdom of the Europan peoples was in some distinct way

superior to that of other peoples in the world (Australian Aborigines, or

the Inuit of Greenland, for example), but nevertheless, the long-

enduring legacy of that wisdom stands in a class by itself. What the

Europans made of their native genius was nothing less than a primal

social ecology-a way of life rooted in the experience of the sacred,

including the entire nonhuman world, but also oriented toward culture,

i.e., toward the primary needs of social continuity rather than social con-

trol, toward human potential rather than political hegemony.

This immense, deeply inspired enterprise of human spirituality flow-

ered in the Pagan Mysteries. For millennia, the guardians of the Mysteries

taught the arts of civilization, practical sciences, and ecological ethics.

When the telestic tradition came under threat, its exponents did not

defend themselves by force, but the inherent power of the indigenous

spirit managed to survive. At key moments over the last two thousand

years, the vital-imaginative genius of the European spirit has resurged

with immense vigor and resisted the infection of redeemer theology.

fust three centuries after Hypatia's death the groundswell of native

genius broke through in Spain, the very country that would later lead

the genocidal assault on the New World. In the same century that saw

the rise of Islam (dated to the Hejira in 622 c.n.), an infusion of Arabian

mysticism into Europe produced a new literary and cultural genre:

chivalry. Chivalric love, or courtly love, was a purely Pagan phenom-

enon that sprung from the life-soil of Europe at the darkest moment of
the Middle Ages. It was a symptom of native immunity to the shaming,

gender-alienating program of feudal Christianity and the sexual

apartheid of Islam. The noble union of love and heroism was born in

Andalusia under Moorish rule, proving that even in the Arabian peoples

there was a strong natural immunity to the repression of the Abrahamic

creeds, of which Islam is the third and most virulent mutation. The first

troubador epic, Antar, was written there in the seventh century. For five
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hundred years the chivalric impulse grew and flourished, finally pro-

ducing an extraordinary flowering of poetry' music, and literature in

Provence and Aquitaine. The movement spread to ltaly, Germany, the

Netherlands, and England, encompassing all of Western Europe.

In the medieval cult of amor courtofu the local genius of Europa

asse rted itself against the viral assault of salvationist religion. Romantic

love turned the sexist strictures of patriarchy upside down, making the

knight dependent upon his lady to dignify his exploits. In effect, the

romantic movement of the Middle Ages reinstated the ancient rites of

Goddess empowerment. It did more to humanize Western society than

all the religious sermons preached from Augustine to Aquinas. The reli-

gion of personal love exemplified in such legendary figures as Tristan

and Isolde presented a clear alternative to the creed of the perpetrators.

"The cultivation of passionate love began in Europe as a reaction to

Christianity (and in particular its doctrine of marriage) by people whose

spirit, whether naturally or by inheritence, was still pagan," observed

Denis de Rougemont rn Loue in the Western World.tt' Those who

embraced the resurgent Pagan ethos knew what they were up against.

AMOR uersus ROMA was a graffito of the time' Gottfried von

Strassburg, author of Tristan (ca. 1210 c.e.) declared boldly that the

carnal and personal passion of his lovers was a sacrament more powerful

than Holy Mass. It is not surprising that Gottfried disappeared suddenly

when the Vatican enforcers came to town. Yet his message lived to

inspire millions who did not find the love to sustain their lives in the

paternal promise of God's love.

It took a massive genocidal campaign by the Papacy under Innocent

III to destroy Provengal culture and massacre the people who openly

defied the authority of the Holy Roman Empire. At B6ziers in 1209 c.s.

thirty thousand unarmed people were murdered in one day, recalling

the genocide at Bourges over a thousand years earlier. The latter was a

purely secular act, but the former was sanctioned by the Church as a

legitimate way to exterminate heresy' The Catholic Church adopted the

genocidal imperative of Rome, not as a brutal perversion of the Faith but

as the sovereign instrument for achieving its visionary plan. The

destruction of the "love culture" of southern France shows that atrocities

committed in the name of religion are not exceptions perpetrated by a
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few bad people, they are veracious expression of true believers who are

enacting what their beliefs really require of them.

The second resurgence of the native Europan genius occurred in the

Renaissance with the rediscovery of Pagan culture, literature, and man-

ners by the intellectual class. As conquest under the sign of the Cross

proceeded in the New World, the natives of the Old World attempted to

reclaim what they had lost when their ancestors were decimated by the

same program. This time the immune response of the native genius was

weaker, however. Mere imitation of Pagan manners was an insufficient
response to fifteen centuries of psychohistorical conditioning.
Humanism was a failure, not only because its exponents did not have a

clear vision of the Anthropos, but more so because Christianity had so

infected the native imagination in fifteen centuries that it was impossible

to recapture the true essence of the pre-Christian sense of life.

The third and most recent wave of resurgence happened with the rise

of the Romantic movement, timed to the American Revolution. At the

vortex of the movement a mere handful of men and women proclaimed

a daring breakthrough for humanity, a reclamation of the divine endow-

ment, imagination. One exemplar of the movenlent, Britist poet and

mystic William Blake, equated the power of imagination u'ith |esus

Christ in a way that suggests that Blake may have encountered the

Mesotes, if, indeed, he did not take tea and biscuits with it on a regular

basis.t22 The stated aim of the Romantics was to reclaim religious expe-

rience free of doctrines, rituals, and institutions. From 1775 ro 1820 the

movement flared white hot, and then slowly, painfully burned out. The
grandiose proposals of Romantic visionaries in Russia, Italy, France,

Spain, Germany, and England were not fulfilled, and Romanticism

went on the rocks, leaving more problems than it resolved. Yet the inspi-
ration it drew from the deep native roors of European soul-life con-

tinued to resonate well into the twentieth century.

The last heirs to the Romantic movement were post-Romanrics such

as the Irish mystic AE, German poet Rainer Maria Rilke, and British
author, D. H. Lawrence. Often the Romantic diehards were of Celtic
origin, racially or culturally. In pre-Christian times the role of Celtic cul-
ture \ /as to unify Europa, and through the centuries the Celtic spirit
played a leading role in resistance and creative resurgence. The Celtic
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literary renaissance led by modern initiate W. B. Yeats (who was also a

key figure in the European occult revival) was the final breaking wave

of Romanticism.

Post-Romantic novelist and poet D. H. Lawrence wrote Apocalypse

(cited several times in this book) in the last three months of his life when

he was dying of tuberculosis. Even as his own life was ebbing away, his

final concern was focused on recovering the Pagan sense oflife that had

been lost for two thousand years. A recent biography says: "What he

wanted to do was make this old, pagan vision something which modern

man would have to cc.rncede was lacking in his own experience;

Lawrence was writing a book offering his contemporaries a kind of psy-

chic recovery of their connections with the old world.""'

In Future Primitiue Dolores LaChapelle, the doyenne of deep ecology,

shows that Lawrence's life and work anticipated the new ecological

awareness and prefigured the Gaian perspective. Publicly condemned as

immoral and legally prosecuted for his last novel, Lady Chatterly's Louer,

Lawrence was a man of profound moral sensibility who warned against

the spirit of righteousness in its many guises, including "idol love" and

"the dead vanity of knowing better."r2a Few of the Romantics could

match Lawrence's trenchant insight into the toxic pathology of single-

self identity, but his erotic sense for the natural world was rvidelv shared

by many of his prececessors. The nature mysticism of poets such as

William Wordsworth is widely recognized as the forerunner of the

ecology momement. Neil Evernden says of the Romantics that "they

challenged not only conventional beliefs but the very process of formu-

lating beliefs." The challenge has barely survived, however. One won-

ders if the native genius of Europe has enough immunity to resist the

conqueror virus and resurge yet again, perhaps one last time.

Srr-ENr KNowtNc

With regard to the deep-seated soul sickness of Western civilization, the

bad news turns out to be the good news. Knowing how we are deviated

could be the very truth-the deeper education 'q7s 5e 1s5i51-that leads

us to participate in Sophia's correction. It could be the knowledge that
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saves global society from its dominant pathological afHiction, perpe-

trator religion. The legacy of divine paternalism is a hundred genera-

tions of bad parenting and abuse. That is a lot of dysfunctionality to

overcome! But the enlightenment of the last thirty years looks extremely

promising.

Still, the resurgence of the Mysteries is not a matter for magical

thinking. It is neither a utopian dream nor a mystical fantasy, but a call

to genuine, real-life consecration. The Dark Ages that began when

Hypatia was murdered have never really ended. We live in the last days

of Piscean Age, the Kali Yuga in Hindu mythology. This is a time, the

old legends say, when exceptional gains in spiritual life are possible in

individual cases, but they occur against the background of extreme

decay and degeneration for society at large. It remains to be seen who

can and will respond directly to the voice of the wisdom goddess. Who

will listen in the clairaudient rapture of silent knowing, taking instruc-

tion from the wellspring of the Organic Lightt Who arnong us will be

as attentive to the living earth as the mystes who left the sublime, enig-

matic disclosure of Thunder, Perfect Mind (NHC VI,2)?

I am the incomprehensible silence and the often-remembered

thought

I am the voice of many sounds and the expression of many

designs

I am the utterance of my own name

For I am the Sophia of the Greeks

And the Gnosis of the barbarians

The one who has been hated everywhere, and loved every-

where

I am godless and I am she whose godhood is multiple

I am the one whom you have considered and whom you have

scorned

I am unlearned, and it is from me that you learn

I am the gnosis of my seeking,

and the finding of those who seek after me
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ot in His Image is an extraordinary and profound book. It lays bare

the foundation of much of what passes for religion in this culture.

In so doing it lays bare much of the foundation of the destructiveness

that characteli2s5-1hx1 zi-this culture.

That would of course be more than sufficient to make this book

worthwhile, but Nor in His Image does more: it points the way toward a

religion that existed long before Christianity, toward a religion not based

on control, rigid hierarchy, and seParation from the earth and from the

body but instead toward a religion based on ecstatic immersion in the

mysterious and beautiful processes of life itself.

In other words, this book points the way home.

A few years ago I read fohn Lamb Lash's book The Hero: Manhood and

Pouter.It's an important book, with its discussion of what it means and

what it is to be a man, historically, mythologically, artistically, emotion-

ally, physically. We corresponded.

And then he asked if I'd like to see the typescript of what became this

book. I said yes. Having read his work, I thought I was prepared for

this book.

I was wrong.

|ohn told me he was sending the typescript to several colleagues, many

of whom were, he said, eager to provide robust criticism. I told him I

didn't see that as my role, because I rarely find that sort of feedback

helpful, or in fact anything but harmful: my job as his colleague is not to

attempt to impose myself onto his book, but rather to help him say what

he wants to say in the way he wants to say it.

John agreed, sent the typescript.
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Before it arrived I told him also that I wasn't sure I'd have the time to

make a /ol of comments anyway. I'd comment when I could, but. . . .

He understood.

I got the typescript, opened it, started reading.

When I'd told him that I wasn't going to offer "robust criticism" I'd
been right, but not for the reason I thought: I offered very few sugges-

tions, less from a desire not to impose, but because the work was already

very powerful.

When I told him I wasn't going to comment, however, I was wrong. I

did, page after page.

I found so many remarkable passages-passages that gave me gifts of
unclerstanding, clarity, courage to carry on with my own work in oppo-

sition to this deathly.r.rl1rr16-1[st I stopped sending them all for fear I
would bore even John.

My comments were along the lines of "Stunning analysis. Amazing."

This was in response to this passage: "Columbus noted that the Taino

Indians of the Dominican Republic were as happy as human beings can

be, open to the strangers, eager to show their way of life and share it. His

response was typical of the irrational violence of 'the emotional plague,'

as Wilhelm Reich called the pathological revulsion manifested by people

who are alienated from their own bodies. Columbus'men burned the

Indians alive in their huts. This reaction spread like a contagion,

infecting all the follorving waves of invaders. Such is the mad, blind, and

perverted behavior that springs from 'a prior wounding."'

Or "Beautiful. Unbelievably well put. This goes right to the heart of
the problern." This was my response to: "Pleasure (Greek hedonia) is an

essential issue in any discussion of Paganism, but discussions of pleasure

often veer away fiom deeper understanding of Pagan sensibility. It is

rarely observed that fondness for sensual and sexual pleasure might be a

spontaneous expression of the joy of living in the natural world, rather

than a symptom of evil, all-consuming lust."

And so it goes, page after extraordinary page.

I liked Not in His Image for many reasons, not the least of which is that

it eradicated for me the last tiny shreds of respect or even tolerance I had

for Christianity.
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Raised a fundamentalist Christian, I was a true believer as a child.

Gradually, through my teens and early twenties, I sloughed off those

beliefs. (Why, I remember wondering, would ]esus care if I mastur-

batedl How could something that feels good and harms no one be a

sini) Later I shed more of these beliefs as I grew to understand the cen-

tral role Christianity has played in the systematic destruction of indige-

nous peoples, the systematic oppression of women, the systerrratic

destruction of the natural world: the systematic expansion of a deathly

empire.

For the longest 1i116-f61 as long as I could-I made excuses for the

religion: "Oh, that's only how Christianity has been used, and doesn't

represent what it really zs." I said this for years despite the damning fact

that what some theoretical Christianity might or might not be like is

infinitely less important than what it is, and despite the far more

damning evidence of Christianity's texts themselves' I said this despite

the obvious body- and earth-hatred inherent in Christianitv and any

other religion that posits the body and the earth as places of sin, sorrow,

suffering, and shame, places which must be transcended, or escaped

after death to some distant heaven. I {inally came to understand that sit-

ting in the duff beneath a redwood tree, listening to the wrentits, is

heaven enough for me.

Okay, so I'd given up on Christianity, but still, I thought, |esus-the
Son of God, born through divine intervention and without recourse to

messy sex-surely he had some good things to say, if only we silly,

mortal humans would listen to them.

Well, Lash rid me of this belief, and for that I am thankful. He wrote:

"There are just three sayings of fesus that epitomize what zi truly unique

in the message of Christianity." They are, from Matthew 5: "But I say

unto you that ye resist not evil, but whosoever shall smite thee on thy

right cheek, turn to him the other also," and "Love your enemies, bless

them that curse you, and do good to them that hate you," and "Blessed

are ye when men shall revile you and persecute you, and shall say all

manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake."

With the unique teachings of Jesus gathered together like this, sud-

denly I understood. As iohn writes, "The inner logic of the pathology
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becomes evident, as can be seen by a comprehensive paraphrase of the

verses: Victims who do not resist perpetrarors should even invite further
harm from them, and if they love and do good to rhose who harm them

they will be recognized in their suffering by the redeemer."

Lash's powerful analysis follows: "The proposition guarantees rhar

victims will triumph spiritually, all the while allowing total liberty to
those who harm, persecute, and slander thsrn-sn extremely good deal

for the perpetrators, it would seem." He says, "Upon scruriny, redeemer

ethics [that is, the teachings of fesus] read as if they were written by the

perpetrators for their own benefit."

With that sentence I finally understood: Jesus as soft-spoken agent of
the oppressors, whispering to us that we must never resist.

Lash also writes, "fesus commands you to love your neighbor as yourself
but tells you nothing about how to love yourself, so the advice is virtu-
ally useless. Self-love is the natural side ofeffect ofloving life. fesus does

not say, 'You shall love your own life in the same way you love another

person, freely and spontaneously, asking nothing in return.' The words

attributed to Jesus do not say anything like this because the message of
love they are said to contain is not what it is put up to be."

Ninety percent of the large fish in the oceans are gone, taken by this cul-

ture. Native forests are gone, taken by this culture. Native human beings

are gone, taken by this culture. A spontaneous and free love ofour own

bodies and our own lives is gone, taken by this culture. The culture is

systematically destroying the planet, our only home. It is systematically

destroying us. It is time that we put a stop to it. But before we can put a
stop to it, rve must see it for what it is.

|ohn Larnb Lash's book is a blessing, and a warning that we must

cease taking the terrible advice of Christianity that we not resist evil, and

that we must on the other hand reinhabit our own joyful, painful,
mortal, beautiful bodies and fight for our lives and for the lives of those

we love.

DnRnrcr fnustN
May 2006
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personal exrravagance my cosmological rendering of trimorphic protennoia. But the
mythologem of Sophia's original Dreaming of a three-body sysrem cannor be dis-
missed so easily. Some readers may find it intriguing that chaos theory (now called
complexity theory or emergence theory) devolved from the failed attempt of nine-
teenth-century scientist Henri Poincar6 to solve the "three-body problem.,, years

ago, I had the good fortune ro consult with Dr. Miles Standish of the Jet propulsion
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complexity, emergence-all the leading-edge concepts of modern cosmology derive
from the investigations inspired by Poincar6's three-body problem. In Sophianic
cosmology, the three,body cosmos, and not merely the earth alone, is the matrix of
organic life and awareness. Gaia theory continues to grow. As it does, I suspect that
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196. Note: To avoid the spirit/matter dichotomy, I am not calling Sophia "pure spirit"
and chaos "pure matter." In Asian emanation theory, consciousness, or spirit, if you
will, and matter are coeval and coeternal in the cosmos. Consciousness does not
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detail: I locate the nesting of rhe Anthropos, the luminous template lor the human
species, in the Great Nebula of Orion. My grounds for this addition to the storyl A
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lifetime of skywatching supplementecl by studies in ancient astronomy and sidereal

m.vthology.

202. On the Whore of Wisdom, sce "Prouneikos - A Colorlul Expression to Designate

Wisdom in Gnostic Texts" by Anne Pasquier, in Images of the Feminine in

Gnosticism, ed. Karen King (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity International Press, 1998),

47-66.

203. Woodruffe, Shaftti and Shaftta,5l.

204. Edward Conze, "Buddhisrn and Gnosis," in The Allure of Gnosticism, ed. Robert A.

Segal (Chicago and La Salle: Open Court, 1997), 172--89. The Tucci quote is from
this essay. Budclhist scholar John Myrdhin Reynolds, r.r'ho has extensively explored

lluddhist-Gnostic parallels, clescribes a little-known Buddhist creation myth that

reads like a paraphrase of the arrogance of the Demiurge. See Self-Liberation

through Seeing u,ith Naked Auar?rcr:r (Ithaca, NY: Snow Lion,2000), 96ff.

205. Abraham N{aslow. Touard a Psychology of Being (Ner.r' York: Van Nostrand

Reinholcl Company, 1968), iii-iv.
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206. Homeric "Hvmn to f)emeter," trans. Charles Boer (Dallas, TX: Spring

Publications, 1970), 1.301f.

207. F.leusis pediment: plate 57, George E. Mylonas, Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries

(Princeton, N|: Princeton University Press, 1969).

208. Orphic bowl and Pietroasa bowl. See The Myueries,245ff.

209. "The Dendera Revelatron: Our Unique Moment in the Pattern ol the Ages,"

unpublishecl manuscript by |ohn Lash. For a summary of my work on the Dendera

Zodiac, including my discovery of a fifth, hitherto undetected axis, see Colin

Wilson, The Atlantis Blueprint (New York: Delta, 2002).

210. Mullin, Female Buddhas,l0I.
2ll. The acoustic and visual efl'ects I attribute to ecstatic cognition in the Mysteries

recall reports of paranormal experience due to ingestion of ayahuasca. In these ses-

sions, participants often hear high-pitched sounds, but the light seen is usually

purple or iridescent blue, not white. However, Ralph Merzner's collection of testi-

monies, Sacred Vine of Spirix: Ayahuasca (Rochester, VT: Park Street Press, 2005),

contains at lcast one account of seeing something like the luminosity of the Organic
Light. An early reader of tl-ris book also attests to having seen what may have been

the Organic Light in a,n ayahuasca session. Without having taken ayahuasca, I
citnnot comment from 6rsthand experience.

212. Fisher, Radical Ecopsyc'hology,ll l. Citing Calvin Martin, In the Spirit.

213. Wasson Thesis: The entheogenic method of initation was rediscovered by R.

(]ordon Wasson in the 1950s when he wenr ro Huautla de Jimenez in central

Mexico to participate in a ueleda (night vigil) with the Mazarec curandero Maria
Sabina. Wasson (1898-1986), a financial advisor for |. P. Morgan, originally got
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interested in mushrooms through his Russian wife, Valentina .In 1952 British poer

and mystic Robert Graves signaled him to an article bv Harvard enthnobotanisr

Richard Evans Schultes on rhe survival of ancient mushroorn cults in N,fexico,

leading Wasson to a lilelong friendship and collaboration. In 1968 Wasson privately
published Soma: The Diuine Mushroon of Immortality. The book had rwo objec-
tives:6rst, to specilically prove that the soma of the Indian Vedas was the mushroom
Amanita muscaria (fly agaric) known to be used in shamanic pracrices in Siberi:r and

elsewhere, and second, to advance the general theory that the religious experience of
hurnanftind originated ftom ritual ingestion of sacred plunts-rhe Wasson thesrs. To
understand the master idea Wasson proposed, it is nece ssary to distinguish religic,ut

experience lrom religion. The latter is a culturirl cre:rtion of hum:rns, but the former
is what makes us human in the first place. Original religious experience was

shamanic, but religion, considered as an institution and a body of doctrinal ancl

moral codes, was a later construction that deviated liorn the primarv expericnce.

Working closely with Wasson, R. E. Schultes and other enthnobot:rnists were able

to identify about 200 plants that enhance neurochemical processes in the brain-
hence they are psychomime;zr, "mind,imitating." During the 1960s the word p.;yche-

delic ("mind-manifesting") came to be applied to LSD and othcr laborarory-made

substances with the same properties as psychomimetic plants. In reaction to the ncg-
ative social image accluired by the generation who used psychedelics. Wasson and his

colleagues invented the word entheogen ("god generated within") as an :rlrernatir c.

The Wasson thesis is also called the entheogenic theory oi rcligion.

R. Gordon Wasson drew upon the research by Nlariia Gimbutas, the i,ithuanian
archaeologist who, virtually single-handedly, recovered the lost (loddess-oriented

societies of precivilization, and the rellections of Aldous Huxley rvhose book Tle
Doors of Perception (1958) preligured the Wasson thesis. Huxlev warnecl that Plato

had led the entire Western intellectual tradition dou'n the $'rong path b) rhe

emphasis on immaterial, off-planet Being rather than the sensorial miracle of
Becoming. From his own experimentation \4,ith mesc:rline, Huxlev asscrted that
mind-altering chemicals "induce lor their users a sense of identification with a uni-
versal consciousness, or 'Mind-at Large,"' but he dicl so without specific reference

to the planetary intelligence. The generation following Wasson and Huxley was led

by Terence McKenna who brilliantly integrated entheogenic theorv with the

process philosophy of Alfred North Whiteheacl and the Gaia hypothesis. McKenna,

who was known as the Gnostic astronaut, proposed that mr.rshroom species such as

Stropharia cilbensis were distributeci through space bv a pansperrnic dilfusion of
spores, His notion that the sacred entheogenic plants have given us a ps,vchic-cerc-

bral boost and produced advanced language capacities in the human species is a

novel extension of the Wasson thesis. For a comprehensive overvier.r' of the

entheogenic revival, see the Introduction to Ralph Metzner's Sacred Mu.;hroom of
Visions: Teonanaratl (Rochester, VT: Park Srrect Press,2005).
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was a psychedelic potion whose active properries derive from a fungal entheogen,

ergot. See Albert Hofmann, with R. Gordon Wasson and Carl Ruck, 7/e Road to

Eleusis: Unueiling thc Secret of the Mysteries, published in 1978.

215. David Abram, "The Perceptual Implications of Gaia," inDharma Gaia,75-92.
216. Cecrops with the sheaf of cut wheat. See fane Allen Harrison, Themis (Glotcester,

MA: Peter Smith, 1974), 263, fig. 63.
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"the heart and secret soul" ofreligious control, not ofthe sacred. Religion is merely

a human social construcr.
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GLOSSARY-

Abrahamic religions: |udaism, Christianity, and Islam considered as

variations of a common belief system characterized by monotheism,

patriarchal values, a linear time scheme for history, a divinely pre-

scribed moral code, redeemer ideology, sexual apartheid, and the

dominator agenda, including domination of nature and the assump-

tion of human superiority over all other species.

Aeon: (AY-on) (Greek, "god," "divinity," "process," "emanation," "time

cycle") Gnostic term for a cosmically pervasive process. aware' ani-

mated and animating. Aeons manifest sensory worlds by dreaming'

rather than by the artisanlike act of creation attributed to the biblical

father god. Ad1.. Aeonic.

actional: Proposed term for the inherence of cosmic processes in

human expe rience and psychological processes. Asserts that the mir-

roring of mind and cosmos is a real action' enacted and interactive,

not a passive or static reflection, and not merely a metaphor or sym-

bolic "correspondence."

adepc Someone accomplished in heightened perception and the use of

paranormal faculties. Identical to siddha.

annihilation theology: The notion that humanity can be destroyed in

order save it. Implies the destruction of the natural world and the relo-

cation of the saved ones in "a new heaven and a new earth"' with the

damned exiled in a hell-world. Requires an agent of divine retribution.

Annunaki scripu Ancient narrative written on Sumerian cuneiform

tablets from 1600 n.c.e., describing a race of godlike extraterrestrials

who descend to earth, alter the human genome, interbreed with

humans, and teach the arts of civilization. Charter myth of theocracy.

anomia: (Greek, "anomaly," "aberration") Gnostic term for the deviance

that signals the moral and psychological effect of the Archons.

Anthropos: (Greek, "humanity," "human species") In Mystery idiom,

the human genome or species template considered as a complex spore

emanated into interstellar space by the Aeons of the galactic center

(Pleroma).
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anticosmic: Adjective applied to a worldview or practice that rejects the
body and condemns marter as evil. Often applied (u,rongly) to
Gnosticism.

apaton: (Greek, "deception") Gnostic term for the main activity of the
Archons.

apocalypse: (Greek, "lifting of the seal") One-time-only end-of-the-
world scenario, typical of Persian split-source cosmology found in the
Dead Sea scrolls, but absent in the Pagan Mysteries, whrch celebrated
perpetual renewal of the life force and cyclic existence.

Archons: (from Greek for "first," "from the beginning") Inorganic
species produced by the impact of Sophia upon elementary mamer
before sophia turned into the earth. cyborgs inhabiting the solar
system at large who excel in rhe psychotechnology of virtual reality,
intrude upon humanity by psychic srealth, and propagate the ideolog-
ical virus of redemptive religion. Intrapsychic forces that exaggerate
human error beyond the scale of correction. "Messengers of decep-
tion" (facques Vallee). Adj., Archontic.

Asherah: canaanite tree goddess, or the ritual wooden object erected in
reverence to her in sacred groves and leafy places condemned by the
father god. co-opted into the fewish menorah, a seven-branched can-
dlestick.

autogenes: (Greek, "self-generating") Gnostic term for autopoiesli, the
self-organizing and self-regulating action of rhe cosmos and the nat-
ural world. See also emergence.

avatar: (Sanskrit, "one who descends") In Hindu myth, a god who comes
to earth to assist humanity in times of crisis, as in the ten avatars of
Vishnu. Loosely, an incarnated divinity. Adj.,auataric.

Bdnard cells: Aggregates of hexagonal cells spontaneously formed in
turbulent fluids and in the biosphere, a phenomenon connected to the
Mesotes.

biomysticism: Exploration of the life force and the intimate processes of
nature by experimental techniques including Kundalini yoga, rrance
and dance, sacred sexuality, and the ingestion ofenttreogens.

bodhisattva: (Sanskrit, "harmonious awakening") Ethical ideal in
Mahayana Buddhism, defined around 200 c.E., possibly linked to the
Gnostic revealer. An enlightened person who does not turn away from
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the ordinary world but forgoes self-liberation to release all sentient

beings from delusion ("the Bodhisattva vow").

chaos, chaos theory: See emergence.

Chrisc (from christos, "anointed one," Greek translation of the Hebrew

mashiash, "messiah") In Christian theology, the "only-begotten Son of

God" who assumes human form to enter history and redeem

humanity from sin. Central figure in the redeemer complex. Said to

have been incarnated uniquely in the historical person called |esus of

Nazareth; hence, the human/divine hybrid, Iesus/Christ. Regarded by

the faithful as the ultimate model of humanity, and the locus of human

dignity. The divine scapegoat.

Christos: (Greek, "anointed one") In Mystery idiom, a divinity in the

galactic matrix (Pleroma) who unites with Sophia to configure the sin-

gularity of human potential, and later intercedes to assist Sophia in the

organization of animal Iife in the biosphere (the Christic intercession).

Does not incarnate in human form, but may assume a humanoid guise

in the Mesotes.

Church Fathers: Early Christian ideologues who wrote elaborate, often

ill-conceived arguments (polemics) against the Gnostics and the

Mysteries.

coevolution: Evolving together in a complementary and symbiotic manner.

complexity, complexity theory: Current term for chaos theory. See

emergence.

Coptic A stenographic language invented by Egyptian scribes around

100 c.n., using the Greek alphabet (capital letters only) plus six letters

from the demotic or popular form of Egyptian writing. Surviving

Gnostic materials are translations from presumed Greek originals into

Coptic.

consecration: The highest aim of initiation in the Pagan Mysteries'

allowing initiates to devote their lives to the dual work of coevolution

with Gaia and fostering human potential. Literally, "powered with"'

Contrast with deifi cation.

correction: (in Greek, diorthosis) Gnostic term for the realignment of life

on earth with the cosmic center, the source from which Sophia (the

autopoetic planetary intelligence) emerged. Distinct from off-planet

redemption promised by the salvationist creed.

391
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counterfeiting god: Gnostic terrn for the Demiurge, a.k.a. Jehovah.
countermimicry: (in Greek, antimimon) Gnostic term for co-oprarion

that denies, perverts, or reverses the value ofwhat is co-opted. In other

words, substitution of something genuine by a phony version that dis-

torts or reverses its original value.

cross theology: Scholarly slang for the ideology of redemptive religion.

Dead Sea Scrolls: Literary testament of an extremist fewish cult, the

Zaddikim, whose beliefs present in larval form the doctrines of
Christian salvationism. Written in Hebrew and Aramaic on sheep-

skin. Dated from268 B.c.E. to 68 c.n. when the main Zaddikite outpost

on the Dead Sea, thirty miles southeast of |erusalem, was destroyed by

the Romans.

deep ecology: Social-ethical philosophy asserting that nature has

intrinsic value, independent of its use to human beings, or even of the

existence of human beings. Formulated in an eight-point program by

Arne Naess and George Sessions in the 1970s. In contrast to shallow

ecology, which views nature as \ /orth conserving in order to serve and

satisfy human needs.

deification: Elevation to the status of a god, a side effect of psychoso-

matic illumination, wrongly presumed to have been the aim of initia-
tion in the Pagan Mysteries. See ako identification.

dema: Stands for "dense elementary matter arrays." Proposed term for
the fields of inorganic elementary particles circulating in the galactic

limbs, distinguished frorn the organic substance of the core. Perhaps

comparable to the "quantum foam" of Dirac.

Demeter: (Greco-Latin, " dea -mater," "god,mother") Europan goddess,

guardian of the Eleusinian Mysteries, who imparted the secret of the

sacred entheogenic brew. Her daughter is Kore, or Persephone.

Demiurge: (literally, "hall-working," "half-powered," so called because

he can originate nothing but must imitate what already exists) The
leader of the Archons, also called Saklas ("fool"), Samael ("blind"),

and Yaldabaoth. A pseudodeity rn'ho claims to be the creator of the

material world, and demands slavish obedience from his creatures.

Identical with the biblical father god, Yahweh-Jehovah.

dianoia: (Greek, "through the mind") A modality of nous, divine intel-
ligence. The reasoning faculty considered as an instrument of nature's
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oun consciousness, rather than an exclusively human capacity used to

distance and analyze nature. The capacity to see nature "through the

mind," and to interact and dialogue with what is thus seen.

directive scripu Proposed term for a story encoded with beliefs that

drive the behavior of those who adopt it.

dominator culture: Term proposed by Riane Eisler, Terence McKenna,

and others, for the social and cultural rule of patriarchy, demanding

centralist organization, sexual hierarchy, conquest of nature' and the

imposition and implementation of redemptive religion (my addition).

dreaming: Anthropological term for the experience of aboriginal cul-

tures who participate empathically and imaginatively in the Eternal

Now, the Dreamtime. The timeless act of emanation in which the

formative force s of the cosmos pervade and shape the processes of the

natural world the human psyche. Current equivalent in physics,

mathematics, and biology: emergence.

ecofeminism: Term coined in 1974 by French sociologist Francoise

D'Eaubonne, asserting that domination of nature goes along with

domination of women.

ecognosis: Proposed term for intimate perception of the life force of the

earth, such that it brings humanity into alignment with Sophia's cor-

rection.

ecology: (from Greek, "science of the household," or "habitat") The

interrelationship of living organisms and their environment' or the

study of it.

ecosophy: (literally, "wisdom of the environment") Term proposed by

Arne Naess for the wisdom to live harmoniously with nature without

assuming that we, the human species, have a superior status or a dom-

inant and directing role. Adi., ecosophical.

ego death: Method of initiation in the Pagan Mysteries, achieved by tem-

porary melting or dissolution of focal self-consciousness and loss of

single-self identity, allowing the initiate to be selllessly, ecstatically

immersed in nature.

Eight, the Eighth: (in Greek, Ogdoad) Gnostic term for the realm of the

zodiac. Also alludes to the eight members of a Mystery cell charged

with interior work.

Eleusis: Sacred site west of Athens where the Eleusinian Mysteries
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dedicated to Demeter were celebrated for thousands of years prior to
Christianity. The most historically famous and well-documented
Mystery center in Europe-contrasted to Stonehenge, on which

there exists almost no ancient textual commentarv.

emanation theory: Asian metaphysical concept for the spontaneous

process by which sensory and material worlds emerge from a non-

manifesting matrix of pure, overflowin5T awareness. See also dreaming.

emergence: Current term for development of life and consciousness

rvithin a shared matrix ("cleep structure") in which new elements con-

stantlv arise to express and optimize the integral properties of the whole.

emergence myth: Proposed term for the Sophia mythos, contrasted both

to biblical creation myth and Darwinian evolutionary myth.

ennoia: (Greek, "rnental intent") In Mystery idiom, the intentional

power applied bv Aeons to produce sensory worlds and imbue those

worlds n,ith spontaneous, free-fbrm creativity. In human terms, inten-

tionality that produces spontaneous acts and guides goal-orientation;
"free rvill."

entheogen: (literally, "generating divinity within") Term (now preferred

over psychedelic) for psychoactive plants and fungi that open human

conscir>nsness to the divine presence within nature. Adj., entheogenic.

On the entheogenic theorv of religion or Wasson thesis, see note 213.

epinoia, the luminous epinoia: (literally, "hvper-intelligence") In
Mvstery idiom, the human faculty of imagination considered as a cre-

ative, coevolutional capacity and distinguished from mental fantasy

and pretending.

error theory: Key Gnostic concept stating that hurnanity is distinguished

from other species by its exceptional latitude for error, which requires

that we evolve bv making mistakes, but which also exposes us to the

risk of deviation from our species-specific potential when our mistakes

are not detected and corrected. Closely associated with the Archons,

wl-ro drive human error beyond the scale of correction.

Etheric Chrisc Nerv Age term (introduced by Rudolf Steiner) for the

Mesotes.

Europa: Proposed name for pre-Christian Europe, a region extending

from the ShetlanrJ and Orkney islands to the tip of Iberia, from
Brittany irr France eastward to the Straits of the Bosphorus, and
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including the northern rim of the Mediterranean basin, Crete, Sicily,

Corsica, Sardinia, Malta, Majorca, and the Greek isles.

Europans: The indigenous people of pre-Christian Europe.

evil: That which works against the capacity to live and thrive. Regarded

in Gnostic teachings as an avoidable consequence of human error, but

elevated in the split-source duality of Zoroastrian religion to an

absolute cosmic power.

fractals: Self-similar patterns in different scales, generated by equations

fed into a computer, the result of each equation being factored into the

next equation (iteration). Believed to represent formative processes in

nature (such as patterns on the branch ofa fern that replicate the form

of the entire plant), and to intimate the hidden deep structure of tur-

bulent and emergent processes.

Gaia: (from Greek ge, "earth") Ancient name for the e arth found in the

works of the Greek poet Hesiod. Adopted by |ames Lovelock on the

suggestion of Nobel-winning novelist William Golding. Reiected by

Dolores LaChapelle as a patriarchal contrivance and "iust another

abstraction."

Gaia theory: Formerly the Gaia hypothesis. Technically, the theory that

the biotic and abiotic components of the earth function as a single, self-

regulating system in which the growth and activities of organisms

respond to their environment, rather than passively inhabit it; thus

regulating reactive gas composition, acid-alkaline balance, the salinity

of the oceans, and temper21s16-in short, life makes earth suitable for

life. Loosely, the understanding that the earth is a living, sentient

supe rorganism regulated in concord with the life-forms that inhabit it.

Gaia-sophia principle: Proposed term for the assertion that humanity

receives both its instinctual survival skills and its n-roral sense in the

same endowment. Implies the deep ecological notion that kindness

and cooperation, rather than brutality and competitiorl, are compat-

ible with our deepest survival drives. Also assumes that genuine

morality is impossible if humanity is not empathically rooted in nature

and intimately allied to other species.

genocide: The deliberate murder of a racial or cultural group, or the

process of eliminating an entire community or race, including the

human race itself.
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goddess mystique: The ensemble of animistic, mystical, mythological,
and quasi,religious notions that have arisen around Gaia theory.

God-self equation: An idea initially proposed by clement of Alexandria,
who claimed that Gnostics were people who realized God .,within,,' in
their self-identity. Assumes rhat we are essentially divine, rather than
instrumentally drvine, as Gnostics taught. Widely adopted in New Age
interpretations of Gnostic writings. see ako ego death and identification.

Gnosis: (Greek, "knowing of things divine") The timeless method of cog-
nitive ecstasy. Today, the best experimental basis for the noetic sciences.

Gnostiq (G r eek gn o s to(os, plural, g n os to Qo i ; " one who undersrand s d i v ine
matters," "knowing as the gods know") Loosely, the pagan intellectual
class. Specifically, initiated teachers (telestai) in the Mystery Schools.

Used by Plato for experts in statecraft and social control, or special

advisors to the theocrats-a role rejected by Mystery initiates. Used by
the Church Fathers as an insult meaning "smartass," "know,it-all.',

HAL: (Coptic, "simulation") The highest power of the Archons, i.e.,

near-undetectable virtual reality.

HeMomad: In Mystery idiom, the sevenfold planetary system exclusive
of the earth. Realm of the Archons and the Demiurge, fehovah.

hieros gamos: See sacred mating.
Hellenistic era: The period from the death of Alexander the Great in

323 n.c.n. ro 30 r.c.E., when Cleopatra, the last member of the
Ptolemaic Dynasty who inherited the southwestern parr of his empire,
killed herself with the bite of an asp.

heresy: (from Greek heraisthai, "to choose") Any doctrine or belief
acquired by choice after considering a range ofoptions, by contrast to
beliefs adopted or imposed to the exclusion of all options (orthodoxy).
A heretic is someone who chooses what to believe.

Hermas: Folk name for the Sumerian shepherd Tammuz, pictured with
a newborn lamb on his shoulders. chosen by Gnostics for the icon of
the Piscean Age but co-opted into a stock figure of christian piety,
without the lamb.

Hermetica:, writings attributed ro Hermes (a title for the hierophant in
the Egyptian Mysteries) that bear some resemblance to Gnostic teach-
ings. Rediscovered by the Byzantine scholar Gemistos plethon in the
fifteenth century.
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hierophanc (Greek, "one who shows sacred things") In the Mysteries,

the initiate who led others to the Organic Light.
hyperception: Proposed term for the augmented or intensive perception

acquired in the Mysteries. "Heightened perception" (Castaneda).

ideological virus: Proposed analogy for the salvationist belief system

common to Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.

identification: Controversial issue in deep ecology, proposing that the

way to increased empathy with nature is through expansion of self-

awareness, rather than surrender of self as was required in the

Mysteries. See also ego death.

Illuminati: Deviant group of shamans who split off from the Magian

order and applied their initiatory knowledge to social control, ideolog-

ical games, and the empowerment of sacred kings. Called gnostoftoi,

"special advisors," "experts," by Plato, who endorsed their method of
"the noble lie."

illuminist path: Proposed term for body-based mysticism and shamanic

techniques of ecstatic cognition practiced in the Pagan Mysteries.

infrasensory: Proposed term for altered perception that allows access to

the inner workings of nature, such as molecular chemistry. What hap-

pens tuithin the senses, contrasted to the content manifested externally

by rhe senses. Hence, information the senses carry additional to what

they normally show us. The "intensive dimension" of sense perception

in Goethe's method.

initiate: A guardian of the Mysteries u'ho taught the arts of civilization,

the nature of the gods, the unseen worlds, cosmology, anthropology,

and so on. Identical with telestes.

initiation: (from Latin initiare, "to begin," "to start"; an inversion of the

Greek telein,"to end," "complete," "reach the goal") Ancient method

of training for goal-orientation, the fostering of human potential, and

coevolution with nature through intimate communication with the

living intelligence of the earth, Sophia.

fehovah: Father god of iudeo-Christian religion, identified by Gnostics

with the demented Archon, Yaldaboath. Hebrew name for the

Demiurge, Yaldabaoth.

fesus: (frorn Hebrew Yeshua) A man alleged to have lived in the first cen-

tury of the Common Era, variously viewed as a hippielike faith healer,
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a radical rabbi, an Essene teacher, a yogi from Kashmir, a pretender to
the kingship of Israel, a Zaddikite rerrorist, the expected messiah of
the |ews, a magician, a false guru who usurped the role of John the
Baptist, a Gnostic initiate, a |ewish mystic, an extraterrestrial from
venus' and the sole incarnation of divinity in human form. See arso

living ]esus.

Kedoshim: (Hebrew "radiant" or "sacred angels") In the Dead Sea

Scrolls, supernatural entities who navigate in celestial chariots and
fight on the side of the Sons of Light in their final battle against the
Sons of Darkness.

koinonos: (Greek, "companion," "consorr") A term applied to Mary
Magdalene.

KROG: (Coptic, "deceir," "subterfuge") Gnostic term for the most insid-
ious delusional effect of the Archons, diverting humanity from error
into evil.

Kundalini: (Sanskrit, "coiled power," "the lesser" or "teeny-r,r,eeny

Kunda") In Thntra and Asian yoga practices, rhe supervitalistic power
compressed in the human organism, cause of the kinking and folding
of DNA, which, when awakened, produces ecstasy, illumination,
hyperception, and access to molecular memory. Considered to be the
microcosmic aspect of Mahakunda, the serpentine power (vital-elec-
tromagnetic field) of the earth.

kykeon: Greek name for the sacred brew drunk in the Eleusinian
Mysteries, consisting of the psychoactive extract of fermented barley,
or ergot (Purpurea clauiceps), and the common herb pennyroyal, added
to aid digestion.

living Jesus: (trans. of coptic IS ETONE) Mystery term for mysterious
plasmic imprint left in the biosphere by the christic intercession. Also
called "the everlasting fesus," but conceived as a birthless psychic
entity distinguished from a specific historical (i.e., mortal) person who
lived and died in linear time.

luminous epinoia: See epinoia and 7-oe.

Maccabean revolt: The |ewish resistance movemenr in palestine, insti-
gated in 168 s.c.r. with the murder by lews of a fewish priest. Lasted
through the Hasmonean Period (165-63 B.c.). Later revived in the
popular )ewish revolt that was crushed in 70 c.n. with the destruction
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of ferusalem by Titus and the expulsion of all fews from the city. The

Iewish intifada.

Magian order (from magi, plural of magus, "one who conracrs the higher

realms," or "the macrocosmos") Prehistoric order of shaman-priests in
Zoroastrian religion, the geographic and cultural origin of the Gnostic

movement, originating around 6000 s.c.r. in northwestern Iran. With
the rise of patriarchy, the order split into the llluminati, who entered

politics, and the founders and guardians of the Mysteries, who conse-

crated themselves to coevolution with Gaia and education of
humanity.

Masoretic Bible: The oldest complete surviving rexr of the standard

Bible in Hebrew, copied by scribes in 1008 c.E.

maya: (Sanskrit, "appearance," "apparition") Wrongly conceived as illu-
sion. The real appearance assumed by something that is beyond con-

ditional appearance, as a reflection in a mirror: you cannot enter the

mirror, but you can appear to be in it. That is maya.

Melchizedek: (Hebrew, "prince of righteousness") Eerie figure without
parentage or biological generation who confers the mission of the

Chosen People on the biblical patriarch Abraham. Declared by Saint

Paul to be the anointer of the anointed, the Christ; hence the hidden

potuer behind the Redeemer. Supreme source of spiritual authority and

agent of divine retribution for the Zaddikim of the Dead Sea. Also

called the Nasi.

messiah: (Hebrew mashiash, "anointed king") Specific to fudaism, the

warrior-king who would rule over an independent fewish state in

Palestine. C)riginally, this was the ancient name for a king, with no

connotation of divinity. Anointing with fragrant oils was part of the

rites of kingship empowerment under the rule patriarchy, but earlier

the anointing was done through sacred mating of the royal candidate

with a priestess of the Great Goddess. In Christianity, the only son of
the father god, sent to save the world by blood sacrifice and deliver a

message of divine love. In apocalyptic myth, the divine emissary and

avenger expected to appear at the end the world. Adj., messianic.

Mesotes: (lit., "intermediary," "medium") A made-up word used in the

NHC for a phantomlike presence in the atmosphere that mediates

between humanity and other species. Supports and facilitates the
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species-self connection. Manifests itself in a discrete cluster of B6nard
cells, the biospheric afterimage of the Christic inrercession.

metanoia: (Greek, "beyond intelligence") A modality of nous, demon-
strated in the capacity to think beyond (meta-) whar we know, beyond
whatever belief or model or paradigm determines our mental focus or
worldview.

monogenes: (Greek, "single-generating") Gnostic rerm for a cosmic sin-
gularity understood in terms of human porential, especially the

uniqueness ofour capacity to innovate and project goals, but also our
excessive latitute for error.

monotheism: Assertion that only one god exists, contrasted to
henotheism, which recognizes many gods but insists on the supremacy

of one above all others. Strictly speaking, ancienr fudaism was

henotheistic, not monotheistic.

Mysteries: (from the Greek verbmuein, "to be silent," "shut the mouth"
or "speak in a murmur") Millennial rites of ecstatic communion with
nature, the outgrowth of the indigenous, Goddess-oriented
shamanism of pre-Christian Europe and the Near East. From 600

B.c.E. on, the Mysteries became the infrastructure for the educational
institutions of the ancient world, i.e., centers of literacy and training in
the sciences, arts and crafts (i.e., schools).

Mystery cell: A select group (Greek thiasos) of initiates who worked
inwardly on certain projects related to human evolution, and out-
wardly transmitted what they knew through literature, education,
and vocational training. Traditionally organized into sixreen mem-
bers, eight men and eight women (as evidenced in the rosette on rhe

pediment at Eleusis).

Mystery School: An educational center or campus attached to a temple
belonging to the network of Pagan Mysteries, consisting of libraries,
workshops, gymnasia, and agorae (open spaces for lectures and discus-
sions).

mystes: Participants in both the Lesser and the Greater Mysteries. plur.,

mystai.

mysticism: Direct, intuitive, suprarational experience of the divine ele-
ment indwelling the world and the psyche, often characterized by an
"oceanic feeling" of oneness with all things. See also biomysticism.
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Nag Hammadi Library: Abbreviated NHL. Thirteen leather-bound

packets, the earliest example of bound books, comprising fifty-two
documents written in Coptic. Discovered in Upper Egypt in
December, 1945. Widely assumed to be original writings rhar survive

from various Gnostic sects existing in Egypt and the Near East

between 150 and 350 c.r. Also called the Nag Hammadi Codices

(NHC). Translated into English as The l{ag Hammadi Library in

English (NHLE). Scholars edition, the Coptic Gnostic Library (CGL).

narcissism: Pathological excess of concern for embodied identity
(extending to specious notions of selfhood and "soul"), which both

intensifies self-observation and detaches or dissociates the observing

self from physical and sensuous reality. The dominanr personal and

social pathology of the Piscean Age.

Nasi: Zaddikite name for Melchizedek as the agent of divine retribution.
the Ninth: In Mystery idiom, the terrestrial realm where Sophia is

embodied, and captured in the planetary system. "And she was taken

up not into the Pleroma, but above the Demiurge, that she might be in
the Ninth until she corrected her defect" (Apocryphon of fohn,
14.10)-an allusion consistent u..ith widespread mythological lore on

the ninefold nature of the Goddess (Robert Graves, Stone, Gimbutas,

et al.)

nous: (Greek, "divine intelligence," "cosmic-creative mind," "intellect")

In Mystery idiom, the divine potential endowed in humanity, enabling

it to know its true species-specific identity (Anthropos), and ro coe-

volve with Sophia, the wisdom goddess. Root of metanoia, dianoia,

pronoia, epinoia, ennoia. Source of the term noetic.

Organic Light Also called l)ivine Light, Supernal Light, White Light,
Mystery Light. The prin-rary substance body of Sophia, contrasted to

her planetary body, the earth. Source and medium of instruction
(mathesis\ in the Mystcries.

orgy: (literally, "work," "operation"; Greek plural, orgia) Festive rites of
learning practiced by the Mystery cells, including entheogenic ses-

sions, trance dance, sexual rites and romps, and snake-worshiping

iKundalini; ceremon ies.

Pagan: Member of a society or culture whose primary orientation is ro

the natural world, the habitat. In the religious sense, panentheism,
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polytheism, and the animist worldview. In the Pagan sense of life, cul-
ture is organically situated in nature. Paganism: Nature-based and

Goddess-oriented religion of the indigenous peoples of Europa.
panspermia: The spreading of spcires of life (propagules) through inter-

stellar space.

palingenesis: (Greek, "regeneration") Rapturous invigoration by selfless

immersion in nature, the psychosomatic effect of Pagan initiation in
both the Lesser and Greater Mysteries.

pesher: A learned commentary on scripture found among the Dead Sea

Scrolls. Plur., pes hara.

phoster: See revealer.

Piscean Age The period of time measured by precession in the zodtac

that extends from 120 B.c.E. unril about 2800 c.n., during which the

spring equinox occurs in the constellation of Pisces, the Fishes

(according to the true extent of the visible constellations).

Characterized by excessive narcissism, the total decay of society, and

degeneration of the human species as a whole, but offering exceprion-

aily rapid spiritual realization for individuals consecrated to the

species' true potential.

Pistis Sophia: (Greek, "the confidence of Sophia" or "wisdom confi-
derrce") Gnostic term for the confidence felt by the goddess Sophia for
the divine potential of the human species. Also, the title of a long,
non*Nag Harnmadi text (Askew Codex) presenring a dialogue
between a resurrected Gnostic master and Mary Magdalene.

plan€: (Greek, "wandering," "erring," "going astray") Gnostic rerm for
the human tendency to overlook its errors and, in doing so, stray from
its true course of development. A primary mark of Archontic influ-
ence. Basis of the word planet.

Pleroma: (Greek, "fullness," "plenitude") In Mystery idiom, the central
company or matrix of gods, or Aeons. In astronomical terms, the

galactic center. Contrasted to the Kenoma ("deficienty," "privation"),
the spiral arms of a galaxy into which the Aeons direct their dreaming.
The structure of core and encircling arms is consistent with a toroidal
conception of cosmic formation.

peak experience: Term proposed by Abraham Maslow (1908-70) for
optimal expression of human potential, including the awakening of
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paranormal faculties. Comparable to the telos or aim of the Mvsterics.

polemics: Arguments of the Church Fathers against the Gnostics, the

Mysteries, and Pagan philosophy. Also called patristic wrirings, :rnd

ante -Nicene writings (prece ding the Nicene Council of 325 c.E.).

precession: Astronomical phenomenon caused by the slow wobbling of
the polar axis of the earth, producing the shift ol the spring equinox

against the background of the hxed stars (zodiac). Defines a cycie of
25,920 years consisting of various ages named for the constellations,

e.g., Arien Age, Piscean Age, Aquarian Age. Used by ancient initiates

as a master framework for guiding humanitv and planning the cul-

tural and spirituai education of the human specics.

primal ecology: Proposed term for ecology rooted in the experience of
the sacred, including the nonhurnan world, but oriented toward cul-

ture and education, i.e., toward the primary needs of social continuity
rather than social control.

pronoia: (Greek, "primal awareness," or "proto-knowing"; usually

translated as "Providence") The omnipresent foundation of uncondi-
tioned awareness without subject or object that precedes and grounds

all particular acts of knowing.

propagule: Microscopic spore capable of transporting lile through inter-

stellar space. See panspermia.

psychocosmic parallelism: Proposed concept for the actional mirrciring

of cosmic events in the human psyche, typical of the Gnostic mind and

method.

psychohistory: The history of the human psyche, or history as a rellec-

tion of the operations ol the psyche. Oonversely, the ensemble of psy-

chological patterns and leitmotifs determined by the events of history,

often expressed as mythological themes, e.g., the fall, salvation, the

apocalypse.

Qumran: Place-name for the caves southeast of ]erusalem where the

Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered. Adj., Qumranic; hence, Qumranic
literature.

redeemer complex Proposed term for the ideological core of fudeo-
Christian-Islamic religion, consisting of fcrur components: crcarion of
the world by a father god independent of a female counte rparr; rhe

trial and testing (conceived as a historical drama) of the righteous few
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behind the throne." The ritual of sexual-spiritual anointing was called

hieros gamos, "sacred marriage."

salvation history, salvation narrative: The story that explains how salva-

tion will be attained, and why it needs to be attained. A divine plan for
redemption reflected in the actual and factual events of history.

salvationism: The totalitarian belief sysrem that asserts divine inrerces-

sion in history, and imbues suffering with redemprive value. Includes

fudaism, Christianity, and Islam, the three dominant mainstream reli-
gions. Assumes superhuman rescue of humanity from its problems and

off-planet, remote-control authority on morals, and divine retribution.
salvationisc A way of life that demands obedience, conrrasted to the illu-

minist path, which requires learning

samadhi: (Sanskrit, "perfect attending") Perfect, total, illuminared con-

centration of awareness conducive to cosmic consciousness of two
kinds: with discrete, detailed conrent ("knowing norhing through
knowing everything"), and devoid of all content ("knowing evcry-

thing through knowing nothing").
sapiential literature: (from Latin sapientia, "wisdom") "Wisdom litera-

ture," such as rhe Odes of Solomon, which presenr (often in veiled form)
mystical poetry focused on suppressed figure of Sophia, the wisdom

goddess. Includes some Psalms, the Wisdom of Sirach, and the Song

of Solomon.

scapegoae An innocent person or animal blamed for the offenses of a per-

petrator who cannot be identified or made accountable. See victimage.

serial endosymbiosis theory (SET): Alternative ro the Darwinian thcory

of evolution proposed by Lynn Margulis, sraring that larger animals

evolve from microbial entities by a long-term process of symbiosis in
which the smaller organisms live within the bodies of rhe larger ones,

to the mutual benefit of both parties.

shakti: (Sanskrit, "sacred power") Generally, rhe supreme power rhar

imbues both the sensory and material aspects of the cosmos. In Hindu
Tantra, the goddess Shakti considered as a dynamic, world-emanating
force distinct from the god Shiva, who represents the passive

beholding of what is manifested.

shamanism: The practice of direct contact and communion with the

sacred, supernatural beauty ofnature, and access to the intelligence of
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nature . The ancient root of religious experience and the matrix of the

Mysteries characterized by, or formalized in, "archaic techniques of
ecstacy" (Eliade) that permit access to other worlds and to the infra-
sensory dimension of this world. The timeless spiritual calling of
hunter, healer, diviner, dancer, and poet.

siddha: (Sanskrit, "accomplished") Someone trained in the use of para-

normal powers Giddhis), such as clairaudience, remote viewing, lucid
dreaming. Equivalent to adept.

Simon Magus: The earliest member of a Gnostic cell to be known by

name, due to having broken anonymity and come out publicly to
protest Christian beliefs.

simulation: The most advanced capacity of the Archons. Coptic HAL.
single-self identity: Proposed term for the fixation of human consciousness

on the ego-self or literal and exclusional identity, disallowing a more per-

meable and playful sense of self, and inhibiting temporary dissolution of
identity in selfless beholding of the world . See ako narcissism.

single-source duality: See split-source duality.
singularity: In modern physics, a point of infinite density and volume

assumed by matter that collapses into a black hole. In Mystery idiom,
monogenes, the singularity of human potential with its exceprional

latitude for error and its gift for novelty, innovation.

Sophia: (so-Fl-uh) (Greek, "wisdom") The living intelligence of the

earth. Central figure in Gnostic cosmology and the Pagan Mysteries.

The goddess Sophia from the Pleroma, who by the force of her

dreaming came to be metamorphosed into a planetary body, the earth.

Her primary substance body is the Organic Light. Adj., Sophianic.

Sophiamythos: The sacred story of the Aeon Sophia in the Pleroma, and

how she came to be metamorphosed into the earth. Applied as a tool

for guidance of the human species in the Mysteries. Leaves open the

question of human participation in Sophia's correction. May possibly

serve as a guiding framework for developing the religious dimension
ofdeep ecology.

SOREM: (Coptic, "error," "going astray") Gnostic term for the tendency

of the human race to deviate from its proper course of e xperience, in
part through its exceptional latitude for error, in part through the sub-

liminal influence of the Archons.
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species-self connection: Proposed term for way rhat human beings find
their sense of self in identification wirh the human species, rarher rhan
in single-self identity, or modes of identity defined by language,
family, culture, race, and religion. Requires the aid of a visionary
model of genetic identity, such as the Anthropos. Engendered by the
encounter with the Mesotes. when that experience is not overwritten
by religious and cultural conditioning.

split-source duality: Moral and cosmological concepr found in
Zoroastrian religion and Zaddikite ideology, asserring that good and

evil are absolute and autonomous principles that arise from the same

source. Makes God or the Godhead rhe source of violently opposing

tendencies. Also makes God responsible for rnaking right the injus-
tices that human beings suffer and cannot rectifv. Contrast with two-
source duality.

telestes: (from Greek telos, "aim," "end," "purpose," "the ultimate
thing"; literally, "one who is aimed") What Gnostics would have

called themselves. Self-designation of those who founded and main-
tained the Mysteries. An initiate endowed with special knowledge in
divine matters, the wiil and work of the gods; hence, an expert on the-

olcrgical and cosmological issues. Plur., telestai; adj. telestic.

terma: (Tibetan, "hidden rreasure") In Tibetan Buddhism, a sacred

teaching concealed in nature or in the human mind by an enlightened
master, and left to be discovered at a later moment by a terton, or
treasure {inder, so thar the teaching can be used to benefit humanity in
the time and setting of its discovery.

theocracy: Government by the gods or descendenrs of the gods. The
political paradigm of authority in ancient large-scale, agriculture-
based, war-dependent societies.

theocrat A sacred king, demigod, or human representative of the gods.

transentience: Proposed term {br deep sentient immersion in all that
lives: literally, "sensing through." Implies transcendence of single-self
identity as the precondition of such immersion. "Bevond self and

pouring through all that lives, so does it all live and pour through me."
transference: Proposed rerm for rhe process in which the Palestinian

redeemer complex, originally confined ro rhe cult of the Zaddikim,
was converted into the totalitarian Christian ideology of salvation.

407
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Effectuated jointly by Saint Paul, Saint |ohn the Divine, and the team

of literary hacks and overfed Roman lawyers who wrote the Gospels.

two-source duality: Gnostic cosmological concept asserting that good

and evil do not arise from the same source, but evil comes into play in

human experience owing to the superposition of two different percep-

tual systems. Illustrated by the analogy of the two-source hologram in

the writings of Philip K. Dick.

victimage: Term proposed by Ren6 Girard (Violence and the Sacred) for

scapegoating as a tool of social order essential to protect society from

its self-destructive impulses. Ritually expressed in the archaic rites of
sacred kingship in which the power of the king depended on his will-
ingness be sacrificed to expiate or rectify the moral failings and inius-

tices of the community.

victim-perpetrator bond: The insidious tendency for those who are

harmed and betrayed to become emotionally attached and morally

identified with those who harm and betray them. Implies that some

victims will become perpetrators in their own right. Primary cause of
the European genocide of the Americas.

Wasson thesis: Also called the entheogenic theory of religion, stating

that the original religious experience of humanity, as distinguished

from religion as an institutional and doctrinal system, arose from the

direct encounter with the sacred powers of nature through the inges-

tion ofpsychoactive plants and fungi. See note 213.

wisdom: (in Greek, sophia, Hebrew, chofthmah. The divine activity of
sentient, autopoetic intelligence that informs nature and pervades

human potendal.

Yaldabaoth: (YAL-dah-BW-oz) Gnostic name for the Demiurge, leader

of the Archons, identical to the bibiical father god, Yahweh or

Jehovah. A demented pretender who works against humanity.

Zaddik: (Hebrew "righteous," "just") The superhuman and inhumane

standard of perfection that informs the religion and ethics of radical

|ewish apocalypticism. Inherited, but modified, by Christianity and

Islam. Also spelled tzaddift and tsedeq.

Zaddikim: The ultra-extremist apocalyptic sect whose main outpost was

located at Qumran in the caves above the Dead Sea from 200 B.c.E. to

68 c.s. Their genophobic ideology of salvation for the righteous few
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was the germinal (or viral) form of Christian redemptive theology.

Adj., Zaddikite.

Zadok: Old Testament variation of Zaddik referring to the secrer

priesthood ("Sons of Zadok") responsible for anointing the |ewish
kings from the time of Solomon.

7-ealos: Military wing of the Zaddikim. Political activists and rerrorisrs

committed to the liberation of Palestine from foreign occupation.

zndiac: The band of constellations or fixed star-patrerns that lie on the

apparent path of the sun (ecliptic), which is actually the orbital parh of
the earth. The stellar or real-sky zodiac comprises thirteen visible star-

patterns, uneven in size and extent, including the constellation of
Ophiuchus, the Snaketamer. Not to be confused with the tropical or
seasonal zodiac, consisting of twelve equal divisions of the eclipric.

The real-sky constellations give their names ro rhe zodiacal ages

(Arian, Piscean, Aquarian, etc.) measured by the long-term cycle of
precession. We are currently living in the Piscean Age, which began

between 150 and 120 e.c.E. when the spring equinox shifted into that

constellation, coming from the direction of Aries, the Ram.

7ae;In the Sophia mythos, the emanation of the goddess Sophia in pure,

deathless vitality, distinguished from biological life which is mortal.

Source of bioluminescence and epinoia.

7-oroastrian religion: The most obscure and problematic of ancienr

world religions, probably originating around 6000 s.c.n. in northern
Persia (Iran), characterized by strict opposition of good and evil con-

sidered as absolute principles stemming from the same cosmic source

(split-source duality). See also Magian order.
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My suggestions for reading and research on Gaia theory, deep ecology,

the Pagan Mysteries, and the Sophianic vision of the Gnostics fall into

nine categories, with brief comments. Publishing demils are given only

if they are essential to finding the books. In most cases, current editions

can by located via the Internet. With a couple of exceptions I have

excluded scholarly works of primary value to insiders in favor of easier,

more accessible reading. Categories 4 through 9 present contemporary

non-Gnostic writings that I have found to be helpful in approaching the

Mysteries and the theory and practice of Gnosis.

r. Pnrunnv Sounces

ltlag Hammadi Library (abbreuiated NHL or NHC)
The standard edition, The Nag Hammadi Library in Enghsh (NHLE)
edited by ]ames Robinson, first appeared in 1977. Editions from several

publishers are now in print. The NHLE is intended for mainstrearn

readers, while scholars use the multivolume hardcover edition, The Coptic

Gnostic Libtary (CGL), uniquely published by E. I. Brill, Leiden, The

Netherlands. Brill also published a facsimile edition of the Codices in

oversized folios with photographic reproductions of every page. The CGL
presents the Coptic text on the left with facing line-by-line translations. It
includes elaborate commentaries, glossaries, and meticulous scholarly

detail rvork. The transladons in the CGL differ in places from the NHI-E.
The CGL also contains essential Coptic writings not found in the

NHLE: the Pistis Sophia (Askew Codex), the Untitled Treatise, and the

two Books of Jeu (Bruce Codex). A third non-NHL text, the Berlin

Codex (BG), contains the Gospel of Mary, the Act of Peter, and drafts of
two NHL codices, the Apocryphon of fohn and the Sophia of Jesus

Christ. The first two documents are included at the end of the NHLE,

SUGG
R REA
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and the drafts are merged into the corresponding NHL texrs. Thus, you

get the Berlin Codex in the NHLE, but you have to go ro the CGL for
the Askew and Bruce Codices. In 2000 Brill published a condensed five-
volume paperback edition of the CGL with Coptic texr (cosr, around

$550), but without the Bruce and Askew Codices. Pistis Sophia trans-
lated by G. R. S. Mead is an early version of rhe Askew Codex, nor rec-

ognized by Gnostic scholars. But at least you can lay your hands on it.
Outside the CGL, the Bruce Codex is more difficult to find, but there is
a valuable translation by Charlotte Baynes, published at Oxford in 1939.

There are no other complere English translations of the Coptic Gnostic
material apart from the NHLE and the CGL, but rhere are some partial
alternative translations. The Gnostic Scriptures translated by Bentley

Layton present some NHL material and other ancient writings of a

Gnostic character. The Other Bible edired by Willis Barnsrone is an excel-

lent compilation of selected NHL passages and related materials.

Organization of the Codices

There are in all 52 documents in the NHL, ranging in length from a few

lines to 40 pages. Scholars number the codices by Roman numerals, I
through XIII, and the treatises in each codex by Arabic numbers, and by

a title. For example, V, 4, the fourth treatise in codex V, is titled The
Second Apocalypse of fames. Some materials occur in more than one

draft, notably the long cosmological treatise, the Apocryphon of John,
found in codices II, III, IV, and the Berlin Codex. In the CGL the dif-
ferent drafts of this important treatise are printed side by side. In the

NHLE they are all merged into one translation.

Scholars number the pages in each codex consecutively, straight
through the packet from the first papyrus leaf to the last. For instance,

codex VII contains five treatises (or rra*ares), a total of 127 pages

counting each side of a papyrus leaf as a page. The Second Treatise of the

Great Seth (VII,2) runs from pages 49 through 69. The NHLE indicates

these page numbers in bold. The pages of the codices average about 30

to 36 lines each, also numbered. Thus there is a four-level notation

system: codex, treatise, page, line. NHC VII, 2,54.10 indicates line l0 on

page54 of treatise 2 in codex VII, titled The Second Treatise of the Great
Seth: "And the plan they devised about me, to release their Error and
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senselessness-I did not succumb to them as they had planned." This is

a Gnostic master exposing the subterfuge of the Archons, and how he

has foiled it. Scholars also use abbreviations for the titles: Treat Seth, for
instance. Apoc Peter 83.1-5 is the same as VII, 3, 83.1-5, bur the abbre-

viated title makes it easier to remember the text being cited. Apoc Peter

83.1-5 is a lamous passage that describes "the laughing savior" on the

cross: "He laughs at their lack of perception, knowing they are born

blind." The crucified savior laughing scornfully at the ignorance of the

mob below is one of the more sensational events in the Gnostic corpus.

The four-level notation system allows us to pinpoint the location of par-

ticular and outstanding lines like this.

It is absurd to read any translation of the NHC straight from start to

finish, as if it were an ordinary book. These documents have to be read

selectively, approaching each one with some idea of what is to be found

in it. The genuine, unadulterated message of Gnosis comes in specific

glimmers or "bursts" such as the lines cited above, because the vast bulk

of the surviving material is murky, dense, and incoherent. It is practi-

cally impossible to wring a clear, consistent paragraph out of many doc-

uments in the NHC. The entire opus is a terrible muddle of hand-me-

down materials hurriedly rendered in a weird, conceptually impaired

stenographic language, Coptic. For an in-depth guide to the reading the

NHL, see the Gnostic Reading Plan at www.metahistory.org. To -y
knowledge, this is the only commentary that emphasizes the value of the

Gnostic message as such, rather than treating it as an accessory to, or out-
take from, Christian doctrines of salvation.

Non-Nag Hammadi Writings and Apocrypha

These include the Askew, Bruce, and Berlin Codices, as already noted.

Apart from these documents, no other survivi ng Coptic materials can be

identified as originating from Gnostic circles or the Mysteries, but there

are diverse materials in Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Syriac, Ethiopic, and

Aramaic. The primary source of Greek-language materials is the Neaa

Testament Apocrypha (NTA) compiled by Edgar Hennecke in 1904

(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 2 volumes). ft contains papyrus frag-

ments, nonbiblical material on fesus, |ewish-Christian gospels, unknown
sayings of fesus, discussions with disciples after the resurrecrion, acrs of
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various apostles, and many gospels of a Gnostic and pseudo-Gnostic

nature.

There is some stunning Gnostic material in the NTA, even though

these works, which were excluded from the canon of the New Testament,

are predominantly Christian in character. They provide glimpses of the

Pagan-Jewish background of early Christian beliefs, and here and there

they reveal the complex body of pre- and non-Christian literature that had

to be pillaged to establish the |esus narrative and the apostolic mission.

The NTA is a mixed bag, with large a dose of evangelic cant, but some of
its material is deeply engaging. The Acts of ]ohn describes a mystical

dance performed by fesus at the Last Supper, accompanied by a poem that

contains lines such as "To the universe belongs the dancer. Who does not

enter the dance, does not know what is happening." Pope Leo the Great

(ca. 450) considered this document so scandalous that he condemned it as

a "hotbed of manifold perversity," and demanded all copies be burned,

mainly because it refutes the redemptive value of suffering and proposes

ecstasy in its place. The Acts of John replaces the gruesome act of cruci-

fixion by a mystical dance. This is the high point of the NTA.
There are also masses of Old Testament apocrypha, outtakes from the

standard Old Testament, also called pseudoepigraphia. The most acces-

sible of these works were compiled by Edgar Goodspeed in The Lost

Boofts of the Bible and The Forgotten Boofo of Eden, including the Booftof

the Maccabees with historical background on the Gnostic-Qumran con-

nection (category 3, below). The Books of Enoch and the Apocalypses of
Ezra, Isaiah, and Baruch contain some clues to the Archon-Annunaki

scenario ("the Watchers"), as well as other strange material that has now

been incorporated into ET/UFO mythology. "Wisdom literature" or

sapiential writings such as rhe Odes of Solomon present mystical poetry

focused on Sophia, the wisdom goddess. (Sapientia is the Latin word for

the Greek sophia, "wisdom.") The Other Bible edited by Willis Barnstone

offers some tantalizing extracts from the Odes. A lot of this obscure mate-

rial can easily be found on the Internet. For instance, www.gnosis.org.

Classical References

Among classical writings in Greek, Iamblichus' On the Mysteries presents

the most complete and authentic testimony from an accomplished
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teacher of the Mysteries. Iamblichus (d. ca. 330 c.E.) was the head of the

Syrian school of Neoplatonism to which Hypatia is thought to have

belonged. Unfortunately, the sole existing English translation by the

English Platonist Thomas Thylor is extremely tough going. (Taylor's

own work, The Eleusinian and Bacchic Mysteries, is unreliable for a

modern view of Gnosis because it presents an allegorical interpretation
of Mystery teachings, inconsistent with firsthand instruction by the

Light.) Iamblichus is rarely cited as a source of Gnostic ideas, whereas

Plotinus, who confessed with exasperation that he could get no informa-
tion out of the Gnostics, often is! Our grasp of the NHC would be

hugely enhanced by reading known initiates such as Cicero and

Plutarch, as well as other classical writers.

The NHL contains a fragment (VI, 5) from Plato's Republic, trans-

lated from Greek into Coptic. This means that at least one work in the

cache dates from about 400 s.c.r., setting it apart from the other mate-

rials that are generally dated 200-350 c.e. Six to seven centuries is a huge

separation in time, it would seem, but scholars do not consider the pos-

sibility that the "Greek originals" of other NHC texts could of an age

comparable to Plato. So far there has been almost no comparison of
NHC with classical Greek and Latin writings. Incredible as ir seems, rhe

Gnostic message has not so far been evaluated against the background of
the Pagan intellectual tradition in which it stood!

The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius is the single and supreme resra-

ment of Pagan ethics consistent with the Gnostic view of life . Stoicism

represents the mundane ethical profile of the telestai. I recommend the

clear but somewhat overelegant translation by Maxwell Staniforth
(Penguin Books).

Plato and Plotinus, the superstars of ancient philosophy in the West, are

unreliable and misleading references when it comes to genuine Pagan

Gnosis. They both emphasize otherworldly criteria and out-of-the-body
mysticism (Plotinus even confessed embarrassment at the fact of having a
body), totally contrary to the psychosomatic illuminism of the Mysteries.

Hermetica

Many scholars consider the Hermetic writings to be compatible, if not
identical, with the Gnostic message, but (big surprise) I tend to disagree .
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The Hermetica, a corpus of thirteen texts that surfaced in the

Renaissance, is widely considered to be the remnant of original teachings

from Egyptian Mystery Schools. These works are named after Hermes,

Greek name for the Egyptian Thoth, god of wisdom, also called

Trismegistus, "Thrice-Great," the formal title of a hierophant. The

NHL contains a fragment of a Hermetic text,,4esclepius (Yl,8). Gnostic

scholar G. R. S. Mead also wrote a maior work on the Hermetica,Thrice-

Grea.test Hermes (three volumes, reprinted in a single volume by Samuel

Weiser). To discuss how the Hermetica compares to the NHC would go

beyond the limits of this book, but I will say that I find in Gnostic wrir-

ings more evidence of firsthand, Gaia-oriented Mystery knowledge than

in the pallid cogitations of the Hermetica. Be warned that the F{ermetic

writings fudge on the Gnostic Demiurge, making it a benevolent instru-

ment of the gods rather than a malevolent and deceitful pseudogod.

Para-Gnostic Heresies

By this term I mean repressed spiritual movements in antiquity and after-

wards that reflect some elements of Gnosis and the Mysteries. Principal

among these are Mandeism, a first-century heresy that reiected |esus in

favor of |ohn the Baptist as the true messiah, and Manichaeism, a third-

century resurgence of Zoroastrian split-source duality. On the former, see

The Templar Reuelation by Clive Prince and Lynn Picknett; on the latter,

see your local psychiatrist. Sufism, considered in certain aspects relating to

the Divine Beloved, could be regarded as a para-Gnostic heresy. So could

be the fewish Kabbalah, and the Catharist heresy of the Middle Ages. I

have ignored these and other para-Gnostic movements in this book: one

life only gives you time for so much explanation.

Tlte Polemics or Patristic Literature, Writings against the Gnostics

This is the record of the prosecution penned by the Church Fathers to

condemn Gnostic heresy. It is a massive dossier that runs to dozens of
thick volumes of stilted reasoning and outraged rhetoric. The standard

edition is The Writings of the Ante-Nicene Fatlrers (Edinburgh: T t T
Clark, 1904; Eerdmans reprint, 1996.) "Ante-Nicene" refers to the period

before the first Nicene Council of 325 c.e.. Not all patristic literature comes

under this rubric because the defenders of Christian doctrine continued
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to write against Gnostic and Pagan religion for many cenruries. Indeed,

they continue to this day.

The main polemic writers were fustin Marryr, Tertullian, Epiphanius,
Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Origen, and Saint Augustine, who was writing his

City of God in the year Hypatia was murdere d. Irenaeus of Lyons by Robert

M. Grant gives a good account of the inlluential ideologue who estab-

lished the canon of the four Gospels and condemned all ahernatives to

oblivion. Unfortunately, Grant's translation of Against Heresies, although
highly readable, compresses the key passages on rhe fall of Sophia and the

Christic intervention. The scant material on these events is uniquely
found in Irenaeus, so it is worth consulting the older, more complete

translation of Book 1, Chapter 4, which can be found on gnosis.org.

The Panarioz of Epiphanius, a Christian convert who entered a

Gnostic cult to spy on it, contains a lurid account of an orgy in which par-
ticipants consumed their sexual fluids as holy sacraments. Apart from
such rare titillating items, reading the Church Fathers is nor a pasrime I
would recommend to anyone, but the Clementine Recognitions provide
some amusing anecdotal glimpses of encounters between Gnostics and

early Christians. All these works can also be found on gnosis.org.

Mary Magdalene

This is the "woman who knew all," whom fesus loved in a carnal and
intimate way, if some stories are to be believed. Some scholars identify
her as the author of the the Gospel of Mary (Berlin codex), appended to
the NHLE. Medieval legend presenrs an alternative story of Mary
Magdalene that has expanded into an item of modern folklore, lavishly
embellished with esoteric speculation. The popular cult of MM began

with Holy Blood, Holy Grail Iry Baigent, Lincoln, and Leigh, and peaks

out (let's hope) in The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown. With the unparal-
leled success of Brown's airport novel, books about MM have prolifer-
ated. Most of them are terrible and purely redundant. The best book on
this important figure is the earliest, Venus in Sacftcloth by Marjorie M.
Malvern, which is out of prin t. Mary Magdalene by Lynn Picknett is not
too bad. It summarizes the Magdalene-Cathar connection and suggests

that we distinguish the message of Magdalene from teachings attributed
to fesus-',ryithout, however, telling how to do so. The Goddess and the
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Gospels bv Margaret Starbird uses Magdalene as the vehicle for a critique

of patriarchy and a symbol of ideal marriage, but otherwise remains

strictly conventional. Metahistorv.org contains a large section on MM,
"The N{agdalene Connection." For my heretical review of The Gospel of
Mary of Magdala by orthodox Gnostic scholar Karen King, see

www.metahistory.orglsheWhoAnoints.php.

z. ScHoI-aRS oN GNosrrcIsM AND THE MysTERIES

The Gnostic Gospels (1979) l>y Elaine Pagels is by far the most popular

book on the Egyptian codices. It has made the subject of Gnosticism

widely known, yet, paradoxically, Pagels' treatment of the material

makes it difficult to know what Gnosis was reaily about. This is because

she regards Gnosticism as alternative Christianity-as indicated by

"Gospels" in the title-and completely ignores the Mystery connection.

Her work will appeal to those who u'ant to absorb Gnostic notions

without any threat to what they already believe. In my view, using

Gnostic writings to contrive a new, improved, pseudof-eminist and quasi-

mystical version of Christianity is a further cooption of Pagan Mystery

wisdom, consistent rl'ith the ideological crimes of the Universal Church.

Modern scholars do not recognize The Gnostics and Their Remains

(1887) by C. W. King (Kessinger Publishing reprint), yet it contains more

valicl and verilrable material on Gnostic/Mystery connections than

Pagels and a busload of other experts combined. Citing patristic sources'

King shows the vast extent of the I-evantine Gnostic Mystery network'

which survived in France and Spain into the Christian era: "Gnosticism

was more than co-extensive than the ernpire of Rome, and long survived

her fall" (337). Modern experts reject such statements as sheer nonsense.

The Gnostic Religion by Hans Jonas was originally written before

much was known of the NHC, but it contains key insights not found in

later, more well documented works. fonas leans heavily on the standard

"anticosmic" model u'idely (and wrongly) applied to the Gnostics: the

soul entrapped in matter, denial of the body, creation of the material

world by the Demiurge. He relies on the \/alentinian version of the

Sophia mythos in which Sophia is split into upper and lower parts, thus
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solving the problem of how the material world could be both the meta-

morphosis of her divine body and the creation of the "evil" Demiurge.

This book contains a remarkable and much-discussed epilogue on

Gnosticism and existentialism. Difficult but essential reading for a

deeper grasp of Gnosis.

Two other scholarly works worth readin g are The Secret Boofts of the

Egyptian Gnostics by fean Doresse, the French archaeologist who discov-

ered the Egyptian codices in the Coptic Library in Cairo, and Gnosis by

Kurt Rudolf. Both are rather dense but repay slow and careful reading.

Digest these two books well, and there is little you will be missing.

Fragments of a Faith Forgotten by G. R. S. Mead is a pre-NHL compila-

tion of diverse materials, including polemics. It discusses the Askew

Codex (Pistis Sophia) and the Bruce Codex. ln Gnosticism and the Neu
Testament, Pheme Perkins gives an unusually fair and charimble view of
Gnostics seen from within the Christian fold. The Allure of Gnosticism

edited by Robert A. Segal (Chicago and La Salle, IL: Open Court) con-

tains writings on Gnosticism relative to fungian psychology and contem-

porary culture, including the landmark essay by Buddhist scholar

Edward Conze, comparing Buddhism and Gnosticism. It also contains

some gross errors; for example, Murray Stein's assertion that the

Demiurge (in iungspeak, "the Yaldabaothian Ego") arises within the

Pleroma and so represents a spark of divinity that has lost itself in matter!

Two difficult but essential books for those who want to go deeper into
Gnostic studies are Images of the Feminine in Gnosticism, edited by Karen

King, and Rethinfting "Gnosticism" by Michael Allen Williams. The
former is forbiddingly academic, yet it touches essential issues con-

cerning the Sophia mythos and feminist aspects of Gnosis. The lamer is

a brilliant refutation of long-standing negative assumprions about the

Gnostics, their methods and message. Williams totally refures the anri-
cosmic model and shows how patristic condemnation of the Gnostics

backfires on itself.

There exists no history of the Gnostic movemenr. The History of
Gnosticism by Giovanni Filoramo rreats rhe Mysteries as a digression,

and places the origins of the movemenr in the Christian era. Like many
Gnostic scholars, including Doresse and Rudolf, Filoramo has a (veiled)

dismissive and discounting attitude toward his subject. Important
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material on the pre-Christian and prehistorical origins of Gnosticism

and the Magian order can be found in the extraordinary but little-

known 6ook, Plato Prehistorian by Mary Settegast (Cambridge, MA:

The Rotenberg Press).

The two most accessible books on Gnosticism are both entttled The

Gnostics. facques Lacarriere's slim volume is a well-researched, poeti-

cally written evocation of the Sophianic vision, emphasizing the star-

knowledge of the Gnostic sects. It contains a preface by Lawrence

Durrell and a letter from Henry Miller, thus linking Gnostic ideas to key

figures in twentieth-century literature. Tobias Churton's informative

book offers three chapters on the Egyptian Gnostics, then traces the

underground survival of Gnosis and the Mysteries (i.e., para-Gnostic

movements) in Catharism, the troubadours, Renaissance humanism,

Hermeticism and Rosicrucianism, ahead to William Blake and |ohn

Lennon. Although it is debatable whether or not genuine Gnostic teach-

ings and methods were preserved in these later movements' they were

certainly influenced by the lost tradition of the Mysteries.

Ancient Mystery Culx (1987) by Walter Burkert is the best single book

on the Pagan Mysteries. It is clear, concise, and elegantly written.

Burkert shows respect for his subject and distinguishes Pagan regenera-

tion from Christian redemption (as does historian Robert Turcan inThe

cults of the Roman Empire). The essential pre-NHL scholarly rext on the

Mysteries is The Mystery-religions (1925) by S. Angus. The subtitle '4

Study of the Religious Bacftground of Early Christianity tells you immedi-

ately that Angus tends to view his subject as accessory to Christianity.

The book is a mine of ancient references, but when it comes the con-

cluding pages, such as chapter 7, "The Victory of Christianity," Angus

argues that Christian religion is superior because it provides "a satisfying

message" for the problem of suffering, which, he believes, the Mysteries

did not. Angus does not delve into Gnosticism as such, and only connects

Gnosis and the Mysteries in one paragraph of the book. All in all, Angus

is rather schizoid in his treatment of the Mysteries. While he asserts that

the figure of Jesus was modeled directly on the Pagan initiate and healer'

Aesculapius, he accepts cross theology as a Personal and ltistorical mes-

sage of salvation that appealed to the masses, was superior to the

Mysteries, and rightfully superceded them.
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For supplementary reacling on the Mysteries, Eleusis by Karl Kerenyi

and Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries by George E. Mylonas are indis-

pensable. Hellenistic Religions by Luther H. Martin presents a fair

overview, but int-erior to Burkert. Bewzrre of'books such as The Mystery

Tbachings in World Religions by Florence Tanner, and The Gnosis, an

occult classic by Williarn Kingsland. They belong to the plenre of n-rystical

speculation that goes back to Clement of Alexandria. Such books spread

a smokescreen around the Mysteries. The God-self equation proposed by

Clemer.rt finds its culmination in the "New Nlysteries" of Jean Houston,

author of Godseed: The Journey of Christ, a book that presents a psy-

chodramatic technique fbr reaching the Divine Within. This exercise

goes as far arvay fiom Gaian biomysticisrn and the Sophianic vision of the

Mysteries as you can go without hitching a ride on the space shuttle.

3. THr Dnao SEa Scnolls

Readers may observe that my book is the only one so far that links the

Nag Han-rmadi Codices to the Dead Sea Scrolls, shorving cross-ref'er-

ences between these materials that no scholar (to my knowledge) has

noted or investigated: for instance, the naming of the Children of Seth

on top of the "liit list" in the War Scroll, ancl the krcation of the

Archontic counterintelligence carnp in the backyard of the Zaddikim.

An early r,vork by Millar Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls (1955), contains

a chapter entitied "Beliefs" '"r'here the author compares Gnostic "salt'a-

tion by knowleclge" with the views of the Qumran sect. This rare

instance of cross-textual study is instructive, but it merely grazes the

contr:rst betrveen tzaddifr, the supermunclane and inhumane standard of
perfection of the Qumranic covenant, and telos, the Gnostic ideal of
human potential realized in the lvlysteries.

The most-cited firsthand account of the emergence of the redeemer

complex in ancient Palestinc is The Jewislt l4/ars by Josephus. There are

various editions, inclucling the Loeb Classical Librarv. The Dogma of
Christ by Erich Fromm gives a trenchant analysis of the social unrest of
the Herodian period, r.l'ith Freurlian psychological comrnentary. On the

scrolls and their history, there are many good books, inclv<ling The
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Hidden Scrolls by Neil Asher Silberman, The Dead Sea Scrolk by |ohn
Allegro, Deciphering the Dead Sea Suolk by f onathan Campbe ll, and The

Mystery and Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls by Herschel Shanks. The last

is especially helpful for its evaluation of the texrs, bur Shanks (a key

figure in exposing the cover-up of the scrolls) remains ambivalent about

the historical figure of fesus as reflected in the Qumranic literature. On

that thorny issue, I recommend The Passouer Plot by Hugh Schonfield, a

brilliant exploration of the ]esus persona. Also, The Dead Sea Soolls and

the Christian Myth by f ohn Allegro is essential to deconstructing redemp-

tive mythology. Apocalypticism and the Dead Sea Scrolk by )ohn J. Collins

is difficult but indispensable for understanding the odd permutations of
the fewish messiah complex.

For translations, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A Neu Translation, by Michael

Wise, Martin Abegg, Jr., and Edward Cook is outstanding. Commentaries

provided throughout the book make it possible to read the DSS coherently.

Another good translation is The Dead Sea Scrolk Uncouered by Robert

Eisenman and Michael Wise.

The Dead Sea Scrolls Deception by Michael Baigent and Richard Leigh

is the best popular account of the Vatican's cover-up and disinformation

campaign, intended to prevent the world from seeing the true origins of
Christianity. Although it verges in places on sensationalistic journalism,

Deception is intellectually mature, factually accurate, and founded on

close and thorough research. Apocalypse by D. H. Lawrence, which I
have cited throughout this book, is a stunning indictment of the inane

and inhumane beliefs encoded in |udeo-Christian redemptive theology.

It stands in a class by itself , a masterpiece of Gnostic deconstruction.

4. GNosrs SEEN THnoucrr NoN-GNosrrc'WRrrrNGs

For orientation of the modern revival of Gnosis and the Sophianic vision

of the Mysteries, I would signal the reader to three key essays: "The
Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis" (1966) by Lynn White, fr.,
"The Perceptual Implications of Gaia" (1985) by David Abram, and

"The Meaning of Gaia" (1990) by David Spangler. These three short

pieces profile the essential ethical and methodological issues discussed in
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this book. White's article opened the debate over rhe anrhropocenrric

and nature-dominating values of Christianity, leading directly to the

ambiguous issue of "identification" that has stalled deep ecology in an

impasse. I have critiqued the solution to this impasse proposed inTouard
a Transpersonal Psychology by Warwick Fox, but there is still a lot to be

clarified before deep ecology can acquire a genuine religious dimension

free of dominator ideology and single-self narcissism.

The deep prehistorical background of the Sophianic vision lies in the

Goddess religions recovered by Marija Gimbutas in her breakthrough

writings, including The Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe and The Liuing

Goddesses. The Myth of the Goddess by Anne Baring and Jules Cashford

and When God Was a Woman by Merlin Stone are essential reading in

this vein. The former contains an illuminating chapter on Sophia and

the repression of the Divine Feminine in Judaism. (The Hebrew Goddess

by Raphael Patai is the standard reference text on this subject.) Robert

Graves's The White Goddess is, of course, the unsurpassable, mystical-

poetic ceiebration of Goddess lore. It glimmers with many reflections of
the Divine Sophia. Ralph Metzner's The Well of Remembrance relies on

Gimbutas [o present a neoshamanic path compatible in many respects

with Gaian biomysticism.

Writings on ecopsychology present helpful approaches to a contempo-

rary Gaian Gnostic worldview, particularly The Voice of the Earth by

Theodore Roszak, and the more difEcult, insider-oriented Radical

Ecopsychology by Andy Fisher. See also the anthology, Ecopsychology:

Restoring the Earth, Healing the Mind, edited by Roszak, and Green

Psychology by Ralph Metzner, currently the leading advocate of Gaian

biomysticism and entheogenic practices. The anthology Dharma Gaia,

edited by Allan Hunt Badiner, presents a rare ecological perspecrive on

iluddhism. The Way by Edward Goldsmith is a foundation text of eco-

logical ethics that allows us to imagine how Europans would have

regarded the environment. Likewis e for Tlte Practice of the Wild by Gary

Snyder, who advises that acquaintance with classical Pagan learning is

essentiai to a saner view of nature. I have relied on Nature and Madness

by Paul Shepard in frarning the Gnostic proresr against patriarchal reli-
gion. No other book complements and parallels my case against

Christianity more closely that Shepard's.
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Theodore Roszak's Where the Wasteland Ends is a powerful argument

for the revival of the "Old Gnosis," taking William Blake and the

Romantics for its exemplars. (The best single work on Romanticism is

Natural Supernaturalism by M. H. Abrams.) Cultural ecologist Neil

Evernden highlights the role of the Romantics as precursors of the eco-

logical movement. lnThe Natural Alien,he emphasizes the uniqueness

of humanity, not in terms of its superiority over other species, but in

terms of its need to find or construct its proper niche in nature' con-

trasted to other species for whom nature provides a niche' This argu-

ment is comparible with Lynn Margulis's call (see below) for the human

species to find "a creative fit" with the natural rvorld, or perish'

Finally, in the genre of ecofeminist theology that approaches, or wants

to approximate, a Gaian-Gnostic worldview, Gaia and Godby Rosemary

Radford Reuther shows how problematic it is to reconcile Judeo-

christian theology with Sophianic deep ecology-impossible, really. But

the effort, though futile, is instructive. The best route fbr ecofeminism to

take into Gaia theory would be via shamanism, if its true origins would

be explored. Even though shamanism is the taproot of the Pagan

Mysteries, I can recommend no book on shamanism that does not falsely

emphasize its male monopoly. Perhaps with Barbara Tedlock's testa-

ment to Goddess wisdom, The Woman in a Shaman's Body,it may be pos-

sible to relocate contemporary shamanic theory and practice in a Gaian

perspective.

5. Dnnn EcolocY AND GAIA THEonY

Some of the above works merge into this category. The foundation text

of deep ecology is Sacred Land, Saoed Sex, Rapture of the Deep, by

Dolores LaChapelle. Future Primitiue,LaChapelle's critical biography of

D. H. Lawrence, is a rich, resonant book that convincingly presents

Lawrence as the primary forerunner of the deep ecological movement

(see also category 6.) Lktening to the Land, a collection of inrerviews con-

ducted by Derrick fensen, and A Language Older than Words by fensen'

are also essential deep ecological texts, as are the writings of Snyder and

Goldsmith, cited in the previous category.
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The best single work on the development of Gaia theory is Gaia: The
Grou.,th of an ldea by Lawrence D. foseph. Louelocft & Gaia by fon
Turney is also helpful for an overview. Gaia's Body by Tyler volk is more
technically oriented roward the details of biospheric science. on the cul-
tural and scientific implications of the theory, see Gaia: A Way of
Knocuing and Gaia 2: Emergence-The Necu science of Becoming, edited
by William Irwin Thompson.

Gaia: A Neu Looftof Ltfe on Earth (1979) by Jame s Lovelock needs to
be read back to back with his later work, Gaia: The practical science of
Planetary Medicine (1991) for a full overview of where the theory began,
and where it's heading. The essential books by Lynn Margulis, wrirren
with her son Dorian Sagan, are Microcosmos, The Symbiotic planet, and
slanted rruths, a collection of engaging essays on biology and evolurion,
including "Big Trouble in Biology" (a refutation of Darwinism), and ,,A

Pox called Man" (Margulis's views on the role of the human species in
Gaian biophysics). Metahistory.org conrains extensive writing on the
parallels between Sophianic myth and Gaia theory.

Although not normally included in discussions of deep ecology or
Gaia theory, wilhelm Reich (1897-1957) was the one rwentierh-cenrury
scientist whose work can contribute most crucially and centrally to expe-
riential advances in both these fields. Thinking like a Gnostic, Reich
investigated "the large outlines that shaped the errors of the human
animal," and analyzed enslavement to ideological beliefs. Denial and
suppression of the life force was his greatest concern, expressed in The
Murder of chrkt. The Mass Psychology of Fascism is a brilliant analysis of
the "mystico-military" insanity common to rhe Nazis and the Zaddikite
sect, and a bold condemnation of christian doctrines that elevate spirit
over nature. In his later works, Ether, God and Deuil, and, Cosmic
superimposition, which he discussed with Albert Einstein, Reich pro-
posed Gnostic criteria for science. He asserted that "sensation is the
greatest mystery of natural science," and warned that the scientist "errs
in proportion to the neglect of his own system of sensory perception and
awareness." Reich's notion that genuine knowledge of nature must be
grounded in sensory contact with nature is purely telestic, recalling the
cognitive revelation at Eleusis.

Finally, I suggest that Goethean techniques of observation come close
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to Gnostic method, and may in some respects reproduce it' Goethe on

Science by feremy Naydler presents an inventory of helpful citations.

Goethe the Scientist by Rudolf Steiner is also useful. The Wholeness of
Nature by Henri Bortoft is a brilliant and thorough treatment of

Goethe's theory of intensive perception. Quite simply, this theory asserts

that the impressions of the world given to us by the senses are incom-

plete unless we look more carefully and intensively into what the senses

actually present to us. Thus, nature has far more to reveai to us through

our senses than we normally assume. Goethe insisted that intensive per-

ception can go so deep into the dynamics of natural phenomena that it

excels any theorization we might make apart from the phenomena.

Bortoft's book is a primer of Gnostic natural science .

6. CoNrErvrpoRARy LltnnnrunE AND CuI-runn

Recenr editions of the NHLE conrain an afrerword by Richard Smith

describing the how Gnostic ideas have come to permeate many aspects

of Western culture and literature. Smith cites Blake, Melville, Hesse,

Doris Lessing, Lawrence Durrell, and the Beat Generation as literary

heirs to Gnosticism. The list could easily be expanded threefold, espe-

cially if we include science fiction wfirers such as Philip K. Dick and

Roger Ze\azny. In psychology, Smith cites C. G' fung, the primary

Gnostic revivalist, and in philosophy, Martin Heidegger, who is highly

regarded by Dolores LaChapelle. Oddly, he does not cite D' H'

Lawrence. Readers who want to get the feel of genuine Gnostic sensi-

bility can look into Larvrence's last poems, which include many beau-

tiful evocations of nature and animal life. In his polemic poems'

Lawrence ruthlessly attacks single-self identity and narcissistic self-con-

cern. His two-line "Retort to fesus" says "And whoever forces himself to

love anybody / begets a murderer in his own body." Which is pretty

much what I tried to say in chapter 19.

Smith also discusses American cultural maven Harold Bloom, who

wrote both fiction and nonfiction works of Gnostic derivation. In Omens

of Millennium (1996), Bloom uncritically adopted the God-self equation'

defining Gnosis as "direct acquaintance of God within the self"' but in
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other respects he pleaded rather well for Gnostic values. Surprise, sur-
prise, the book includes a brief, sober, nondiscounting passage on
shamanism and entheogenic practices. It is difhcult to say if Bloom's
rather narcissistic style of armchair illuminism has had, or will have, any
significant impact in religious or academic circles. I doubt it.

Films that come to mind in this category are The Man who Fell to
Earth lry Nicholas Roeg (cited by Richard smith), and the Matrix trilogy
(reviewed on metahistory.org). In Arthur C. Clarke,s 2001: A Space
Odyssey, the supercomputer who hijacks the mission is named HAL,
Coptic for "simulation," "artificial intelligence." Clarke's book,
childhood's End, is one of many that explores the Gnostic theme of
takeover by the Archons. other sci-fi classics such as Inuasion of the Body
snatchers also play on the threat of Archontic substitution. on Gnosric
elements in the classic horror film, Children of the Damned, see www.
Metahistory.orgldamned.php.

7. SoeHraNrc Cosuor_oc5
IxclunrNc rHE ETIUFO Pnonr_Bvr

In continuation of the preceding category, the science fiction writings of
Philip K. Dick present a reworking of certain aspects of Sophianic cos-
mology. Dick's grasp of Gnosric-Mystery school instruction was selec,
tive, exhibiting some serious blindspots, but profound on those aspecrs
that he did understand. His definition of Gnosis as "disinhibiting
instructions" is superb, and his metaphor of the two-source hologram,
likewise. Much of the pathos of his work lies in his staunch human
resistance to HAL, Archontic simulation. Dick foresaw a world whose
inhabitants would be unable to detect simularions, unable to tell a real
cat from an electronic duplicate, or pearl from plastic. Much of what
appears as futuristic in his novels has now become commonplace.

Although deeply concerned with Archontic substitution, or counter-
mimicry, Philip K. Dick did not portray the Archons rhemselves.
Rather, his best works depict people (usually children) who are living
instruments of Sophia. His vatis trilogy merges Nag Hammadi material
with concepts drawn from the Dead Sea scrolls, producing a weird mix
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of Gnostic and Qumranic elements. ln The Diuine Inuasion, second in

the trilogy, two children are the incarnations of divine wisdom whose

play is the universe . In The Reincarnation of Timothy Archer, third in the

trilogy, Dick adopts the heretical thesis of fohn Allegro that the sacra-

ment of the Qumranic cult was Arnanita muscaria, a psychoactive mush-

room traditionally used by shamans. Dick's unpublished masterpiece,

called "The Exegesis," contains long passages on Gnostic philosophy,

Sophia, and the Demiurge. Valis is required reading for anyone inter-

ested in how Gnostic ideas can fertilize the literary imagination. See

philipkdick.com.

Verging on science fiction, the multivolume writin gs of Zecharia

Sitchin on the Annunki scenario in Sumerian mythology nevertheless

pass for serious work in the minds of many people. It is difficult to fault

Sitchin on his scholarship-he reads ancient Hebrew, cuneiform' and

half a dozen other ancient languages-but it is easy to see where he fab-

ulates, or makes unfounded inferences. His "Earth Chronicles" take the

Sumerian tablets on their word and accepts that the Annunaki-Archons

are really our cosmic overlords. InThe Cosmic Code (book 6), he asserts

that the ancients had knowledge of molecular chemistry and the genetic

code because the Annunaki brought it to them, not because they could

have acquired it through faculties inherent to human potential (as I

argue). Sitchin is smart enough, and quite entertaining to read. He

remains atop the rapidly growing heap of books on the Annunaki-

Archon scenario, not to mention massive chatter on the Net. Since

|anuary, 2005, when my article "The Gnostic Theory of Alien

Intrusion" appeared on metahistory.org, my ET/Archon theory seems to

have entered the discourse. Nevertheless, there is still an almost total

absence of metacritical analysis of the ET/UFO phenomena. So far, the

Gnostic view that the Archons are cosmic pretenders, dupes trying to

make us into their dupes, remains largely unknown.

Apart from myself, only two cultic writers, Nigel Kerner (The Song of
the Greys) and William Henry (Oracle of the llluminati), have directly

equated the Archons with the Annunaki. Flying SerPents and Dragons lry

R. A. Boulay (Escondido, CA: The Book Tree) presents carefully

researched material on ancient religion that suggests how the "reptilian

agenda" of the Annunki might have been insinuated into the )ehovistic
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cults of Palestine. Boulay is a notch or two above Sitchin. The best cri-
tique of the ETluFO phenomena comes from facques vallee in
Messengers of Deception and his trilogy, Dimensions, confrontations,
Reuelations. Vallee's analysis of the ETluFO phenomenon as "a spiritual
control system" is highly compatible with Gnostic reachings. uFos:
Operation Trojan Horse by fohn Keel is also excellent, lucid, and
sobering. Humanityi Extraterrestrial Origins by A. D. Horn and, The
Genius of the Feru by christian o'Brien presenr convincing profiles of
fehovah as a vicious, tyrannical, reptilian Archon, the ultimate bad
parent. See also the entry of "Biblical UFOlogy" in the Lexicon for
me tahistory.org.

Sophianic cosmology requires not only an imaginative approach to the
Archons, those denizens of the planetary system exclusive of the earth,
but also a direct encounter with the wonders of the natural world. It is,

one could say, a homegrown cosmology. In nonfiction, the best
approaches to Sophianic cosmology can be found in recent writings on
emergence (Biology Reuisioned by Willis Harman and Elisabet
Sahtouris), fractals (Fractak: The Patterns of Chaos by fohn Briggs, and
Turbulent Mirror by fohn Briggs and F. David peat), and plasma cos-
mology (The Big Bang Neuer Happened by Eric f . Lerner). All this is cut-
ting-edge stuff, radical and conrroversial, but largely theoretical.

For a practical, firsthand approach to sophianic cosmology, there is no
better guide (next to Reich) than Goethe. As just noted, Goethean mor-
phology, including the colloidal theory of light, is the scientific approach
most compatible with the method of the Mysteries. Intensive observa-
tion, by which we enrer more deeply into the self-evident contents of
sense perception, is the best modern approach to initiatory knowledge of
Gaia-Sophia.

8. ENrHnocENrc THnony or Rnlrcrox

sacred Mushrooms of visioz by Ralph Merzner is the best single work on
current e ntheogenic practice. Metzner's long essay, "visionary
Mushrooms of the Americas," covers the entheogenic movement from
its origins with Huxley and wasson down to Terence McKenna. The
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Sacred Mushroom Seefter, edited by Thomas |. Riedlinger, also presents

an overview and evaluation of the movement that was born when R.

Gordon Wasson met the mushroom shaman Maria Sabina (1894-1985)

in Mexico in 1955. Wasson's book, Soma: Diuine Mushroom of
Immortality, is a literary treasure that can stand shoulder to shoulder

with groundbreaking works such as The Golden Bough and Blacft

Athena. Persephonei Quest, cowritten by Wasson with G. S. Kramrisch

and Carl Ruck, is the definitive statement of the entheogenic theory,

with extensive reference to Eleusis.

There are hundreds of text-heavy sites and heady forums dedicated to

entheogenics on the Internet, but, unfortunately, they are all oriented

toward recreational use of drugs and sacred plants, rather than sacra-

mental use. The most sophisticated psychedelic site is deoxy.org. For

research and guidelines on entheogenic practice, I recommend The

Council for Spiritual Practices at csp.org.

9. Asr,tN Mvsrtctsu (TnNrna, MnH.qvaNn, DzoccHEN)

Expositions of Asian mysticism and emanation theory that are helpful to

understanding Gnosticism begin with the works of Sir |ohn Woodruffe,

all published by Ganesh & Co, Madras. The Serpent Power, Shaftti and

Shaftta, and The Garland of Letters are indispensable. Here and there

Woodruffe freely develops Gnostic-Tantric parallels. His work on

Kundalini, the Serpent Power, is essential to understanding, and under-

going, the psychosomatic illuminism of the Pagan Mysteries. Woodruffe

cites Tantric texts that describe in explicit language the epiphany of the

Organic Light.

Among Buddhist scholars, John Myrdhin Reynolds (The Golden

Letters, Self-Liberation through Seeing uitlt Nafted Atuareness) makes the

most pertinent Gnostic-Buddhist parallels. The writings of Herbert V.

Guenther are also instructive, especially The Ltfe and Teachings of
l{aropa, Yuganaddha (\'anarasi: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series), and

Kindly Bent to Ease (Js, his trilogy of writings on Long Chen Pa, the pre-

eminent Nyingma master. Foundations of Tibetan Mysticism (1960) by

Lama Govinda is still the single most accessible text on Tibetan

429



430 SUGGESTIONS FOR READING AND RESEARCH

Buddhism. The Science of Yoga by I. K. Taimni (Whearon, IL: euest
Books, The Theosophical Publishing House), a commenrary on theyoga
Sutras of Patafijali, reads like a Nag Hammadi rractare would today, if
the Coptic material had come down to us intact and uncorrupted. In
While the Gods Play and Shiua and Dionyso.r, compararive myrhologisr
Alain Dani6lou relates Gnosis to the ancient shamanic methodologies of
southern Asia.

Finally, I might point the reader ro my other books as they relate to the
subject matter and argument of this one. The Seefter's Handbooft
(Harmony/Random House, l99l) has a brief essay on Gnosticism and
many references to Gnostic and Sophianic themes. -fwins and the Double
(London: Thames & Hudson, 1993) proposes rhar ancient shamanic
techniques gave access to molecular and genetic processes, explains the
scapegoating mechanism, and considers some occult phenomena that
would have been routinely explored and studied in the Myste rjes. The
Hero (London: Thames & Hudson, 1995) describes the intimate connec-
tion between shamanism and Goddess religion, a connection inherent to
the long prehistorical background of Gnosis and the Mysteries. This
book also treats the cult of Amor, a cultural phenomenon central to the
medieval resurgence of the Pagan sense of life .

Finally, Quest for the Zodiac (Starhenge Books, 1999) explains rhe
important distinction between the stellar or real-sky zodiac of thirteen
constellations and the tropical zodiac of twelve signs. It also proposes a
theory of phylogeneric transfer of the knowledge and skills acquired in
peak experience. I suggest rhar this theory can point the way to rhe
telestic method for high-end enhancement of human potenrial, fcrrmerly
applied in the Mysteries.

fLL May 2006 Flanders
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